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SIX GREAT REASONS TO BLOW-OFF

HELL: A CYBERPUNK THRILLER

"HELL could be'Htei^ij^Pi photographic

negative of Myst--still visually hypnotic

satisfyingly deep, and unavoidably addictive

but with a 180-degree, detour intc

the darker regions of the mind.'

: s*

GAME OF THE MONTH, Dec. 1994

—Electronic Entertainment

BLOODNET

FOR THE MACINTOSH AND AMIGA!

ROlfe-Playing Game of the Year, Runner-up

—Computer Gaming World

"BLOODNET is simply superb."

—Computer & Video Games

"The blending of vampire mythology

with cyberpunk gives the game world

of BLOODNET a truly fresh quality, and

brings together two genres which

fit each other like fang and neck."

—Strategy Plus

III!
SkK

"You've been playing games so far,

kids, but this is the big time, the show, the

main event. You’re up against centuries worth

of technology and evil. You can't win."

—Dennis Hopper, a.k,a. Mr. Beautiful

"Maybe if the creators of Myst had decided

to mainline a couple of kilos of DMT...

they could have produced HELL."

—CITY Magazine

STAR CRUSADER

"STAR CRUSADER should be

the next game on your playlist^-it*-**.'

.PnirirtHtor fiaminn World

GOLDEN TRIAD AWARD
—Computer Game Review

"Blasts the competition to space dust!'

—Electronic Games

merges the best of both [ Wing Commander

and X-Wing] and then takes them a bit far-

ther."—Strategy Plus
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Game Bytes

BILL COSBY'S PICTURE PAGES

Kids learn numbers and si

humorous host Bill Cosby

Based on the original learning systt

mended by the National Education

'PICTURE PAGES are the epitome o

believe in,..educating children with,

laughter. Together we'll help your ki

develop important learning skills.'

—Bill Cosby

BUREAU 13

Your world is divided over the subject

of supernatural and paranormal phenomena.
Do things like ghosts, U.F.O.s, demons,
and psychic phenomena really exist? .. .

The members of Bureau 13 know,

the answer is yes.

...BUREAU 13 boasts the prettiest 3-D re

dered mechamatrix since Sigourney battl

the alien queen in Aliens."

—Computer Gaming World t

Think of BUREAU 13 as a kind of

X-Files on CD-ROM."
-CD-ROM World %

Product Information Number 146

GOLDEN TRIAD AWARD
—Computer Game Review
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Planes,

Trains,

Automobiles— and
Ships, too!

When we first heard talk of

this new SVGA business sim
from MicroProse — one that

supposedly out-Tycoons
Railroad Tycoon — we were
a bit incredulous. But .

Transport Tycoon made
believers of us with its

sumptuous graphics,

detailed economic models,
and depth of gameplay. This

is good stuff! Read T. Liam
McDonald's feature, then

load up our exclusive demo
and decide for yourself.

Disc-Interested Parties, and Goodbye Steve
CD. The biggest is that now all the demos and software are

listed on one screen, so you can spot the games that interest

you at a glance. And we now dedicate an entire screen to

each game, so we can list as much info as we can about

what you'll need to do to install and run the games.

Besides the great reviews and features, there's one

other thing that makes this issue special: It's the last one Co-

Editor Steve Poole will be working on. Oh, you'll still see his

name in the mag— he'll be doing reviews and feature stories

— but as soon as we finish this issue he'll become Director

of Online Services for GP Publications, with the ultimate goal

of making it easier than ever for you guys to reach us online.

I We've begun to get feedback on the first PC Gamer CD-ROM,

I

and for the most part it's been positive. Most of you realize the

difficulty in creating a front-end program that allows you to

simply click an Install button and play every game on the

demo disc. We know it can be a real pain in the neck to have

to install the game from the front end then reboot your com-

puterto accommodate the demands of a particular game. But

until game developers agree on some sort of standard regard-

* ing memory management (an unlikely proposition), the best

we can do is find the most exciting games and provide you

with as much information as possible on howto run them.

But that doesn't mean we're not going to change the

CD-ROM. There's always room for improvement, and to that

end we've made already made a couple of changes to The Matt & Steve



Features
48

58

64

74

Transport Tycoon

Take over the world, one transport mode at a time. And don't

miss our sneak preview of (yes, we're serious) Pizza Tycoon!

The PC Gamer Reader's Top 40
We've been praised, defamed, commended, and cussed ever since we

released our own Top 40 back in August. Now. it's your turn to share the warmth of criticism.

Presenting your picks for the Top 40 Games of All Time!

DOS For Gamers: Memory
Management Made Easy
What is Base Memory? What's a UMB? Will Windows change my document? OK,

we won't answer that one. But our own Tim Victor will do his level best to explain memoiy.

and how to manage it.

Beyond Gaming
Sure, PCs make great game machines. But they're capa-

ble of even more, believe it or not. So we asked David

Wade, Disc Editor of CD-ROM Today magazine, to put

together a list of multimedia resources of special interest

to gamers.

Scoops!
When you're looking for hands-on previews....

18 Stalingrad
Atomic Games and Avalon Hill team up to give you the

chance to relive the Battle for Stalingrad. Our correspnn-

dent Steve Poole is back from the front with this report.

22 Renegade
SSI goes head-to-head with Origin and LucasArts for the

space-combat crown, and Renegade is their secret weapon. You’ll

love the looks of this one!

26 Lost Eden
French developers Cryo bring us a stunning new adventure, set in 8

world where humans and dinosaurs coexist. Jurassic Park it ain’t!

Reviews
PC Gamer Reviews, just the way
you like them — timely, and honest!

98 5th Fleet 123 The Incredible Machine 2

136 Air Havoc Controller 103 Iron Cross

115 Anyone for Cards? 130 The Legend of Kyrandia, Book 3:

141 Blackthorne Malcolm's Revenge
132 Colonization 107 Litil Divil

119 Dark Sun: Wake of the Ravager 109 Master of Magic
128 Dominus 142 NHL Hockey ‘95

117 Dreamweb 138 Relentless: Twinsen’s Adventure

125 Expert Chess 93 System Shock

89 Under a Killing Moon

The Disc Pages
Getting to Know Your Disc

Whether your demo is the one-game floppy or the CD-ROM
Edition, just turn the page for all the info you'll need.

Departments

32 Eyewitness

News, Game Previews, Best-sellers,

and more

145 Alternate Lives

Neil's got a tiger by the tail: the

first- vs. third-person debate.

by Neil Randall

147 Sim Column
There’s only one thing more beautiful

than Lee in flight: Lee on a golf course.

by Lee Buchanan

148 Extended Play

More news from that mysterious realm

of CD-ROMs and bug patches.

byT. Liam McDonald

151 Peripheral Visions

You gotta have the right hardware to

prove you have the right stuff.

by Matt Firme

153 Tim's Tech Shop
Tim brings all his technical knowledge

to bear on the question of what to look

for in a CD-ROM drive. by Tim Victor

155 The Desktop General

Bill takes us on a guided tour of

Alliance Interactive— a small

company with big war-gaming plans.

by William R. Trotter

157 The Learning Game
When you look at the entire forest, it’s

sometimes easier to seethe individual

trees for what they really are.

by Heidi E.H. Aycock

163 Lupine Online

Asad and sordid tale of treachery,

deceit, and courtroom wrangling in the

world of shareware. by Scott Wolf

167 Strategy Central

More of those tips you love so much,
this time featuring Quarantine, Beneath
a Steel Sky, and System Shock.

174 Letters

A place where people just like you can

come to share, smile, and heal.

180 Back Issues

Your one-stop PC Gamer shop

182 Contest

SSI threatens to send you to the moon
(or a very close facsimile)

184 Next Issue

It's like looking into a crystal ball....
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INSTALLING • PLAYING • QUICK TIPS

If you liked the first Disc, you'll

love this one: We've packed
over 20 playable demos on The
Disc this month!
Welcome to PCG: CD-ROM Edition

ere we are, our sec-

ond issue with The

CD — and it's stuffed

with even more game

demos than last time! If you bought the

CD-ROM Edition, these are the pages

that'll help you get started with that

shiny metal disc. We'll make it all clear,

right here in the Disc Pages. Of course if

you're a computer hot-shot, just toss

The Disc in and get rolling.

If you didn't pick up the CD-ROM

Edition, you're still in luck. Our 3.5" demo

disk this month features Transport Ty-

coon by MicroProse, a highly addictive

build-your-own transportation network

simulation which also appears on The

CD. The instructions for that demo can be

found on p. 5The rest of the Disc Pages

won't apply to you, but they w///give you

a good idea of what you could be playing

if you had a CD-ROM drive. And if you do

have a CD-ROM drive and didn't pick up

the CD-ROM Edition, look at all the fun

you're missing!

One thing you won't be missing is

King's Quest VII by Sierra. Despite what

it says on the polybag, the demo wasn't

finished in time to make this issue. We'll

bring it to you just as soon as the folks at

Sierra send it our way— and in the

mean time, we tossed in a really cool

demo of Battle Bugs. If you haven't seen

this one yet, we thing you'll be pleasant-

ly surprised.

Getting Started
f you don't have the CD-ROM
Edition, place the 3.5" demo in

your drive, switch to that drive

(type A:, where A is the name of

your 3.5" drive), and then type INSTALL
and press Enter. You'll find more infor-

mation about Transport Tycoon on p. 5

Now, on to the rest of the Disc

Pages. We've tried to make it as easy to

use The CD as possible, with a complete
front end that tells you what you'll need

to run each demo and a button that will

automatically install the demo to your

hard drive. To get The CD up and run-

ning, just pop the disc into your CD-
ROM drive, switch to that drive (by typ-

ing D: where D is the name of your CD-
ROM drive), and type PCG2. It's that

simple! Now just browse through the

menus, read the text files, and start

enjoying the best interactive magazine
and disc combination ever.

Whenever possible, we've tried to

let you play the demos directly from The
CD, without having to install files to your

hard drive — but unfortunately, most of

this month's demos require hard-drive

installation. Just click on the picture of

the game and, if possible, it'll launch

right into the demo. Of course, whether
this will work or not may depend on
your system, and whether you have

enough base memory and other special

considerations. Some of you might not

have enough base memory available

while running your CD-ROM, for exam-
ple. So you'll have to install the game to

your hard drive, then reboot without

loading your CD-ROM drivers and play

from the hard-drive. You'll find all the

info you need in the text files that accom-
pany each game.

Requirements for The CD
We tried to make the disc compatible

with as many systems as possible, so

most of you shouldn’t have any trouble

running either the PC Gamer interface

program or any of the individual game
installations. For best results, you should

have a double-spin CD-ROM drive capa-

ble of 300K/sec data transfer. The CD will

run on a single-spin drive (it'll be slow,

though), but it's probably in your best

interest to install the games to your hard

drive, where they'll have a better chance

of showing you what they can do.

As for memory requirements, you'll

find that they vary from demo to demo —
just as they vary from game to game in

their retail forms. So be sure to read the

requirements for each demo carefully

(they're on The CD, and in these pages).

If you do have trouble installing

games from our interface, try running

them from DOS. You'll need to log onto
the CD-ROM drive and go to the directo-

ry where the game is located. You'll find

a list of all the directories, and the com-
mand you'll need to type to get them
running, in the chart on the next page.

Some of these demos are complete
versions of the games, but with perhaps
only one or two levels included. Others

are samples of works in progress, and
can be pretty glitchy. Running them may
be a matter of having exactly the right

hardware combination. So we'll warn
you right off that not all these demos
will run as easily as others. But these

demos give you a rare opportunity to

glimpse products before they’ve even hit

the shelves — something only magazine
editors and the game designers them-

selves usually get to do.

Installation Commands:
Names and Locations
Here's a list of the directories on The CD
where you'll find each game. These are

all located within the \DISCII directory on

The CD (so typing CD\DISCII\TYCOON on

your CD-ROM drive will get you to the

Transport Tycoon directory).

4 PC GAMER Januarij 1995



Game Directory Installation Command

Transport Tycoon \TYC00N INSTTYC0.BAT

Hammer of the Gods \HAMMER INSTHAMR.BAT

Battle Bugs NBATLBUGS INSTBUGS.BAT

Warcraft NWARCRAFT INSTALL.EXE

Dr. Radiaki NRADIAKI INSTALL.EXE

Battle Isle 2200 NBATLISLE INSTALL.EXE

Lords of the Realm \L0TR INSTL0RD.BAT

Hardball 4 NHARDBALL INSTHARD.BAT

NASCAR Racing \NASCAR INSTNCAR.BAT

Dominus 'DOMINUS INSTALL.EXE

Renegade NRENEGADE INSTALL.EXE

Delta V \DELTAV INSTALL.EXE

Prairie Dog Hunt II NPDOG INSTPD0G.BAT

One Must Fall 2097 NOMF2097 INSTALL.EXE

Holiday Lemmings NLEMMINGS INSTALL.EXE

Skunny Kart NSKUNNY INSTALL.EXE

Back to the Forest NSKUNNY INSTBACK.EXE

Lost in Space NSKUNNY INSTL0ST.BAT

Save our Pizzas NSKUNNY INSTPIZA.BAT

Wild West NSKUNNY INSTWILD.BAT

Desert Raid NSKUNNY INSTRAID.BAT

Wacky Wheels NWACKY INSTALL.EXE

GEnie Network NGENIE INSTGENI.BAT

Cyberstrike NGENIENCYBERSTRIKE INSTCYBR.BAT

SVGA Air Warrior NGENIENAIRWARRI INSTAIRW.BAT

Rise of the Robots NRISE INSTR0R.BAT

ImagiNation Network NIMAGINE FUN.BAT

Transport Tycoon

Transport Tycoon is a fascinating business

simulation that lets you buy, build, and control

a vast transportation network. It's easy to get

into and beautiful to look at, and a worthy suc-

cessor to Railroad Tycoon.

This SVGA demo can be played in two
ways— with or without competition. If you
play with competition, you're pitted against

other ambitious moguls to become the undis-

puted King of Transportation. Without compe-
tition, you can start with a blank screen and
create your own model town and train set

with a virtually unlimited number of pieces.

Our demo has no sound, features only

rail transportation, and is based in England;

the final game includes trucking, air, and ship

transport, and lets you start in locales all over

the world.

The demo requires a 386 with 4MB
RAM, 5MB hard drive space, VGA graphics,

DOS 5.0 or higher, and a mouse. Start by

plopping down a main office, train depot, and

station, then lay down some tracks and buy a

train...choo-choo!

WarcrafT
by Blizzard
Entertainment
As in many of the best strategy games,
your goals in Warcraft are to take over

territory, develop your forces and, ulti-

mately, to conquering your opponent.

The graphics, animation, and sound
effects are terrific. You can play as either

race, so don't hesitate to try out the Ores
— we give them high marks on their gut-

tural language.

The game requires a 386/20 with

4MB RAM, VGA graphics, DOS 3.2 or

higher, 2MB hard-drive space, and a

Microsoft-compatible mouse. Even in this

demo state, most of the major sound
cards are supported.

Almost all game control is mouse-
based and pretty self-explanatory, but

here are a few additional "hot keys" to

help you out:

HOT KEYS
F2 - F4 = Recall saved map position

F5 = Mini Map (toggles between ON/OFF)
F6 = Unit Screen (Lists all units in play

and units destroyed)

F7 = Economy Screen (Lists total

resources harvested)

F8 = Score (This gives an indication of

your success, lists your rank, and gives

your current mission objectives)

F10 = Options Menu
F11 = Quick Load Game
F12 = Quick Save Game
Esc = Cancel any command just issued in

any menu (also, right click on mouse)

PC GAMER January 1995



DISC PAGES

Bottle Bugs*,
You won't look at the insect world in the

same way after checking out this demo
of Battle Bugs, the unique combat game
of tactical insect warfare. Your forces will

be comprised of ants, lightning bugs,

bees, mosquitoes, pill bugs, and other

creepy-crawlies with varying abilities,

strengths, and weaknesses. Your oppo-

nents are comprised of spiders, praying

mantises, beetles and other bad bugs.

The premise is simple; you repre-

sent the forces of US, and the object of

the game is to defeat your opponent, the

forces of THEM. This can be done either

by destroying all enemy forces, or by
out-maneuvering them and successfully

holding strategic points (food) on the

battle field.

The game requires a 386, 4MB RAM,
4.6MB hard drive space, VGA graphics,

and a mouse. All movement and fighting

commands are controlled by clicking on
each bug. There's a short README.TXT
file to get you started, but the game itself

includes a more complete overview of

what each move icon can do.

Battle Isle 2S00
Fans of the original Battle fete will love this

new release, Battle Isle 2200. This one puts a

futuristic spin on the original, and offers plen-

ty of new weapons and strategies to explore.

This top-down screen is where you'll move your

units and provides an overview of the different

weaponry headed your way.

And to keep you entertained as you learn all

the new ins and outs, there are plenty of

super looking battle sequences to help round

out the carnage.

For those not familiar with Battle Isle,

you're in charge of an army with lots of new
high-tech units on land,

air, and sea. The com-
puter controls four

equally mighty armies,

and you're all fighting

for dominion over the

same island.

A couple of armies

will pose an immediate

threat, but don't think

you've got to go after all

four of them at once. If

you don't attack them,

they might not attack you

— at least not right away. So at first, concen-

trate on the threats at hand. And if you're

lucky, the remaining armies might even

weaken themselves by fighting amongst
each other.

The game requires a 386, VGA graph-

ics, 4MB RAM, 2.3MB free

EMS, 585k free conventional

memory, 3.8MB hard-drive

space and a mouse. Most
major sound cards are also

supported.

The controls are all point-

and-click, but if you have any

problems there are three files

you can take a look at;

HELP.TXT, TIPS.TXT, and MAN-
UAL.TXT.

Though they pack quite a punch,

even the most modern of soldiers

will have trouble dealing with this

new technology.

A HIGH SPEED 3D MULTIPLAYER RACING GAME
SUITABLE FOR ALL AGES! I

beats the pulse pounding excitement of high speed 3D Racing and with SKUNNY KART, you're

thick of it. You and your friends can play at the same computer (split-screen mode), or you

can play against your computer.

FEATURES
* 50 Tracks in all to race and battle on!

* Choose easy, normal or hard game and 50cc or lOOcc karts.

* User adjustable game speed, 3D, point-of-view racing.

* Different racing modes:

- Time trial (Race ANY track for the best time ever).

- Normal racing (against human opponent or computer).

- Battle mode (against human opponent or computer).

* Supports 2 joysticks on one computer.

* In single player mode you'll thrill to the reverse mode views.

* Roaring engines and background music will make your pulse pound.

' Drive underwater, make jumps, hit the turbo lanes, avoid the holes and much more!

' Plenty of bonus pickups (invincible, invisible, seeking missiles, win time, lose time, reduce (shrink) your

opponents, reduce yourself, bombs, bananas, oil spills, etc.)

‘ The game con be played in high resolution VGA 7 mode or in low resolution (faster for slower machines)

‘ The sound effects player is multichannel and can play 8 sounds simultaneously (mixed in real time!).

' Both the sound erects and music volume are adjustable.

386 or better, 4 meg of ram, VGA, and a hard disk.

Adlib and Soundblaster compatibles, joystick and keyboard.

Call 1 -800 595 3475 today and order the registered version for $ 29.95 + $4 shipping.

COPYSOFT - 250 ARLINGTON STREET - MARSHFIELD MA 02050 - 617.834.9208



Triad is a truly awesome gameF’-But don’t take our word for it

"'Rise of the Triad is sure to have every DOOM,/reak in the

world lining up just to drool all over it.”

— Interactive Entertainment*

Rise ofthe Triad provides everything an action gamer could want.
— Computer Game Review

This game is the most multiplayer-friendly product we’ve seen

DeathMatch will never be the same again.”
— Computer Gaming World

tauntyouropponents with RemoteRidicule™

during 1 1 -player network games.

An industry first Violence-bevel Adjustment

with pa^gra^iy;t]e| gore if you want it!

of five unique characters (malej^iid'as one

& female) on over thirty levels of action!

This is the game you've

been waiting for. An
all-out blast-fes t . The
unrelenting blood and
fire rampage of your
most twisted night-

mares. With ten incredibly

vicious weapons, you
annihilate the enemy.
Your machine gun blasts

holes in the walls. Sparks

and metal fly as you
blow apart everything in

sight. Mass destruction

has never been this fun!

INCORPORATED

Created by Apog'es Software. Ldd:" and distributed by FormGen Inc. 7641 E. Gray Rd.rScottsdale, AZ, 85260 (800) 263-2390
Available on disk dnd CD. Supports serial, modem, and 1 1 -player network (individual or team) play.

(body bags not included) w
Product Information Number 103



DISC PAGES

The Fortress of Dr. Rodiahi by Merit

Here's some bat-swinging pleasure, and we're

noftalking baseball. Dr. Radiakitosses you

into a maze of danger in a first person, kill-or-

be-killed adventure. Sure, there are some simi-

larities to Doom

:

But what Doom has in pure

demonic terror, Dr. Radiaki has in humor.

As the headlines read, you're embark-

ing on a secret invasion of Dr. Radiaki's

fortress. He's holding the Earth hostage and

demanding way too much ransom, so it's

up to you to stop him and save the world

a few bucks. The game starts you off in a

maze with only a baseball bat as a

weapon, then sends you off to work on
your career average.

We hope you have a sound card so

you can enjoy one of the funnier aspects of

the game— your enemies' comments as

you bash them!

Now, we've got to warn
you: This game is quite de-

manding, and requires 8MB
RAM (!), a 386/33 (though a

486/33 is the least we'd recom-

mended), DOS 5.0, 1MB hard-

drive space, and VGA graphics.

A mouse is optional (but recom-

mended), and most major

sound cards are supported.

Before you get out there

and into some serious trouble,

you'll need to get these controls

down pat. Then you can wreak

some havoc!

GENERAL CONTROLS
Keys 1-7 Toggles through

weapon inventory

Spacebar Reloads your weapon

M Activates automap

Ctrl Activates doors,

levels, and access

tubes.

ESC Sends you back to

main menu

KEYBOARD CONTROLS
Arrow Keys Directs movement

Shift Fires Weapon

MOUSE CONTROLS
Right Click Fires Weapon

Left Click Move (hold down left

button, and move
mouse)

Z-Tronics CD ROM Software
Z only place to buy your CD-ROM Software

800-814-5655 ORDERS 615-531-8881 FAX

7th Guest 21.99 MYST 29.99

5ft 10 Pack V. 1 34.99 Mega Race 17.99

5ft 10 Pack V. 2 34.99 MS Works/Money 39.99

Blue Force 20.99 Outpost 26.99

Castles II 29.99 PrintShop DLX 49.99

Chessmaster 4000 19.99 Privateer 29.99

Dark Seed 19.99 Quantum Gate 21.99

Doom Companion 14.99 Rebel Assault 29.99

Doom Mania 14.99 Return to Zork 21.99

Dragons Lair 29.99 Sim City 2000 34.99

Gabriel Knight 21.99 Sabre Team 29.99

Grolier Encyc. 6.0 29.99 Star Terk 25th Ann.22.99

Hell Cab 29.99 Shadow Caster 28.99

Kings Quest VI 19.99 Subwar 2050 29.99

Leisure Larry 6 29.99 TFX 27.99

Mad Dog McCree II 26.99 UFO Enemy Unkn 29.99

Mavis Teachs Taping 17.99 Ultima VIII 29.99

Mighty Morphin Power 21.99 Wrath of Gods 29.99

486DX2-80Mhz Motherboard VESA/ISA $389

1 Gig Seagate SCSI harddrive $639

PCMCIA Modeml4.4 VoiceMail/Data/Fax $189

Price and availability subject to change. Hundreds of titiles available call for

a free catalog. $5 Shipping on all orders. Exchange on defective merchandise

with the same title only. We accept personal checks, money orders, cashiers

checks, VISA, MasterCard and American Express

Hammer

ofltie Gods
In Hammer of the Gods, you're a

Viking hero with plenty of territory

to conquer as you compete with

up to four opponents for the favor

of the gods. To become the gods'

favorite Norse boy, you'll need to

complete quests in addition to

your normal Viking pillaging and

plundering activities.

Your units will discover new
wealth everywhere as they

explore the unknown. You'll also

come across one of our new
favorite Norse gods: Ratatosk, the

Squirrel Tale-Bearer. Just hearing

the narrator speak his name is

worth the price admission.

The minimum requirements

for this one are a 386, 4MB RAM,
VGA, DOS 5.0, and a mouse. The
first time you load the game, very

helpful tutorial notes will guide

you along the "what do I do first"

path. We recommend you play

this game from the CD; it can be

installed and played from the hard

drive, but this will require a whop-
ping 61MB of hard-drive space!

Your choices are limited in

this demo as far as choosing a

race or creating a map. Also, there

are no computer opponents avail-

able, and some graphics aren't

quite complete (although you'll

probably never notice). Still, we're

sure you'll be as impressed as we
were by this surprisingly enjoy-

able demo.

Product Information Number 156
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and the Russian Bear is Back!

hirinovsky has seized the reins of power in the

Kremlin, and he's got his eye on warm-water
ports and rich oil deposits in the Persian Gulf and

Indian Oceans. While the Kirov cruises toward Bahrain,

and Typhoons prowl the Gulf, where is the United States?

The has arrived! Your're in command of a

U.S. Navy task force, with a full range of hardw&re at

your command. Nimitz class carriers, with their Tomcats
and Hornets. Ticonderoga-ciass cruisers, searching the

seas and skies with powerful radar. F-117A Stealth

Fighters and P-3 Orions support you from airbases.

As a fleet commander you've got better things to

worry about than the endless details of running a ship.

Don't worry—your computer will handle the non-essen-

tial work, leaving you to focus on strategy and command.
If you're good enough, the sea lanes remain open, the

Russians don't get their client states, and America's inter-

ests are served. Fail, and your ships are sunk, along with

the future of the free world.

you a new engine—a new design—and
Modern Naval warfare. Play against a

ssion

luter,

ame.

5th FLEET

5th FLEET

The Avalon Hill

Game Company

V -A

ROM
CD-ROM

available now!

Combat Information Center-Choose
your play options

Air Missions Display-Send your air-

craft on dangerous missions

Battle Results Display-See the

damage your units cause

Actual screens may vary.

1
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new
version

OneM Fall
by Epic H/iegaGames

Up for a little robot-to-

robot combat? Then check
out Epic MegaGames' One
Must Fall, a robot street-

fighting game. This is a

one- or two-player game
that throws you into a sin-

gle elimination tournament.
Don't worry about the plot;

just pick a player, robot

armor, and go at it.

The game requires a

386 or better, VGA graph-

ics, 4MB RAM with 550k
free conventional memory,
and 2MB XMS. There's

complete joystick support,

and two joysticks can be
used with the proper adap-

tor. Each robot has a num-
ber of standard and special

moves, and though there's

a list of what each bot's

special move is, you're

"challenged” to find the key
combinations on how to

activate them. The key-

board controls can be cus-

tomized, but here are the

defaults:

KEYBOARD CONTROLS

Right Side of Keyboard

Punch Enter

Kick Right-Shift

Movement,
Jumping &
Ducking Arrow keys

Left Side of Keyboard

Punch TAB

Kick Ctrl

Jumping Q,W,E

Left & Right

Movement A,D

Ducking Z,X,C

Product Information Number 133

To order, call REM Software:^ 1 -800-457-1161
(
313

)
457-1161

Owners of qualified competing products can upgrade to Locksmith PC

for only $29.95 U.S. (plus shipping) - call for details!

removed,
and games

No more PASSWORDS!
No more CODEWHEELS!
No more KEYDISKS!

Monsters and magic
are the norm in the

land of Dominus. It's a

mythical/ medieval set-

ting, with you in the

role of King. The game
lets you direct mon-
strous hordes and use

magic potions during

combat from an over-

head view — or you
can grab a weapon
and jump into the

fray.

Upon loading the

game, you're immedi-
ately informed that your castle

is about to be attacked. If you
don't act quickly you'll go down
fast, so click on one of the gen-

erals standing in front of you
and deploy some monsters to

meet the attack. And don't for-

get to capture some of your
enemies — you can interrogate

them in your dungeon, and
even mix them with existing

creatures to create entirely new
monsters!

The game requires a 386 or

better, VGA, 4MB RAM with

575k free conventional mem-
ory, DOS 5.0 or higher, and a

mouse. Also, this demo
requires a whopping 26MB of

hard-drive space, so you may
want to check your available

space before installing.

Since there's so much to

this game, we strongly sug-

gest reading the README.TXT
before you start playing, or

you might feel a little lost.

There's also a ten-minute limit

on the demo, so it's best to be
prepared before jumping in.

Lords of nie Realm
by impressions

£» 7* & g

ililt}

Locksmith PC removes password, codewheel, and keydisk

copy protection from over 825 new and old entertainment software

packages - that's more than any other program of it's kind!

• Easy to use interface

Advanced utilities

Quarterly upgrades

BBS Support

In Lords of the Realm, you start

out as the lord of a single county
with the goal of conquering — or

at least not being conquered by
— the other lords of Great

Britain. It's a multiplayer game,
and can handle up to six players,

with the computer filling in

where needed. And there's more
to it all than just fighting: to be
successful, you must tend to

your fields as well as your

armies.

The demo gives you a limit-

ed number
of turns,

and only

lets you
control up
to two
counties.

Castles

cannot be
designed

or built,

some bat-

tle scenes

have been

cannot be saved. Still, the qual-

ity of this game will make a

believer of you.

Lords requires at least a

386, 640K RAM (it'll use XMS if

available), 6.5MB hard-drive

space, VGA, and a mouse. The
only sound cards supported at

this time are Sound Blaster

and 100% compatibles, and
they must be set for Address
220 and IRQ 7. A README.TXT
file is included, and will really

help get you started.

Locksmith PC comes with REM Software's

100% guarantee - if one of our parameters

does not successfully unlock the specified

title, we will fix it free of charge.

by U.S. Gold



Hard Ball 4
If you didn't get your fill of baseball this

past summer (that's a joke, son), then

check out this hot-looking baseball sim
from Accolade. The digitized movements
of the players, taken from actual footage,

are mighty smooth and impressive. And
making the plays, from hitting and pitch-

ing to fielding, is very satisfying stuff.

You can play as any one of several

teams. Accolade hasn't put the final

touches on the graphics, so the players'

faces don't have any color. But they still

look great.

Installing the game is a bit more
involved than our other demos. After

This batters' box camera angle lets you target

your pitches, and really helps to give the batter a

good read on the ball.

launching the INSTALL icon from The
CD, you'll need to go to your hard drive

and switch over to the H4DEMO directo-

ry. Here, you'll need to type H4DEM to

extract some files, then type INSTALL.
The necessary requirements are a

386 or better, 4MB RAM (with at least

3.3MB RAM available), VGA, and 7MB
hard-drive space. There's also a

README.BAT file and a HELP.BAT file if

you need a bit more assistance.

1994 Holiday Lemmings
This is a demonstration of the new 1994

holiday version of Lemmings, a uniquely

mind-boggling game of rodent salvation.

It's a four-level mini-game supporting

both EGA and VGA, and can be played

with a mouse, joystick, or keyboard.

Basically, the aim is to get the lem-

mings out of the level by guiding them
safely to the exit (the thing that looks like

a holiday pudding). Lemmings aren't very

smart, so they'll need lots of help to get

them through.

The game requires only 512k con-

ventional memory, EGA or VGA graphics

and little else. There's also a HELP.BAT
file we recommend checking out to help

fill you in on the different commands you
can give your lemmings.

The game controls are as follows:

KEYBOARD CONTROLS
Q Up
A Down
0 Left

P Right

Space Select

MOUSE CONTROLS
Left Mouse Button Select

Right Mouse Button Auxiliary

JOYSTICK CONTROLS

Fire Button 1 Select

Fire Button 2 Auxiliary

by Bcthesda

In the distant future (2306 A.D., to be
exact), data is money. Corporations have
developed an elaborate sense-net matrix,

and they've employed cybernetically

enhanced pilots to fly through the matrix

and find any flaws in it's structure and
design. As one of these pilots, you'll have
to navigate and infiltrate the matrix with

one primary goal — to survive.

You're basically flying your craft

through a canal, with plenty of obstacles

and enemies to deal with. If this is your

first time playing Delta V, we strongly sug-

gest that you start at the lowest level of

difficulty. The demo consists of only three

selected levels from the finished game,
and none of the the story line, mission

briefings, or tactical briefings are included.

The game requires 600k of free

conventional memory, a 386 or better,

VGA, a mouse, and a joystick. Best of

all, this one does play from the CD-
ROM. There's a README file for most
control functions, and a HELP file if you
need further assistance.

Here are a few general hints and
tips to get you going:

• Speed is governed by altitude. The
higher your altitude, the slower your

velocity. In order to go fast, hug the bot-

tom of the trench. But be careful: this will

cause you to build heat, and may eventu-

ally damage your trace (that's what your

ship is called).

• It is usually safer to remain beneath

the trench lip. The enemy will have a

much harder time tracking you there.

• Energy and armor are valuable to your
success. Keep an eye on the green and
blue bars on your HUD at all times. Be on
the look out for Power Rings, Mind
Fields, Power Spins, Bonus Trenches,

and more.

PC GHHER Januarq 1935
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Renegade: Bottle for Jacob's Star by SSI
This space-combat sim gives you just a nib-

ble of the actual game— but it's a very tasty

bite. It contains one of the more than 70 mis-

sions that'll be included in the final product,

and really shows off the excellent graphics

and smooth flight models that left us wanting

to see more.

The mission in the demo is a simple

fighter sweep. You're assigned a ship and
wingman, though in the final version you can

select from among several of each. When
you've made all of your selections, you'll find

yourself in the cockpit of your Interceptor.

Enemy fighters will appear very soon, and
then the fun begins.

The requirements are a 486/33, 600k of

free conventional memory and 2048k free

extended memory, 5MB hard-drive space,

DOS 5.0, SVGA, a mouse, and a joystick. In the

file README.TXT are the keyboard com-
mands for wingman control, cockpit views,

and so on. Here are some of the more impor-

tant ones:

COCKPIT COINTTROLS:
FI , F2, F3, F4 Pilot Views

+ Increase Throttle

— Decrease Throttle

Backspace Set Throttle to Zero

/

W

Joy Button 1

T

D

Shift-C

Shift-A

Shift-W

Throttle Match of

Current Target

Select Weapon
Systems

Fire Weapons

Targeting Ships

Internal Damage
Display

Orders Wingman to

Cover You

Orders Wingman to
Attack YourTarget

Orders Wingman to
Attack at Will

Rise of ttie Robots by Thne-Wamer Interactive

It's the far future, and a cyber-disease

called the EGO virus has infected the

Supervisor, a high-tech sentry robot. The
virus stimulates a pleasure response

whenever the Supervisor commits an act

of violence, so you know what it's been
doing as much as possible. And now it has

infected more robots. A cyborg - part man,
part machine - has been constructed for

the sole purpose of stopping the Super-

visor and the others. That cyborg is you.

This is a beautiful game, but one
that's full of intense action as well. The

demo is but a small snippet of the game
to come, though it should give you an
idea of the fantastic images Rise of the

Robots offers. The basic requirements
call for a 486 with an SVGA card and
4MB of memory, but a fast SVGA card

and an extra 4MB RAM will really super-

charge the action. And since this demo is

in two-player mode only, you'll probably
want to use two joysticks if possible, or a

combo of keyboard/joystick control.

To begin play, type ROR at the RISE
prompt on the hard drive you selected

during installation. You can also type
SETUP at the RISE prompt to select a

sound card, and define keys for keyboard
control of combat.

The special moves available in this demo
are:

Cyborg: Turbo Head Butt and
Shoulder Barge

Military Droid: Cyber Slash and
Catapult Spin

Prairie Dog Hunr II by Diversions Software
It's prairie dog season. You're armed with

a pellet gun, a .44 magnum, a rifle, and the

can't-miss SPAS 12 double barrel shotgun.

Those little doggies don't stand a chance.

This is a Windows game, and in your

little woodsy Windows world you'll scan

left and right trying to draw a bead on
those fast-moving critters. Some stand in

the open, others just barely peak out, so

aim carefully. Your accuracy will count in

your final score.

Other than Windows, a VGA card,

and a mouse, there's little else this game
requires.

Mockij Wheels
Here's Wacky Wheels, another wacky ani-

mal racing title in the spirit of Skunny
Kart, which also appears on The CD. This

is your chance to do one of the things

this CD-ROM is intended to do — com-
pare games before you buy 'em. You'll

see a lot of similarities between these

two race games, but give them both a try

and see which one you enjoy most.

To begin with, you'll need at least a

386/25 with 2MB RAM and 8MB of free

hard drive space, plus a VGA graphics

card. Joystick and Gamepad are optional.

PC GAMER January 1995

These controls can be set up for one
or two players:

JOYSTICK CONTROLS
Turn Left

Turn Right

Accelerate

Fire Hog
Brake

Hand Brake Turn

Left

Right

Fire Button 1

Fire Button 2

Fire Button 3

Fire Button 4

Keyboard Controls (default)

Turn Left Left Arrow

Turn Right

Accelerate

Fire Hog
Brake

Hand Brake Turn

Right Arrow
Alt

Ctrl

Down Arrow
Spacebar

(These keyboard controls can be cus-

tomized)

Keyboard Controls for Player 2 (default)

Turn Left D
Turn Right F

Accelerate A
Fire Hog S
Brake G
Hand Brake Turn H

(Player 2's control keys can be customized,

but must always be played oh the key-

board)

14



Scope out the terrain.

Slew four turret

Lock on target
4

And brace yourself for a fire

You’re in the heart of an
advanced fighting machine.
Peering through the thick smoke
billowing off your last victim, you
feel you’re being watched.
Switching to thermal shows
something hot behind the trees

ahead. Advanced optics zoom in

and reveal a Soviet T-80 tank

turning its turret toward you.
|

Now is not the time to hesitate...

Lock and IPS FIRE! %

Encounter startlingly realistic

pre-built missions or construct
your own. Dig trenches, lay

mines, even plant trees.

Choose American M1A2 Abrams
main battle tanks, M3 Bradley
IFV’s equipped with thermal
sights, Russian t-80 tanks, or
BMP APC’s equipped with*

image intensifiers.

Engage your enemy in accurate

[ battle environments where you
Rencounter translucent smoke,
* explosions and grenades.

Command multiple tanks over
3-D, Voxel Space™ (patent
pending), terrain and call in

remote artillery or tactical air

support to ensure victory.

Forge ahead on the digital

battlefield of the future in
j

thfs modern tank
I

simulation from
NovaLogic (the creatorsjj
of Comanche™, WolfPack ^

and Ultrabots™).

Strap on your helmet^
for the ride of your life!

Suggested Retail Price - $69.95

Available for PC 3.5" and PC CD-ROM

Actual screen images.

Armored Fist, Comanche, WoifPack Ufcrabots,

Voxel Space, NovaLogic, and NovaLogic
.

Logo are traderoafts of .NovaLogic. Inc. .

Product Information Number 125
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by Papyrus
For some realistic NASCAR oval-track racing,

we highly recommend you take a look at

NASCAR Racing. Unlike the other two racing

games on this disk, Skunny Kart and Wacky
Wheels, this one takes its racing a bit more
seriously. As in the popular IndyCar Racing,

the graphics and sound give you the feeling

of watching a race on TV— but with the

option to experience the action for yourself.

The NASCAR Racing demo will allow

you to drive a few laps around the Talladega

Superspeedway, a 2.66 mile oval dubbed
"the fastest track in the world." You can only

run on the practice laps, since there aren't

any opponents on the demo. But heck,

they'd just get in your way anyhow.
To play in VGA mode, you'll need at

least a high-end 386 to get smooth play, as

well as 3MB of free RAM and 1.4MB hard

drive space. To get the high resolution

graphics, you'll need 8MB of RAM and a

486/66 DX2, plus a VESA-compatible
SVGA card.

The controls are pretty simple — just

arrow keys if your running off the key-

board. You can customize these keys for

any keyboard/joystick combinations.

There's also a README.TXT file, in case

you need some help.

Skunny &CoupniK„
A sixpack of Skunny games await you,

all featuring this wild-eyed squirrel out

to throw a whupping on his enemies.

And boy, it seems Skunny has plenty of

enemies, from denizens of his own for-

est all the way to outer-space men.
All of the games in this Skunny col-

lection consist of side-scrolling shoot &

jump action with the exception of

Skunny Kart, a multi-player race car

game much like Wacky Wheels (you'll

find it on The CD, too). The other Skunny
titles are Save Our Pizzas, Back to the

Forest, Lost in Space, Skunny in the Old
West and Desert Raid.

Each game requires a VGA card and

at least DOS 3.0, but other requirements

may vary and range from 4MB RAM and
5MB hard disk space for Skunny Kart to

only 640K RAM and 2MB hard disk space
for Lost in Space. A HELPME file is avail-

able for each game.

GEnie for Nindouis
— with Cyberstrike and SVGA Air Warrior

by GEnie

Not to ignore online gamesters, here's the

front end for the on-line network GEnie.

GEnie offers e-mail, BBS access, conferenc-

ing, and, as our readers will be glad to note,

multiplayer gaming. We've also included

the front ends you'll need to run Cyberstrike

and SVGA Air Warrior, two of the most
popular games on GEnie.

SVGA Air Warrior will have you flying

all types of warplanes through several eras

of air combat, from biplanes to modern air-

craft. The controls are pretty simple, and

the action is as challenging as your oppo-
nents. Cyberstrike takes you into a futuristic

battle scenario where you pilot a big, mean
battle mech-type craft. You'll roam around
fighting other on-line pilots in tough head-

to-head action. Energy runs everything in

this game, including shields, guns, and
engines, so stay powered up.

The GEnie front end will require

Windows, 4MB hard drive space and VGA
graphics. Cyberstrike will require an addi-

tional 2.5MB hard, drive space and SVGA

Air Warrior will require a whopping 38MB
hard drive space. Each game comes with a

README.TXT or MANUAL.DOC file to learn

those little control variables.

For basic service— including e-mail,

multiplayer games, and chatting— the current

rates are $8.95/month for your first 4 hours of

non-prime time use, and $3.00 per hour over

that. There's an additional surcharge of $9.50

per hour for prime time usage. All rates are for

the continental U.S. You can call 1-800-638-

9636 for more information.

The ImagiNotion Nehuork
If the usual on-line service leaves you
with techno-tremors, perhaps you
should check out The ImagiNation
Network. Where most services have
screen after screen of indecipherable

jargon, or at best glitzy colors with the

same jargon, ImagiNation offers an
entirely different interface - a town
motif where the various utilities and
services are couched in friendly, famil-

iar surroundings. The friendliness even
extends to your own on-line persona, a

graphic representation you can cus-

tomize to mirror you.

E-mail, conferences, entertainment

areas, and the promise of future on-

ramps to the Info Autobahn make
ImagiNation available alternative to the

millions who don't really want to know
the ins and outs of Z-Modem and
Wildcat, or learn the lexicon of the

Internet. ..at least not yet. Install

ImagiNation and get all the info on how
to go "on-line."

Running the install program —
FUN.BAT — loads ImagiNation onto
your hard drive, and will require about
15MB of disk space. Then type INN
from the DOS prompt to go into the

sign-up screens. At the time of this

writing rates for ImagiNation were:

Basic Plan
$9.95/month 5 hours/month

Gold Plan
$49.94/month 15 hours/month

Platinum
$99.95/month 50 hours/month

You can call ImagiNation Network at

1-800-IMAGIN1 to get the latest rates

and other info about getting started.

pen
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STATE-OF-THE-ART JUST BECAME HISTORY
NOD-, EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE-

Rebel Assault" bias pretty- The 7th Guest™ had fun puzzles- Buti technology advances- Gamers demand more and

more- And the time comes when even the best products are moved aside to make way for the future- That time

has come and the future is Cyberia ™- Featuring full-screenn full motion videoi digitized speechi synthetic

actorsn music and sound effects by Thomas Dolby's Headspace and 11 of the most unbelievable arcade sequences

your eyes (and your computer screen) have ever seen--- it's so stunning that we're even willing to put our

money where our mouth is- If you own Rebel Assault or The 7th Cuesti send us the manualcover from either

game along with a Cyberia sales receipt and we'll send you $10-00 cash back- r~~
T
„.~

If you don't own either of these titlesi you've already saved a hundred bucks

so stop waiting for a hand out-.-justgoto your local software retailer to buy

Cyberia orcalll-flOD-X^-GAIIE to order direct- (offer expires 3- i-as)

Cyberia™ ©3^4 Xatrix Entertainment Inc •

All rights reserved- Published and

distributed by Interplay Productions! Inc-

Rebel Assault is a trademark of LucasArts

Entertainment Company- The 7th Guest is a

trademark of Virgin Interactive Entertainment-

Product Information Number 109



EXCLUSIVE! BEHIND-THE-SCENE OF THE HOTTEST GAMES

Truly, The Mother of All Battles

Avalon Hill is giving

you the chance to

refight the bloodiest

— and perhaps most

important— battle of

all time.

by Steve Poole

Game: Stalingrad

Developer: Atomic Games
Publishers: Avalon Hill, 4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore,

MD, 21214 (410)254-9200

Projected Price: TBA
Percent Complete: 80%

I In a nutshell: I
Stalingrad is the newest entry in the World at War
series, which got off to a very auspicious debut

with Operation Crusader. Playing as either Russian

or German commander, you hold the fate of the

world in your hands.

flMsso special? I
There have been many wargames based upon

Eastern Front campaigns, but none which so meticu-

lously re-create the battle for Stalingrad. Seven sce-

narios ranging in gameplay from four to fifty hours,

I Him should I cafe? I
Atomic Games is designing Stalingrad— and if

you're a wargame fan, you probably already know

about Atomic Games' outstanding track record.

I Bnd when's I) comina out? I
It should be on shelves just in time for Christmas.

I Italingrad. For war-
gamers and mili-

tary historians, the

name alone is

i
enough to conjure

i
images of death
and destruction —
and raise the in-

evitable "what if?"

I 1 questions that are

the linchpin of both hobbies.

The interest in Stalingrad is under-

standable: Never before or since has

there been a battle like it. It was the

bloodiest fight of all time, leaving behind
over three million dead. It was the climax

of an offensive that saw the sweeping,
fast-paced tank assaults of blitzkrieg

warfare degenerate into savage street

fighting, in which
advances were mea-
sured in yards rather

than miles. And while

the ultimate outcome of

the war did not hinge on
entirely on the events at

Stalingrad, there's no
question that the deci-

sions made there had a

direct bearing on the

course the war took for

the next two and a half

years.

If von Paulus had
managed to take the city

in the first assault, the

impact on the morale of

the Russians would
have been incalculable — and the Ger-

man juggernaut would likely have
turned northward for a second assault

on Moscow in as many years. A quick

German surrender, on the other hand,
would have allowed Russian forces tied

up in the siege at Stalingrad to begin

their offensive much earlier, with the
possibility of even more of Europe
being encompassed by what Churchill

dubbed an "Iron Curtain."

Now, thanks to Avalon Hill and
Atomic Games, you'll get a chance to

relive the drama and fury of this climac-

tic struggle — and savor one of the

finest interfaces to ever grace a

wargame. For Stalingrad, veteran devel-

opment team Atomic Games has fine-

tuned the engine it used in Operation

Vr 13

Axis Variants

p 6th Army Restricted

~®~
l

Mtierf Variants

p No Soviet Purge

p November Re infs p Better Soviet Logistics

P Release of 7th Panzer P Better Soviet Supply

Pf Release of 1 6th Mot. p Better Communications*

p Caucasus Vvithdrawa 1 Jf More soviet Initiative

p Random Variant p Random Variant

In the game's larger scenarios, there are an amazing number of variants you can toggle in order

to reach the appropriate level of difficulty.
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Say It Ain't So, Adolf
All the formations lost at Stalingrad were reformed during spring 1943— Hitler had an abhorrence of

striking any formation off the Order of Battle. Below is a list of these formations with the theatres in

which they subsequently fought after reconstitution.

HQ Sixth Army Eastern Front

HQ IV Panzer Corps Eastern Front

HQ VIII Corps Eastern Front

HQ XIV Panzer Corps Sicily, Italy

HQ LI Corps LI Mountain Corps, Italy

3 Panzer Grenadier Div Italy, Western Front

14 Panzer Division Eastern Front

16 Panzer Division Italy, Eastern Front

24 Panzer Division Italy, Eastern Front

29 Panzer Grenadier Div Sicily, Italy

44 Infantry Division Italy, Eastern Front

60 Panzer Grenadier Div Eastern Front

71 Infantry Division Slovenia, Italy, Eastern Front

76 Infantry Division Italy, Eastern Front

79 Infantry Division Eastern Front, but destroyed again in

Sept. 1944, reconstituted once more

and then to Western Front

94 Infantry Division Italy

100 Jaeger Division Albania, Eastern Front

113 Infantry Division Eastern Front

295 Infantry Division Norway

297 Infantry Division Albania, Yugoslavia, Eastern Front

305 Infantry Division Italy

371 Infantry Division Italy, Yugoslavia

376 Infantry Division Eastern Front

384 Infantry Division Eastern Front

XIV Panzer Corps

389 Infantry Division Eastern Front

(Taken from Charles Messenger's The Chronological Atlas of World War If Macmillan Publishing Company, 866

Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022.)

Operation Uranus is based on the Russian

operation to smash the Romanian 3rd and

4th armies and isolate the German 6th Army, led

by General von Paulus. Expect to invest between

40 and 50 hours with this one.

The scenario that begins 11 November 1942

is one of the shortest, but it's also one of

the most challenging— if you play as the

Germans, that is.

to focus on the particular supply
problems or idiosyncrasies of that

battle. With Crusader, we intro-

duced supply depots; here, the

Germans are often tracing supply
from airfields, and you can actually

move supply around from airfield

to airfield."

There are seven scenarios in

the game set between September of

Strategic maps provide insight into troop movements and battle

plans.

Crusader (PCG rating: 94%) to incorpo-

rate the various elements that were at

play during the battle for Stalingrad. The
result? A game that perfectly captures
the wildly varying types of combat that

comprised the campaign, and which
achieves the incredible goal of being

both inviting to newcomers and satisfy-

ing to longtime players.

Attention to historical

accuracy is the hallmark of

Atomic Games, and Stalin-

grad is no exception. "We've
implemented a number of

changes to the World at War
engine since Operation Crus-

ader," says

Atomic Games
President Keith

Zabalaoui.

"We've added a

couple of types

air missions, air

recon and air

resupply, along

with the different

types of aircraft

needed to carry

those out." Air

supply was a crucial aspect

during the Russian encir-

clement of the German Sixth

Army, and while Atomic
could have glossed over it by
simply factoring in historical

figures, they went the extra

mile necessary to give you
control over it — if you

choose. As with all Atomic games, you
can always let your Staff (i.e., the com-
puter) handle resupply.

Another change is also related to

the question of supply —but this is one
change that Zabalaoui and company
anticipated. "For each game, we've
ended up rewriting the supply rules, just

mm US rP

'
' 'w

One of the most useful features in Stalingrad is the ability to

access the Order of Battle for your forces— and if Atomic has

their way, you’ll be able to reattach units from this screen, too!
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At the end of a combat phase, you can access an overall briefing as well as a detailed breakdown of every engagement.

1942 and January of 1943, and the vari-

ety of missions and the amount of terri-

tory involved in re-creating them neces-

sitated the biggest and most obvious

change to the World at War engine.

Zabalaoui says that "in Stalingrad, there

are three different map scales at work;

that's never been true of any of our earli-

er games. All our previous games were

The interface players will be using

to control their forces has undergone a

couple of big changes, too. Complete
Order of Battle charts are available for

both Russian and German forces in all

seven scenarios, but Atomic didn't stop

there — Zabalaoui says the Stalingrad

programmers are trying to incorporate a

feature that will let you attach units to

"We've ended up rewriting the supply rules for

every game we've done. With Operation Crusader,

we introduced supply depots; in Stalingrad,

the Germans often trace supply from airfields,

and you can actually move supply around
from airfield to airfield."

— Keith Zabalaoui

Phase

Planning and
operations hs

vour staff

.

based on the 1km per hex scale, except

for Crusader, which was something like

2.25km per hex. For Stalingrad, there are

three hex scales — 3km, 1km, and 400m."
Thanks to this change, beginning players

can start out with more manageable (yet

extremely challenging) city-based com-
bat, then gradually increase the number
of troops under their control as they

gain experience.

HQs from the Order of Battle itself,

which would greatly streamline an
important part of gameplay.

Another addition is an Overview
map, which shows you the entire area of

operations. Better yet, an array of but-

tons allows you to gradually add various

unit types to the map, giving nearly

instant information on where the forces

you need are located.

One of the most
intriguing things about
Stalingrad is the number of

variants Atomic has

included, most of which
come into play in the larg-

er scenarios. With a single

mouse click you can elimi-

nate the horrific conse-
quences of Stalin's purges
of the military during the

Thirties; enhance Soviet

logistics, communications,
and supply; and even make
the Soviet commanders
have more initiative.

German variants are also

exciting, in that they give

hope to players who feel

that the Germans could

have won the day had
Hitler not had total control

over the entire General

PlanningStaff Duties

You can assign a variety of tasks to your Staff to handle; if you re feel

ing particularly lazy, you can even let them run the whole show for a

Staff. With options to receive critical

reinforcements in November of '42, as

well as remove troops from the

Caucasus to send to the aid of the belea-

guered garrison at Stalingrad, you'll find

the Germans have more than a fighting

chance at victory.

It was over 15 years ago that I first

played Avalon Hill's classic board game
Stalingrad; almost overnight I became a

Russian Front fanatic, and ever since I've

been searching for a PC game which
could provide the same engrossing
gameplay, yet with even more detail.

Thanks to Avalon Hill and Atomic
Games, it appears that my search is over.

A Different Kind
of Warfare

(From 199 Days: The Battle for Stalingrad, 1992, by

Edwin P. Hoyt; Tom Doherty Associates, Inc., 175 Filth

Avenue, New York, NY 10010.)

The Germans never accommodated themselves to

[city fighting]. They continued to use traditional

methods of attack, battering at buildings with

tanks and artillery, making frontal assaults that

were always costly and sometimes disastrous.

German General Doerr had this to say about

the fighting:

The time for conducting large-scale opera-

tions has gone forever: from the wide expanses

of steppe land, the war moved to the jagged gul-

lies of the Volga hills with their copses and

ravines, into the factory area of Stalingrad,

spread out over uneven, pitted, rugged country,

covered with iron, concrete and stone buildings.

The mile, as a measure of distance, was replaced

by the yard. G.H.Q.'s map was the map of the city.

For every house, workshop, water tower, rail-

way embankment, wall, cellar, and every pile of

ruins, a bitter battle was waged, without equal

even in the first world war with its vast expendi-

ture of munitions. The distance between the ene-

my's army and ours was as small as it could pos-

sibly be. Despite the concentrated aircraft and

artillery, it was impossible to break out of the

area of close fighting. The Russians surpassed

the Germans in their use of the terrain and in

camouflage, and were more experienced in bar-

ricade warfare for individual buildings...

By the end of September when the fighting

moved to the factory area, the Germans were los-

ing their spirit for the conflict, as is shown in the

entries of one diarist for the period of the battle

so far:

Sept. 1: "Are the Russians really going to fight on

the very bank of the Volga? It is madness...."

Sept. 8: "Insane stubbornness....”

Sept. 11: "Fanatics"

Sept. 13: "Wild beasts"

Sept. 16: “Barbarism... not men but devils.
"

Sept. 26: "Barbarians ., they use gangster methods.

"

PRC
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SCOOP!
Your first look at...

Renegade: Baffle f
SSI Takes Aim at Wing Commander

It takes big guns to

challenge Origin's

grip on the space-

combat crown, but

SSI may have the

firepower to do it.

by Dan Bennett

Game: Renegade: Battle for Jacob's Star

Developer: Midnight Software

Publisher: SSI. 675 Almanor Ave., Suite 201,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408)737-6800

Projected Price: S69.95

Percent Complete: 60

Bln a nutshell: 1
Renegade: Battle for Jacob's Star is a top-notch

space-fighter sim, painted in beautiful brushstrokes

on the rich canvas of FASA's Renegade Legion's

board-based roleplaying system.

B What's so special? I
Gorgeous, texture-mapped SuperVGA graphics and

3D-rendered cinematic sequences make Renegade

a undeniable visual feast.

I Hhii should l caie? I
While SSI isn't known for action games, they

haven't cut any corners in making //Renegade a

state-of-the-art product.

B Hnd mlten s it cominQ ouH
1 I

Just in time for Christmas.

o
rigin's series of

Wing Comman-
der space-com-
bat sims have
been among the

top-selling com-
puter games in

the history of

the industry,

and the Austin-

based company recently topped itself with

the multi-million-dollar Wing Commander
III. So what kind of nerve does it take for

another company to throw its hat into the

space combat ring?

Maybe it just takes the right kind of

ammunition. SSI is betting on a combina-
tion of a popular license — the Renegade
Legion: Interceptor board game from
FASA — and some state-of-the-art sights

and sounds to put a dent in Origin's

deflector shields.

SSI first exploited the FASA license

several years ago with Renegade Legion

:

Interceptor, basically a computerized ver-

sion of the board game. But SSI associate

producer David Lucca says the seeds for

an action game had already been planted,

and the Interceptor team kept saying,

"Wouldn't this be cool as a flight sim?"

When SSI got a chance to work with

Midnight Software, Lucca says, they were
at first looking at the possibility of doing a

straight flight simulation — until the Ren-

egade Legion license came back into the

PC GAMER January 199S



The Avenger heavy fighter is one of eight

different interceptors you'll fly in the

game, and its a very tough ship.

picture. "But this is in no way a sequel/'

Lucca says. The computerized version of

Renegade Legion: Interceptor was a strate-

gy game with relatively simple graphics

and sound; Renegade: Battle for Jacob's

Star is a state-of-the-art action game.

Renegade Legion universe,

it's the 64th century, and
mankind has recovered

from a long period of slav-

ery under an alien race.

Their liberators, now
known as the Terran

Overlord Government
(TOG), have become
oppressors themselves,

and their forces have splin-

tered. Those who oppose
the TOG are known as the

Renegade Legion.

In Renegade, the

player is a rebel among
rebels. "You're a hotshot,"

Lucca says, and you've just

disobeyed yet another

order as the game's story

begins. Your superiors

ship you off to Jacob's

Star, a backwater supply

RW 5/4 LASER
RW MDC 8
l.W Mt>C 3
BW EPC 18

Your lasers catch up with this TOG Spiculum

It's kind of like a 'Baa Baa Black Sheep
sort of scenario."

— David Lucca associate producer

That doesn’t mean the game's
designers have thrown out the board
game connection, though. Lucca says

Renegade will feature all the ships from
the FASA game, and the simulation han-
dles damage in accordance with the criti-

cal-hit rules from Interceptor. The system
of ranking players and wingmen is also

taken from FASA's rules.

Renegade derives its rich back-

ground from the board game, too. In the

station, where you can sit around and
meditate on the virtues of obedience
along with all of the other outcasts from
the Legion.

"It's kind of like a 'Baa Baa Black
Sheep' sort of scenario,” Lucca says, refer-

ring to the famed squadron of misfit pilots

from World War II.

Naturally, Jacob's Star is destined for

the spotlight. The action in Renegade
takes place over one intense week, as you

scramble to hold the line against

TOG forces until reinforcements

can arrive.

In the meantime, you'll have
to manage your resources careful-

ly. New ships will eventually be-

come available, but your handful

of wingmen are all you get. That

means you'll need to pay close at-

tention to the pilots under your
command; they'll let you know if

they're too fatigued to fly another
mission, or if they're eager to get

back out and make the kills they

need for an impending promo-
tion. Occasionally, they'll just tell

you they don't want to fly the mis-

sion you've got planned. But re-

member, these guys are here for

the same reason you are— an

... and his career ends with a spectacular

bitmapped bang.

overabundance of free will.

The computer offers a little assistance

in planning missions; briefings will include

recommendations on the type and number
of ships to assign. But you're free to take

this advice or leave it— you may want to

take more interceptors along, or to cut

corners as the campaign continues and
more of your ships are damaged. Inter-

ceptors can go out with damage, but you
may be better off leaving them at home to

be repaired.

The difficulty of Renegade can be
adjusted in a few different ways. At the

start, players have the option of choosing a

level that sounds best for them, but as the

game develops, the difficulty will change
depending on how successful the player is.

Gamers who do particularly well at one
level will find themselves facing tougher
enemy pilots, or they may be kicked into

an alternate plot path where the missions

are harder. "There are a lot of things we
can tweak for each level," Lucca said.
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Mapping the Way
to Realism
Some of the hottest buzz words in the computer

gaming industry are "texture mapping " But

what do they mean, exactly? Texture mapping

is just the latest in a succession of techniques

aimed at making 3D computer graphics look

more realistic.

The first air-combat simulators weren't

3D at all; games like Spectrum Holobyte's orig-

inal Falcon and Battlehawks: 1942 from Lucas-

film Games (now LucasArts) used bitmaps—
two-dimensional pictures— to represent

planes and other objects. A fixed number of

these bitmaps were used to represent different

viewing angles on the same plane, so enemy

fighters always looked as if they were

approaching from head-on or from some multi-

ple of 45 degrees, no matter what the actual

angle was. As they flew past, they tended to

"jump" from one angle to another as the Simula-

Even without texture mapping, these two

Avenger interceptors look great.

Renegade's graphics engine gives the inter-

ceptors a paint job with these highly-detailed

texture maps.

tion switched to a new bitmap.

The next step in simula-

tions was polygon graphics.

First appearing in games like

MicroProse's F-19 Stealth

Fighter, the polygon method bor-

rowed technology from comput-

er-aided design (CAD) systems

to create three-dimensional

models of objects which could

be zoomed in and out and rotat-

ed through an infinite number of

angles. The advantage of poly-

gon graphics was a stronger 3D

feel — planes looked the way
the should when viewed at any

range and from any angle. The

disadvantage was a loss of de-

tail; each face of the polygons

that made up an object had to be

a solid color. Also, manipulat-

ing polygon shapes took considerably more

computer power than bitmaps. That's why
bitmaps were still being used in some relative-

ly recent games, like Origin’s Privateer and

Wing Commander Academy.

Enter texture mapping, another trick bor-

rowed from the world of high-end computer

graphics. This technique combines the best of

both worlds by superimposing detailed

bitmapped images — texture maps — over

polygon-based 3D objects. Texture mapping is

what gives those pipe-covered walls in Doom
their eerily slimy appearance, and it's what

makes the space fighters in Renegade: Battle

for Jacob's Star look like the real thing.

*

MLJMJlm
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After the 3D graphics are added the Avenger's turn into the mean-

est-looking fighters in the computerized galaxy!

Renegade's most striking feature is

its Super VGA graphics engine: The tex-

ture-mapped spaceships are executed at

640x480 in 256 colors. Since most games
still run at a resolution of 320x200, Ren-
egade has a strikingly realistic look. The
texture-mapped details on each space

fighter are crystal clear and utterly be-

lievable. But Lucca says the advanced
graphics shouldn't put too much of a

strain on gamers' computers. SSI recom-
mends at least a 486/33MHz PC, but

Lucca says he's seen the game run on a

386/40MHz machine, and it ran "pretty

darn good."

The game will manage exterior

views in a way similar to the Dynamix
air combat sims — the basic views can

be zoomed, panned, and tilted in any
direction, and customized camera angles

can be assigned to function keys for

quick recall.

The CD-only game promises to be
huge, too, with almost three hours of dig-

itized speech. No big-name voices have
been brought on board, but Lucca said

SSI did go through AFTRA, the actors'

union, to hire the players.

Renegade will also fea-

ture 250 megabytes of cine-

matic sequences created with

the increasingly popular 3D
Studio. In campaign mode,
gamers will fly as many as 70

missions from a pool of 200.

Best of all, the music in

Renegade will use the Red-

book audio format, which
means it will be played direct-

ly off the disc the same way
music CDs are played. This is

good news for gamers who
don't have the latest 16-bit,

wavetable sound cards: Any
CD-ROM drive and sound
card capable of playing regu-

lar music discs will yield a

CD-quality soundtrack —
although you'll need separate

speakers for your CD and

Two heavy fighters team up against a TOG
interceptor.

sound card if your speakers don't allow

you to two signals.

As a unique by-product of using the

Redbook format. Renegade will let play-

ers replace the game disc with a music

CD during play. "We actually got into

kind of an argument about the type of

music the game should have," Lucca

said. The solution was to ship Renegade
with its "industrial, techno-style" musical

score, but to give gamers the option of

listening to their own discs during com-
bat. The game will prompt you when it

needs the data disc — usually at the end
of a combat mission. In the meantime,

you can listen to your favorite tunes

while you chase down the enemy— just

like the kid in that cheesy air-combat

movie. Iron Eagle.
PCfi
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SCOOP!
Your first look at..

The Lost Eden
Jurassic Park It Ain't

If you think living

with dinosaurs is a

walk in the park,

then you haven't

talked with young

Prince Adam.

by Trent C. Ward

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

Developer: Cryo

Publisher: Virgin. 18061 Fitch Ave „ Irvine, CA 92714

Release Date: 1st Quarter '95

MSRP: $74.99

lino nutshell:

Lost Eden throws you into a believable, detailed,

and compelling world where dinosaurs and humans

have evolved together and coexisted peacefully for

years— until now, that is.

I What's so special?

Lost Eden is a great example of how to make an

exciting game without all of the full motion video

and other gimmicks that are beginning to replace

good old-fashioned gameplay.

I Hhu should I core?

If titles like this one manage to gain a foothold with

the hordes of eager newcomers to the electronic

gaming world, it may keep experienced gamers

from being forced to playing Hebei Assault clones

for the next three years

I find mhen’s it coming out?

First Quarter 1995

r - t
"

An example of the fantastic movement animations found within the game. The double doors of

the throne room are detailed down to the wood grain.

A
s "interactive

movies" and
flashy, passive

adventures con-

tinue to appeal

to inexperienced

gamers, it some-
times seems that

the game pub-
lishers are for-

getting about what makes PC gaming such

a compelling hobby. Sure, games with the

visual and audio quality of a feature film

are impressive; but they have to offer a

storyline with enough imagination and
suspense to give practiced players a fresh

new challenge, while allowing the kind of

complete control we're used to. None of

this Dragon's Lair-style left, right, up, or

down nonsense: we want interaction.

Thankfully, with The Lost Eden, the

veteran developers at Cryo are combining
the next generation of graphics and
sound technology with an intuitive inter-

face and absorbing plot to create a title

that's sure to spark interest in even veter-

an adventurers.

Lost Eden takes place in a strange

and beautiful world marked by the ad-

vanced science and culture of both

humans and evolved dinosaurs called

. r v„ ...

Your father, and current king of the land. A
passive ruler, the king is convinced that

the way to fight the enemy is to wait them out.

By visiting the tombs of your forebears,

you may find secrets of their past glories.

No fortress would be complete without the

tender intimacy of the torture chamber.

Used by an evil king of your line, this room still

has an evil feel about it.

saurians. As the game opens, an old

pterodactyl named Eloi begins the tale of

a brave prince and his friends. As his

story progresses, you’re pulled into the

role of the young prince, Adam, on the

day of his coming of age. Despite being

heir to the throne of Mo, you've always

dreamed of leaving the cares and con-

cerns of the kingdom behind to become
an adventurer.

You're summoned by your father,

and hear a traveler from the north (who
turns out to be a much younger Eloi)

describe the violent destruction of a near-

by village. Eloi goes on to finger the pow-
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erful warlord Moorkus Rex and his band
of carnivores in the kidnapping or murder
of every human in the ill-fated town.

Worried that your home may be next,

your father orders you to remain in the

castle until the threat is over.

Shortly after the meeting, Eloi gives

you a message from a female saurian

named Dina (get it?). After a warning
from Eloi, Dina helps you escape the castle

and takes you to the side of her dying

grandfather, Tau. Tau tells you the story of

your family's past, describing your great-

grandfather as a talented architect who
built huge citadels to protect the land from

Constructing citadels will be impossible without the help of some pretty big friends. Slow and thought-

ful, these behmoths will require a service from you before they will agree to help.

"If something didn't work, we'd take it out

and start over again"

— Diarmid Clarke,

danger. He then says that the last vestiges

of this ancestor's knowledge lie hidden in

mysterious catacombs — a tidbit too tan-

talizing to pass up. From beginning to

end, the story keeps the player involved.

And by constantly introducing new and
increasingly difficult obstacles, it both

challenges and entertains you.

Like Dune, another Cryo project. Lost

Eden uses incredibly detailed images to

bring this fantastic world of man and
dinosaur to life. And unlike many of the

new adventures on shelf today, which uti-

lize full-motion in an attempt at realism, all

of the images in the game were created by
computer artists. Their painstaking care

and attention to detail really pays off, and
after a few scenes you'll find yourself iden-

tifying with the often bizarre characters

and their game world as if they were real.

That's crucial since realism — or at

least believability— were of paramount
importance to the design team. Diarmid
Clarke, the producer of Lost Eden, says, "If

something didn't work, we'd take it out

and start all over again. One of our earlier

ideas was to have the saurians fighting

with weapons. The end result just didn't

seem realistic, so we took it out.”

Novelist Steve Jackson, probably best

known in the U.S. for his "Fighting

producer of The Lost Eden

Even the sturdiest citadel has it's secret entrances.

Use this passageway to slip out before anyone notices.

Sometimes objects look so much like they

belong in a given background that it's hard

to determine what you can handle and what you

can't. These mushrooms will be very handy later.

Fantasy" roleplaying novels, was a part of

the crew behind Lost Eden. In addition to

working on the story line, Jackson helped

the team come up with more realistic

ways of approaching the unique charac-

ters and their individual cultures — and of

creating a viable reality in which they

could coexist.

The movement and scenery anima-
tions are similar in many ways to titles

like Trilobyte's 7th Guest or Mindscope's
Dragon Lore. Each click in a

given direction actually carries

the player's point of view through
a vivid, rendered animation of

travel, instead of the "jump-cut"

technique used in Westwood's
Lands of Lore, or the standard

third-person, click-and-move sys-

tem used by Sierra, LucasArts,

and others. The end result is

breathtaking, and gives the player

a sense of actually moving
through a unique world.

To complete the illusion, the

developers not only had to make
the characters look real, but also

had to make them sound real.

! *
Once you have unlocked the secrets of the

magic mirror, you will be able to keep an

eye on Moorkus Rex and his band of carnivores.

Every member of the virtual cast has been
fleshed out with the some of the best voice

acting I've encountered in a game. As they

tried to stay true to the realism prevalent

throughout Lost Eden, the designers ran

into the obvious question ofjust how a

walking, talking dinosaur would sound.

"We had great fun with that, actually,"

Clarke says. Once again turning to Steve

Jackson, the team described what kind of

creature and personality they were deal-

ing with. Working together, the author

and developers came up with a number of

voice theories. From there, the sound
team began trying different delays and
distortions to try to create a voice that

sounded just right.

In the end, though, the actors

sounded more realistic without any
manipulation at all. "We would just

explain to the actors things like 'The

Pterodactyl has a high screechy voice,'

and the cast would just go from there."

The team also had to come up with lan-

guages for dinosaurs that were actually

losing their ability to speak. In the end,

the most impressive-sounding creatures

in the game are the gargantuan
brontasaurs, whose deteriorating lan-
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An Unlikely
Alliance

As you progress through The Lost Eden, you'll

come across adventurers ot several different

races— both hominid and saurian — who'll be

willing to join you on your quest. Trust between

the races doesn't come easily, so you'll need to

earn the respect and love of your followers if you

expect them to be able to work together.

Your character

prince Adam is

an impulsive

young man who
wishes to learn

more about the

world around

him. As the next

great architect, you hold the power to drive the

carnivore back into hiding.

as one of your

most trusted com-

panions. His

advice isn't
I

always very helpful, but his speed and loyalty

make him an excellent messenger.

tews
!sSSy

The first saurian

who will join your

cause, Dina's abili-

ty to understand

any language

makes her your

most important

companion.

Dina's mate

Mungo also has

the ability to

understand other

tongues, but is

most important for

the powerful

friendships he has

with leaders of the different tribes.

Jf' Your father's

-f addition to your
' • team, Thugg, will

3 do his best to

1 > r keep you safe at

*
all times.

>> Unfortunately,

Thugg isn't able

) grasp concept more complex than a couple

f sentences.

Dina's1
Grandfather acts I
a spiritual guide

for your quest,
? ’

and will offer

help whenever
,

r

he can by com-

municating with

you by means of a magic shell. His advice is

always dead on target.

Eden 21- Ready to avenge the destruction of their village, these

Chorrian warriors will aid you in the construction of a new citadel

guage sounds like a cross between bar-

barian growls and whale songs.

No matter how good a game looks

and sounds, everything is lost if players

find it difficult or frustrating to control

the action. In order to make the most
seamless interface possible, Cryo took a

long look at what peo-
ple liked and disliked

about their Dune in-

terface. "The most
important thing about
the control method
was that it had to be
easy," Clarke explains.

"As it stands now,
anything in the game
can be done with a left

mouse click. We want-
ed it to be a game that

anyone could just pick

up and play."

Players control

everything through the

use of a multi-purpose pointer, which
takes the form of a spinning stone box.

When placed on different objects

onscreen, the icon will show all of the

possible interaction choices available for

that object or area. The options are the

usual graphic-adventure fare, and include

movement, picking

up and using items,

and conversation.

One unique aspect of

Lost Eden is the abili-

ty to actually consult

with the persons in

your party. By click-

ing on a small graph-

ic representation of

Adam and the cur-

rent party members
at the top of the

screen, players can

access a second
screen that allows

them to talk within the group. Many of

the problems in the game can only be
overcome by utilizing the individual skills

of another party member, so it's impor-

tant to keep tabs on the talents and abili-

ties of your companions.
Equally as important is the careful

use of the various items of power you will

encounter on your journey; much of the

game's puzzle content is in figuring out

how to use different talismans in the

proper situation. One of the most impor-

tant items you'll receive is a shell that

allows you to speak with the spirit of

Dina's dead grandfather. Double clicking

on this fetish will bring up a quick hint

from the spirit during most situations,

and acts as on-line help for players who
are encountering difficulty with a specific

problem. Other items can produce spec-

tacular magic effects, or merely act as

encouragement for characters who are in

need of support.

m&mm* m
The enemy carnivores are both swift and strong. It's best to get

back to shelter before you become a quick snack.

Lost Eden impressed me with the

way it incorporates cutting-edge graph-

ics and sound, while staying true to the

complexities and interaction that have
always marked the best PC games. The
phenomenal art, edge-of-your-seat story-

line, and inspired vocals all blend to cre-

ate a surprisingly believable reality—
and most importantly, one that's com-
pletely accessible to the player. In this

day of all-talk, no-show CD-ROMs, it's

refreshing to see a title that moves for-

ward technologically without leaving

behind the spirit that made PC gaming
so gratifying in the first place.

PCfi
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Trail offers you everything you’ve been missing in a true fantasy

role-playing experience... a rich and intricate world... detailed

nWifcs/characters... an epic quest fraught with danger...

The world ofMania returns with incredible sound, speech and music,

spectacular graphics... and an experience you won’t forget!

IboTEMPTING TO RESIST?
• Graphically detailed automap with

zoom, move and edit capabilities

• Fully editable diary automatically

records game events

• Brilliant graphics, stunning

cinematics, incredible sound effects

and digital speech

• Fully animated, phased-time,

isometric 3D combat with improved

auto combat system

“3D scrolling animations and massive improvements on both thegraphics and sound

fronts now complement a game engine which the designers have redesigned in detail,

k
responding to virtually every criticism levied against [Blade ofDestiny].”

- Strategy Plus, September 1 994

“Fans ofSir-tech’s Realms ofArkania series: Rejoice!”

js . - Electronic Entertainment, September 1 994

I !/» 19 10 Oram VISIT your local ruTOHOr

iUlf ll or caB 1-800-447-1230

Smooth-scrolling 3D movement

Intelligent keyword dialogue system

Print option for diary

and character info

2 levels of difficulty

provide a challenge
j

for novice and

experienced players

P.0. Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669 Tel: 1315) 393-6633 Fax:(315) 393-1525

n® is a registered trademark of Sir-tech Software, Inc. Realms of Arkania is manufactured

license by Sir-tech from Attic Entertainment, Fantasy Productions and Schmidt Spiel Freizeit.

Product Information Number 139





Experience the most heartwarmingly humorous cinematic adventure ever. Creator

Roberta Williams presents the SEVENTH chapter in the best-selling computer adventure

SERIES OF ALL TIME: KING'S QUEST® VII: THE PRINCELESS BRIDE. JOIN PRINCESS ROSELLA AND

HER MOTHER VALANICE AS THEY BATTLE THE EVIL ENCHANTRESS MALIC1A FOR THE SURVIVAL OF

THE MAGICAL REALM OF ELDRITCH. Don’t MISS THIS BREATHTAKINGLY BEAUTIFUL EPIC ADVENTURE

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY. FOR YOUR COPY, SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR CALL: 1 800-757-7707.

J’roduct Information Number 138
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Word to Your Mother!
The quest for a kinder, gentler rating system

B

efore another Congressional

hearing on violence in com-

puter games can gain mom-

entum, the software industry

is trying to establish a volun-

tary system for rating games that can

be universally accepted, and applied

without infringing on the creativity of

software designers and developers.

In fact two separate groups

are trying to put their own ratings in

place. One group, which is quickly

gaining acceptance, is the non-profit

Recreational Software Advisory

Council (RSAC), established by the

Software Publishing Association

(SPA) with the support of several

parental advocacy groups. It was

recently announced that Robert

Roden, general council for LucasArts,

was elected president of the RSAC.

During his involvement with

the SPA government affairs commit-

tee, Roden developed an interest in

creating an objective system of rat-

ings to guide consumers in their pur-

chases— one that goes beyond

suggesting appropriate age groups

to actually advise potential buyers of

the content

The way RSAC hopes to

inform consumers is through the use

of ratings guides placed on the par-

ticipant's packaging. The ratings will

be scored from zero to four, with

three categories of "offenses"—
violence (that old hang-dog),

sex/nudity (er, uh, pardon me,

ma'am), and adult language (just in

time for Christmas). A zero score

across all categories would mean

the product in question is accept-

able for all audiences. A score of

one or higher would denote the level

of violence, sex or language, with

four being highest in all categories.

The RSAC will compile the rat-

ings with RSAC-designed software,

which asks a program's developer

specific questions

about the program

being submitted.

And even though

participation in

the RSAC plan

is entirely vol-

untary, sev-

eral major

retailers

are say-

ing that

begin-

ning

this

holiday sea-

son they won't carry

software that doesn't bear some

form of rating.

One of the first developers to

apply the new RSAC ratings will be

LucasArts, who'll use them beginning

this fall.

The other ratings system, pro-

posed by the Interactive Digital

Software Association (IDSA), will be

administered by /fsown creation—
the Entertainment Software Rating

Board (ESRB). The ESRB is headed

by Dr. Arthur Pober, former vice pres-

ident and director of the Children's

Advertising Review Unit of the

Council for Better Business Bureaus.

And although it was founded by

industry giants Electronic Arts, Sega

of America, and Sony Electronic

Publishing (among others), the IDSA

promises the ESRB will be indepen-

dent of industry pressure.

The

ESRB evalu-

ates soft-

ware by first

having each

title reviewed

by 'three

demographi-

cally diverse

individuals

with no ties

to the industry." The ESRB then rates

the titles using a system similar to

that used by the movie industry:

Games can be classified Early Child-

hood (EC), Kids to Adults (KA), Teen

(T), Mature (M), and Adults Only (AO).

The requirements for review by

ESRB are that a publisher

must submit the

most graphic por-

tions of their prod-

uct through a for-

mat that would allow

the reviewers oppor-

tunity to assess that

content— i.e., story-

boards, videotaped seg-

ments, and demos. An

ESRB official then tallies

the scores from the three

independent reviewers and

submits the results to the pub-

lisher. A fee of $500.00 is applied

to each title submitted for review

regardless of IDSA membership,

although a lower fee is available to

smaller publishers. Publishers also

have an opportunity to appeal any

rating thought to be unjust

Regardless of which system is

used to rate games, the real ques-

tion is whether or not

a ratings system will

limit creativity. We
here at PC Gamer

feel that, while both

ratings systems

seem to have the

noblest of intentions,

are far less intrusive

than any mandated

proposal that con-

gress might impose,

and probably won't

affect what is being

developed at the

moment, ratings will have an affect

in the not-to-distant future.

Just look at the movie industry,

where the top-grossing films typically

fall into the R category. Aware of this,

studios often go out of their way to

create films that can achieve this rat-

ing— sometimes, it seems, by add-

ing unnecessary sex and/or violence.

If this trend follows in the gaming

industry, much of the diversity and

innovation being displayed in today's

games might be lost as designers

'force'
1

higher ratings to earn the

higher sales that will accompany

them. In fact such a scenario would

almost ensure that there are more

"adult" games released than there are

now, which would seem to be just

the opposite of what the watchdog

groups wanted in the first place.

Also, smaller publishers will be

sure to exploit the fact that a game

they submitted scored high in

sex/violence/language, orwas

rejected because of its, content in

hopes of receiving added publicity.

Whole publishing houses might

come into being, specializing in

designing titles that feature sub-par

gameplay with excessive violence

and sexual content

On the other side of it there are

just as many times when adult con-

tent is the only way to add the right

depth to a story, game, or film. But if a

publisher fears distributing anything

above an R rating, designers will be

forced to alter their works to please

some pre-conceived audience.

No one knows yet what'll ulti-

mately come of these new ratings.

But it seems certain, at least to us,

that they'll significantly affect the

future of PC gaming. Whetherthat's

good or bad for us gamers is the big

unanswered question.

hsac Advisory
I

/T\ LANGUAGE 1
-4

* 3

l ! ) Crude or explicit -2

sexual references
(j
•Tj

Here's what one of the RSAC rating labels will look like.

i ru; frSMijaas tf.a rawiQ pwjyavi baaw stt Trig.

entative levels and descriptors^ any) assigned this

title in each of the three content areas.

Violence
Content

Nudrty/Sex
Content

a
Content

mm
Wanton and
gsatuftous violence

I and tape

I Provocative frontal

[

Crude or exp&di
sexual sefeiences

I
Beset

f

A sample of the final verdict from the RSAC's software.
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Sound
BLASTER*

A

How to make sure
your multimedia
software talks to
your hardware.

Read the fine print on today’s game boxes and

you’ll see the cautionary words with compatible

sound card. That’s because today’s hottest games

demand the PC sound standard—Sound Blaster.”

Without it, you might get zip. No fantastic effects,

no dramatic music, no true-to-life voices. Nothing.

So we’ve teamed up with the best game design-

ers to ensure 100% Sound Blaster compatibility.

Just flip ahead to the following pages. You’ll get a

good look at some of the richest, liveliest, most-

realistic games. And when you see the Sound

Blaster logo, you’ll know you aren’t missing a thing.

© 1994 Creative Technology Ltd. The Creative Logo and Sound Blaster Logo are registered trademarks and Sound Blaster, Sound Blaster Edutainment CD, Multimedia is Creative, and the Sound Blaster

Compatibility Logo are trademarks of Creative Technology Ltd. U.S. inquiries: 1-800-998-5227. International inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore, TEL 65-773-0233 FAX 65-773-0353.
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PCG: What effect do you think

Doom's had on game design as

a whole?

JW: We're seeing plenty of "Doom-

alikes" starting to pop up now, not

just from small operations but from

very large operations. Big compa-

nies are jumping in with Doom-like

games. Wolfenstein really spawned

the 3D action genre; Doom sort of

took it up a notch. And it's created

a whole new category of games.

PCG: Yeah, there's no doubt about

that— people tend to imitate suc-

cess. But why do you think is Doom

so incredibly successful?

JW: Immersion. You don't play the

game. You become one with the

game. It was true with Wolfenstein

3-D, but much more so with Doom.

I've heard stories where people are

playing the game, and someone

walks up and says, "Your car's

being ripped off," or

whatever— and they

just don't care.

They're playing Doom,

they've got blinders

on, so just leave

'em alone. It's a

fantasy world

that you can jump

right into with both

feet and stay.

PCG: Do you ever get sick

of all the attention?

JW: Yeah.... It's becoming a prob-

lem. We're not getting any work

done, because we're too busy talk-

ing to y'all. It sucks. [Laughs] No,

we enjoy it but it reaches a point

where it's overkill.

PCG: Overkill? Sort of like you

wiring your home for network Doom

against Billie's [Jay's wife] wishes?

JW: Yes! I bought a P90 for myself

riding on the fact that my boy Josh,

who's 4, needed a computer for

school because he's just starting.

They were all over it, and I couldn't

get anything done. So I got a DX2-

50 for them. Now, we're wiring the

whole house up for a network so

we can play Doom, of course. We
are a "two computing" family now,

and I'm happy. Billie's happy too

— and Josh! We had the damn

thing hooked up less than a week,

and he's a master at Deathmatch.

He's great. We were playing Doom

last night.

PCG: Some people have

a problem with that.

What do you say to peo-

ple who think your

games are nothing more

than mindless killing?

JW: Don't buy it.

Go play something else.

PCG: But you're consid-

ered the creme de la

The Biz Guy Cometh
id Software's Jay Wilbur has his own
ideas about game ratings

PCG: When you were a kid, did you

ever play Doom games with your

toys? Blow up Barbie and Ken with

a BFG?

creme of violence games. When

the hearing for ratings on comput-

er games happens, do you think

Doom and Mortal Kombat will be

shuffled onto the floor before the

Senate?

JW: I sure hope so. It would only

help sales.

PCG: How do you feel about the rat-

ings issue in general?

JW: I support it as long as it's not

censorship. Censorship is a no-no

— bad, bad, bad government! But a

rating system? Providing the con-

sumer with the firepower to make

an informed decision is good. As

consumers, we can all recognize

that that's a good thing. It's sort of

like reading how much sugar's in a

cereal. If you don't want sugar, you

look and say, "Well, there's a lot of

sugar. I don't want this." If you want

to buy a game with a lot of violence,

you can look and say, "Oh, I want

this game." I think it's good, and we

support it.

PCG: But you're totally opposed to

censorship in game design.

JW: Not just in games, but in enter-

tainment in general— people who

blame the violent acts

of individuals on

entertainment, televi-

sion, computer

games, novels, what-

ever. I think they're

looking for scape-

goats instead of ac-

cepting the fact that

some people are vio-

lent. Quite frankly, I

would like to know what video

game spawned The Crusades.

PCG: So what is the reason?

JW: Personally, I think it's because

of the extinction of the family in the

United States, but that's a whole

other thing. I get kind of upset when

someone says that if a kid plays

Doom, it's going to turn his mind to

mush, and he'll try to grab a chain-

saw and sneak out and take down

people at McDonald's. Whoever

Continued on page 38...

JW: Oh, yes. We were dumb. The

big firecracker was the M-80. We
would find various creative ways to

use M-80's to make things go away.

Never convicted, though.

id Software's head Biz Guy Jay Wilbur, with his sons Josh and Nick. Jay's

got them hooked on Doom— but in the right way.

I

f you play computer games,

you know id Software's Doom.

Love it or hate it— and we

love it— you have to admit

that Doom revolutionized PC

gaming, from its shareware-only

release (which has prompted many

big-name publishers to offer free

demo versions of their new games)

to its incredible first-person graph-

ics engine (which has prompted

many big-name publishers to create

their own games with first-person

graphics engines).

With the release of Doom II:

Hell on Earth, id's products are now

available through traditional soft-

ware retailers, but "traditional" is the

last word you'd use to describe the

Texas-based company— as you

can tell by this recent interview with

id Software's "Biz Guy" Jay Wilbur.

PCG: How do you and the guys at id

feel when someone says, "The num-

ber-one PC game in the world is

Doom." It's something every devel-

oper, every programmer dreams of.

JW: It gives us a warm and tingly

feeling. Of course, it tickles the hell

out of us— we

couldn't be hap-

pier. But it also

drives us to

continue make

great games.

We don't want

to just sit back

on our laurels

and say, "We did

it! Let's all go party and forget about

it." That's not going to happen.

Instead, we work on the next game.

Quake. I can't tell you a whole lot

about Quake, because, quite frankly,

we don't even know that much

about it ourselves yet. But knowing

that we have the number one game

now is incentive for us to stay there.



Your clues are hidden in the whispers of floating

apparitions. Eerie piano music could be a sign of

danger. Warnings come to you through strange

murmurs. So, if you want to unravel Old Man

Stauf’s bizarre secrets, keep your eyes peeled, your

One by one the guests

arrive. Then the party

really starts howling.

nerves steady, and your ears open. And take this

hint—make sure you have a Sound Blaster sound

card. Every bone-chilling shriek, hair-raising

scream, and breathless gasp in The 7th Guest
™

seems terrifyingly real when played on a Sound

Blaster. Forget about getting out alive without one.

(•f
Sound
BLASTER”

Working together
for sound compatibility.

MULTIMEDIA IS CREATIVE"'

CREATIVE
Interactive
entertainment

The 7th Guest and Interactive Drama are trademarks ofVirgin Games, Inc. Virgin is a registered trademark ofVirgin Enterprises Ltd. © 1992 Virgin Games, Inc., and Trilobyte, Inc. All rights reserved.



...Continued from page 36

says and actually believes that is an

idiot. I firmly believe he's an idiot.

PCG: So you believe it's the family

— or, to be more precise, the lack

of it— that's causing the problem in

the first place?

JW: Well, look at the Japanese.

They're masters at violence in

entertainment. We can only bow in

reverence to their mastery of the art

of violence in entertainment. Yet

they don't even begin to have the

kind of crime problems that we

have. Why? Because family is a cru-

cial part of their social makeup.

They revere the family more than

anything. I can't help but feel that's

the reason. The reason why my boy

plays Doom and won't be affected is

because I spend time with him.

We're one big family. He will know

the difference between right and

wrong, fantasy and reality, because

I have taught him.

PCG: And so, with censorship, the

government takes that away?

JW: Yeah. Censorship is the govern-

ment making my decision as the

parent. And they better not do that.

Rate Wars on the

Information

Superhighway?

The PC Gamer
Playlist

V

ou know that Christmas is right around the corner when so many good
games arrive in such a short period of time. Matt and Gary were immedi-

ately hooked by Under a Killing Moon, and one look at the chart will give

you an idea of the impact that

the pre-beta version of

LucasArts' Dark Forces had

on production.

The arrival of Legend of

Kyrandia III took a heavy toll on the Art

and Production folks, and the mini golf

tourneys we set up with PGA Tour Golf

4S6 didn't help things, either. Eddie and

Todd couldn’tstayoutofthe driver's

seat with NASCAR Racing, and Joe just

couldn't stop slaughtering and pillaging

as a Viking conqueror in Hammer of the Europe with these party animals?
Gods. Steve enjoyed some quiet time

with Stalingrad, but that was only because there was no sound in the preview ver-

sion he was playing. And Matt decided he’d finally do something about the long-

standing feud between humans and ores by wiping out one or the other in WarcrafL

What a thoughtful guy!

1) Under a Killing Moon (Access)— Gary, Matt, Shelli

2) Dark Forces (LucasArts)— Everyone

3) Doom II: Hell on Earth (id Software) — Matt, Todd, Joe

4) NASCAR Racing (Papyrus)— Steve, Eddie, Todd

5) System Shock (Origin) — Matt, Todd

6) Legend of Kyrandia III (Virgin)— Shelli, Scotty, Gary

7) PGA Tour Golf 486 (EA) — Scotty, Eddie, Steve

8)

Hammer of the Gods (New World Computing) — Joe, Matt

9)

Stalingrad (Avalon Hill)— Steve, Gary

10)

Warcraft (Blizzard)— Matt, Joe, Gary

One of the nation's biggest online services has just
lowered its rates, but it remains to be seen if its com-
petitors will follow suit

merica Online may not

have as many members as,

say, CompuServe, but the

ones they do have appar-

ently like to get online a

lot. In October, AOL announced

that they're handling over 750,000

log-ins per day (Prodigy claims up

to 700,000 sessions a day). And

that number stands a good

chance of growing even more,

thanks to the rates that became

effective this past October.

The monthly membership

fee of $9.95 gives users 5 hours

of America Online, regardless of

where they go or what they do—
without any surcharge for 9600

baud or primetime access. That

includes unlimited e-mail, down-

load, uploads— you name it. But

the biggest change is the new

rate for time beyond the initial

five hours— a mere $2.95 per

hour, again

regardless of

where you

go or what

you do online

— at any

time of day.

In a

statement

explaining

the new rate

structure,

AOL Pres-

ident and

CEO Steve

Case said,

"By reducing

our hourly rate, we are saying

'Thank you
1

to our most active

customers, those who use more

than the 5 hours they get [with

their $9.95 membership fee]."

Along with the new pric-

ing comes a new version of the

America Online software. The

new software which America

Online calls the Multimedia ver-

sion, includes an "instant

photo" feature that allows you

to almost instantaneously view

a photo before and/or during a

download. Other additions to

the service include ABC Online,

MTV Online, National Museum of

American History, and a Nature

Conservancy forum.

America Online already has

over one million members, and the

new rate structure will undoubted-

ly lure many more modem owners

to the service. The big question,

though, is whether or not AOL's

major competitors— Compu-

Serve, GEnie, and Prodigy— will

respond with lower rates of their

own. We'll keep you posted on

any developments.
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America Online has jazzed up their main menu, but the changes don't stop there.

There are several new multimedia features to the latest version of AOL
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Armored warriors ride the wings of flying dragons.

Trolls devise a surprise attack. To survive, you’ll

need to stay alert. And have a Sound Blaster sound

card. In Dragon Lore, every nuance of battle comes

Between the

roaring dragon and
the screeching trolls,

you can hardly hear

yourself think.

to life with synchronized speech and sound effects.

Bones crumble beneath your broadsword. A

flailing mace rips through chainmail. And you

hear it all with Sound Blaster. Just think of it as

your most important weapon.

*
Sound
BLASTER*

Working together
for sound compatibility.

MINDSCAPE
formerly

THE SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS

CREATIVE

© 1994 Cryo Interactive Entertainment. © 1994 The Software Toolworks, Inc. All rights reserved.



EYEWITNESS

Bye Bye, CES-I
The first Consumer Electronics Show Interactive has
been postponed until 1996

If you've only heard of the

Consumer Electronics

Show from references in

PC Gamer and other com-

puter gaming magazines

(yes, there are others out there),

you might get the impression that

the show existed solely to spot-

light interactive entertainment

software. But in reality video-

games, entertainment software,

and other interactive entertain-

ment products account for only a

third of the exhibitors— and

software publishers have been

expressing apprehensions for

several years now that they are

overshadowed at CES by manu-

facturers of home electronics

products such as stereos, televi-

sions, VCRs, and so forth.

In response to these con-

cerns, the Electronic Industries

Association Consumer Electron-

ics Group (EIA/CEG) planned a

new show— the Consumer

Electronics Show Interactive—
scheduled for May 11-13 1995 in

Philadelphia. CES-I would have

focused on gaming hardware

and software, videogames and

cartridge-based game systems,

computers, multimedia systems,

and the peripherals that go along

with them.

The operative phrase here

is "would have," however, be-

cause this past October EIA/CEG

announced that it was postpon-

ing the first CES-I until 1996. Why
the setback? Because publishing

giant IDG, sensing that software

publishers were not happy with

CES, had previously announced

its own industry show, the Elec-

tronic Entertainment Expo (or E3

— don't you just love these ac-

ronyms?)— and EIA/CEG had

begun to realize two things: that

software houses weren't going

to go to both shows, and that the

show of choice for summer '95

was E3.

This is undoubtedly a blow

for EIA/CEG, and the company

tried to put as good a spin as

possible on the postponement.

Vice-President of EIA/CEG Gary

Shapiro explained the resched-

uling this way: "After reviewing

the pressure and stress put on

potential exhibitors, buyers, and

journalists to decide between

two major industry shows being

held at the same time, on two

separate coasts, we chose to do

what was best for the interac-

tive industry and reschedule our

show in 1995 to 1996. Although

exhibit sales of CES-I were

strong and early indications

were that buyers preferred CES-

I, we feel it will be better for the

video game and interactive in-

dustries to have one show only

during these dates and concen-

trate our efforts on a successful

Winter CES for these segments

and for the entire consumer

electronics industry."

EIA plans to hold the first

CES-I in Orlando in May, 1996—
but if E3 is successful, it doesn't

seem likely that software pub-

lishers will be any more eager to

go to two summer shows in 1996

than they are in 1995. But there's

one bright spot for EIA: It's un-

likely that anyone can steal the

thunder from their winter CES in

Las Vegas.

The Rebellion Wants You— But Not Just Yet
LucasArts announces January release for Dark Forces

f you were as excited as we
were about the upcoming

release of Dark Forces—
featured in our October issue

— we've got some good

news and some bad news for you.

We'll start with the bad news,

which on second thought probably

won't come as much of a surprise

to PC gamers: LucasArts has

delayed the release of Dark Forces

until January 1995. The good
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In Dark Forces there are plenty of the Emperor s boys in

white armor just waiting to burn you a new one.

news? LucasArts was kind enough

to send us a preview version of

the game, and we're here to tell ya

it features the sort of action that

made Doom such a hit, but with a

few added twists— and knowing

the guys at LucasArts, the

chances are good that the final

version will be even better still.

In Dark Forces, you fight

the Empire as Kyle Katarn, one of

the Rebellions' roguish mercenar-

ies. The game's 3D engine liter-

ally hurls you into the Star Wars

universe: The weapons look and

sound like those in the films,

with terrific lighting effects

highlighting each laser blast.

Level design and architecture

are less mazelike than in Doom

and more "authentic," making

the places and planets you trav-

el even more vital and realistic.

And with options for looking up

and down, crouching, jumping,

PC GAMER January 1995

and more, the game world of Dark

Forces truly is three-dimensional.

Each level has its own mis-

sion goals; in the first one, for

instance, you have to find plans

for the Death Star— you know,

the same plans that the Rebellion

forces used to destroy the Death

Star in the first movie. Once you

get into the game, you'll learn of

the Dark Trooper, the newest—
and perhaps deadliest— threat

to the fledgling Rebellion.

There are a truckload of

jl§ I

in I
I

I

The 3D graphics really give you the

feeling of being in the center of the

Star Wars universe.

The laser blasts are very cool, just

make sure they're coming from you

and not afyou!

first-person action games headed

your way, but Dark Forces plays

so smoothly and has such a great

storyline that it could jump right to

the head of the pack. Oh, there’s

one other bit of news about the

game, but whether or not it's bad

depends on your system: Lucas-

Arts is planning to release the

game only on CD-ROM. Now are

you ready to make that CD-ROM

purchase you've been putting off?



Destruction looms in the year 2027. Global

terrorists threaten to capture a doomsday device

in Cyberia. But you can stop them. Armed with

your instincts and a Sound Blaster card, you

experience every detail. Interact with synthetic 3-D

Ah, the crack

and sizzle of

another enemy ship

turning to toast.

characters and move in a beautifully rendered

world. Stunning sound effects and a full musical

score make every action sequence breathtaking.

Call it a truly original experience. And with Sound

Blaster, it’s unlike anything you’ve ever heard.

<(

4f
Sound
blaster8

Working together
for sound compatibility.

CREATIVE
CREATIVE LABS, INC.

MULTIMEDIA IS CREATIVE'
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EYEWITNESS

It's All In Your Mindscape
Mindscape proves that it's serious about gaming by
purchasing one of the industry's oldest publishers

~

T

he past few months have

seen Mindscape— for-

merly known as The

Software Toolworks—
move aggressively to

stake a claim in the rapidly

growing entertainment software

market. And if there were any

doubts as to whether the com-

pany was truly serious about its

intentions to become a major

player in the PC gaming indus-

try, they were put to rest this

past October 20th. That's when

Mindscape announced its ac-

quisition of Strategic Simula-

tions, Inc. — SSI to you and me.

What's more, the Novato, Cali-

fornia-based company also

acquired French game develop-

er Atreid Concepts ( The Tinies,

Fury of the Furries).

SSI will become a wholly

owned subsidiary of Mindscape,

but don't expect to see any big

shakeups at the company:

Mindscape will handle distribu-

tion for SSI's current and future

titles, while SSI will continue to

control product design and mar-

keting. As Mindscape's Public

Relations Manager Kevin Bach-

us points out, “We bought the

company for the people, and for

the expertise they have."

Buyouts can sometimes be

ugly affairs, but both Mindscape

and SSI feel that in this case

there are decided benefits for

both companies. Bob Lloyd,

Chairman and CEO of Mind-

scape, said that "SSI is a cor-

nerstone in our efforts to estab-

lish Mindscape as a major play-

er in the field of entertainment

software. This acquisition aug-

ments our already-strong enter-

tainment development exper-

tise." Bachus echoed those sen-

timents: "The acquisition made

r CD-ROMs

*Hot titles from major publishers

*IBM and MAC
*Not a club, no obligations

*Buy only the titles you want
Additional CD-ROM Purchase Required
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sense for both companies.

We've been looking to strength-

en our entertainment profile,

and we'll be the first to admit

that we can learn a lot from SSI.

They've done a great job man-

aging their business, and their

products speak for themselves.

And in return, we can give them

access to funding, as well as

new technologies."

SSI had nothing but praise

for the deal as well, especially

the potential for more capital for

product development. SSI Pres-

ident Joel Billings explained that

"What Mindscape really affords

us are the resources we'll need

to bring our creative visions to

life. As entertainment software

has evolved, development efforts

have become more and more

complex. We believe that Mind-

scape is a strong partner, and

can help us realize our plans."

Perhaps the most important

aspect of the announcement for

gamers is that the deal will have

little affect on SSI's production

schedule. That means gamers

can still expect eagerly awaited

titles such as CyCtones,

Menzoberranzan, Panzer Gen-

eral, and Alien Logic: Skyrealms

of JoruneXo arrive in mid to late

November; Renegade: The

Battle for Jacob's Star should

hit store shelves in time for

Christmas.

Three Men And
a Buzzword
Big money, big names —
but is it really a big deal
for gamers?

”N

ultimedia"—
already the buzz

word of the

decade— got a

huge shot in the

arm when it was

announced that Steven Spiel-

berg, Jeffery Katzenberg, and

David Geffen plan to form a new

movie studio and entertainment

company. In addition to film, ani-

mation, music, and TV, the trio

said it would also produce multi-

media and interactive entertain-

ment products.

What's most impressive

about the announcement are the

special talents each of the three

brings to the company. In case

you've been living in the prover-

bial cave, Spielberg was the

director of Jaws, Raiders of the

Lost Ark, Close Encounters of the

Third Kind, and Jurassic Park,

the largest grossing film of all

time. With a track record like

that, there's little chance that

the trio will have trouble getting

investors to empty their pockets

to back the new company,

though it's a safe bet that the

three will put up some of their

own capital to get things rolling.

Former Disney Studios Vice

President Jeffrey Katzenberg,

who left the company after a dis-

pute with CEO Michael Eisner,

was the driving force behind the

revitalization of Disney's feature

animations. And David Geffen,

founder of Geffen Records, is

renowned for picking up on the

latest trends in music and bring-

ing them to a broad audience.

Of course, developing soft-

ware nowadays takes months

and even years— and as we go

to press the Spielberg-

Continued on page 42...



This is space combat

at its very best— as only

CD-ROM can deliver! '
J

FASA’S RENEGADE i

\ V legion! interceptor®

\Jf game system comes alive with

¥/ spectacular Super-VGA graphics,

/ cinematics, digjtized voices, music

and sound effects. Just how hot does it

look? The awesome artwork you see here

is composed from actual game graphics!

Once you dogfight in space Renegade-s\y\e,

you’ll know what it’s like to really sweat bullets!

©1994 Strategic Simulations, Inc. All rights reserved.
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EYEWITNESS

Double Your Pleasure
Stac Electronics aims for the gaming
market with Multimedia Stacker 4.0

...Continued from page 40

Katzenberg-Geffen group hasn't

even begun to bring the neces-

sary talent onboard. It could be

quite some time before we see

any entertainment software from

the new company, unless they

simply acquire products being

designed and developed out of

house, traditional entertainment

companies like Trimark and

Paramount have already done in

an effort to get on the “interac-

tive entertainment" bandwagon.

The big question, however,

is what type of interactive soft-

ware will be produced by a com-

pany headed by three men

who've made their fame and for-

tune producing traditional — i.e.,

passive— entertainment.

There's a world of difference

between the two, and knowing

what works in one doesn't guar-

antee success in the other. At

any rate, the partnership brings

even more attention to the bur-

geoning interactive entertain-

ment industry— and that in itself

can only be good news for veter-

an publishers and developers.

H

oping to capitalize on the

growing popularity of mul-

timedia systems— and

solve the accompanying

headaches of loading dri-

vers for CD-ROM, sound cards,

and disk-compression utilities

while still retaining enough con-

ventional memory to run high-end

gaming software— Stac Elec-

tronics has just released Multi-

media Stacker 4.0 for Windows

and DOS.

Multimedia Stacker uses

Helix Software's Multimedia

Cloaking technology, which pro-

vides the user with a "transparent"

method of freeing conventional

memory, assigning memory man-

agers, and more without creating

a boot disk or altering your CON-

FIG.SYS or AUTOEXEC.BAT files.

Included in the package is a

mouse driver that could many

users up to 20K of RAM, enhanced

CD-ROM extensions that can save

users up to 30K of RAM, and a

disk cache that can also save up

to 30K.

Multimedia Stacker has

been designed to address the

needs of novice users as well as

PC veterans; beginners can let

Stacker diagnose their systems

and implement configuration

changes without the need of DOS

knowledge, while a customizing

feature will allow experienced

users change various parameters

to their liking.

The other and most obvious

benefit of Multimedia Stacker is

increased disk space. It's a rare

floppy-based game that requires

less than ten megabytes or hard-

drive space, and some take up 30,

40, or even 50 megs ( Dark Sun:

Wake of the Ravager has an

option to install 70MB on your

hard drivel). And the fact that CD-

ROM is now the delivery system

of choice doesn't necessarily

solve all your hard-drive space

problems— many CD-ROM pro-

grams require you to copy several

megabytes of portions of files

copied to your hard-drive for opti-

mum (sometimes merely accept-

able) performance. This latest

version of Stacker features a fair-

ly well-tested method of data

compression that breaks the 2:1

compression barrier, surpassing

by far the DriveSpace utility that

comes with the latest version

(6.21) of MS-DOS.

Multimedia StackermW ship

on 3.5" disks and CD-ROM, and is

compatible with MS-DOS 3.2 and

higher, PC-DOS 3.2 and higher,

Novell DOS 7, and Windows 3.0,

3.1, and Windows for Workgroups.

Ted Williams - The Legend’s Own Story
Ted Williams’ hitting secrets, his spectacular Hall of Fame career, life and times come
alive in this double CD-ROM disk set. With dazzling graphics, hundreds of photos,

exclusive video clips, revealing interviews and original music.

He’s “The Kid.” He’s “The Splendid Splinter.” He’s Ted Williams and his

story is yours to explore in five comprehensive sections.

THE SCIENCE OF HITTING - Ted Williams wrote the best instructional guide ever

created on the art of hitting. Now he’s your personal, interactive batting coach.

MY TURN AT BAT - Ted’s revealing autobiography presented with hundreds of

unique photographs, narrative audio files and full-motion video.

1941 - In a career of spectacular achievements, 1941 was Ted’s ultimate year. You’ve

got a ticket to a full length docudrama at the local movie theater, or head over to

the newsstand to check out the magazine and newspaper accounts of Ted’s 1941

crowning achievement.

STATISTICS - Investigate Ted’s lifetime achievements in both individual and career

categories using unique turn-of-the-century “virtual” baseball cards. Statistics based

on compilations including “what if’ scenarios which re-rank Ted’s accomplishments

for the years Ted was away in Military Service.

1994 EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW - Ted reflects on his career in one of the most candid, colorful and

revealing interview sessions to date. Ted talks about his passion for the game. It’s Ted on Ted like you’ve never seen before.
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Available at your local retailer.

Global Electronic Publishing, Co., Inc.

55 High Street, Nashua, N.H. 03060
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"if you want to go all out for games, the

Falcon is the best bet for your money."

-Computer Gaming World

PLEASE SELECT THE DETAIL LEVEL YOUR PC SUPPORTS:

For 386, and slow

486 machines

For fast 486 and

Pentium machines

Falcon

MACH V's

Intel 90 MHz PENTIUM™ CPU, 8 megabytes of RAM,
and a SoundBlaster 16

The MACH V -

Featuring an AMD 486
RAM,

Each MACH V system comes standard with our VESA Local Bus graphics and Enhanced IDE hard disk controllers. 1 .2 & 1 .4 megabyte floppy drives, mini-tower s

case, 101 key keyboard, 250ms double-speed CD-ROM, Creative Labs SoundBlaster PRO or 16™, Labtec multimedia speakers, CH Products FLIGHTSTICK
f

PRO™ and dual high-speed joystick ports, licensed Microsoft DOS 6.22™ and Windows 3.11™, 3 button mouse, and a 14” non-interlaced full-screen SVGA s

monitor. Each MACH V is custom built - many different processor speeds and upgrades are available, please call for pricing and availability.

THE FALCON MACH V: THE ULTIMATE GAMING MACHINE f

FALCON NORTHWEST
I'llHIW—— ——

—

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
263 South Bayshore Dr. Coos Bay, OR 97420

Ph: (503) 269-0775 Fax:(503) 267-2575
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Your heart is racing.

Th-thump. Th-thump.

It’s pumping as fast as your legs.

You don’t notice the gentle breeze, the

noon-day sky.

Kill a hare

“Truly innovative. " Strategy Plus

You are totally focused.

On the smell.

Just the smell.

Could be the first thing you sink your

teeth into, in days.

Dust, pebbles, sticks.

They’re flying.

Then you pounce.

Suddenly. Stealthily.

You break its neck.

You’re hungry.

You are such an animal.

“It’s addictive. ”PC Gamer

Wolf photo: copyright held by Wolf Haven International: Jerry Roberts Photography. © 1994 Sanctuary Woods Multimedia, Inc. All rights reserved. The I-entertainment



Really.

In this wilderness survival adventure,

that’s exactly what you are.

A wolf.

And you experience all the sights,

sounds. . .and smells. . .firsthand.

If J I
41 .

•

Mating tips included.

That’s what makes this game unlike

any other.

It’s realistic.

So realistic that it just might blow

you away.

(Or maybe a predator will.)

Will you survive?

You’ll have to hunt.

Fight.

Mate.

(Hey, maybe it’s not so hard after all.)

See your retailer or call 800-943-3664.

logo and the Wolf logo are trademarks ofSanctuary Woods Multimedia, Inc. Sanctuary Woods is a registered trademark ofSanctuary Woods Multimedia Corporation. SRHCTURDY UIOODS
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EYEWITNESS

The Rest of the Story
PC Gamer strategy recommendations for
ing holiday season.

V

ou may have noticed that

in our Buyer's Guide last

issue, a few great strate-

gy games were conspic-

uous by their absence.

The reason? Well, we'd love to

be able to blame it on the printer

or some other third party, but the

truth is that it was simply over-

looked in our rush to get the

issue out on time.

We briefly considered not

mentioning our error, hoping that

not that many people would

notice, but quickly decided such

a move would hardly be in our

readers' best interests. So here

are our recommendations for

strategy games— a little late,

but still in time for you last-

minute Christmas shoppers (is

there any other kind?).

X-COM (MicroProse)

This is one of the most popular

games of any kind to debut all

year long. You're in charge a

team of U.N. commandos as-

signed the task of repelling a

series of invasions by extrater-

restrials. You have complete con-

trol of the team, from setting the

budget and hiring scientific staff

to maneuvering your individual

soldiers in squad-level combat

sequences. X-COM manages to

integrate varied game styles to

create a seamless whole that's

very impressive indeed. It might

not be the flashiest-looking game

around, but don't let that fool

you: X-COM proves that beauty

isn't everything, and that sub-

stance still counts in PC gaming.

Ultimate Domain (Mindscape,

formerly known as The

Software Toolworks)

Ultimate Domain is a hybrid; it

takes a little of everything that

makes strategy games so much

fun, and tosses the rest aside.

You're a captain in charge of a

group of followers, and you'll

direct their efforts to develop

new technologies, trades, and a

civil infrastructure, at the same

time carrying on a war for pos-

session of your world. It looks a

lot like Populous, but don't be

fooled: Ultimate Domain offers a

completely different strategic

experience. The CD-ROM version

features enhanced music and

sound effects.

Master of Orion

(MicroProse)

As good as this year has been to

the strategy gamer, it's been

even better to MicroProse. With

Master of Orion, Microprose

managed to sew up its reputation

as one of the finest producers os

strategy games around — a rep-

utation based in part on such hits

as Civilization and Railroad

Tycoon. Master of Orion puts you

in competition with alien races,

all of whom are trying to conquer

the others while expanding their

galactic empires. It's strategy on

a grand, sci-fi scale, and is

already a classic of the genre.

Sim City 2000 (Maxis)

At its most basic level, Sim City

2000 is an upgrade of the earlier

Sim City, you build, and then

manage, your own city. But

Maxis has so thoroughly updated

that classic, adding SVGA graph-

ics, new sound effects, and more

detailed control over your city

and environment. It's one of

those titles that's sure to please

just about everyone.

Lords of the Realm

(Impressions)

A historical strategy game, Lords

of the Realm puts you in medieval

England, and challenges you to

manage your own county and

build your wealth and resources

— and ultimately, to unite the isle

under your rule. This is an ele-

gant, thoughtful game, and will

appeal to any desktop historian.

Some More Sound
Strategies
If your holiday gift recipient al-

ready has those titles, there are

still more that're well worth con-

the upcom-

sidering. Merchant Prince from

QQP, for instance, is a very good

incarnation of the sea-trading

premise: Buy goods, get 'em to

port, and build your fortune. And

for the multimedia fanatic,

there's The Horde from Crystal

Dynamics. This one'll please you

with its smooth video cutaways

and fast-paced action/strategy

sequences. Detro/ffrom

Impressions is just the thing for

the aspiring auto magnate; SSI's

Serf City: Life is Feudal should

win some kind of award for its

title— and the gaming's not bad,

either. When we recommended

Sierra's Outpostwe caught a lot

of flak from gamers who thought

it was too buggy and difficult, but

we're gonna recommend it again.

And for something really differ-

ent, take a look at Eidolon's

Millenium Auction. This multime-

dia extravaganza will wow you

with its graphics, and keep your

interest with its off-beat game-

play. And finally, the bridge-lover

will be delighted with Bridge

Olympiad from Great Game

Products. It's one of the best

bridge titles ever to hit the PC.

And Watch For...

We haven't reviewed them yet,

but these titles hold some real

promise, and will be available by

the time those holidays roll

around. First up is Hammer of the

Gods, from New World Comp-

uting. Play as a Viking, doing that

conquest thing the Vikings did so

well. If you've read the feature

on Transport Tycoon, you already

know that we think this could be

one of the best strategy and

resource-management games of

the year. Try the demo on either

the PC Gamer demo floppy or CD-

ROM — even with only transport

type available, you'll see why we

think this could be a real delight.

Pf.C

CD-ROM ZONE
"AVOID THE XMAS HASSLES"

SHOP FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME
(800) 899-0509 ORDERS

(713) 999-0506 PHONE/FAX

SYNDICATE

UNDER A KILLING MOON
$39.00

CALL

AEGIS $42.00 WING COMMANDER III CALL

DARK FORCES CALL WOLF $33.00

EARTH SIEGE $59.00

HARVESTOR

HELL

KINGS QUEST VII

CALL

CALL BUSTY BABES III $40.00

NASCAR RACING CALL DIGITAL DREAMS PLUS $30.00

OUTPOST $40.00 FOREVER $30.00

PAGAN: ULTIMA VII $42.00 HOLLYWOOD BIKER CHICKS $35.00

RISE OF THE ROBOTS CALL SENSUOUS GIRLS $30.00

SIMCITY 2000 $39.00 VISION $30.00

XMAS BONUS - WHY NOT LET US CHRISTMAS WRAP AND DROP SHIP TO

YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY FOR ONLY $4.95???

MUST BE 21 TO ORDER ADULT TITLES. PRICES 8. AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

MANY MORE TITLES. CALL III SALES DEPT. HOURS MON-FRI 9-6 CST, SAT 9-1 CST. ALL

ORDERS FINAL. DEFECTIVE ITEMS REPLACED WITH SAME ITEM. (SmSHSEQ
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MicroProse's follow-up to the classic

Railroad Tycoon gives you the opportunity to

build a mighty transportation network from
scratch — and you don't even need any

startup capital.

T. Liam MacDonald

ransportation is the engine

that drives civilization. If it

were all to shut down tomor-

row, entire countries would
grind to a screeching halt.

Economies would crash, our

methods of defense and war-
fare would be thrown into

the dark ages, our contact

with the rest of the world
would fade and ultimately

vanish. Yet we take road, rail,

air, and sea transport for

granted, never quite realizing

how much we depend on them for just

about everything in our lives.

Even before there were machines of

mass transport we travelled, using whatev-
er means were available. As far back as

1400 B.C., the Egyptians used reed boats to

trade with a place called Punt, now be-

lieved to be Madagascar. Phoenicians

developed an intricate and closely guarded
network of trade, getting products through

overland routes and shipping them to all

corners of the Mediterranean on sturdy

ships. We can trace trade patterns among
the natives of ancient America, as they

moved beads and precious stones from
Peru to Oklahoma.

The infrastructure of global transport

has grown and become more refined, so

that it now defines our lives— and our
futures— more than it ever has. Steel ore

must be moved from the mines to the fac-

Get info on each of your planes, their status,

profitability, remaining lifetime, and so on.

tory for smelting, and then moved again to

Detroit (or Mexico) to be turned into cars.

From there the cars can be driven over

roads to reach a dealership, or put on a

car-carrying tractor trailer, or hauled by
train. Maybe they're marked for export, in

which case they'll be placed on a boat to

cross the ocean. Maybe you'll wind up dri-

ving one to work every day, and have to

Change the location of all your various planes

using this helpful menu.

clean up the oil it leaks in your driveway.

How about food? It doesn't grow at

the Piggly Wiggly you know— it has to be
hauled by train and truck from the farms,

passing through several hands and several

modes of transportation on the way.
And people? We may not care much

for airlines, but they've compressed into

hours trips that used to take months.

Yet still we complain: the car you
ordered hasn't arrived at the dealership

yet your train is 15 minutes late, you're

scared to death of flying because the airline

just lost a plane.

But what ifyou had power over all

these diverse elements of transportation?

What if the job of moving raw materials

and finished products from sources to mar-
ket were your responsibility? What if the

delays on the trains people ride every

day were your fault? What ifyou were
blamed when a commercial airliner

went down in flames?

Could you do any better?

It's time to find out.

Are You a Tycoon?
It began life at MicroProse U.K. as the

Interactive Transport Simulator, but it's

clear from looking at this game that it

could only be called Transport Tycoon.

For those who remember the landmark
MicroProse title Railroad Tycoon, that

says a lot— but one look at Transport

Tycoon, and you can tell right away that

it really doesn't say enough.

Designed by newcomer Chris Use

Sawyer, Transport Tycoon is an unusual

hybrid of Railroad Tycoon and SimCity

2000. Its SVGA graphics and oblique, 3D
city-view are clearly inspired by SimCity

2000, with detailed buildings which change
and age over time. The gameplay itself

enlarges significantly the transportation

element of SimCity, making it the prime
focus of play. For each game, a random
world is generated with unique terrain fea-

tures— hills, rivers, open bodies of water,

forests— as well as cities and towns in var-

ious stages of development. Throughout
this world there are sundry industries and
resources, and all of these elements—cities,

raw materials, products, and so on— must
be connected with an elaborate transporta-

tion network.

The game continually clicks off time in

set increments, with about 20 minutes

equaling one year of game time. The issue

of what historical eras Transport Tycoon
would cover was a tough one for the

design team, as Chris Sawyer explains: "I

felt that the game shouldn't span more than

100 years, and to allow the greatest variety

of train and vehicle types, we decided on
the period between 1930 and 2030. This

gives the player about 30 years of working
with steam trains, then diesel and electric

trains, and finally futuristic monorails in the

years beyond 2000.”

Does this mean that the Great Age of

Rail or the spaceships of the far future will

never be part of the game? Maybe, but it's

this window to modify the routes your trains take.
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This one you won't
want to miss.
It's been nearly three years in the making with a budget

we won't even talk about. It employed a team of over a

hundred people, including programmers, artists, musi-

cians and writers as well as Hollywood make-up and

special effects houses (we liked the flames in Backdraft

™

so we hired the movie's special effects house to bring in

a little heat). As the creators of Wasteland™ and The

Bard's Tale™, our goal was to produce a game every bit

as innovative and unique. We think you'll like the results

Art and Stuff

Graphically, the

game is state-of-

the-art stunning

(we're a little

biased but check

out the screen-

shots for yourself).

We used a combination of live actors and computer

generated creatures with Silicon Graphics environments

and magical effects which were painstakingly rendered

down to the finest crack, doorway and magical

lightning storm.
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The Box, the Book and Story

The packaging is every bit as cool as the game.

Shipping in a special tombstone-shaped, hologram box,

the package starts you on your quest "through dark cor-

ridors, treacherous

sewers and subter-

ranean realms of

faeries, magick

and the living

dead." (We had

to throw a bit of

marketing hype in

here somewhere.) Along with the skeleton hologram

cover, you also get a limited edition, hard-bound

Stonekeep novella by Steve Jackson and David Pulver.

The Game's

the Thing

A combination of

traditional role

playing and

interactive story-

telling, Stonekeep

mixes a detailed

storyline and character interaction with puzzle-solving,

magic systems, character attributes and combat. It all

comes together in a system that allows for quality story-

telling combined

with a powerful,

yet easy-to-use

control system

(intuitive without

being watered

down).

© 1 994 Interplay Productions. Stonekeep is a trademark of Interplay Productions. All Rights Reserved.

The Bard's Tale and Wasteland are trademarks of Electronic Arts.

"By Gamers. For Gamers."™ is

Interplay's slogan and

Stonekeep is the kind of game

we've always wanted to play.

It looks cool, sounds great and

tells a good story. It's one

of those games you'll

stay up playing until

three in the morning

on a work night.

Basically, it's just a lot

of fun.

A CD-ROM, Role-Playing

Experience for IBM and Compatibles.

Product Information Number 1 10
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Finding the Perfect
Blend
With the passage of time, the needs of

cities and the people inhabiting them will

obviously change. Industry grows, new
demands need to be met, and the trans-

portation network serving the area has to

grow to accommodate it. The infrastruc-

ture for this network has to be carefully

planned from the beginning to allow for

You can even sneak a peek at your competitors'

finances to see how your company compares.

road services, and wait until more cash is

available before planning longer routes."

In the finished game, you can begin

by working with all four transport types in

small increments (only trains are available

in the demo). Each is subtly different, and
some are better suited to particular tasks

than others. The player can build railways,

roads, airports, docks, and vehicles, deter-

mining where to place them, how to con-

nect them, and what their jobs will be.

Once set, vehicles will run on their own,
and only need to be attended to if you want
to change their composition or destination.

While roadways and rail lines don't deteri-

orate as they can in SimCity, transport

types do, and require regular servicing to

keep them running. It's a fancy juggling act

that becomes increasingly challenging as

Staking Your
Claim

factured goods. Once the schedule of stops

was set, the train went about its business. I

had staked a claim on the transport needs

of Drunborough, with a fairly small initial

investment. And that's not a bad plan,

according to Sawyer:

"For the first few years in a game, the

player has to concentrate on making the

best use of the limited money available. It's

easy to start building what would be a very

profitable railway line between two distant

industries, only to find that the cash runs

out just before it's completed. It's best to

start small, building short railway lines or

Windows are available for nearly every function,

from accessing an overhead map of the region,

reviewing your personal finances, checking the

latest news stories, and much more.

Profiles are easily accessed and give detailed in-

formation about each player and their company.

likely MicroProse will tackle these areas in

future versions of the game or in add-on
disks. Don't waste too much time worrying

about that, though. Right now,
you have a transportation empire

to build.

In the first game I played with the

demo (featured on both the flop-

py-disk and CD-ROM editions of

this issue), I found a small city

called Drunborough nestled in

the hills. On the outskirts of this

city were a factory and an ore

mine. The factory needed ore to

make products, and the town
needed products. So I began my
empire very simply, building rail

lines and stations connecting

town, mine, and factory. Only one
engine was available, so I bought
it, and prepared it to carry ore and

Connecting the factory and the ore mine in Drunborough is a

simple way to acquire a steady flow of income.

manu- more types of transport vehicles become
available to the player.

Talk about weirdness. When MicroProse said they were
doing a title called Pizza Tycoon, I thought it was a gag.

It's not.

MicroProse's newest import from Europe (it was
originally called Pizza Connection— wonder if they

changed it because of that heroin smuggling case a few

years back?) looks to be a tongue-in-cheek take on

'Tycoon"-type games: a business sim laced with humor-

ous touches. At the start of the game, you choose a char-

acter and then use the wad of cash you've been given to

build a pizza parlor in the city of your choice. With the

remaining money, you hire waiters and chefs, plan an

advertising campaign, design a menu, and furnish your

new restaurant.

Along the way you'll have to deal with various

problems, such as visits by the local authorities and,

quite probably, the Mafia. Then there are business deci-

sions: Which chef should you hire? What gimmicks can

you think of to attract customers? What dirty tricks can

you play to thwart the competition? And you won't stand

much chance of success if you don't do something to

make your joint stand out from the crowd. Do you aim for

a smaller but wealthier clientele by offering lobster or

seaweed on your pie, or do you go for a more traditional

menu? Heck, you can even choose what kind of furniture

to place in the restaurant: contemporary, cheap, fancy,

and so on.

Pizza Tycoon can be played in two ways. In 'Tree"

mode, you have complete control over your business,

while "mission" mode requires you to accomplish cer-

tain goals to win. The 'Tree" game can last as long as

you wish, with the only limits being the death of your

character. Each character, and there are 100 planned for

the game, has different ratings in attributes such as

wealth, dexterity, culinary skills, popularity, age, health,

and so on, and these can either grow or diminish as the

game proceeds.

From the pics I've seen, it looks like this could be a

light, fun game for a wider audience than, say, Detroit

And after hearing about it, I realized that the possibilities

for Tycoon, like with the Sim games, are endless. My
pick is Fertilizer Tycoon, in which you have to be the first

person to make a million selling dung.

future expansion and to prevent tie-ups

and snarls. Too many trains vying for the

same lines without enough switching sta-

tions can spell disaster: And without the

ability to grow, you'll be left out in the cold.

As people's needs change, you'll have
to determine what each place requires

most and, more importantly, what they'll

pay to get it. If a lot of citizens want to trav-
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el

When choosing the type of transportation

you'll use to serve an area, you must balance

reliability, cost, efficiency, and all the other

aspects of each vehicle to determine which is

best for your needs. Sometimes this only

comes with trial and error, but a quick look at

the specs for each transportation type can tell

a lot. We've culled a few of each type from a

game as it existed up until 1981. Each comes

with several different gauges of quality.

This reflects the initial pur-

chase cost of each vehicle, and the amount it

will cost you each year to keep this type in

service. (Note: 1 selected British Pounds for

the game these figures were taken from.)

The top speed of this type of

vehicle.

What it can carry (people, coal, mail,

etc.), and its maximum payload.

Lifespan (Years) How long before it will need

to be replaced.

Reliahii This percentage represents how
often you can expect this vehicle to be late,

break down, or fail to successfully accom-

plish its mission. A 75%, for instance, means

that you can expect some type of problem

once every four trips.

AIR

E
Boeing 7VV

Lockheed Tmtar

Airbus A300

Sikorsky Helicopter

t:|>VVSIK Speed: Tjuui]tn
. *c«y* uvya^»>isrs, 'stiayz uf »fyV

looping Cost: ZWjJj'j ii//r

SHIPS

TRUCKS

TRAIN LOCOMOTIVES

Scammell Wood Truck

Vofvo Wood Truck

AEC Iron Ore Truck

Ford Iron Ore Truck

Bedford Steel Truck

•tm Ford Steel Truck

'jn*£ Beatord Armored Truck

Base/Yrly Cost Speed (MPH) Capacity Lifespan (Years) Reliability

Helicopter (1958)

962,596/89,106 200 40 passengers 20 75%

Airbus A300

(1972)

1,289,258/258,519 592 225 passengers 24 96%

BAC

Aeropasdale

Concorde (1969)

1,636,414/275,020 1,448 110 passengers 25 92%

Boeing 747

(1968)

1,411,808/278,320 592 250 passengers 25 76%

Passenger

Ferry (1927)

572,058/57,752 20 100 passengers 30 70%

Hovercraft (1968) 881,922/121322 70 100 passengers 25 87%

Coal-Carrying

(1928)

762,744/77,003 15 200 tons coal 30 64%

Mail Ship (1925) 572,058/57,752 20 100 bags mail 30 50%

BR 'BP' Steam

(1954)

605,055/83,420 95 1800 hp 23 53%

EE "37' Diesel

(1960)

550,050/71,497 90 1750 hp 20 80%

BR "86' Electric

(1965)

660,060/94,003 100 3600 hp 23 80%

Brel "56" Diesel

(1976)

623,990/101288 80 3300 hp 20 99%

Bedford Coal

(1925)

138,607/16,498 30 20 tons coal 15 66%

Leyland Leopard

(1964)

179,676/21,630 60 35 passengers 15 85%

Volvo Oil (1975) 179,676/23,464 70 25 tons oil 15 99%

Ford Armored

Car (1975)

218,179/23,464 70 15 bags of

valuables

15 77%
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Main View - Practir*
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Q Pt^er Josh
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IT’S SOLie: Wind:

Rough

REAL
To Pin: 29 ieei Score

YOU CAN STILL

BLAME

EXCUSES, EXCUSES. IT’STHE GAME OF GOLF. And nothing comes closer

to this than new Microsoft® Golf 2.0.

This is the ultimate golf experience— right on your PC.And since you’re playing in

the Windows ., operating system, it’s as easy as it gets.You’re at the famous Firestone

Country Club.There’s a stiff breeze blowing right to left. Choose your club, set your

feet, take a few practice swings, breathe deeply and... whaaack! Drive that ball down

the fairway. Even the worst shot looks awesome with photorealistic trees, sparkling

water, and luxury homes lining the course. On the green, a birdie brings enthusiastic

cheers. Par, and all you’ll get is polite applause. (Don’t you just hate that).

THE CLUBS,THE LIE,

BUNKERS,
THE TREES,THE ROUGH, AND THE

WATER.

Sure, you could blame the course itself. But with Mauna Kea, Banff Springs, and

Pinehurst* championship courses also available, you’ll have plenty of chances to

redeem yourself.

So see your retailer today. And please, remove

your spikes before entering the store. Microsoft

For more information about Microsoft products for your home PC, call (800) 228-6229, Dept.VAT. In Canada call (800) 563-9048.
©1994 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

©1992-1994 Access Software, Inc. All rights reserved.

Microsoft and the Windows logo are registered trademarks and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Pinehurst is a registered trademark of Resorts of Pinehurst, Inc.
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PC MULTI-MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT

ENTER THE PINBALL ARCADE
You already know how to play pinball!

Just how good are you? Step up to the arcade, make your

selection from any one of the eight great tables, set up your

game, pull down that plunger and get some glass. This is

the award winning technology that made 21st Century first

in computer pinball.

INCLUDES 8 GREAT TABLES WITH...
• Terrific table designs with all the features of a real table - flippers, ramps, passages, tunnels,

mushroom bumpers, ball traps, drop targets, roll overs, lights, switches, bonuses and jackpots.

Totally realistic ball movement •

Stunning ray traced animations •

A full hour of music and sound effects •

256 color graphics

High scores saved to hard disk

Bonus: Illustrated history of Pinball

y

^y# . • e/%
-

- is ^ \

CENTURY\
21st CENTURY ENTERTAINMENT INC.

P.O.BOX 415 • WEBSTER, NY 14580

TEL: (716) 872-1200* FAX: 872-1675
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that happens, the com-
petition can move in for

the kill.

Airplanes wait by the tarmac and taxi up the runway.

el long distances in as short a time as possi-

ble, it's time to build airports. It's a balanc-

ing act which must be perfected for victory.

"The most successful company," Sawyer
acknowledges, "will probably be the one
which uses all four transport types most
effectively. Each transport type has its

advantages and disadvantages, and it's up
to the players to find a good balance be-

tween the different transport types. Since a

different game world is generated random-
ly at the start of each new game, the suit-

ability of the different transport types

varies from game to game.
"Each transport has its pros and

cons," Sawyer says. "Aircraft can carry

passengers fast between distant towns,

ships can carry large amounts of heavy
cargo, road vehicles are initially cheap to

set up, and trains are flexible and can be
used for most situations. Passengers aren't

necessarily interested in the type of trans-

ports, but they do take notice of the speed,

frequency, and reliability of the service— a

fast, regular, and reliable service will

always attract more custom than a slow,

irregular, unreliable service."

To keep up, equipment must be con-

stantly upgraded. Manufacturers will offer

prototypes of new designs, and you can

build these and try them out. Each vehicle

design has a unique reliability profile, and
works differently in terms of speed, effi-

ciency, and other criteria. As the game pro-

ceeds, more and more new locomotives,

trucks, ships, and aircraft become available.

Sometimes, prototype vehicles will be
made available to the player before they hit

the marketplace, giving him a substantial

edge. The catch? Prototype vehicles can be
notoriously unreliable, breaking down or

even crashing, reducing profitability and
customer confidence in your company. If

You're Not
Alone,
Mister
You didn't think you

were the only entrepreneur trying to turn

your small-time transportation network
into an empire, did you? Of course not!

MicroProse UK has pumped a consider-

able amount of time and effort into creat-

ing a huge selection of cutthroat competi-

tors. Each time you begin a new game, the

computer generates a unique set of three

competing companies. Led by distinct

characters with their own styles,

these companies develop and
grow over time, some choosing

to specialize in specific cargos or

transport types. Some are just

getting by, while others are just

eager to kill you.

Making challenging artifi-

cial opponents was a central goal

for Sawyer: "This was probably

the most difficult part of the game
to program. I spent many hours

playing the game to find out what
strategies are effective for the

human player, and then I had to

design algorithms for the pro-

gram to simulate these strategies

for competing companies."

Transport Tycoon does
more than just give you some stiff

competition, however. All players.

Various zoom levels make surveying your

empire a breeze.

human or artificial, are capable of playing

dirty tricks on the others. You can pay to

have someone’s gold shipment robbed, or

fund the reconstruction of a city's road net-

work in order to wreak havoc with another

company's roadway services. There's a

trucldoad of these dirty tricks, each carry-

ing the risk of discovery and a subsequent
loss in player stature.

Not only are other companies hinder-

ing your growth, but town councils are as

well. They're real sticklers about rezoning,

and will often stand in the way of expan-

sion. A quick way around it? Transport

Tycoon allows you to bribe city officials to

This huge station links Dondson to the rest of the world.

business

Even with just a simple road network, Invenly

seems to be growing nicely.

let you build where you please (wow— talk

about realism!). And as if all that weren't

enough, you also have to worry about vari-

ous disasters (Sawyer is being coy about

just what kind) destroying your systems.

Everything You
Ashed For
Cutthroat competitors! Dirty tricks! Snooty
town councils! Bribing government offi-

cials! Natural disasters! Heck, there's even
serial-port head-to-head play!

Use the Road Construct tool to lay or remove

road, or build tunnels, bridges or depots. You

can even raise or lower the land.

It's everything you could ever have
wanted in a game of this type. Every kind

of air, water, and ground transport from
the 1930s until a hypothetical future of

monorails and matter transport is here for

you to tinker with. Take chances on new
vehicle types, destroy the competition, and
build elaborate networks and routes to

shuttle people and things from place to

place. What more could you ask for?

Did you ever plan an entire SimCity

around a transportation network? Knock
down buildings to make an overpass or lay

a highway? Well, that was kid’s stuff com-
pared to this. Transport Tycoon makes you
Aristotle Onasis, Howard Hughes,
Cornelius Vanderbilt and, um, er, Jimmy
Hoffa all wrapped up in one.

From the looks of it, MicroProse has

another classic on its hands, with just the

right combination of great graphics, simple

interface, strong competition, and open-

ended design to addict people as much as

Railroad Tycoon did.
PCC
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ROLE-PLAYING REVOLUTION.

“Lords of Midnight will quickly con-

vince you that you’ve entered a whole

new realm of computer role-playing.”

—PC Qamer

“Other games will come and go, but

you’ll be playing Lords of Midnight
all year!"—Computer Player

“Lords of Midnight ups the ante

for role-playing games.”

—Computer Qame Review

“The scope of Lords of Midnight is

incredible and it’s all too easy to

get completely caught up in it.”

—Interactive Entertainment

“Qraphics so real, you’ll swear you

were there. It’s the best Quest of

the month.”—QuestBusters

“A spine-tingling plot, combined

with the latest in 3D technology, is

an explosive combination in Lords.”

—Strategy Plus Magazine

Travel the realm on dragonback.The

32-bit terrain generator gives you both

straight-ahead perspectives as well as tree-

skimming views.

All characters are rendered in 3D texture-

mapped polygons. The cinematic approach

offers the most realistic combat in a role-

playing game.

C
ourage. Bravery. Daring. It’s what

you’ll need to lead a bold rescue

mission on dragonback in this

revolutionary, action-packed thriller

from Domark.

In Lords of Midnight, you’ll direct your

hand-picked force of warriors through

an amazing life-like 3D world to rescue

your father, King Luxor, imprisoned in

Boroth the Wolfheart’s ominous citadel.

Should your quest fail, your life—and

that of your father’s—will perish. And
chaos will once again reign supreme in

the lands of Midnight and Bloodmarch.

With the largest land area of any

role-playing game, an ever-changing

non-linear storyline and realistic cine-

matic perspectives, Lords of Midnight

launches you into a whole new realm of

action and realism.

Will you lead the charge or passively

stand by as the revolution rides past?

Ask for Lords of Midnight at your local

software retailer or call us direct at

1 -800-695-GAME.

Face to face with a stranger. Recruit up to

24 characters and their parties. Success

lands you a key ally. Failure embroils you

in furious 3D combat.

The final showdown at Boroth’ s citadel!

Pursue your enemies through its treacherous

corridors. The ultimate challenge lies ahead!

Lords ?Midnight
The magic of fantasy role-playing.

The science of advanced 3D technology.

1900 Norfolk Street, Suite 1 10, San Mateo, CA 94403

Distributed Exclusively in the U.S. by Spectrum HoloByte

Product Information Number 100
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V for ViciQni: UIdIi Beach
(Three-Sixty Pacific)

IPCG Ranking: 14)
We're glad to see that enough read-

ers have enjoyed this wonderful

series of military simulations to war-

rant the appearance of the debut title

here. Atomic Games' talent for design-
|

ing accurate, challenging, and attrac-

tive sims was certainly showcased in

V for Victory: Utah Beach. It clearly

won the battle for the hearts of war-

gaming veterans and novices alike.

Star Control II

(Accolade)

IPCG Ranking: 21)
|

There have been plenty of save-the-

Earth-by-heading-into space story-

I lines in computer games, but few

|

have the fun and depth of gameplay of
j

Star Control II. The sheer scope of this

I game had us playing for weeks when

it first came out, and it still hasn't worn
|

out its welcome.

W
e knew when we rail our

Top TO Best Games of All

Time in the August issue,

it just might raise the ire

of a few of our readers.

As it turns out, we raised

nearly everyone's ire.

Almost from the day that

issue hit the newsstand (or mailbox),

we've been flooded with letters,

phone calls, and faxes. Readers on

the Internet, CompuServe, America

Online, and other online services

took potshots at us, saying we had a

lot of nerve running such a list in

only our third issue, obviously un-

aware that all the PC Gamer editors

worked on the five-year-old PC
Entertainment, and have been play-

ing games even longer than that.

While we're glad our readers

have such strong, vocal, and usually

justifiable opinions, we re still stand-

ing by ourTop 40 list (or at least the

vast majority of it). But, just as we
promised when we published the list,

we've compiled all of your lists to cre-

ate the PC Gamer Headers' Top 40

Games ofAll Time. So, without further

adieu, here are your choices. And by

the way— does this mean we get to

start insulting you?

Don't Blame Us—We
Just Compiled 'Em!

Ultima VII: The Block Gate Commands Maximum
Origin Systems

IPCG Ranking: IM/A)
Ultima VII saw Ultima creator Richard

Garriott introduce an interface and

graphics that were considerably im-

proved over those in Ultima IIf, com-

bined with an excellent story, they

helped usher in a new legion of Ultima

fans. If you haven't played it yet,

check out Origin's Ultima VII CD-ROM-.

This outstanding value includes Ultima
|

VII: The Black Gate, Ultima VII Part II:

Serpent Isle, and two add-on disks,

Forge of Virtue and Silver Seed.

(NovaLogic)

IPCG Ranking: IM/A)
This breakthrough title from Nova-

Logic brought some much- needed

excitement to the often neglected

realm of helicopter sims, boasting the

most convincing ground graphics ever
|

seen in any type of simulation. Real-

ism freaks may have groaned at how
forgiving the game was when it came

to how much damage your 'copter

could take, but there's no denying that

Comanche provided a lot of fast-

paced action.

Gabriel Knight:

Sins of (tie Father
(Sierra On-Line)

IPCG Ranking: IM/A)
I The first in what will hopefully be a

new adventure cycle lets you delve

into some mysterious happenings

down in New Orleans. Full voice-act-

ing on the CD-ROM version and some

of Sierra's best graphics work will

propel you to some truly frightening

discoveries. Adventuring of the first

order, with a dash of Creole flair.
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King’s Quest V
(Sierra On-Line)

IPCG Ranking: N/A)
I Several games from the King’s Quest

series mere mentioned by readers,

but this particular installment was the

|

overwhelming favorite. Its combina-

i
tion of challenging gameplay and old-

fashioned charm and wit has earned it
|

a special place in the hearts of thou-

sands of King's Quest fans.

Pinball Fantasies
j(21st Century Entertainment)

|

IPCG Ranking: 33)
If you ever find yourself longing for the

I days of misspent youth playing the ol'

silver ball, load Pinball Fantasies onto

|

your PC. Four tables, eight-player

capability, razor-sharp graphics, and

|
incredible music and sound effects

make this one easily the best PC pin-

ball game ever.

Star Trek: 25tli

Anniversary Edition
(Interplay)

IPCG Ranking: N/A)
I When this game was first released,

Trekkies everywhere feared it would

simply be an exploitation of the 60's

TV show— but it was surprisingly

faithful to the spirit of Kirk, Spock,

Bones, Sulu, Checkov, and all your

other friends from the Enterprise. If

you love

the show,

I

you'll love

the game.

Rebel Assault
(LucasArts)

IPCG Ranking: N/A)
I While Rebel Assault didn't find many

fans among our editors because of

the limited control it offered the play-

er, our readers were more forgiving.

Full-motion video, digitized speech,

I and music score from the Star Wars

films helped make this game one of

the best-selling CD-ROMs of all time.

Secret Meapons of the

Luftwaffe
(LucasArts)

IPCG Ranking: N/A)
Designed by X-Wing creator Law-

rence Holland, Secret Weapons of the
\

Luftwaffe was the third and most

I elaborate LucasArts effort at re-creat-

ing the air war of World War II. This is

a fine simulator featuring a broad

array of craft, and also includes a

strategic game that lets you make the

|

big decisions about how the air war is

conducted. The CD-ROM Air Combat

Classics features SWOTL, as well as

Their Finest Hour: Battle of Britain and

Battlehawks 1942.

(Maxis)

IPCG Ranking: N/A)
[

Who would have guessed that

gamers would actually enjoy the trials

and tribulations of managing the prob-

lems of a growing metropolis? Thank-

fully, Maxis founder Will Wright had

the vision to forge ahead with that

unique concept— and the result was

PC history. We like SimCity 2000 bet-

ter, though.

TIE Filer
(LucasArts)

IPCG Ranking: Not
yet released when
list was compiled)

TIE FighterwiW certainly be on our list

as one of the best games ever, so it

came as no surprise when it began

appearing as a candidate on our

Readers Top 40. The improved graph-

ics, six fighter craft, and sinister plot

apparently appealed to our dark side

(it was PC Garnet's highest rated

game ever!) and the addition of prima-

ry and secondary objectives gave

I those who found X-Wincfs mission

requirements too tough, plenty to

cheer about

Ultlflia VIII: Pagan
(Origin Systems)

IPCG Ranking: N/A)
I This surprised us a little, since the

|

hefty hardware requirements and new

|

interface made some of the memory

problems of Ultima VII seem minor.

But if you have the system to run it

I smoothly. Ultima VIII is a visual treat
|— the 3/4 perspective allowed Origin

to include some terrific animations for

the inhabitants of the isle of Pagan.

We're still not happy about the lack of

character creation, though.

(Electronic Arts)

IPCG Ranking: N/A)
|

As the oldest game on this list (1985),

The Bard's Tale was often a gamer's

I first transition from text-only to what

could now be considered a classic

roleplaying interface. Though it start-

ed a limited series, none of its sequels

I featured the caliber of writing that's

the hallmark of this classic. If you can

find it, buy it— but don't expect much

in the way of graphics.

Chuck Veuger’s

Kir Combat
(Electronic Arts)

IPCG Ranking: 9)
I Chuck Yeager has had a pretty inter-

esting life— test pilot, first man to

break the sound barrier, Brigadier

General (ret)— and, in 1991, comput-

er game consultant. Chuck Yeager's

Air Combat does a little bit of every-

thing well, letting you fly dozens of his-

toric missions as well as mix planes

from different eras for new chal-

lenges. We'll be playing this one when

!
it's time to do the next list.

Mi|Sl
(Broderbund)

IPCG Ranking: N/A)
If ever there was a game you’d show

|

to non-gamers as proof of how well

PCs can do graphics, this is it. Al-

|

though designed on and for Macs, the

PC version is every bit as good. Highly

I challenging puzzles give plenty of

gameplay for adventurers looking to

explore a truly unique game environ-

ment. In fact, it may be a little too

tough in some places.

InduCar Racing
(Papyrus)

IPCG Ranking: 20)
I You don't have to like racing, know

anything about cars, or even have a

driver's license to appreciate this

game. Great sounds and graphics—
I

and a hell of a lot of high-speed action

— made IndyCar Racing an instant

classic, while breaking some myths

I about the level of realism racing sims

could attain. This is the definitive rac-

I

ing

game
— at

least

! until



He Who Laughs
Lasts.

IN BOOKTHREEOF the Legend ofKyrandia, you become Malcolm— the infamous Court

Jester of Kyrandia. And you have one last chance to save your rude, misunderstood hide.

GO TO THE ENDS of the Earth armed with swimfins and an inflatable pool toy as you

attempt to solve the murders behind the mad monarchy. But be careful, because your country

despises you. The Underworld entices you. And pirates double-cross you. It’s a fantasy

world filled with magic— and the trick is to stay alive.

FEATURES

CONTROL MALCOLM’S MISCHIEVOUS PERSONALITY

and hilarious mouth with Westwood Studios’ new inter-

active Moodometer. When conversing with Kyrandians,

does it pay to be nice, normal or lie like crazy?

ENTER OVER 80 WILD SCENES rendered in deliriously

advanced 3-D graphics! Discover harder puzzles, more

absurd magic and good and bad consciences that offer

dubious advice.

WITH OUR “NO-CLICK” INTERFACING, assess options

by simply moving your mouse to the lower screen.

The action’s faster and the graphics are bigger.

ALTHOUGH MALCOLM'S WARPED, our new Supersound

is exceptionally clear. Along with lively music, you’ll

hear real Kyrandian sound effects.



THE KYRANDIA TRILOGY
NOW AVAILABLE:

The Legend of Kyrandia,

Book Three: Malcolm’s Revenge

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Legend of Kyrandia: Book One

The Legend of Kyrandia,

Book Two: The Hand of Fate

AVAILABLE ON PC CD-ROM

Distributed

exclusively by
Westwood

Fables and Fiends, The Legend of Kyrandia and Malcolm's Revenge are trademarks of Westwood Studios, Inc. ©1994 Westwood Studios, Inc. All rights reserved. Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises, Ltd.

Product Information Number 154



Sam and Nax

I the Road
(LucasArts)

IPCG Ranking: 8)
I A common complaint about adventure

games that try to be funny is that they

never are. But Sam and Max Hit the

Road— especially the CD-ROM ver-

sion— proved that it could be done,

and done well. Controlling a cartoon

dog named Sam and a hyperkinetic

|

rabbity thing named Max, you get the
: chance to meet Bigfoots (Bigfeet?) go

I to Snucky's, and even get a little

detective work done. A genuinely

funny— and fun— game.

Secret of MonHeq Island
(LucasArts)

IPCG Ranking: IM/A)
I The Secret of Monkey Island was one

of LucasArts early—and greatest—
|

successes. Making use of the now-

classic LucasArts interface, Monkey

island mixes an enjoyable storyline,

difficult puzzles, and good graphics

(for the day) with a liberal sprinkling of

humor, making this game well worth a

j

position in any Top 40 list

Syndicate
(Electronic Arts)

(PCG Ranking: 16)
I Set in a dreary future in which the

world is run by several megacorpora-

tions, Syndicate puts you in control of

a squad of cybernetically enhanced

agents whose mission is to make rival

company's regions your own. It’s dan-

gerous, bloody work, but someone's

gotta do it, right? Truly addictive, with

plenty of pyrotechnics.

Railroad Tycoon
(MicroProse)

IPCG Ranking: 4)
Over a century ago, men of vision saw

the need to modernize America

through mass transit. While the

means they employed were question-

able, we all benefited from their

actions— and got a great game out

of it to boot. Railroad Tycoon lets you

find out if you're cutthroat enough to

build and maintain a rail system, while

making a tidy profit. A classic.

Falcon 3.0 [Falcon Gold]
(Spectrum Holobyte)

(PCG Ranking: 15)
It's hard to imagine anyTop 40 list that

|

I doesn't include Falcon 3.0. Even

though many of the early releases had

I
a variety of problems, the realism kept

loyal fans playing until the next wave

of patch disks or upgrades arrived.

Add-on packages and modem support
j

keep this game a favorite among PC

jet jocks.

Lemmings
(PsygnosEs)

(PCG Ranking: 30)
I This was the first ever glimpse at

these silly little critters, and it's one

that's hard to forget. Trying to get

those cute Lemmings to do anything

can be tough, and if you don't use

your limited tools properly, you may

have the deaths of 50 of the buggers

on your conscience. This one scores

big points for originality and gameplay.

Betrayal alHrondOf I The 7lti Guest
(Dynamix) lk'.‘ (Virgin Interactivi

(PCG Ranking: 31)

j

Roleplaying games sometimes lack

the rich dialogue or settings of the

books on which they're often based,

so Dynamix set out to fix that by turn-

ing to Raymond E. Feist, renowned

fantasy author. As a result. Betrayal at
|

/Crondorfeaturesthe richest, most-

developed fantasy world ever. A true

delight for roleplayers.

(Virgin Interactive)

(PCG Ranking: IM/A)
It's going on two years since it was

released, but The 7th Guest is still

going strong. Though gameplay is

mostly a matter of solving puzzles in

order to be shown more of the story,

the graphics and music here— as

well as big numbers at the checkout

counter— led many publishers to

forego floppy development and move

straight to CD-ROM.

UIFima Underuiorld II:

Labyrintti of Worlds
(Origin)

(PCG Ranking: 27)
I After defeating the wizard Tyball and

|

the Slasher of Veils, the Avatar

returns to Britannia and to save Lord

British from the Guardian. Underworld

//features substantial improvements

over its precursor, with additional

’ sounds, a larger viewing window, and

I enhanced graphics. One of the best

dungeon crawls ever.

Indiana Jones and The

Fare of Rtlanhs
(LucasArts)

(PCG Ranking: 38)
If it weren't for those damn Nazis, Indy

|

would be a peace-loving archaeolo-

gist— but in TheFateofAtlantisthe

Nazis are as plentiful as in any Berlin

pub, putting Indy smack in the middle

of Hitler's quest to find the fabled city

j

of Atlantis. As with most LucasArts

games, the CD-ROM features some

excellent voice acting.

Linhs 380 Pro
(Access)

(PCG Ranking: 6)
I While nothing can replace the splen-

dor of a real golf course. Links 386 Pro

goes a long way in recreating that

beauty— and challenge. This is still

the most realistic golf game around,

and a huge variety of add-on disks

lets you play the world's greatest

courses. A must for any PC sports fan.

Day of the Tentacle
(LucasArts)

IPCG Ranking: 46)
Day of the Tentacle showed just how

far computer gaming has come in the

few years since the release of its pre-

I decessor, Maniac Mansion— the

animations and colorful backdrops in

D07Twere favorably compared to

classic Looney Toons, and LucasArts

even included Maniac Mansion inside

|

DOTT. As usual, the CD-ROM features

j

great voice acting (including the voice

|

of Les Nessman from "WKRP in

i Cincinnati").



Dune II

(Virgin Interactive)

IPCG Ranking: 49)
Since it didn’t quite make the cut for

|

our Top 40 list we're glad to see Dune

II get some well-deserved recognition

I here. Based on the Dune book series

and the sci-fi cult film Dune, this strat-

egy game incorporated the elements

I

of those very involved storylines with

j

great graphics and a smooth inter-

face. It all adds up to a classic game.

Fronl Page Sports:

Football Pro
(Dynamix)

IPCG Ranking: 19)
I With FrontPage Sportsfootball Pro

Dynamix seemed to have picked just

the right blend of control, options,

graphics , and realism to send all

those armchair quarterbacks running

for the chance to coach and play with

all the teams of the NFL. And drafting

and trading options let you run things

in the front office, too.

flees Over Europe
(Dynamix)

IPCG Ranking: 12)
I After making some substantial im-

I
provements over the graphics and

flight models in Aces of the Pacific,

Dynamix chose not to mess with the

time-tested array of user-definable

I features that made that game (and

Red Baron) so great. We like Aces of

the Pacific a little better, but there's

no denying this is one fantastic air-

combat sim.

Red Baron
(Dynamix)

IPCG Ranking: 17)
Red Baron was released at the same

|

time as The Blue Max and Knights of

the Sky— and quickly proved itself

I the best of these three WWI flight

sims. Though RBs graphics show

I

their age, its Career modes, historical

missions, astounding variety of air-

|

craft, and add-on Mission Builder

make it the bestWWI air-combat

game ever— at least until it's chal-

|

lenged by Damn Patrol and Origin's

Wings of Glory.

Return hi Zurh
(Activision)

IPCG Ranking: 26)
I The Zork text adventures are as

|

revered as PC games can be, so when
|

Return to Zork was released with its

I high-end graphics, full-motion video,

and voice acting, veteran gamers

were a little nervous. But RTZfeatured
|

the same brain-teasing puzzles and

outstanding writing of those earlier

games, giving new players an unex-

I
pected visual treat, and older gamers

|

the challenge they longed for.

(MicroProse)

IPCG Ranking: 2)

|

Taking a page from the S/mC/ty book

and rewriting it to encompass the

evolution of society was part of what

Sid Meier had in mind when he creat-

ed Civilization— and gamers will for-

ever be in his debt. The level of con-

I trol and depth of gameplay propelled

Civilization well beyond simple strate-

gy to new heights of gaming. An all-

time favorite.

Alone in the Dark
(I•Motion)

IPCG Ranking: 10)
I With its innovative multiple perspec-

tives and creepy atmosphere, nearly

anyone who saw this game fell under

its spell. Inspired by the writings of

H.P. Love craft, Alone in the Dark

merged horror, adventure gaming,

! and some good old-fashioned action

j

into a wonderfully blood-curdling mix.

Try it— if you dare.

Ming Commander
(Origin)

IPCG Ranking: 23)
I When it earned the #23 spot in ourTop

[
40, some of the mail we received stat-

ed we must have been insane to give it
|

anything lower than number five. Even

|

with the excellent new Wing Com-

mander III looming large over this

Christmas season, new gamers

shouldn’t abandon the first installment

in this space-combat series.

MolfensFein 3-D
(id Software)

IPCG Ranking: IM/A)
This is the shareware phenomenon

that helped launch id, as well as the

current 3D action-game craze. Nazis,

guard dogs, and some neat end-level

bosses in a WWII castle motif were

]

more than enough to satisfy our

desires for some thrilling first-person

carnage. Still a lot of fun, even with

I that other id game available.

X-Ming
(LucasArts)

IPCG Ranking: 5)
Nearly anyone who was a kid back in

the 70s when Star Wars hit theaters

could imagine him/herself piloting the

infamous X-Wing starfighter against

I Imperial TIE fighters— and judging by
\

the incredible success of X-Wing, a

lot of those kid are now grown-ups

fulfilling that fantasy on their PCs. One

of the most "realistic" space-combat

simulators we've played, X-Wing also

features a great musical score and

glorious cut-scene graphics. Bravo!

(id Software)

IPCG Ranking: 1)

Surprise, surprise! We didn't doubt

fora second that you loved Doom the

way we loved Doom, and we're glad

that it's finally in black and

white, putting those very vocal

naysayers in their place.

Frankly, we're a little suspicious

of anyone who doesn't love

Doom, after all, what kind of

sicko doesn't love blasting for-

mer humans and friends with a

carelessly discarded sawed-off

shotgun, or grabbing a bersek-

er pack and pounding a demon into

a bloody pulp? Buy it; play it; live it;

love ^ PRB



DOS FOR GAMERS

emory Management Made Easy
by Tim Victor

D
OS memory man-

agement can be

confusing and frus-

trating, or it can be

an enjoyable intellectual

challenge. It all depends

on your state of mind.

Don't think of configur-

ing your PC's memory as

a chore, think of it as a

type of computer game.

There are puzzles to

solve, trade-offs to be

made, an arcane lan-

guage to decode (hexa-

G4

£
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decimal arithmetic), and a

rich payoff for succeeding

— the knowledge that

your computer will have

enough free memory to

run any program you

might encounter.

Like so many things in

life, confidence is the key

— and confidence comes

from knowing enough

about the problem to be-

lieve that you can solve it.

You have to understand

what memory is. You

have to be familiar with

EMM386.EXE, the driver

that creates upper memory
blocks (UMBs), and with

the DEVICEHIGH and

LOADHIGH commands

which load drivers and res-

ident programs into these

regions of usable memory
outside the normal DOS
area. But once you have

them down, mastering

DOS memory manage-

ment is really just a matter

of practice and experience.



Notepad - AUTOEXEC.BAT

OK, But What is
Memory?
I could literally write one hundred pages
on the subject but that idea was vetoed. So
here's the quick-and-dirty version.

First off, memory is not hard-drive

space. Hard drives are for storage; think of

them as filing cabinets. Memory, or RAM,
is used by your computer to temporarily

keep files and programming code open, so
that your computer doesn't have to search

for it on the hard drive and use it a little bit

at a time. So memory is like a table top,

where you can spread out the contents of a

file (which you get from that hard-drive fil-

ing cabinet) and work on them all at once.

The more memory you have, the bigger

your table top and the more files you can
spread out and work on at once. If you
don't have enough memory, it'd be like

reading a 100-page report by going to the

file cabinet, taking one page, laying it on
your table and reading it, then walking

back to the cabinet, refiling that page and
taking the next one... you get the idea.

Of course, it's not quite that easy;

there are different kinds of memory, too.

But explaining all that would take forever,

so once again, here's a condensed explana-

tion. The most important thing to remem-
ber is that your computer doesn't look at all

of its available RAM in the same way. The
memory up to 640K is called conventional,

or base, memory— this is the area pro-

grams are referring to when they say "not

enough memory," meaning that you don't

have enough free base RAM to load the

program. The memory between 640K and
1MB is upper memory, and this is where
you should be able to stuff all those device

drivers and Terminate and Stay Resident

(TSR) programs that use up your base
memory. And then there's the rest of your
memory, the stuff above 1MB — and it can
be configured as Expanded memory (EMS)
or Extended memory (XMS), or a little of

each. If you aren't loading an expanded
memory manager like DOS's EMM386-
.EXE in your CONFIG.SYS, you'll have
XMS by default.

What follows, then, is intended to

help you free up that all-important base
memory, so you can get your games up
and running. Memory management is pret-

ty technical stuff, so keep your DOS manu-
al handy to check out any terms you might
not be familiar with.

You Gotta Start
Somewhere
Take a look at my PC's setup. Like any-

one's, it needs a collection of drivers and
TSRs to run. Right now. I'm not loading

any of those TSRs high (above the 640K
limit), but I am telling EMM386— DOS'
memory manager— to be very aggressive

about creating upper-memory blocks

(UMBs). UMBs are the segments of upper
memory where I'll eventually load those

TSRs. EMM386's NOEMS keyword cre-

ates UMBs but turns off support for EMS
memory emulation (we'll get to that in a

minute) and the HIGHSCAN keyword
replaces unused areas of ROM with

Eile Edit Search Help

C:\ADDSTOR\SST0R D: /M-C:\ADDSTOR\SUPERSTR.DRU
C:\D0S6\MSCDEX.EXE /D:MSCD0B1 /N:10
C:\D0S6\SMARTDRU.EXE
PATH C:\D0S6 ;D:\BIN;C:\WIN31 ;C:\QEMM;C:\flDDST0R;C:\NU;0:\PCT00LS
SET TEMP-C:\WIN31\TENP
SET TMP-C:\WIN31\TEMP
SET BLASTER-A220 15 03 H5 Tit

Notepad - CONFIG.SYS

EHe Edit Search Help

DOS-HIGH, UMB
DEUICE-C :\D0S6\HIMEM. SYS
DEUICE-C :\D0S6\EMM386 .EXE NOEMS HIGHSCAN 1-BO00-B7FF
DEUICE-C:\ADDSTOR\SSTORDRU.S¥S /MAXN0UNT-1 /N0AUT0
DEUICE-C :\CDR0M\MTMCDE .SYS /D.-MSCD001 /P:380 /A:0 /M:6H /T:S
DEUICE-C :\NIN31\M0USE.SVS
DEUICE-C :\REELMAGC\RMDEU. SYS

/I HI

Modules using memory below 1 MB:

Name Total - Conventional Upper Memory

MSD0S 13,053 (13K) 13,053 (13K) 0 (OK)
HIMEM 1,168 (IK) 1,168 (IK) 0 (OK)
EMM386 3,120 (3K> 3,120 (3K) a (OK)
SST0RDRU 29,328 (29K) 29,328 (29K) 0 (OK)
HTMCDE 20,800 (2 OK) 20,800 (28K) a (OK)
MOUSE 17,088 (17K) 17,088 (17K) 0 (OK)
RHDEU 2,352 (2K) 2,352 (2K) e (OK)
COMMAND 2,928 (3K) 2,928 (3K) 0 (OK)
MSCDEX 36,224 (35K) 36,224 (35K) a (OK)
MSD0S 18,208 (18K) 0 (OK) 18,208 (18K)
SMARTDRU 30,368 (30K) 0 (OK) 30,368 (30K)
Free 704,640 (688K) 529,168 (517K) 175,472 (171K)

Memory Summary:

Type of Memory Total - Used Free

Conventional 655,360 126, 192 529,168
Upper 224,048 48, 576 175,472
Reserved 131,072 131, 072 a
Extended (XMS) 7,378,128 2,454, 736 4,,923,392

Above: The

CONFIG.SYS

and AUTOEXEC-

.BAT files,

before we do

any memory
management.

Left: Type

MEM/C at the

DOS prompt to

get this full

report on mem-
ory usage. Now,

I only have 517K

free base RAM.

Total memory

Total under 1 MB

8,388,608

879,408

2,760,576

174,768

Largest executable program size 528,976
Largest free upper memory block 166,224
MS-DOS is resident in the high memory area.

,628,032

704,640

(517K)
(162K)

Below: MEM/F
creates very

important UMB
report.

P
1 Free Conuentional Memory :

Segment Total

015D8 80 C0K)
015EE 96 (OK)
01ECC 208 (OK)
01ED9 88,992 (87K)
03493 440,000 (430K)

Total Free: 529,376 (517K)

Free Upper Memory

:

Region Largest Free Total Free Total Size

1 9,200 (9K) 9,248 (9K) 27,456 (27K)
2 166,224 (162K) 166,224 (162K) 196,592 (192K)
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UMB's, while the I=B000-B7FF option

manually creates a 27K upper memory
block in a region normally reserved for

the monochrome graphics adapter.

If you scan through the startup files

(CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT),
you'll see that it's mostly standard stuff

except for a few unusual items. SSTOR-
DRV.SYS is the driver for SuperStor, the

disk compression software that I use,

while SSTOR is a simple program that

actually installs the compressed disk as a

D: drive. RMDEV.SYS is the driver for my
Sigma Designs ReelMagic board. (1 don't

have that many ReelMagic games, but

since I also use the board as my sound
card, the driver has to stay.) Otherwise it's

pretty typical: a mouse driver, a CD-ROM
driver and MSCDEX, the Microsoft CD-
ROM extensions, and the MS-DOS's
SmartDrive disk cache utility.

One thing you'll use often as you con-

figure your system's memory is the MEM
utility included with DOS. Just type MEM
from any prompt (followed by /C for a

more detailed report, and /F for a list of

free UMBs) to get a tally of your system's

memory usage. Right now, the MEM utili-

ty shows that I only have 517K of free base
memory to load programs in, and I'd like

to have a lot more than that: Few games
these days will run if you have less than

560K free, and many want a lot more than

that. SmartDrive is the only program that

automatically loads itself into upper mem-
ory, so there's plenty of room for improve-
ment. Since there are 162K bytes free in

the largest UMB and less than 120K of

conventional memory is being used, this

should be a cinch.

It's Almost Too Easy
With 192K available in the second UMB,
you could park a bus up there. In this con-
figuration, loading everything high is just a

matter of changing "DEVICE=" lines to

"DEVICEHIGH=" in CONFIG.SYS, and

Modules using memory below 1 MB:

Name Total = Conventional + Upper Memory

MSDOS 12,989 (13K) 12,989 (13K) 0 (OK)
HI MEM 1,168 (IK) 1,168 (IK) 0 (0K)
EMM386 3,120 (3K) 3,120 (3K) 0 (0K)
COMMAND 2,928 (3K) 2,928 (3K) 0 (OK)
SSTORDRU 47,520 (46K) 0 (OK) 47,520 (46K)
MTMCDE 20,832 (20K) 0 ( 0K) 20,832 (20K)
MOUSE 17,120 (17K) 0 ( 0K) 17,120 (17K)
RMDEU 2,384 (2K) 0 (OK) 2,384 (2K)
MSCDEX 36,224 (35K) 0 ( 0K) 36,224 (35K)
SMARTDRU 30,368 (3 OK) 0 ( OK) 30,368 (3 OK)

Free 704,624 (688K) 634,960 (620K) 69,664 (68K)

Memory Summary:
1

Type of Memory Total Used Free

Conventional 655,360 20,400 634,960
Upper 224,112 154,448 69,664
Reserved 131,072 131,072 0

Extended (XMS) 7,378,064 2,454,672 4 ,923,392

Total memory 8,388,608 2,760,592 5 ,628,016

Total under 1 MB 879,472 174,848 704,624

Largest executable program size 634,864 (62 0K)
Largest free upper memory block 27,456 (27K)
MS-DOS is resident in the high memory area.

By simply loading some TSRs and device drivers

high, I earn a whopping 620K free base RAM!

inserting "LH" (short for "LOADHIGH") at

the start of certain lines in AUTOEXEC-
.BAT. The "/L:2" option is a manual in-

struction telling DOS to use the second
UMB region. We don't even have to both-

er with that piddly 27KB UMB. And with

620K bytes free for DOS programs, it's

hard to complain about the outcome.

Playiig It Safe

Maximizing DOS memory usually means a lot

of testing and experimenting. More than half

the time, a change will actually make things

worse, and there’s always the chance that the

system will lock up when you reboot to test a

change. There are a couple steps that you can

take to reduce the risk, though.

First of all, make safety copies of your

Notepad - AUTOEXEC.BAT
File Edit Search Help

C:\ftDDST0R\SSTOR D: /M=C:\ADDSTOR\SUPERSTR.DRU
LH /L:2 C:\D0S6\MSCDEX.EXE /DtMSCDOOl /M:10
LH /L:2 C:\D0S6\SMARTDRU.EXE
PATH C:\D0S6;D:\BIN;C:\WIN31;C:\QEMH;C:\ADDSTOR;C:\NU;0:\PCTOOLS
SET TEMP=C:\WIN31\TEMP
SET TMP=C:\WIN31\TEMP
SET BLASTER=A220 15 03 H5 T4

Notepad - CONFIG.SYS

DEUICE=C:\D0S6\HIMEM.SVS
DEUICE=C :\D0S6\EMM386 .EXE N0EMS HIGHSCAN I=B000-B7FF
DOS-HIGH, UMB
LASTDRIUE=E
DEUICEHIGH=C:\ADDSTOR\SSTORDRU.SYS /MAXM0UNT=1 /NOAUTO
DEUICEHIGH /L:2 =C:\CDROM\MTMCDE.SYS /D:MSCD001 /P:3B0 /A:0 /H:64 /T:S
/1 :10 /X

DEUICEHIGH /L:2 =C:\WIN31\M0USE.SVS
DEUICEHIGH /L:2 =C :\REELMAGC\RMDEU .SVS

AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files before

you start working, so that if things go badly,

you can still back up to where you started.

And when you make a change to a line, leave

the original line in the file and make your

changes to a copy of the line. Just put the

word "REM” (for "remark") at the start of the

line so that DOS knows to ignore iL

As of MS-DOS version 6.00, if the system

hangs while it's starting up, you can almost

always get it to boot by holding down the Shift

key or F5 before DOS loads. This tells DOS to

ignore the CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT

files entirely and to start with a totally clean

system. You can also press the F8 key to step

through CONFIG.SYS one line at a time, which

helps a lot when you're trying to figure out

which line is making the system hang. With

these emergency exits available under DOS 6,

boot floppies aren't needed as often as they

used to be, but it's still a good idea to have

one around. If you need to create one, just type

"FORMAT A: IS" at the DOS prompt, then put in

a new disk or one that you don't mind erasing

— formatting will wipe out all the data on the

disk. And that’s all there is to it!

Using LH in the AUTOEXEC and DEVICEHIGH in the CONFIG tells DOS to load those lines in upper memory.
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Now It Gets Harder
Success stories are nice, but that last exam-
ple was a little bit artificial. For instance,

there are still some games that need EMS

work with — but it still takes a couple more
tricks to get above the 600K mark. MTM-
CDE, my CD-ROM driver, fits nicely in

region 1, the 27K UMB in the monochrome
graphics area, but I had to load MOUSE-

Take Out the Trash

A PC's CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files

are sort of its basement and attic; we only go

in there when we absolutely have to, and we
can't remember where half of the junk in there

came from in the first place. Stuff tends to col-

lect in those files— lines added by programs

that you once installed, a driver for a card that

you don't use anymore, or things that you don't

understand but they've always been in there. If

one of these lines loads a device driver or pro-

gram that you don't really need, it wastes valu-

able memory.

So before you burn hours trying to get

everything in both files to load high, go through

each file line-by-line and ask yourself whether

that line really needs to be there. Look it up in

the manual if you have to. You’ll find lines lurk-

ing inside your CONFIG.SYS that load drivers

like ANSI.SYS, which you might be able to live

without, and EGA.SYS, which you almost cer-

tainly don't need, and lines that set unneces-

sarily large values for the FILES, BUFFERS, and

STACKS keywords. Some programs require

special settings for these but most of the time,

DOS’s default values are fine. In

AUTOEXEC.BAT, look for TSR programs like

SETVER.EXE, DOSKEY.COM and SHARE.EXE,

which you might not need, and for other utili-

ties that you can live without. If you need them,

============^
.SYS in conventional memory to fit every-

thing else. Still, that only cost me 17K,

which isn't too bad.

Before SmartDrive, the last program
on the list, would load in upper memory, I

also had to shrink the memory require-

ments of MSCDEX by cutting it from 10 to

6 buffers (the option). I'm using

SmartDrive 5.0, part of MS-DOS versions

6.20 and later, which will cache a CD-ROM
drive as long as it loads after MSCDEX, so

I'm not too concerned about a loss of

speed from using fewer buffers. But like

Microsoft Diagnostics version 2.01 10/30/94 2:53am Page 1

asasBXsnsasssasKBssEsasssssaisassacBsssasasaiBBaaassssssBsssasssssaassszsBS

Legend: Available “ " RAM "##" ROM "RR" Possibly Available
EMS Page Frame "PP" Used UMBs •UU" Free UMBs "FF"

1024K FC00 RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR FFFF Conventional Memory
F808 RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR FBFF Total: 640K
F400 UUUUFFFFFFFFFFFF F7FF Available: 574K

96 OK F 000 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU F3FF 588464 bytes
EC00 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP EFFF
E800 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP E8FF Extended Memory
E400 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP E7FF Total: 7424K

896K E000 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP E3FF
DCO0 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF DFFF MS-DOS Upper Memory Blocks
D800 UUUFFFFFFFFFFFFF DBFF Total UMBs: 154K
0400 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU D7FF Total Free UMBs: 49K

832K D000 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU D3FF Largest Free Block: 14K
CC00 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU CFFF
0800 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU CBFF Expanded Memory (EMS)
0400 RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR C7FF LIM Uersion: 4.00

768K 0008 RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR C3FF Page Frame Address: E000H
BC00 #«#############» BFFF Total: 7744K
8800 ttttttttttttttttltttttttttttltlt BBFF Available: 4848K
8400 UUUUUUFFFFFFFFFF B7FF

704K B000 ttttttttauuuuuuuuuuu B3FF XMS Information
AC0O AFFF XMS Uersion: 3.00
A800 ABFF Driver Uersion: 3.10
A400 A7FF A20 Address Line: Enabled

640K A000 A3FF High Memory Area: In use
Available: 4608K

Largest Free Block: 4608K
Available SXMS: 4608K

Largest Free SXMS: 4608K

UCPI Information
UCPI Detected: Ves

Uersion: 1.00
Available Memory: 4848K

With DOS 6.0 or later, Microsoft Diagnostic (type MSD at the DOS prompt) provides a memory map.

memory emulation to access memory
beyond one megabyte, and that in turn

requires a 64K "EMS page frame" located

in the upper memory area. I used MS-
DOS's MemMaker program to automati-

cally configure my system with EMS
enabled, and here's what I got. Besides

scrambling up my nice, neat startup files, it

left me with 575KB available. Some people

could probably get by with that, but I've

seen too many programs that needed 600K
or more to run.

As the memory map in DOS's Micro-

soft Diagnostic utility (type MSD from the

DOS prompt) shows, the biggest problem
is where MemMaker put the EMS page
frame, because it now splits one large

UMB into two smaller ones. There's

enough free space up there for Super-

Star's driver, a 30K improvement, but the

space has to be contiguous. Right now, it's

split into two separate segments.

A Definite
Improvement
With EMM386's "FRAME=" option relo-

cating the EMS page frame to the C800
segment, we get a solid 128KB UMB to

R Notepad - AUTOEXEC.BAT T\
|| Eile Edit Search Help

C:\ADDST0R\SST0R D: /M=C:\ADDST0R\SUPERSTB.DRU
LH /L:2 C:\D0S6\MSCDEX.EXE /D:MSCD001 /M:6
LH /L:2 C:\D0S6\SMARTDRU.EXE
PATH C:\D0S6 ;D:\BIN;C:\WIN31;C:\QEMM;C:\ADDST0R;C:\NU;D:\PCT00LS
SET TEMP=C:\WIN31\TEMP
SET TMP=C:\WIN31\TEMP
SET BLAST£R=A220 15 D3 H5 T4

LJ

11

l!±! i IE
B Notepad CONFIG.SYS : 'llTij

||
Eile Edit Search fctelp

DEUICE=C:\D0S6\HIMEM.SYS
DEU I CE=C: \D0S6\EMM386.EXE RAM HIGHSCAN I=B000-B7FF FRAME=C800
DOS-HIGH, UMB
LASTDRIUE-E
DEUICEHIGH /L:2 -C:\ADDST0R\SST0RDRU.SYS /MAXM0UNT=1 /N0AUT0
DEUICEHIGH /L:1 -C:\CDR0M\MTMCDE.SYS /D:MSCD001 /P:300 /A:0 /M:64 /T:S
/1 :10 /X
DEUICE=C:\WIN31\M0USE.SYS
DEUICEHIGH /L:2 -C:\REELMAGC\RMDEU.SYS

1

With the N0EMS switch removed from the EMM386.EXE line in the CONFIG, you now get Expanded Memory.
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r-powered by a

Pentium™ processor
to put you in the

ame.
’t no candy-colored cartoon, but live, in

your-face streetball. You’re in the game, one-on-one. Drive,

Bkink, shoot and steal - anytime you want. But beware. You take on

fefal players, in 100% constantly interactive game play. No lags. No delays,

infetant response. All in real video so sharp it’ll knock you into the front row.
B
gwLs it done? The power of a Pentium processor, a 2X CD ROM drive and two
™

T;

|ent-pending technologies from Digital Pictures: InstaSwitch™ for instant

action and DigiChrome® for dazzling video. You’ll need all this

technological wizardry to face the wildest B-ball players this side

She ‘hood. So go ahead, try taking it to the hole. Who knows? You may even

nough respect to face Scottie Pippen himself. It’s Slam City, baby.

s everywhere. It’s why you bought a Pentium processor in the first place.

DigiChrome

and Intel Inside are registered trademarks of Digital Pictures Inc. and Intel Corporation respectively. InstaSwitch

City are trademarks of Digital Pictures, Inc. Pentium is a trademark of Intel Corporation. ©1 994 Digital Pictures, Inc. Digital Pictures

That’s Mister
Scottie Pippen

to you

.

Brittany loves a
winner. And only

a winner.

"Hew'd you get
up that high?* When Movie-Makers Make Games,

Everything Else Is Just Cartoons.
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1

Modules using memory below 1 MB:

Name Total Conventional Upper Memory

MSDOS 13,085 (13K) 13,005 (13K) 0 (OK)
HI MEM 1,168 (IK) 1,168 (IK) 0 (OK)
EMM386 3,120 (3K) 3,120 (3K) 0 (OK)
MOUSE 17,088 (17K) 17,088 (17K) 0 (OK)
COMMAND 2,928 (3K) 2,928 (3K) 0 (OK)
MTMCDE 20,832 (20K) 0 ( 0K) 28,832 (20K)
SSTORDRU 47,520 (46K) 0 (OK) 47,520 (46K)
RMDEU 2,384 (2K) 0 ( 0K) 2,384 (2K)
MSCDEX 27,952 (27K) 0 (OK) 27,952 (27K)
SMARTDRU 30,368 (30K) 0 (OK) 30,368 (3 OK)

Free 647,376 (632K) 617,872 (603K) 29,504 (29K)

Memory Summary:

Type of Memory Total * Used * Free

Conventional 655,360 37,488 617,872
Upper 158,560 129,056 29,504
Reserved 131,072 131,072 0

Extended (XMS)* 7,443,616 2,725,024 4 718,592

Total memory 8,388,608 3,022,640 5 365,968

Total under 1 MB 813,920 166,544 647,376

Total Expanded (EMS) 7,929,856 (7,744K)
Free Expanded (EMS] * 4,964,352 (4,848K)

* EMM386 is using XMS memory to simulate EMS memory as needed.
Free EMS memory may change as free XMS memory changes.

Largest executable program size 617,776 (603K)
Largest free upper memory block 22,768 (22K)
MS-DOS is resident in the high memory area.

Pike
Position
With A
Full Twist
I use an accelerated

video card, which
makes Windows run

much faster, but

there's a big catch:

when ifs running in

high display resolu-

tions, the video card

needs the entire ad-

dress space from

Knowing When
You've Done Enough
There's a nerdy kind of satisfaction that

comes with getting every device driver and
TSR loaded into upper memory. If you get

to that point, you can count on having

about 620K of conventional memory avail-

able, enough to run any game out there.

But if it simply isn't possible to get every-

thing loaded high, that isn't necessarily

cause for despair; only a few games are so

greedy that they demand much over

600KB, and with the increasing popularity

of DOS extenders, that first 640K of memo-

You’d think that 22K block of upper memory would be enough for that 17K mouse

driver, but the mouse driver is actually bugger than 22K when it first loads.

any other change, it's best to test to make
sure it isn't a problem.

If you looked at the output from the

MEM command, you might have noticed

that the largest free upper memory block

contains 22KB, which should have been
enough to hold the 17K mouse driver. But

when I tried to load it high, SmartDrive
dropped back into conventional memory,
netting me a 13KB loss. The problem is

that most DOS drivers and TSRs take up
more space when they start themselves up
than when they're loaded and resident. In

each UMB region, the last module that

loads will leave some slack space, the dif-

ference between its size when it loaded

and its final size. It's kind of frustrating to

see that space sitting idle, and third-party

memory managers like Quarterdeck's

QEMM and Qualitas' 386Max offer ways
to temporarily stretch UMBs while a mod-
ule loads. But this is the best we can do
with EMM386.

A000 to C7FF. With-

out the 27K UMB that

we found down there,

available memory
would drop back to

about 580KB. EMM-
386 has done fairly

well so far, but we've
already pushed it to

its limit, so my stan-

dard setup uses

Quarterdeck's QEMM
memory manager. I

even use the dreaded
"Stealth mode", which
locates UMBs on top of

video and BIOS ROMS, then remaps the

ROMs through the EMS page frame as

they're needed.

The MSD memory map shows how it

works: the single UMB starts at C200,

where video ROM would normally be and,

with most of the BIOS ROM mapped out.

Microsoft Diagnostics version 2 01 18/30/94 4: 03an Page 1

y

Legend: Available ** “ RAM '#»" ROM "RR” Possibly Available M
..
M

EMS Page Frame "PP" Used UMBS UU" Free UMBs "FF"
1024K FCQ0 RRRRRRRRRRRRFFFF FFFF Conventional Memory

F800 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP FBFF Total: 640K
F408 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP F7FF Available: 621K

966K F §08 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP F3FF 636064 bytes
EC 80 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP EFFF
E808 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF EBFF Extended Memory
E400 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUFF E7FF Total: 7424K

896K E0O0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU E3FF
DC 80 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU DFFF MS-DOS Upper Memory Blocks
D808 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU D8FF Total UMBs: 171K
D408 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU D7FF Total Free UMBs: 2 OK

832K D080 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU D3FF Largest Free Block: 17K
CC00 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU CFFF
C808 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU CBFF Expanded Memory (EMS)
C400 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU C7FF LIM Uersion: 4.00

768K C000 RRRRRRRRUUUUUUUU C3FF Page Frame Address: ECO0H
BC00 8UB#8#88IJ8tt888#8 BFFF Total: 7664K
B8O0 8888888888888888 BBFF Available: 4848K
8400 B7FF

704K B000 B3FF XMS Information
AC08 AFFF XMS Uersion: 3.00
A888 ABFF Driver Uersion: 6.82
A400 A7FF A20 Address Line: Enabled

648K A 0O8 A3FF High Memory Area: In use
Available: 4848K

Largest Free Block: 4848K
Available SXNS: 4848K

Largest Free SXMS: 4848K

UCPI Information
UCPI Detected: Ves

Uersion: 1.00
Available Memory: 4852K

The key to success is obvious: a whole block of contiguous upper memory!

ry is becoming less and less precious. For
example. Doom will run with less than

400K of conventional DOS memory free, as

long as you have a couple megabytes of

extended memory available for it to use. In

general, 600KB of free DOS memory will

be do the job most of the time, and that's

the EMS page frame sits

way up at the EC00 seg-

ment. Everything loads in

upper memory, and the

QEMM.SYS driver mod-
ule also replaces MS-
DOS's HIMEM.SYS, even

though it's smaller than

EMM386.SYS alone. That

nets another thousand or

so bytes, for a total of

over 621K available.

Stealth mode has picked

up a reputation for insta-

bility and incompatibility,

and maybe it is on some
systems. As the saying

goes, your mileage may
vary, but I wouldn't want
to try to get along with-

l m now using QEMM in place of EMM386, and getting better resultsl out it.

ss] Notepad - AUT0EXEC.BA1 FT*
file £dtt Search Help

C:\HDDSr0R\SS10R D: /M=C:\fiOE>STOR\SUPERSTR.DRU
LK C:\0OS6\HSCDEX.EXE /D:MSCD081 /H:10
C:\D0S6\SHRRTDRU.EXE
PATH C:\D0S6 ;D :\BIN;C:\WIN31 ;C:\QEMM;C:\RDDSTOR;C:\NU;D:\PCTOOES
SET TEHP-C:\VIHai\TEHP
SET TKP-C:MHH31\TEHP
SET SLASTER-R2EB 15 03 H5 T»

~l*r

Elle Edit So«ch Help

Notepad - CONFIG.SYS

LASTDRIUE-E
DOS-HIGH,UH8
DEVICE-C:\QEMM\qEMH386. SYS RAH EXCLUDE-BB08-C1FF ST:H
DEO ICEH IGH-C : \ADDS T0R\SST0RDRU .SVS /MAXM0UNT-1 /N0AUT0
DEM ICEH I GH-C : \CDR0H\MTHCDE .SVS /D:HSCD961 /P:38§ /A:« /M:64 /T:S /I:
DEM ICEH IGH-C :\WIH31VH0USE .SVS
DEM ICEH I GH-C :\REELHAGC\RHDEM .SVS

an achievable goal for most systems.

PCfi

HowBigisaK?
"K" stands for "kilo". Literally, it means "one

thousand," but it actually stands for 1024 bytes.

PCs use binary (base two) arithmetic, and since

1024 happens to be two raised to the tenth

power, it’s a number that shows up in many dif-

ferent places. Twenty-four bytes one way or the

other might not seem like much, but if a game

needs 600K of free memory to run (614,400

bytes) and your PC only has 600,000 available

(about 586K), then the show's over before it's

even started.

fil
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We have seen the future, and it's not very pretty.

No matter what you've done. No matter where you've been.

No matter who you've crushed to get there. Nofhing...can prepare you for this.

No, not Iraqis. Rexxons. Relentless, Al-controlled alien mercenaries with military capabilities far greater than that ef ten thousand Third World

nations. And all of it—every bit of this deep space hell—takes place in a brilliant, hyper-realistic 3D universe 500 million miles into the future.

Inferno is here. Heed the warning.

Superfast 3D graphics. Ultra-

sophisticated virtual worlds...

Gameplay so advanced, we're no

longer sure our programmers are

from this earth!

Oh, yes, this incredible SDace simu-

lation is brought to you oy the

same people who dropped you

over tne Persian Gulf in TFX.

Bio-intelligence is built right into the

amorphous fabric of your snip—from

the plasma computer to the complex

propulsion and weapons systems!

Over 700 scenarios take you

through four moons and seven

planets, each with its own climate,

atmosphere, habitat, geology and

defense systems.

Ocean of America, Inc.

I w 4 w-
,
v | I 1 870 Little Orchard Street

* San Jose, CA 951 25
© 1994 Occon of America. Ocean is a registered trademark of Ocean Software Limited. Designed and

developed by Digital Image Design Ltd.
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ENTERTAINMEN
For PFe T/me0, or CD - Korr/

Orders Only USA & Canada 1 •800 *258*0533
9-9 Weekdays, 10-8 Saturday, 12-5 Sunday

THEME PARK$42
Think you can design and build the greatest

amusement park in the world? You can

select the site, you layout the rides. In fact,

You control every aspect of running a highly

profitable amusement park; from hiring

employees, to developing new rides, to

maintaining an adequate supply of soft

drinks. Any mistakes and the bustling

hordes of funseekers will let you know!

GET A

other British

publications. •You'
1

!! get Working Software, Dozens of

Shareware applications and Utilities, Games and Playable

Demos, Kids CDI Books and Applications. Plus Reviews of

what's out there and what's to come... all on CD!

Start with a Single Issue or Keep Your FREE CDs coming

PIMBALL ARCADE
You already know how to play pinball,

but now you'll find out just how good
you really are! Eight tables with totally

realistic ball movement, ray-traced

animations and a full hour of music and

sound effects. CD-ROM

$37

SUPER STREET

FIGHTER II

Fei Long,Cammy, Thunder Hawk, Dee Jay and

the original Street Fighters are back and on your

PC! Acceptno imitators: This is butt-kicking arcade

action at its best! 3.5" DISK . _

$40

NHL HOCKEY '95
Real NHL video footage highlights the

action in this hard hitting, completely re-

done version of ES's popular game. A
complete season simulator, statistics and

a new player trading option add to the

excitement. CD-ROM ^*43

REELMAGIO LITE I

MPEG audio and video playback

from a standard CD-ROM. Full-

screen, full-motion video in full

color. CD-quality MPEG audio.

Easy connection to sound cards.

Look for ReelMagic-compatible

game

$29S
UNDER A

KILLING MOON
Linder a Killing Moon takes you to

the streets of post World War III

San Francisco, into a Virtual World
full of people and places so richly
detailed, you'll feel like you’re
actually there,

$55

COLONIZATION
The long awaited follow-up to Civilization

is here! Sail to discover and explore new
lands. Direct your colony's growth, manage
it's resources and establish trade routes.

But beware of your enemies! 3.5" DISK

$50

MULTIMEDIA
System has real value! Sony double- I

speed internal CD-ROM Drive. Sonic I

1 6 Sound Card. LABTEC Amplified I

Speaker System. Deluxe Microphone.

Includes 4 CD ROMS: Voyetra Sound
Software, David Leadbetter Greens,

]

Strike Eagle III, Compton’s Family

Encyclopedia.

family Entertainment on CD
GREAT NAVAL BATTLES

GREAT NAVAL BATTLES 2

IBMCD

IBMCD
$57

$42

$29

$44

MONARCH NOTES
MONARCH NOTES TOP 10!

MYST
NASCAR RACING

WINCD

M&ICD

MACCD
IBMCD

$45

$42

$49

CALL

STAR TREK 25THANNIV

STAR TREK; NEXT GENER
STAR TREK: TNG COLL EDIT

STAR TREK:DEEP SPACE 9

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

$54

$59

$70

$455 FOOT 10 PAK VOLUME 1 IBMCD $30 CYBER-RACE MACCD $39 GREMLIN CD COMPILATION IBMCD

7TH GUEST MACCD $47 CYBER-RACE IBMCD $39 H.A.W.C. IBMCD $32 NATIONAL PARKS OF AMERICA IBMCD $44 STELLAR 7 (JC) IBMCD $18

7TH GUEST W/ DUNE IBMCD $47 CYCLONES IBMCD CALL HAND OF FATE IBMCD $41 NEW WORLD COLONIZATION IBMCD $51 STRIKE COMMANDER IBMCD $58

7TH GUEST 2:THE 11TH HOUR IBMCD $55 D&D FANTASY EMPIRES IBMCD $45 HARRIER ASSAULT SVGA IBMCD $28 NOVASTORM IBMCD CALL STRIKE COMMANDER W/TAC-OP IBMCD $55

AD&D THE GENIE'S CURSE IBMCD $45 D-DAY:OPERATION OVERLORD IBMCD $28 HARVESTER IBMCD $45 OUT OF THE SUN IBMCD CALL STRIP POKER WINDOWS IBMCD $34

AEGIS: GUARDIAN OF FLEET IBMCD DAEMONSGATE VOL. 1 IBMCD $32 HEIMDALL2 IBMCD $34 OUT OF THIS WORLD 2 IBMCD $50 SUBWAR 2050 IBMCD $59

AFTER DARK TRILOGY (JC) IBMCD $39 DARE TO FLY WINCD $43 HELL CAB MACCD $43 PACIFIC STRIKE IBMCD $50 SUPER ARCADE GAMES IBMCD $17

AIR WARRIOR IBMCD $37 DARE TO FLY MACCD $45 HI-TECH AIRCRAFT IBMCD $44 PANZER GENERAL IBMCD CALL SUPER VGA HARRIER IBMCD $46

AL-QADIM IBMCD $42 DARK LEGIONS IBMCD $37 HISTORY OF THE WORLD M&ICD $51 PHANTASMAGORIA IBMCD $59 SYNDICATE PLUS IBMCD $42

ALIEN LEGACY IBMCD $49 DARK SUN -AD&D IBMCD $53 IN SEARCH OF FABULOUS FUZ MACCD $47 PHARMASSIST IBMCD $44 T2 CHESS WAR JUDGEMENT DAY IBMCD $29

ALIEN LOGIC IBMCD CALL DARK SUN: SHATTERED LANDS IBMCD $57 INCA II IBMCD $36 PINBALLARCADE IBMCD $37 TERROR OFTHE DEEP MACCD $34

ALONE IN THE DARK IBMCD $48 DARKSEED IBMCD $41 INDIANAJONES 4:ATLANTIS IBMCD $42 PINBALL DREAMS IBMCD $59 TETRIS GOLD COMPILATION M&ICD $38

ALONE IN THE DARK 2 IBMCD $48 DARKSEED ENHANCED MACCD $42 INDIANAJONES 4:ATLANTIS MACCD $42 POLICE QUEST IV IBMCD $45 TFX IBMCD $45

ALQUADIMiGENIES CURSE IBMCD $49 DARKSUN-SHATTEREDLAND IBMCD $53 INTERPLAY 10YR ANTHOLOGY IBMCD $28 PRIVATE EYE MYSTERIES IBMCD $17 THE11TH HOUR IBMCD $52

ANCIENT CITIES M&ICD $40 DAY OF THE TENTACLE IBMCD $42 IRON HELIX MACCD $56 PRIVATEER IBMCD $58 THE HORDE IBMCD $35

ARCTIC BARON IBMCD $29 DEATHSTAR ARCADE IBMCD $14 JAGGED ALLIANCE IBMCD CALL PSYCHOTRON IBMCD $39 THE HUMANS IBMCD $27

ARMORED FIST IBMCD $47 DELTA-V IBMCD $44 JET PACK IBMCD $44 QUARANTINE IBMCD $45 THE JOURNEYMAN PROJECT MACCD $47

B-1 7/SILENT SERVICE 2 IBMCD $37 DESERT STORM /OEM IBMCD $26 JUMP RAVEN IBMCD $41 QUEST FOR GLORY IBMCD $42 THE PATRICIAN IBMCD $34

BACKROAD RACERS IBMCD $29 DINOSAURS MACCD $46 JURASSIC PARK IBMCD $37 RAMPAGE IBMCD $46 THE TERROR OF THE DEEP IBMCD $34

BATTLE ISLE 2 IBMCD $42 DISCWORLD IBMCD CALL JUTLAND IBMCD $45 RAVENLOFT IBMCD $53 THEME PARK IBMCD $47

BATTLES OF TIME IBMCD $35 SHARIF ON BRIDGE DLX IBMCD $47 KING'S RANSOM IBMCD $34 RAVENLOFT: STRAHD'S POSS IBMCD $57 THEME PARK MACCD $47

BENEATH A STEEL SKY IBMCD $56 DR BOBS 1001 GAMES IBMCD $16 KINGS QUEST V (JC) IBMCD $18 RD BARON & A-1 0 TNK KILLR IBMCD $37 TONY LARUSSA BASEBALL II IBMCD $57

BLOOD BOWL IBMCD $39 DRACULA UNLEASHED M&ICD $50 KINGS QUEST VII IBMCD $54 REALMS ARKANIA:STAR TRAIL IBMCD CALL TORNADO/DESERT STORM IBMCD $42

BLOODNET IBMCD $44 DRAGON LORE IBMCD $37 KNIGHT OF ZENTAR IBMCD $44 REBELASSAULT IBMCD $46 TOTAL HISTORY M&ICD $57

BLUE FORCE NEXT OF KIN IBMCD $42 DRAGON'S LAIR IBMCD $39 LABYRINTH OF TIME IBMCD $52 REBELASSAULT MACCD $47 TRIPLE TRIS CHALLENGE IBMCD $17

BODY COUNT IBMCD CALL DRAGON'S LAIR MACCD $38 LABYRINTH OF TIME MACCD $47 REDSHIFT MACCD $48 TRIVIAL PURSUIT IBMCD CALL

BUCCANEERS IBMCD CALL DRAGONSPHERE IBMCD $50 LANDS OF LORE IBMCD $43 REDSHIFT WINCD $49 TRUMP CASTLE III IBMCD $34

BUZZ ALDRINS RACE IBMCD $41 DUNE IBMCD $50 LANDS OF LORE 2 IBMCD $43 RENEGADE IBMCD CALL TWAIN'S WORLD WINCD $27

CAMPAIGN IBMCD $37 DUNGEON HACK IBMCD $39 LAWNMOWERMAN MACCD $41 RETURN TO ZORK IBMCD $45 UFO WINCD $44

CARMEN USA IBMCD $46 EAGLE EYE MYSTERIES M&ICD $37 LEADER BOARD COLLECTION IBMCD $23 RING WORLD 2 IBMCD $42 ULTIMA 7:COMPLETE SERIES IBMCD $42

CARMEN USA MACCD $46 EMPIRE DELUXE MASTERS WINCD $27 LEGEND OF KYRANDIA IBMCD $40 ROBINSON'S REQUIEM IBMCD $34 ULTIMA l-VI IBMCD $54

CARMEN WORLD DLX IBMCD $46 ENHANCED MANHOLE IBMCD $27 LEGEND OF KYRANDIA MACCD $35 RODNEYS FUN SCREEN IBMCD $27 ULTIMA UNDERWORLD l&ll IBMCD $58

CARMEN WORLD DLX MACCD $46 ESCAPE FROM THE DEAD ZONE IBMCD CALL LEMMINGS 3 IBMCD CALL SABRE TEAM IBMCD $35 ULTIMA VI&WING COMMANDER IBMCD $32

CASE OF THE CAUTIOUS COND IBMCD $40 ESPN BASEBALL HITTING IBMCD $48 LIFESTYLE CD PACK IBMCD $49 SAM & MAX HIT THE ROAD IBMCD $42 ULTIMA VIII W/SPEECH IBMCD $50

CASINO COLLECTION IBMCD $16 ESPN GOLF TOM KITE IBMCD $64 LIKE THE DICKENS WINCD $27 SCOOTERS MAGIC CASTLE IBMCD $34 ULTIMATE DOMAIN IBMCD $50

CD GAME PACK II IBMCD $27 EUROPEAN RACERS IBMCD $29 LINKS COLLECTORS EDIT. IBMCD $17 SCRABBLE DLX IBMCD $26 ULTIMATE FOOTBALL IBMCD $52

CHESSMASTER 3000 MACCD $28 EYE OF BEHOLDER III IBMCD $53 LOST EDEN IBMCD CALL SEAAND SKY MACCD $29 VEGAS GAMES DLX WINCD $27

CHESSMASTER 3000 MLTIMDIA WINCD $24 F117ASTEALTH W/F15 II IBMCD $45 LOST FILES SHERLOCK HOLMES IBMCD $39 SEC. WEAPON. OF LUFTWF IBMCD $18 VIDEOARCADE CLASSICS IBMCD $14

CHOPPER PACK IBMCD $44 F15 III IBMCD $51 LOST TREASURES 1 M&ICD $37 SHADOW PRESIDENT IBMCD $40 VIPER IBMCD $22

CIVIL WARS/STORM CLOUDS IBMCD $42 FALCON GOLD W/OFT, MIG-29 IBMCD $64 LOST TREASURES II M&ICD $27 SHADOWCASTER ENHANCED IBMCD $47 VIRTUAL VEGAS IBMCD $19

CIVILIZATION/RR TYCOON IBMCD $40 FANTASY FIEFDOM IBMCD $50 LUNICUS IBMCD $41 SHERLOCK HOLMES 1 MACCD $36 WHO SHOTJOHNNY ROCK IBMCD $37

CLUE IBMCD CALL FAST ATTACK IBMCD $48 MAD DOG II IBMCD $35 SHERLOCK HOLMES 1 IBMCD $36 WILD BLUE YONDER IBMCD $51

COLONIZATION IBMCD CALL FIGHTER WING IBMCD $39 MAELSTROM ENHANCED IBMCD $21 SHERLOCK HOLMES II IBMCD $36 WING COMM l& ULTIMA VI IBMCD $58

COMANCHE MAX. OVERKILL IBMCD $60 FIREFIGHTER IBMCD $33 MANIAC MANSION ILTENTACL IBMCD $42 SHERLOCK HOLMES II MACCD $36 WING COMMANDER 1 DLX IBMCD $32

COMANCHE W/MISS. DK1&2 IBMCD $57 FLEET DEFENDER IBMCD CALL MANIAC SPORTS MACCD $30 SHERLOCK HOLMES III IBMCD $50 WING COMMANDER II DELUXE IBMCD $32

COMMAND ADV: STARSHIP IBMCD $40 FLIGHT SIMULATOR TOOLKIT IBMCD $57 MARIO IS MISSING DLX IBMCD $32 SHERLOCK HOLMES III MACCD $50 WING COMM 2/ULTIMA UNDWRLD IBMCD $31

COMMAND AND CONQUER IBMCD CALL FLY & DRIVE SPECTACULAR IBMCD $17 MARIO'S EARLY YEARS C DLX IBMCD $32 SHUTTLE IBMCD $29 WOLFPACK IBMCD $36

COMPANIONS OF XANTH IBMCD $37 FLYING NIGHTMARES MACCD $44 MARIO'S TIME MACHINE DLX MACCD $30 SIERRA SNEEK PEAK CD IBMCD $12 WORLD CIRCUIT IBMCD $39

CONAN THE CIMMERIAN IBMCD $25 FORTRESS OF DR. RADIAKI IBMCD $35 MASTER OF MAGIC IBMCD CALL SIM ANT IBMCD $47 WORLD CUP USA SOCCER 94 IBMCD $49

CONSPIRACY IBMCD $41 FOUR QUEENS CASINO IBMCD $32 MASTER OF ORIGIN BMCD CALL SIM CITY IBMCD $59 WORLD OF XEEN IBMCD $42

CORRIDOR 7 IBMCD $39 FUTURE WARS IBMCD $42 MECH COMMANDER IBMCD CALL SIM EARTH IBMCD $49 WORLD WAR II IBMCD $23

COVER GIRL STRIP POKER IBMCD $29 GATEWAY II HOMEWORLD IBMCD $29 MECHWARRIOR II IBMCD $47 SIMON THE SORCERER IBMCD $59 WRATH OF GODS MACCD $45

COWBOY CASINO IBMCD $35 GEEKWAD GAMES OF THE GALA IBMCD $24 MEGA-BYTE MONSTER IBMCD $15 SLAYER -AD&D IBMCD CALL WRATH OF GODS WINCD $44

CREATURE SHOCK IBMCD CALL GIGAGAMES AUG 93 IBMCD $17 MEGARACE IBMCD $36 SPACE HULK IBMCD $42 X-COM:UFO DEFENSE IBMCD CALL

CRIME PATROL IBMCD $39 GOBLINS II IBMCD $22 MENZOBERRANZAN - AD&D IBMCD CALL SPACE PIRATES IBMCD $39 ZOOL2 IBMCD $44

CRIME PATROL II IBMCD $39 GOBLINS III IBMCD $22 MICROCOSM IBMCD $48 SPEAR OF DESTINY SUPER CD IBMCD $43 ZORK MACCD $47

CURSE OF ENCHANTIA IBMCD $26 GRANDMASTER CHESS IBMCD $37 MIG-29 GOLD W/OFT, HORNET IBMCD $57 STAR CRUSADER IBMCD $45 ZORRO IBMCD $25



STAR CRUSADER
The Gorene Empire is at war with the Alien

Alliance. The ally you choose and the battle

strategy you devise will determine who
controls the Ascalon Rift. Choose your ally

from either side, Fly 1 1 different ships loaded

with weaponry. Complete over 100

varying missions. $42

When ordering new releases, ask for it Day 1 ! Day 1

allows preordered New Releases to be shipped via

AIRBORNE EXPRESS* directly to you the day of release!

For only $2,95** OvernightService in most areas.

When ordered prior to release date.

HELL
A CYBERPUNK THRILLER

Delve deep into the levels of Hades in this

cyberpunk adventure featuring advanced

3D rendering and an all-star cast with Dennis

Hopper and Grace Jones!

$46

WING COMMANDER III

THE INTERACTIVE MOV E

wine GOMftAM»* is

PHOENIX JOYSTICK

H Take control of your elevators,

I a 'lerons
’
throttle, rudder, and

flight & weapon commands with

fi^P this unique 2-handed joystick.

24 simply programmable

buttons, compatable with any

game supporting standard

joystick/keyboard controls.

FIGHTER WING
a new breed of flight simulation game,

offering the ultimate arcade flight combat
experience with the world's top fighter

aircraft. Featuring actual video footage,

multiple player, network play, and complex

missions against the computer.^ ~ »

1

PHANTASMAGORIA
Phantasmagoria's stunning setting was
created using the most advanced

cinematography and computer graphics

techniques ever for a computer game.

Anexperience in terror like nothing ever

seen or heard before on PC.

sm

DARK FORCES

$120
Family learning

Early Learning ANIMALS ENCYCLOPEDIA MACCD $37

ADVANCED SPELLING MACCD $32 ASTROLOGY SOURCE M&ICD $53

ADVANCED SPELLING TRICKS IBMCD $32 AUDUBON BIRDS M&ICD $32

ALPHABET BLOCKS MACCD $32 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST CD MACCD $45

ALPHABET BLOCKS IBMCD $32 BERLITZ THINK, TALK FRENC M&ICD $109

ARTHUR'S TEACHER TROUBLE MACCD $38 BERLITZ THINK, TALK GERMA M&ICD $109

ARTHURS TEACHER TRBLE IBMCD $21 BERLITZ THINK, TALK ITALI M&ICD $109

BASIC SPELLING MACCD $32 BERLITZ THINK, TALK SPANI M&ICD $109

BASIC SPELLING IBMCD $32 BERLITZ-JAPAN ALIVE M&ICD $129

BEGINNING READING IBMCD $32 COMPTONS FMLYENCY. IBMCD $199

BEGINNING READING MACCD $32 DISCOVERIES OF THE DEEP IBMCD $32

CD-ROM FUNHOUSE 8.0 M&ICD $18 DISCOVERIES OF THE DEEP IBMCD $32

COSMIC OSMO MACCD $33 GETTYSBURG WINCD $43

FATTY BEARS BIRTHDAY M&ICD $42 IN THE COMPANY OF WHALES MPCCD $39

FATTY BEARS FUN PACK M&ICD $27 LRN TO SPEAK ENG/ENGL M&ICD $56

JUST GRANDMA & ME MACCD $38 LRN TO SPEAK ENG/FRENCH M&ICD $56

JUST GRANDMA & ME (JC) IBMCD $21 LRN TO SPEAK ENG/GERMAN M&ICD $56

LEARNING FUN FOR KIDS CD IBMCD $25 LRN TO SPEAK ENG/JAPANE MACCD $51

SOUND IT OUT LAND 2 WINCD $32 LRN TO SPEAK ENG/PORTUG M&ICD $51

TALKING CLASSIC TALES MACCD $40 LRN TO SPEAK ENG/SPANIS M&ICD $56

TALKING CLASSIC TALES IBMCD $40 LRN TO SPEAK FRENCH M&ICD $95

TALKING JUNGLE SAFARI MACCD $40 LRN TO SPEAK JAPANESE M&ICD $51

TALKING JUNGLE SAFARI IBMCD $40 LRN TO SPEAK SPANISH M&ICD $79

Family Learning MAMMALS MM ENCYC IBMCD $47

20000 LEAGUES UNDER SEA MACCD $45 MAMMALS MM ENCYC MACCD $47

94 GUINNESS DISC OF RCRDS MACCD $35 MAPS & FACTS IBMCD $35

94 GUINNESS DISC OF RCRDS WINCD $35 NAT. GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY IBMCD $32

ALGEBRA 1 CD WINCD $34 OPERATION NEPTUNE IBMCD $3/

ALGEBRA 2 CD WINCD $34 OREGON TRAIL (LP5) MACCD $120

AMERICAN JOURNEY 1896-1940 IBMCD $40 SHARKS! IBMCD $39

AMERICANS IN SPACE M&ICD $53 SMALL BLUE PLANET CD MACCD $43

THE OREGON TRAIL MACCD $41

ARMORED FIST
Scope out the terrain. Slew your turret.

Lock on target. And brace yourself for a

fire storm! Forge ahead in the digital

battlefield of the future in this modern

tank simulation!

$47

Infiltrate the inner sanctum of the Empire

to steal the plans for the Death Star. Battle

a new breed of stormtroopers in brilliant

3D! The best Star Wars game yet!

CALL

MAftAyimre pc cd-rom magazines
nfid FREE CD-ROM ON MOST ISSUES

SUBSCRIPT

MAGAZINE SINGLE BILLED
NAME ISSUE MONTHLY

CD POWER PLAY $11 $10

CD-ROM TODAY $11 $10

CD-ROM USER $11 $10

MULTIMEDIA & CD-ROM $11 $10

PC FORMAT CD $11 $10

PC GAMER CD $11 $10
PC HOME CD $11 $10
PC PLUS CD $11 $10

PC POWER CD $11 $10

PC TODAY CD $11 $10

PC ZONE CD $11 $10

MAC FORMAT CD $11 $10

Most Available with Disk(s) or CD...Call

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE MAILING

The Kilrathi are back in the most sensational

Wing Commander game ever! Featuring the

talents of Mark Hamill, John Rhys-Davies and

Malcom McDowell. ^

Adult Entertainment on CD
Adult interractive GIRLS FROM THE BIG EAST WINCD $42

CD BROTHEL (GIRLS OF TUX) IBMCD $28 GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS IBMCD $30
COME PLAY WITH ME IBMCD $47 GRADUATION FROM F.U. IBMCD $30
DREAM GIRL (PG) IBMCD $18 INDISCRETIONS IBMCD $30
DREAM GIRLS-ADULT IBMCD $22 KING DONG IBMCD $53
FAO 1:FOR ADULTS ONLY IBMCD $27

L.A. STRIPPERS IBMCD $59
FAO 2:F0R ADULTS ONLY IBMCD $27 LEGENDS OF PORN IBMCD $59

I FAO 3:F0R ADULTS ONLY IBMCD $27 LOADS OF FUN IBMCD $35

|
FAO GOLD 2 IBMCD $42 MADDAMS FAMILY IBMCD $43
FAO GOLD 3 IBMCD $42 MAIN STREET U.S.A. IBMCD $30
MADDAM'S FAMILY IBMCD $49 MARRIED WOMAN IBMCD $30
MAN ENOUGH IBMCD $50 MASSIVE MELONS IBMCD $33
SEYMORE BUTTS IBMCD $58 MODELS MEMOIRS IBMCD
SEYMORE BUTTS MACCD $58 MYSTIC OF THE ORIENT IBMCD $59
STRIP POKER INTERNA! IBMCD $23 NIGHT TRIPS WINCD $25
VIRTUAL VALERIE MACCD $88 NIGHT VISION IBMCD $30
WINNER TAKES ALL IBMCD $75 PARADISE CLUB IBMCD $37

I ZPIDER EROTIC GAMES IBMCD $27 PENTHOUSE INTERACTIVE IBMCD $95
ADULT MOVIES PENTHOUSE INTERACTIVE MACCD $95

FISHERMANS WIFE IBMCD $38 PERFORMER OF THE YEAR IBMCD $30
GROUP THERAPY IBMCD $30 PIXIS SAMPLER 2 IBMCD $8
3D DARLINGS IBMCD $43 RIMFIRE PACIFIC IBMCD $83
ACTS OF CONFESSION IBMCD $30 SCISSORS & STONES IBMCD $55
ADULT MOVIE ALMANAC WINCD $60 SEDUCTIONS IBMCD $28
ADULT MOVIE ALMANAC MACCD $60 SEXUAL OBSESSION IBMCD $32
ADULT REFER LIBRARY IBMCD $25 SEXUAL SILENCE IBMCD $37
AFTER DARK TRILOGY IBMCD $60 SINFULLY YOURS IBMCD $30
AMOROUS ASIAN GIRLS IBMCD $43

BEST OF BEST LEROTICENCNT IBMCD $28 SORORITY HOUSE MACCD $70
BEST OF BEST 2:GIRLS ON GIRLS IBMCD $28 SORORITY HOUSE WINCD $65
BEST OF DIGITAL XTC VOL IBMCD $30 SUPERSTARS OF PORN IBMCD $25
BETRAYAL IBMCD $35 SURFER GIRLS IBMCD $30
BEVERLY HILL 90269 IBMCD $35 THE FACE IBMCD $30
BIG BUST BABES IBMCD $28 TREASURE CHEST IBMCD $22

1
BIG TOWN IBMCD $31 UP & COMING EXECUTIVE IBMCD $35
BLONDE JUSTICE IBMCD $23 WACS IBMCD $30
BOODIE GAURD IBMCD $37 WANDA

2

IBMCD $23
CAMP DOUBLED IBMCD $30 WEEKEND AT ERNIE'S IBMCD $30
CAT & MOUSE IBMCD $35 WICKED WHISPERS IBMCD $42
CENTERFOLD &COVERGIRLS IBMCD $25 WOMAN WHO LOVE MEN IBMCD $30
COLLEGE GIRLS

CONDO CUTIES

IBMCD

IBMCD

$43

$45
X-RATED BLOOPERS (JC) IBMCD $35

Adult Photo
3D DREAM GIRLS IBMCD $43

AFTER MIDNTE SCREENSAVER IBMCD S50

ALL BEAUTIES IBMCD $28

AMATEUR MODELS II IBMCD $30

ARTIC BABE IBMCD $18

ASIAN HOT PICS IBMCD $15

BIKINI CONTEST-PERFECTIO IBMCD $53

BODACIOUS BEAUTIES IBMCD $35

BUSTY BABES VOL 2 IBMCD $37

CALIF. CALENDAR 94-95/SOFT IBMCD $26

CALIF. CALENDAR 94-95/XX IBMCD $26

CALIFORNIA BEAUTIES IBMCD $42

CALIFORNIA DAYDREAMER IBMCD $30

CAT & MOUSE PHOTO CD IBMCD $43

CREME DE LE CREME IBMCD $28

EXTREME DELIGHTS IBMCD $25

GIRLS OF J. STEPHEN HICKS IBMCD S39

HOT PICS IBMCD $25

HOT PICS 3 IBMCD $23

HOT PICS 4 IBMCD $23

HOT PICS 5 IBMCD $23

HOTPIKS IBMCD $23

LOVELY LADIES II IBMCD $42

MORE NORTHERN DELIGHTS IBMCD $35

MORE SEX WINCD $33

NORTHERN DELIGHTS IBMCD $35

NOVA COLLECTION VOL 2 IBMCD $42

PRIORITY MALE IBMCD $25

PRIVATE PICTURES 1 IBMCD S38

PUBLIC FANTASIES IBMCD $25

SEX PLANET WINCD $25

SIZZLE IBMCD $35

SOUTHERN BEAUTIES IBMCD $33

SWEET DREAMS IBMCD $35

SWIMSUITS 2 THE MAXX IBMCD $27

T&A2THE MAXX IBMCD $15

THE SEXIEST WOM ON CD-R IBMCD $16

TOUCH ME FEEL ME IBMCD $29

VENUS MODEL SEARCH IBMCD $32

WICKED KODAKACCESS IBMCD $58

WICKED KODAK ACCESS MACCD S58

WOMEN OF VENUS CD IBMCD $33

WOMEN ON WHEELS IBMCD $35

I DANGEROUS BLONDES

I DEBBIE DOES DALLAS

I DECEPTION

I DEEP THROAT
I DEEP THROAT GIRLS

I DEVIL IN MRS. JONES

I DIGITAL DELIGHTS, VOL
I DIGITAL SEDUCTION

I DIRTY LAUNDRY

I DIRTY TALK 1

I DOORS OF PASSION

I DUNGEON OF DOMINANCE

I ENDANGERED
I EXPOSE
I FRAT GIRL OF DOUBLED

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

IBMCD

Order Line 1-800-258-0533
4th Dimension Ent., a Div. of Computer Basics, Inc.,

1490 N. Hermitage Rd., Hermitage, PA 16148

Customer Service 412-962-0533. Orders normally shipped within 1 business day.

Overnight shipping as low as $5.00. No hidden handling charges. Air Express service:

$0-99=7% minimum $5, $100 to $199 = 5% Minimum $7, $299-$499=4% minimum

$10. Over $500 call. COD orders ok, add $5. Prices subject to change without

notice. Adjustments gladly made within 10 days of purchase. Restocking charge

may apply. Returns not accepted without prior authorization. Customers responsible

for return shipping.



A quick survey of non-game CD-ROMs of
special interest to the inquisitive gamer
David A. Wade

ook, I'm not going to claim

that CD-ROMs have
changed the world. But I

certainly think that they are

beginning to change the

way that many of us find

out about things in the world. Multimedia
discs have given us new ways of consult-

ing huge masses of information, discov-

ering the connections that interest us,

and linking together what we've learned.

CD-ROMs — the better ones, at

least— encourage us to explore whole
realms of knowledge at our own pace,

pursuing our own lines of enquiry, and
forging fresh links to aid our under-
standing of the material. And they do all

this with infinite patience, allowing us to

pursue our fascination with history, or
World War II aircraft, or anything else

that interests us at our own pace, and
in ways that weren't possible just a few
years ago.

Multimedia programs bring their

subject matter to life: we can actually

hear Roosevelt and Churchill's stirring

speeches for ourselves, or listen as a

native speaker pronounces a difficult

foreign word, or watch an animated
map as it charts an unfolding military

campaign. CD-ROMs really have made
finding out about things a whole lot

more enjoyable than it used to be.

As the Disc Editor and a contribu-

tor to CD-ROM Today, dozens of discs

pass over, by, or near my desk every

week. So when Matt asked me to

Modern fighter planes bring their own high-fly-

ing excitement to multimedia.

choose a few non-gaming titles that

shouldn't be overlooked by his own
hardcore readership, I thought "Hey,

that should be easy." Wrong! A couple

of years ago— even a few months back
— it would have been possible to com-
pile a fairly exhaustive list of recom-
mended discs. Now there are just so

many being published that it's impossi-

ble to be definitive.

The other problem is that the fineSpace exploration is the subject of several fine CD-ROMs
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Explore the might and majesty of ancient civilizations on Microsoft's Ancient Lands.

the unknown oceans of the world to the

Magellan probe into outer space. It's a

multimedia trip well worth taking.

If you wish to journey back to the

beginnings of civilization, a good launch

pad is Ancient Lands (Microsoft) which
blends beautiful artwork, photos, video

clips, animation, narration, and hypertext

into dazzling portraits of the glorious

ages of Egypt, Greece and Rome. Ancient

history is so skillfully brought to life that

this disc will whet the appetite of any
budding Indiana Jones. History was
never like this at school! This CD-ROM is

a treasure chest in itself.

Want to find out more about the

real backgrounds behind those quasi-

mythical/medieval roleplaying games?
Here are two suggestions: The Anglo-
Saxons (Cambrix) brings to life the rich

culture that flourished in England be-

tween 400 and 600 A.D. Produced with

the cooperation of the British Museum,
this is a stunning reference guide. The
ruins and remains of the age of chivalry

are explored on Mindquest: Medieval
France (Blue Mountain) — a soothing,

civilized Grand Tour of the cathedrals

and castles of a later and even more
romantic era.

shading between reference, education,

edutainment, and game programs is

hopelessly smudged. Castles II, for exam-
ple, which I would categorize as a "game
disc," contains some excellent documen-
tary clips about the building and man-
agement of castles. On the other hand,

some reference/education titles have so

many built-in games that it’s hard to

know if they're meant to be learning aids

or merely so many sales points.

Anyway, I conscientiously compiled

a shortlist of titles that (a) I felt would
make worthwhile additions to your own
collections, (b) exploit multimedia re-

sources to the fullest (and some of them
really push the envelope!), and (c) in

many cases, have an informational con-

tent that will add an extra dimension to

your computing gaming activities. I drew

up a list of nearly a hundred titles,

then cut it back and organized the

Final choices into the broad categories

of history (general, sort of), military

history, aeronautics and space explo-

ration, plus some quick comments on
the side about movie databases and
general reference works.

The bias towards historical titles

is deliberate. So many of the reality-

based simulators and games you play

are, in effect, alternate history genera-

tors — in most cases, the object being

to get things to work out differently

from the recorded facts (e.g., have
your Panzers seize Moscow before

winter sets in) — that the more you
know about the actual events that did

take place, the more enjoyment you'll

get from replaying them.

Leonardo da Vinci was ahead of his time, and sometimes in

the strangest of ways— as with this 'repeater' crossbow!

Relics from the past are on display on The Anglo-Saxons CD-ROM

Historically
Speaking
If you view the process of

acquiring knowledge as an
exciting voyage of discov-

ery, then what better place

to start than with The Dis-

coverers (Knowledge Ad-
venture). The disc is an
interactive and expanded
version of the prize-win-

ning IMAX movie, based on
Daniel Boorstin's The Dis-

coverers: A History of

Man's Search to Know His

World and Himself. This

delightfully wide-ranging
exploration takes you from
Magellan's voyage across

If one person ever represented an
entire age in the development of the

West, then it would have to be that genius

of the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci.

This multi-talented seer is well-served by
a brilliant new disc, Leonardo, the In-

ventor (Interactive), which brings the man
and his times vividly to life. Watch the

sketches from his notebooks morph into

action! This colorful CD-ROM is packed
with videos, 3D animation, good humor,
and even a Renaissance "flight sim." The
highest compliment one can pay to the

designers of this disc is that if Leonardo
could slip it into a computer right now,
he'd thoroughly approve of this multime-
dia biography.

For an overview of U.S. presidential

history, check out The Presidents: It All

Started With George (National Geogra-
phic). You can examine their careers
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The air is thick with

tension. Not to mention

planes. Sixteen accidents

waiting to happen.

Thousands of lives

on board. And you’re

in the control tower.

Forget about the single

radar screen. This is

Air Havoc Controller,

the stunningly realistic

Air Traffic Control

simulator on CD-ROM

from Trimark

Interactive. With 3-D

computer graphics so

true-to-life that if they

were any more realistic.,

you’d be history.

Air Havoc Controller-

landing soon in a store
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G.Gordon Liddy, a key player in the Watergate

affair, is interviewed on the Playboy disc.

chronologically (along an interactive

time-line) or alphabetically, delve into the

background details of their various elec-

tions, their presidential powers and part-

ners, or even play a presidential game.
The tragic puzzle of Kennedy's

Explore what happened in Dallas, from a dozen different angles, on J.F.K.

Assassination: A Visual Investigation.

shooting is given a close-up treatment
on J.F.K. Assassination: A Visual Invest-

igation (Medio). You can study the Zap-
ruder film frame by frame, or consider

the speculative theory presented in Jim
Marr's text, "Crossfire.” I bet

those conspiracy buffs who
painstakingly earmarked and
underlined the Warren Report
wish they'd had that multi-vol-

ume assessment on disc — and
now it is.

For an insider's look at a

presidential tragedy of a differ-

ent kind. The Haldeman Diaries:

Inside the Nixon White House
(Medio) are open for inspection.

They offer a unique behind-the-

scenes perspective on the com-
plex events known now as

Watergate. Morbidly fascinat-

ing, this title sets new standards
for CD-ROMs as multimedia his-

torical resources.

A novelist friend of mine.

whose output of Cold War thrillers

brought him a certain measure of

fame and fortune, found that his

career collapsed along with the Berlin

Wall. The building of that infamous
wall, one of the pivotal events in 20th

century history, is the subject of Seven
Days in August (Time Warner). An
extraordinary exercise in historical

research, this disc combines hundreds
of photographs, computer graphics,

hours of narration, learning games,
and a roundtable, multi-faceted exami-

nation of this historical turning point

that plunged Russia and the West into

a thirty-year Cold War. An essential

title for understanding the contempo-
rary world.

Another way of grasping the

important events of recent history is to

read, and sometimes listen to, the words
of the very people who helped shape

their own times.

For more than

thirty years.

Playboy mag-
azine has been
talking to the

famous and the

infamous — cele-

brities who must
be considered

key players in the

unfolding drama,
comedy, and
tragedy of mod-
ern life. The
entire run of 352
of these in-depth

discussions has
been gathered on
The Playboy In-

terviews (Multi-

media Publish-

ing). One of the
things that makes
this disc so com-

pelling is to read the very words they

said back then and to consider what has

happened to many of these individuals

since; check out the O.J. Simpson inter-

view, for instance. Like I've always said.

The Discovery Channel has launched an impressive series of

CD-ROMs, including Normandy: The Great Crusade

"I read Playboy for the interviews" — and
this disc lends complete credibility to that

old excuse.

Well worth mentioning is the forth-

coming Her Heritage: A Biographical

Encyclopedia ofFamous American
Women (Pilgrim), a multimedia encyclo-

pedia that spotlights the achievements of

more than a thousand American women.
Sound and movie clips, photos, and bio-

graphical information are woven into this

interactive guide — a much-needed addi-

tion if you want to give balance to your
historical reference collection.

The Militaristic
Touch
Considering the sheer volume of military

history titles available from paper-based
publishers, it's surprising that this cate-

Photographs (like this one), video clips, sound bites, and jour-

nal entries bring The Haldeman Diaries to life.

There are several excellent CD-ROMs that use

the resources of multimedia to bring the dark

days of World War II back to life.

gory isn't better served by CD-ROM
designers. It's even more curious when
you consider how many military history

buffs extend their interests and enjoy

their hobby via computer games and
simulations. The situation is slowly

changing for the better but, in the mean-
time, here are a handful of discs worth
adding to your collection.

For Civil War devotees, the most
eagerly awaited media event in recent

years was the premiere of Ted Turner's

colossal production of Gettysburg.
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THE WHOLE
HOLDS ITS B
Without warning, the armies of the

dictator General Kilbaba have swe

tiny neighboring emirate and ap!
the country ransom. The President

chosen you to fly a series of pre-ei

missions in the awesome Apache

attack helicopter. A

S«IK4£

• 4 major campaigns.

• 30 different combat
missions.

• Rescue downed comrades.

• Use satellite intelligence to plan

missions and map progress.

• Patrol a real time world and take

out SCUDS, tanks, chemical

weapon plants, nuclear reactors,

airfields, radar and roaming
enemy units.
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Gremlin Interactive Ltd.,

6400 West Gross Point Road, Niles, Illinois 60714.
Tel: (708) 647 4040. Fax: (708) 647 7828.

© Electronic Arts. All rights reserved.
© 1994 Gremlin Interactive Ltd. All rights reserved.
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A montage of the great conflict in the skies (1939-1945) introduces The Discovery Channel's Wings

Over Europe, an examination of the role of airpower in World War II.

Footage from that epic movie, including

out takes not seen before, is strewn
throughout Gettysburg: Multimedia Battle

Simulation (Turner Interactive). This is a

much-enhanced version of the disk-based

simulator, with audio, movie clips, ani-

mated maps, and background data added
for the CD-ROM. The narration is by
Civil War expert Shelby Foote.

Right now, we’re going through a

whole procession of fiftieth anniversaries

celebrating the turning points of World
War II. It's not surprising, then, that sev-

eral discs were released to celebrate the

D-Day invasion that would eventually lib-

erate Europe. Normandy: The Great Crus-

ade (Discovery) is based on the Discovery
Channel's superb documentary of the

same name. This impressionistic collage

of video clips, personal letters, maps and
drawings, photos, biographies, and a ter-

rific soundtrack evokes those dark and
desperate days when the fate of a conti-

nent literally hung in the balance. Stirring

stuff indeed!

For more in-depth information on
the fateful invasion, you should turn to

Jets, an encyclopedia of flight, traces the evolution

of supersonic planes.

Normandy: The Invasion of France
(Quanta). This is a text-centered disc of

essential reference material on the D-Day
landings, which largely lets the informa-

tion speak for itself.

You'd think the Vietnam War, that

most media-chronicled of all conflicts,

would be well represented on CD-ROM.
But that isn't the case— not yet, at least.

USA Wars: Vietnam (Quanta) wins a
mention here almost by default, since it's

literally about the only game in town. The
USA Wars' series from Quanta Press is

of variable quality, and the Vietnam vol-

ume is one of the better ones, both from
the point of view of the material it con-

tains and the interface. The same publish-

er also puts out a 'Desert Storm' disc, but

the more interesting choice on that con-

flict is the compilation of Time's coverage
of that lightning war in Desert Storm: The
War in the Persian Gulf (Time Warner).

(Note: Even as we go to press, there's

news of three new CD-ROMs about the

war in Vietnam .)

On the Wings
of Love
For some reason, aviation seems to draw
out the most creative talents in CD-ROM
designers. If your system is up to it

—
MPC2, and not just the bare minimum
either — then any of the following discs

will really show it off at its best.

Daring to Fly (Arnowitz Studios) is

a single-disc survey of aeronautical his-

tory from Icarus of Greek mythology,

through the Wright brothers' successful

lift-off, and on to the daring exploits of

the fighter aces of World War I. The
Discovery Channel picks up the thread

and focuses on the vital contribution of

air power during World War II in Wings

TTie Silver Soreew
CSc®! i jnecisori
More and more these days, as mainstream entertain-

ment companies move toward interactive entertain-

ment, movies are becoming inextricably linked with

the world of PC gaming. Many of the most exciting

action and sci-fi/fantasy flicks in recent years have

become best-selling games, like Indiana Jones,

Lawnmower Man, and of course the Star Wars series.

And now the wheel has turned, and several of the

most popular games (like Doom) are being adapted for

the silver screen.

If you want to find out more about films and film-

making, you've got lots of discs to choose from— but

buyer beware, as some titles, like the Mega Movie

Guide and the Motion Picture Guide to Horror and

Science Fiction Films are not half as interesting as the

blurbs on their boxes try to suggest.

The two best CD-ROM databases for film fans are

VideoHound Multimedia (Visible Ink) and Cinemania

95(Microsoft). VideoHound has the edge when it

comes to the sheer number of titles covered, and for

the way it can generate some very intriguing category

lists, like "Supernatural Cop Thrillers" or movies about

"Yuppie Nightmares." Cinemania 95, building on the

annual discs before it, has a more sophisticated inter-

face and somewhat more detailed critiques, include

many lengthy encyclopedia entries on the history and

development of the cinema. Both are keepers. And

both are highly addictive. Try looking up a movie: go

on — betcha can't stop at just one!

From Jets— a gallery of the brave men who made jet

flight possible.

Over Europe (Discovery), a beautifully

designed scrapbook, giving not only the

facts and figures of the fighting mach-
ines but also the human emotions behind
the joysticks.

Wild Blue Yonder (SpecLrum-Holo-
byte) is going to be a multi-volume, mul-
timedia history of flight. "Fifty Years of

Gs and Jets," the first title available in

the WBY series, is a superb overview of

the developments from first breaking

the sound barrier to the supersonic
planes of tomorrow.

Jets (Medio) is another very compe-
tent encyclopedia of jet flight. But for a

real reference work. I'd give the edge to

Warplanes: Modern Fighting Aircraft

(Maris), which mixes details on hundreds
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THIS OPPONENT IS PROGRAMMED
TO BE CHALLENGING.

(vmcK o4-
If you think you’re good at games, then let’s have some
real fun. When you’re online with GEnie® Multi-Player

Games, you’re playing real people, in real time. Some
of the best players around the

world. Splash a bandit in Air

Warrior®, and you’ve just taken

out eight other guys, who’ll be back gunning for you.

Blast a MechWarrior® in MultiPlayer BattleTech™, and

who knows? Could be that jerk from the coast. Could

be a mercenary who’s looking for a few good friends.

With GEnie, the possibilities are endless, the people

are terrific, and even the prices are competitive. So put

some new life into your joystick,

and sign on. We’ll see just how
good you are. To sign up online,

turn your modem on and dial 1-800-638-8369 or in

Canada 1-800-387-8330. Enter JOINGENIE at the

prompt. When asked for the special offer enter ACA423.

Call 1-800-638-9636
TDD 1-800-238-9172

GEnie
multi-player games

BEST GAMES AROUND!

Air Warrior is a registered trademark and Stellar Emperor is a trademark of Kesmai Corporation. MultiPlayer BattleTech is a trademark and MechWarrior and BattleTech are registered trademarks of FASA Corporation.
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of planes with analyses of air combat in

several recent conflicts. Of course, there's

always the authoritative Jane's publica-

tions, but the CD-ROM versions are still

priced way beyond the pockets of indi-

vidual consumers.
You can follow the story of

humankind's outward urge into the

stratosphere and beyond with Americans
in Space (Multicorn), a disc packed with

evocative video, photos and sounds. If

your memory of Armstrong's first steps

on the moon is a rather pale, almost

ghostly image, then you owe it to yourself

to check out the video quality on this disc.

Ever wonder what it really takes to

be an astronaut? Get an insider's peek at

just how much of "the right stuff" you
need with Shuttle Astronaut (AVCA). To
find out more about the exploration of

our galaxy, turn to another fine disc from
Discovery, Beyond Planet Earth. What

lies ahead for space explorers in the 21st

century? Will we finally mount a mission

to Mars? Beyond Planet Earth takes an
expert view of what the future holds. If

you want to take one more step beyond
and get the really big picture, you can
explore the whole universe on the astron-

omy disc Red Shift (Maris). This private

planetarium-on-a-platter is awesome, in

the real sense of that word.
And finally, if you really want to

Title Format Publisher Phone Price

Americans in Space Windows Muhicom Publishing 206-622-5530 $39.95

American Heritage

Talkinq Dictionary Windows Softkey International 800-227-5609

Ancient Lands Windows Microsoft 800-426-9400 $79.95

Anglo-Saxons, The Windows Cambrix Publishing 800-992-8781 $59.95

Beyond Planet Earth Windows Discovery 301-986-1999 $49.95

Darinq to Flv Windows Amowitz Studios 415-383-2878 $69.95

Desert Storm: The War
in the Persian Gulf DOS/Windows Time Warner Interactive 818-953-7903 $49.99

Discoverers, The DOS/Windows Knowledge Adventure 800-542-4240 $39.95

Gettysburg: Multimedia

Battle Simulator Windows Swfte 302-234-1740 $49.95

Guinness Multimedia Disc

of Records DOS/Windows Grolier Electronic Publishing 800-285-4534 $49.95

Haldeman Diaries, The

Inside the Nixon White

House Windows Sony ImaqeSoft 310-449-2999 $69.95

Her Heritage: A Biographical

Encyclopedia of Famous

American Women DOS Pilgrim New Media 617-491-7600 $49.95

J.F.K. Assassination

A Visual Guide Windows Medio Multimedia 800-788-3866 $59.95

Jets Windows Medio Multimedia 800-788-3866 $59.95

Leonardo The Inventor Windows Interactive Electronic Publishing 800-472-8777 $49.95

Library of the Future 3.0 DOS/Windows World Library 714-748-7197 $299.00

Microsoft Bookshelf Windows Microsoft 800-426-9400 $69.95

Microsoft Cinemania 95 Windows Microsoft 800-426-9400 $59.95

Microsoft Encarta

Multimedia Encyclopedia Windows Microsoft 800-426-9400 $99.95

Mindquest

Medieval France Windows Blue Mountain Software 206-457-0024 $79.95

Normandy: The Great

Crusade Windows Discovery 301-986-1999 $49.95

Normandy: The Invasion

of France Windows Quanta Press 612-379-3956 $69.95

Playboy Interviews, The Windows Multimedia Publishing Studio 800-898-8842 $59.95

Redshift Windows Maris Multimedia 510-254-9700 $64.95

Seven Days in August DOS Time Warner Interactive 404-238-5208 $59.99

Shuttle Astronaut DOS AVCA 512-250-9632 $99.95

Small Blue Planet Windows Now What Software 415-885-1689 $159.00

Street Atlas Windows DeLomie 800-452-5931 $99.00

Time Almanac of

The 20th Century Windows Compact Publishing 202-2444770 $69.95

USA Wars: Desert

Storm DOS Quanta Press 612-3793956 $69.95

USA Wars: Vietnam DOS Quanta Press 612-3793956 $69.95

Videohound Multimedia Windows Visible Ink Software 809735-HOUND $79.95

Warplanes: Modem
Fighting Aircraft Windows Maris/Maxis (U.S.) 80933-MAXIS $59.95

Walkthroughs and

Flvbvs DOS Waite Publishing Group 809368-9369 $3295

Wayzata World

Factbook Windows Wayzata Technology 219326-0597 $39.00

Wild Blue Yonder

Fifty Years of Gs and Jets. Windows Spectrum-Holobvte 800-699GAME NoMSRP
Winqs Over Europe Windows Discovery 301-9891999 $49.95

World Atlas 5.0 Windows Software Toolworks 809883-3088 $59.95
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Microsoft Bookshelf

Right Beside IVIy
Keyboard
Here's a checklist of the CD-ROM reference

works always kept close at hand on my desktop:

1. For quick reference: Microsoft Bookshelf

2. For other words: American Heritage Talking

Dictionary

3. For more detail: Microsoft Encarta

The Guinness Disc of Records is a fascinating

reference hook— and it's a lot of fun just to

browse through!

4. For superlatives: Guinness Multimedia Disc of

World Records

5. For a global grasp: Small Blue Planet

a as a s »i

Quota

Microsoft's Bookshelfcombines several essen-

tial refence works

6. For a digital atlas: World Atlas 5.0

7. For the lay of the land: Street Atlas

8. For a gazeteer: Wayzata World Factbook

9. For contemporary history: Time Almanac of the

20th Century

10. For the ultimate book collection: Library of the

Future 3.0

n
| Detecth e Sion

Microsoft Encarta sports a brand new interface

on its latest edition.

Superb aerial photgraphs, animated diagrams, and great sound effects are all combined in WildBlue Yonder

Pick the plane that interests you from this brief-

ing room chart in Wings Over Europe.

|d' |WWBr~S file Edlt~~ai>pl<ig*Tontr»i«*TBtiirmBtloii r«—t»
tqualof'Bl llteu> P .1

Or learn abput the rings of Saturn and Jupiter

Voyage to the far reaches of outer space with

the dynamic Redshift disc.

Cutaway diagrams enhance our understanding

of jet fighters on Wild Blue Yonder.

show your system strutting its stuff, try a

collection of state-of-the-art demos called

Walkthroughs and Flybys (Waite). Zoom
in, around, and through some mind-blow-
ing realms that could only be created in

the heart of a computer. This extraordi-

nary compilation of stunning graphics

and sound FX is extremely demanding,
but if you're willing to tweak your system,

it'll repay you with a dazzling display sec-

ond to none. More multimedia bang for

your buck than any other disc around!

From life in ancient times to the fur-

thest reaches of outer space, the discs

mentioned here all turn finding out about
the world around you into the greatest

game of all. And the best thing is that it's

a no-lose proposition - you can't help

but be a winner! Multimedia titles like

these make exploring new realms of

knowledge more fun than it's ever been
before. Whatever specific topic interests

you, there are stimulating CD-ROMs
waiting to expand your horizons. And
what's really exciting is that they’re only

going to get better.

pen
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To Order Call MISSION CONTROL Dept. PCG1294N
7 OAK PLACE MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042

(800) 999-7995 or (201) 783-3600

FAX (201) 783-3686
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CALL FOR OUR ADULT 32 PAGE CATALOGUE
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quarterly
Buyers Guide

, Reviews,D'scount Coupons!
No Purchase Necessary

Must be over 21

/v K\
SHIPPING VIA AIRBORNE EXPRESS ONLY $7

NEUHQDHNCER

PIXIS TOUCH THE FUTURE’

V2 Space Sirens $59
You've been entrapped in VR
chamber to fulfill their every desire

or remain a sex slave on the station

forever. Must Have!

Virtual Vixens $49
The Classic Part One.

Maxxx:Naughty Dog $59
Ever dream or being invisible? Take-

full control of a ultra sophisticated

remotely mechanical dog equipped

with a video transmitter and
advanced surveillance system. Get
away with the unimaginable
through the eyes of a cute and cud-

dly cybernetic creation, as you infil-

trate a house full of beautiful babes.

NeuroDancer $39
Scissors N Stones $39
Buttman’s Vacation $24
House Seepig Beauties $24

Over 21 To Order Adult Products!

IBM DISK GAMES

Aces of the Deep 49

Across the Rhine 47

AD&D Menzoberranzan 50

Air Warrior 37

Alien Legacy 41

Arkania 2 Star Trail 44
Armored Fist 45

Battle Bugs 27

BioForge 50

Blackthorne 27

Blake Stone Plan Strike 27

Breach 3 42
Gannon Fodder 27

Colonization 49
Corridor 7 30

CyClones 45

Dark Forces 49

Dark Sun Wake Ravager 49

Dawn Patrol 40

Deep Space 9: Hunt 44
Dominus 38

Doom II: Hell On Earth 46
Elder Scrolls Daggerfall 0

Fortress of Dr. Radiaki 38

Hired Guns 27

IndyCar Racing 42

Iron Cross 44

Isle of the Dead 27

Jorune Alien Logic 42

Knights of Xentar 43

Lands of Lore 2 42

LodeRunner Returns 40

Lords of the Realm 44

Master Of Magic 49

MechWarrior 2 47

MetalTech: BattleDrome41
MetalTech: EarthSiege 50

Pro League Baseball 40

N0CTR0PLIS CD $46

Quarantine 38

Raiden 33

Raptor 24

Rise of the Triad 40

SimTower 30
Space Simulator 49

Star Crusader 39
Strip Poker Prof. 34

SuperHero Hoboken 38

System Shock 50

Tennis Open 33

TFX 54

The Dig 43

Theatre of Death 27

Theme Park 40

Third Reich 37

Tie Fighter 49

Ultimate Football 46

Warcraft Ores Humans 38

Warlords 2 43

"The World’i Flrtt

Adult Mogotino
on co-»owr

HIGH S0QETY

HIGH SOCIETY’S
HOT WIRE MAG

. HUNMIK Of WOTOil

. MJI 1-MOTIOH VN>iO»
J.jj

Hot Wire is the world's 1st

interactive Adult Magazine on

CD Rom. Featuring our very

own interactive toychest, fabu-

lous phone, hundreds of steamy

photos, dozens of hot videos,

Spring break sessions with out

own naughty coeds and the

Come With Me Button. Our hostess and publisher
,
the

delicious Julia Parton, gives you it all. Oil Sul€ $39

SORORITY HOUSE
Hot Wire is the world's 1st inter-

active Adult Magazine on CD
Rom. Featuring our very own
interactive toychest, fabulous

phone, hundreds of steamy pho-

tos, dozens of hot videos, Spring

break sessions with out own
naughty coeds and the Come I

With Me Button. Our hostess

and publisher , the delicious Julia Parton, gives you it all.

On Sale $37

Wing Command Armada 48

Wings of Glory 50

Worn Hunt or Hunted 38

WolfPack 27

Zephyr 52

ACCESSORIES

35ACM Game Card
Audio Rock-lt 16

F-16 Flight Control 119

Flight Control Pro 115

Flight Control System 69

Flight Stick 39
Flight Stick Pro 62

Formula T1 125

Phoenix Flight and WCS 115

Rudder Pedals 115

Virtual Pilot 59

Weapons Control Mk 2 95

Sound Blaster 16 Value 119

Sound Blaster 16 MCD 149

CD ROM
5 Foot 10 Pack Ver 2 27

7th Guest 11th Hour 69

Aces of the Deep 52

AD&D Menzoberranzan 50

Arkania 2 Star Trail 44

Armored Fist 50

Battle Isle 2200 34

Blind Date 44

Blood Bowl 37

Bureau 13 44

Buried in Time 50

Central Intelligence 27

THE REAL DEAL f

: Colonization 49

Creature Shock 38

Crime Patrol 38

Cyber Judas 52

Cyberia 50

CyClones 46

Daedalus Encounter 50

DarkSun Wake Ravager 52

Dawn Patrol 40

Death Gate 37

Deep Space 9 The Hunt 43

Dominus 38

Doom II Hell On Earth 46

Dragon Lore 44
Empire Deluxe 28

Falcon Gold 59

Flash Traffic 27

Fortress of Dr Radiaki 38

Full Throttle 42

Gadget 50

Great Naval Battles 2 45
Hammer of the Gods 44
Harvester 59

Hell Cyberpnk Thriler 44

Inca 2 29

Jorune Alien Logic 40

Journeyman PrjectTrbo49

Knights of Xentar 43

Lands of Lore 2 46

Legend of Kyrandia 3 39

Leisure Suit Larry 6 48

Litil Divil 33

Lords of Midnight 50

Lunicus 42

Magic Carpet 47

Master Of Magic 49

MetalTech EarthSiege 50

Adventures Seymore II $49
2 CD Set! Seymore is at it again. He’s

out looking to mate with the girls of

his dreams and needs your help.

Dirty Debutantes $39
Interact with Adult Stars while they

were still amateurs. First timers on

CD include Tabatha Cash, Chelsea

Lynx, 'Leri Weigel and others.

NightWatch II $39
NightWatch 2 puts you in control

as you explore the sex-styles of the

rich and shameless.

The Dream Machine $49

The Lady in Spain $34
Feel the sensual heat when 3 gor-

geous girls win a fantasy weekend in

sunny Spain.

Video Magazine I $34
Private Video Magazine #1 sold

over 50,000 copies in Europe.

Nascar Racing

Nerves of Steel

NHL Hockey ‘95

Noctropolis

NovaStorm
Pacific Strike

Virtual Vegas CD $17

!
PGA Tour Golf 486 50

Phantasmagoria 49

Quantum Gate 2 Vortex 44
Quarantine 44
Raiden 39

I
Renegade 39

Return to Ringworld 44
Reunion 38

Rise of the Robots 33

Rise of the Triad 44

Shadow of Comet 50

Spectre 27

SSN-21 Seawolf 45

Star Crusader 44

Star Trek Next Gen 59

SuperHero Hoboken 38

System Shock 50

Tennis Open 33

Total Distortion 50

Under a Killing Moon 58

US Navy Fighters 47

Voyeur 44
Warcraft Ores Humans 44

Wing Commander III 56

Wings of Glory 45

Wolf Hunt be Hunted 39

X Com 45

Zephyr 52

ADULT CD ROM
INTERACTIVES
Adult Movie Almanac 49
Adventures of Seymore 39

Mind Teaser 39

Planet X 39
Virtual Director 59

Vampire’s Kiss 49

MOVIES CD ROM
Hidden Obsessions 29

Traci I Love You 29

Raquel Released 34

College Girls 39

Amorous Asian Girls 39

PICTURES CD ROM
Adult Reference Library 39

Busty Babes 3 39

Women of Venus 39

Girls of Vivid 1 or 2 19

Erotic Encounters 39

Women On Wheels 39

Phone (201) 783-3600 • Fax (201) 783-3686 • Call Our FAXBACK Line From Your Fax Machine (201) 783-337 4

!

Send Orders To: Mission Control • 7 Oak Place • PCG0195 • Montclair, NJ 07042. MC, Visa, Discover, Checks & Money Orders.

Checks held 14 days. Please Include Phone # /Shipping $7 OVERNIGHT (most areas) Int’l Shipping $25 (Most Countries)
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SOME

REAM

OF A

PERFECT

GAME .

THE REST

F US

JUST

BUY IT.

W
So, you want a perfect game. Get Hardball 4. Get cutting-edge graphics that are incredibly real.

We’re talking about wake-the-neighbors-and-call-your-friends kind of real. Get stat compilation

that would make any sports bureau envious. Get all 28 stadiums with different altitude, field, and

wind conditions. Throw in an add-on disk with over 700 major league players. And you ve got a

masterful gem that compelled Computer Entertainment News to label it One of 1994s Ten Best

Games. Now, to get a perfect game you don’t have to be in the zone. Just the right software store.

Hardball 4 is a trademark of Accolade, Inc. ©1994. Accolade is an official licensee of the Major League Baseball Players Association. ©MLBPA MSA. The Sport Accolade logo and Sport Accolade are trademarks of Accolade, Inc. All rights reserved.
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How It Works:

REVIEWS
Your Ultimate Guide to New Game Releases

The PC Corner

Raring System
e love gaming, and when a

new title arrives here at PC

Gamer for review, everyone

crowds around for a look.

Next we get that game into

the hands of a reviewer who's an expert in that particular

genre, to make sure it's evaluated fairly and thoroughly.

Then, we call 'em like we see 'em. No matter what.

Whaf ftie Ratings Mean

100%-90% Classic
Not many games can earn a rating over 90%, and even fewer

can approach the magic 100. Anything that we rate over 90%
is an instant classic — a game that's truly significant in both

content and design, and one that we'd recommend without

reservation to anyone interested in PC gaming.

89%-80% Excellent
These are excellent games. Anything that scores in this range

is well worth your attention, though it may not make any

significant advances over its rivals. Also, some genuine bench-

mark games of decidedly specialist taste will fall into this area

— it may be the best 7th Cavalry simulation on the

market, but not all of us want to relive Little Bighorn.

79%-70% Very Good
Good games, which we'd recommend to fans of the particular

genre — although there are probably belter games out there.

69%-60% Good
A reasonable, above-average game. It may be worth buying,

but probably has some significant flaws.

59%-50% Fair
Very ordinary games. Not completely worthless, but not a

great way to spend your gaming dollar, either.

49%-40% Below Average
Poor quality. Only a few, slightly redeeming features keep

them from falling into the abyss of the next category...

39%-0% Don't Bother
Just terrible games — and the lower you go, the worse they

get. Avoid these titles like the Black Plague — and don't say we
didn't warn you!

Harduiare Requirements
With each PC Gamer review come two very important pieces of informa-

tion: the game's minimum hardware requirements, and the hardware

configurations we'd recommend as the least you'll need to really enjoy

the game. The thing is, while a program generally will run on the mini-

mum system as specified by the manufacturer, it'll often be so clunky and

slow all the fun goes out of it. Because of this, we test each game inde-

pendently on a variety of machines, so we can bring you a

more realistic assessment of what you'll really need.

i

m

PC Gamer Editors

Choice Rinards [mSi
Each and every month, we honor the best /
games we see— those earning 88% or above
— with our coveted Editors' Choice Award. Not many
titles can win the Editor's Choice, so when you see it on a package

you can be assured you're buying the best. Guaranteed.

Under a Killing Moon

I i

Kyrandia: Malcolm's Revenge System Shock

£ j*-.

'

-opiaiass

The Incredible Machine 2

This month's Editors' Choice winners— check out the reviews, and find out why!

PC GAMER January 1995 87



Your weapons: Five bombs, hover grenades

and a really big gun.

Interplay Productions

17922 Fitch Avenue

Irvine, CA 92714

(714) 553-6678 ©1994 Interplay Productions, and Blizzard Entertainment.

Blackthorne is a trademark of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved.Now available
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REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
CD-ROM drive;

386/25MHz; 4MB
RAM; SVGA; 2MB
Hard-drive space;

mouse; Supported

Sound Cards

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486; 16MB

RAM; VESA Local Bus

video; 10MB Hard-

drive space; 16-bit

Sound Card

M.S.R.P.: S99.9S

Can a guy with a dirty

trenchcoat and a bad credit

History really save the world? Stay tuned...

nything worthwhile is worth
waiting for." It's an old saying

that's sometimes forgotten

these days, as instant gratifica-

tion and untempered impa-

tience have become the order

of the day— especially in the

computer gaming industry.

Here in the PC Gamer offices

we've received more finished

games that should've been
labeled "works in progress"

than we care to contemplate.

So it's refreshing and rather

encouraging to see game designers hold

back the release of a game until it's the way

Even though you betrayed the Colonel long

ago, he's remained an important influence on

your career, such as it is.

they want it, even at the expense of consid-

erable criticism for doing so. All this is by
way of saying that Access' long-awaited

Under a Killing Moon really is more than

worth the wait.

This is our third visit with down-and-
out gumshoe Tex Murphy, although a few
years— and most of Tex's optimism —
have come and gone since we last saw him
in Martian Memorandum. That and the orig-

inal Tex Murphy adventure. Mean Streets,

were set mostly in a radiation-ravaged,

post-holocaust San Francisco where much
of the populace had mutated into what
could be considered, in many cases, only

peripherally human. But normal or mutant.

criminals never take a holiday—
which is why Tex is back on the job.

And naturally, he's once again on a

case in which the fate of the human
race hangs in the balance. Only he

doesn't know that... yet.

With the bill collectors practically

beating down his door, Tex takes on a

seemingly simple pawn shop-robbery.

It's a quick job, but your success

in solving it leads to another

job, one with more frightening

implications. The intrigue in-

volves an old acquaintance

from Tex's previous adventure,

Lowell Percival; a rather nebu-

lous but nonetheless feared pol-

itical organization known as the

Crusade; and a mysterious,

shape-shifting henchman, the

Chameleon, who dogs your

every step.

As before, your primary
tool is questioning, plus some
keen observation. Although
much has changed in appear-

ance, the old interface remains,

at least in spirit. You have a list

of people and things to investi-

gate and it's this list, or at least

the pertinent parts of it, that you
go over with each person you
question. Every time you learn

‘

something new, it's added to the list. And if

this new knowledge comes with an address,

that's noted on your travel map. Along the

way you pick up items that may, or may
not, help you with your mission. Although
there are few overt red herrings,

some items— even the ones that

are very difficult to obtain—
have no real use.

Of course, the big story

with Under a Killing Moon has

been its star-studded cast and its

film-like design execution. To be
sure, the stars— Brian Keith,

Margot Kidder, and Russell

Means— are effective, especially

Means as the enigmatic Cham-
eleon. And the voice-overs by
James Earl Jones lend a real epic

quality to the proceedings. But

curiously, the most effective

actor is a non-star (and one of

the game's designers): Chris

Jones, as Tex Murphy. His nar-

ration comes across as some
bizarre recombination experi-

ment involving Mickey Spillane

and Daniel Stern, voice of The

Wonder Years. The other actors, many of

them members of the Access staff, acquit

themselves well for the most part, although

a couple of performances might be consid-

ered well over the top.

The secondary characters are always

a highlight of any Tex Murphy adventure,

and Under a Killing Moon does not disap-

point here, either. With a population featur-

The first order of business is to check out Tex's office, but remember,

hidden items aren't magically found by the cursor. You have to look.

ing a lot of mutants, the game designers

had wide latitude for experimentation. So
while the mutated Chelsee is disappointing-

ly normal looking— although guessing

what her mutation is could be a game with-

Chelsee's a good source for info at the beginning of the game, but she

can’t tell you much after you've found the jade.
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It's Not Just a Job.
It's an Adventure.

Tex Murphy s been through a lot since we first met

him in Mean Streets. As we've seen, his life has

mostly been a series of long periods of idleness,

punctuated by the occasional bankruptcy filing or

sale of some of his 80-proof blood. In Under a Killing

Moon, however, things heat up considerably for our

Tex, to the point where he's considering a return to

his old vocation as a dance instructor.

If there's one thing you don't want to do, it's ask Tex

about his ex-wife. You'll hear a sob story that'll rip

your heart out.

Bet you didn't know there was a tuneful side to Tex.

He still can't get Lou to turn the Brew & Stew into a

piano bar, though.

Here's a lesson for us all— always take along a friend,

or a .357 Magnum, for those late-night constitutionals.

Tex Murphy, Private Detective, Defender of Humanity,

and GQ's Man of the Year.

[MS GAMER
PCB

FINAL VERDICT

Truly inter

active video with great

characters, script, and

puzzles.

Low frame

rates for slower computers and all-but-forgotten art

of disc swapping.

Worth waiting for, it’s a game

that challenges and entertains, and leaves you

wanting more of this believable virtual world.
^The Chameleon is a formidable foe, but he can

be beat if you can take advantage of his one

weakness. Just think of the Surgeon General.

There's not much left to find in this abandoned

warehouse, unless you're an experienced pri-

vate dick like Tex. Yeah, right.

The GRS offices will yield important items and

info, if you can figure out how to avoid the secu-

rity robot. Perhaps your height is a disadvantage?

in the game— informant Beek Nariz or cafe

owner Lou are wonderfully bizarre. The
neat joke in Under a Killing Moon is that the

so-called normals, such as the eminently

gross Ferrel Pus, are more disgusting and
degenerate than the mutants the/re always

railing against.

The term "interactive movie" has been

so overused as to be laughable, but for once

a game deserves the appellation. You exist

in a true virtual world, where the game
doesn't end at the top or the bottom of the

screen; you've got to look up and down,
around corners, and all the other things

you'd have to do if investigating a real

room. The virtual illusion is so compelling

that it lets you overlook the relatively small

viewing area. The view can be increased to

as large as full-screen for the movement
mode, but at the expense of video smooth-

ness. So while going to a full screen may be

a bit easier on the eyes, the jumpiness of the

slow frame rate may upset the stomach.

The sounds in Under a Killing Moon
are great, from the crisply recorded dia-

logue to the evocative musical soundtrack

with its requisite wailing sax. You should,

however, have a 16-bit sound board to get

the most from Access' efforts.

You may find yourself

reeling from an attack of nostal-

gia the first time the game asks

you to insert another disc. Yes,

there are indeed four— count

'em, four— discs that need to

be swapped from time to time.

It's not all that intrusive, howev-
er, and you may enjoy being re-

minded of those days when a

high-end PC had two 360K flop-

py drives and no hard drive.

Under a Killing Moon
delivers. We've waited quite a

while for the finished product,

but it was worth it. This is one

game where you can really see

the effort that has gone into it,

even though nothing jumps out

as self-serving grandstanding. I

was entranced from the very

opening screen, and it's a better than even

bet you will be, too.

— Gary Meredith

Eddie Ching's something of a surprise, but don’t underestimate

her or her goons. Play along and you'll get some essential info.
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Point & Click Battle Generator delivers

an easy Scenario Builder.

! from u myriad of urim

1 screens may vary.

Coming up on the heading...IMPACT!

FLIGHTCOMMANDER 2 puts YOU in command of the strike

force hunting SCUD sites during Operation Desert Storm, or leading a

t/easel flight into North Vietnam. Dive your F-86 Sabres out of the

Into a swarm of Red Chinese MIGs, or knock out Soviet T-80 tanks

leading the advance into West Germany! FLIGHTCOMMANDER'S Scenario

Generator lets you dictate opponents, level of difficulty, and time periods from

ie Korean War to the present and beyond! Choose from 5 different campaigns

; Point & Click Battle Generator to create new scenarios! You will never

run out of fresh challenges. No two missions are ever the same! Truly a state-of-the-

art game that requires use of your brain, not a joystick.

ixvsivi lummg juuii

A
| |

Avalon Hill - \ Tjjr Tllir ' Available on: PC Compatibles. 386 or better with Microsoft Windows '

.
4MB of

;\ I I Game Company $J[l I'Wi I.S- High Density Floppy, Hard Disk Drive. Mouse. VGA or SVGA color graphics.

1 »1 1 DIVISION OF MONARCH AVALON, INC. N ' ,,.f . ,$ 'SOFTMHRE INC
Suppori lor Sound Blasiei AW32. Sound Bla$Ie> 1 6. Sound Blastn Pro and

, , _ . _ mm** ****** v /’ Compatibles, Pro Audio Spectrum and Roland. Also available on Macintosh with

4517 Harford Road • Baltimore, MD 21214
3 ram. and Hard Disk Drive.

Flight Commander 2 can be found in computer game stores near you. For order information

or for the name of a retailer near you, call 1-800-999-3222. Ask for Dept. PC 12

Product Information Number 87

CD ROM coming soon

• Available on: PC Compatibles, 386 or better with Microsoft Windows'
1 ''. 4MB of RAM.

1
3.5" High Density Floppy. Hard Disk Drive. Mouse. VGA or SVGA color graphics. Sound

|
Support for Sound Blaster AW32. Sound Blaster 16, Sound Blaster Pro and

| Compatibles, Pro Audio Spectrum and Roland. Also available on Macintosh with 4MB

| of RAM. and Hard Disk Drive.
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System Shock
Category: firsl-person roleplaying

Developer Looping Glass

Publisher: Origin Systems 12940 Research Blvd. fiusfin, IX 78750

[800] 245-4525

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
486/33; 4MB RAM;

35MB hard-drive

space; MS-DOS 5.0 or

higher; Mouse.

Pentium; 8MB RAM;

Supported sound

cards (especially cool

on the Gravis Ultra-

sound); General MIDI

Every element comes
together to make this one of the

most exciting, innovative games of the year.

M.S.R.P.: S79.9S

I

t is 2072. Something has happened
in the Citadel, a high-tech orbital

research facility. First, the SHO-
DAN computer security system be-

gins malfunctioning almost im-

mediately after its installation.

Then, scientists are infected by a

viral mutation agent (mutagen), and
the culprit seems to be faulty com-
puter software. Robots and comput-
er systems go inexplicably haywire.

Infected researchers begin showing
psychopathic tendencies, and start

dying. Riots begin erupting

throughout the base. When a military

transport is sent to sort things out, the

space station's defense weapons
destroy it.

A short time later, SHODAN an-

nounces its intention to control all life

aboard the Citadel. Robots take over

the station and start slaughtering the

human inhabitants. A brief message
from some survivors state that Earth is

in danger from SHODAN, then all con-

tact stops. The massacre of the Cita-

del's crew appears complete.
But SHODAN missed one person.

It all began when you tried to hack into

I The Citadel: Could this turn out to be site of humanity's last stand?

the Citadel's computers. When you
were discovered, corrupt vice-

president Edward Diego offered

you an alternative to going to jail:

If you can hack him into SHODAN,
he'll give you your freedom — and
toss in a neural implant to boot.

You keep up your part of the bargain,

he keeps his, and for the last six

months you've been in a healing coma
on the Citadel, recovering from the

neural implant surgery. You awake in

the hospital, ready to make up for lost

time — but you discover a scene of

total carnage.

Welcome to System Shock — and
get ready for the ride of your life. Sim-

ply put, there has never been anything
like it. It is a complete evocation of a

hellish future world, where you are

part man and part machine. As the

only human left on the Citadel, you
must hunt and kill the mutants and
robots, disable SHODAN's security,

and unravel its plans and secrets.

At first, all you have to protect

yourself is a metal bar, but you soon
pick up all manner of high-tech

weapons. Slowly, you piece together

the last days and hours of the Citadel

by reading the e-mail of the final sur-

vivors. In order to progress through
the eight levels of the Citadel, you
have to get past locked doors by solv-

ing puzzles, killing almost anything
that moves, picking up more neural

enhancements, and, in the game's
most unique segment, exploring Cy-

berspace.
The

implant pro-
vides you
with a view
enhanced
by bio-mon-
itors, multi-

function

displays,

energy and
health indi-

cators, and
numerous
attachments
that allow

you to jack

into cyber-

space, map
the base,

auto-read

electronic

messages

I You're about to be in a world o' hurt. Maybe you

should have left that door closed after all...

j
In Cyberspace, only SHODAN can hear you scream.

and logs, and generally start kicking

ass and taking down names. As you go
along you find other attachments:

some give you a 360-degree view of

your surroundings, others enhance
your vision, and so on.

On each level, you can jack into

the computers and explore SHODAN's
world. Unlike the 3D texture maps of

the rest of the game, the Cyberspace
sequences are composed of simple

polygons, resembling nothing so much
as Spectre VR. Once you're in, you
have a limited amount of time to

explore Cyberspace, pick up various

types of software to help you out,

throw switches to unlock doors in the

"real world," and generally harass

SHODAN and thwart his plans. Spend
too much time inside Cyberspace, and
SHODAN will track you down and
eject you — forcibly, and painfully.

System Shock smokes. It is the

most fully immersive game world I

have ever experienced. Not since

Looking Glass's last big hits for Origin
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REVIEWS

"System Shock smokes. Its the most fully immersive
experience I've ever seen on a PC. Not since Looking
Glass's last big hits for Origin — Ultima Underworld
I and II— have I felt this much inside a game world"

This assassin hot looks more deadly than he is He s really just a pussycat.

Systems — Ultima Underworld I and II

— have I felt this much inside a game
world, and so involved with the action.

The excellent game controls allow
you to move in any direction at a vari-

ety of speeds. You can jump, crouch,
crawl on your stomach, look all the
way up or down, and lean to either

side. And these are more than gim-
micks: Certain spots can only be reach-
ed by crawling on your belly, and you
can use a wall for cover while you lean
to one side and fire on an enemy.

Monitors track your health, vital

signs, and power levels, and new and
more complex enhancements can be
plugged into your neural implant to

help you in your quest. The graphics.

A mutant buys the farm. Don't feel bad— he deserved it

though often

dark, are nice-

ly done, and
there's a wide
range of loca-

tions and crea-

tures. Every
level is full

of rooms,
hidden pas-

sageways,
and tight

places to

discover

and explore.

Mutants
charge out
of the shad-
ows, assas-

sin robots stalk quietly through the
corridors, and security drones em-
erge around every corner.

Hovering over it all is the god-
like presence of SHODAN, who
looks like a creature from H.R.
Giger's paintings. SHODAN ig-

nores you at first, but when you
destroy a crucial security station,

he begins stalking you in earnest,
and his rage knows no bounds.

The atmosphere is thick with dan-
ger and despair. You pick up logs and
e-mails from the last survivors, who
made a valiant and tragic stand against
SHODAN. Their final messages are
scrawled in blood on the walls; their

mutilated corpses litter the floors.

Weapons, am-
mo, health

packs, gren-
ades, mines,

and all manner
of objects can
be found on
each of the

eight levels.

You have to

solve puzzles

to get through
certain doors,

and slowly

chip away at

SHODAN's
security sys-

tems in order
to erode its

iron grip on
the station.

There's so
much that's

unique and

entertaining in System Shock that it's

hard to know where to begin. The
game world is stark and fully-devel-

oped, and the story consistently in-

trigues. Sound effects are dense and
effective, and the pounding, ominous
music provides just the right atmos-

A whole peck of 'hots greets you at the end of a tun-

nel crawl. Get the hopper first.

phere. Numerous configuration set-

tings mean you can set the game for as
much or as little combat as you desire,
make the story more elaborate, or in-

crease the difficulty of puzzles. There
are so many options that no matter
what kind of game you're looking for,

you'll find something in System Shock
to delight you. This is an exciting,

entertaining, wholly unique game, so
fully realized in all its diverse aspects
and so completely immersive that it

unquestionably raises computer gam-
ing to a new level.

— T. Liam McDonald

GAMER
PCB

FINAL VERDICT

KK£liiS: The most

astonishing move-

ment control in any

game anywhere ever.

LOWS : Some of the

puzzles aren't very inspired; steep system

requirements.

UGTtOIW! I IIV I : One of the finest, best-exe-

cuted, and most enjoyable first-person RPG

shooters ever. A landmark achievement.
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3 CD-ROM INTERFACES • 32 VOICE POLYPHONY/MULTI-TIMBRALTRUE WAVETABLE SYNTHESIS • 16-BIT RECORD & PLAYBACK

ULTRASOUND

, ygvstJf tone lecnnoicqx

Experience the power of studio-quality music and heart-pounding special effects from your PC games and music programs with UltraSound MAX™.

The newest wavetable PC sound card from Advanced Gravis, UltraSound MAX comes with over 5.6 megabytes of real instrument recordings to produce

32 voices of incredibly realistic music -light years from the tinny sound pumped out by FM cards. Hear the difference right away with DOOM™ and Epic

Pinball™ (both included). Enjoy sensational wavetable and digital sound with hundreds of popular applications that already support UltraSound. The MAX

will also give you great sound with most games and applications written for Sound Blaster™, MT-32, General MIDI, and Windows™.

Record or playback in 16-bit stereo at 48kHz (surpassing CD quality). Explore over 15 megabytes of bonus software. Offering you the greatest flexibility,

the MAX uses a unique, RAM-based wavetable system. Imagine creating new instruments bounded only by your imagination. With MAX it's for real.

UltraSound MAX is the most complete, powerful, and affordable sound card you can buy.

For more information, or to find out how to obtain the UltraSound Experience CD-ROM demo,

call (800)663-8558, (604)431-5020 or fax (604)431-5155.

Product Information Number 84

Advanced

GRAVIS
SPEED-COMPENSATING GAME PORT • SUPPORTS WINDOWS™ 3. 1/MPC2, GENERAL MIDI, MT-32, AND SOUND BLASTER™ APPLICATIONS



are you
waiting

for?
Do you want a PC gaming
magazine written just for

YOU— a true gaming
enthusiast? Maybe you've

been holding out for play-

able demos of todays hot-

test games included with

every single issue? Or were
you hoping someone would
give you a FREE top-selling

LucasArts game just for

subscribing?

And WHAT? You also want
a//this for /essthan what
you'd pay in the stores for

yusfthe mag & disk?

Well, How About...

• 12 issues of the best
PC game magazine in

the business
• 12 disks— you
choose CD-ROM or

floppy disks
• AND your choice of

any one of four great

LucasArts games

X-Wing
Tlie best-
selling space
combat simu-
lation of all
time. Join the
Rebels in their
struggle
against the evil
Empire and
become a hero
of the Rebellion.
PC floppy only.
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Day of the
Tentacle
Dr. Fred's

mutated purple
tentacle is out to
turn the human
race into house
pets and you've
got to stop him
in this wacky,

Looney Tunes™-
inspired cartoon

adventure.
Enha

"Talkie" vei—

-

for IBM
CD-ROM.

IWax Hit

CD

Sam
the
Grab your night-
stick and squeal
ike a siren as
you join Sam
and his politi-
cally incorrect

I Max as
ey sweep

America's
tackiest
tourist traps
in pursuit of

a Bigfoot on
the lam. Enhanced

Talkie" version IBM
ROM.

OK! You
got it!

Ungamer
Check out

• PC Gamers Scoops!
where you get in-depth

K

review of todays

ottest titles.

• Eyewitness— behind-

the-scenes reports,

news,& analysis.

• Page after page devoted

to exciting Cover

Features.

• Hard-hitting Reviews
and pull-no-punches

Ratings System.

• Add-ons, upgrades, bug
patches— it's all here in

Extended Play

• Sim Column— all you
wanted to know
about driving, flying,

fighting, and more

•War games, tactical

combat— you're in

control with The
Desktop General

• Techniques, solutions,

and quick tips— turn to

Strategy Central

Satisfaction Guaranteed! If you're not satis-

fied with PC Gamer, you may cancel your

subscription at any time. We ll give you a full

refund for all unmailed copies. Mail the

attached postage-paid card or

Call (415) 696-1661!

Day of the Tentacle, Rebel Assault, and Sam & Max
Hit the Road games TM and © 1993 LucasArts
Entertainment Company, Indiana Jones and Fate of
Atlantis game TM and © 1992 LucasArts
Entertainment Company. All Rights Reserved. Used
Under Authorization. Star Wars and Indiana Jones
are registered trademarks of LucasFilm Ltd. The
LucasArts logo is a registered trademark of LucasArts
Entertainment Company. Sam & Max is a trademark
of Steve Purcell.



REVIEWS

1 Fleet

[410] 254-3200

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
386SX; 2MB RAM;

Hard-drive installa-

tion; VGA; Mouse

486/25MHz; 4MB
RAM; Supported

sound cards

MS HP 563.95

O

ne of the things that irritates me
about certain roleplaying

games is the stupid require-

ment that the player's party of

adventurers "unsheathe" or

"draw" weapons when combat
is imminent; failure to do so

may result in annihilation, if

you've forgotten to "save" as

well as "draw." Just seems to

me that some things, in the

interest of plausibility, should

be taken for granted.

The same thing applies to

complex, high-tech military sims: there are

occasions when micro-management is richly

satisfying in and of itself. But sometimes

you're in a gameplaying mood where the

only thing you want to do is jump in and

start lobbing missiles, without having to

mess with such Hazpoon-ish details as

remembering to cut on each and every

radar and sensor system. And for that kind

of cut-to-the-chase gaming experience, 5th

Fleet is the perfect delivery system.

Let no one dismiss 5th Fleet as some
kind of “Harpoon Lite" also-ran product. In

its board-game format, it's a time-tested,

highly refined, and widely loved simulation,

with a legion of fans who've learned many
lessons about contemporary naval warfare

from the thing, while enjoying hours of

Have you wanted to try a naval warfare sim,

but were frightened off by the complexity of

Harpoon? Then here's some good new for you.

Even with all the weapons
anti-submarine weapon is

, .?
'

3 '

. -/A

It
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!
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Scenarios cover a wide range of operations, from convoy escort

to all-out confrontations between entire task forces.

exciting gameplay in the process.

Avalon Hill's new PC edition of 5th

Fleet strikes me as one of the finest board-

game conversions I've ever seen. The whole

game sparkles with crisp, colorful graphics,

and boasts one of the cleanest interfaces on
the market. Joe

Balkoski, designer

of the original

board game clas-

sic, worked close-

ly with project

leader Mike Inella,

whose Stanley

Associates team
included veterans

with a lot of expe-

rience developing

software for the

military. Everyone
concerned wanted
to get it right, and
it shows.

The action

takes place in the

vast and volatile region bounded on the

west by the Gulf of Suez and the Horn of

Africa, and on the east by Malaysia. Along

with the Indian Ocean, this theater ofwar
also includes all the vital Mid Eastern water-

ways and strategic choke-points.

Eleven scenarios are included, all

predicated on the supposition that large

segments of the former Soviet Navy
become engaged with various client-states

in this unstable region. Thus, in addition to

the familiar old USSR vessels, the player

may find himself confronting Indonesian,

Pakistani, or Indian units. Scenarios are

graded as to complexity: a low-rated game
usually lasts an hour, a medium-rated

one lasts two or three hours, and there's

a monster campaign game of 30 turns

which includes the possibility of replen-

ishing depleted missile inventories at

friendly bases. Starting locations are

randomized for each game, so replay

value is much higher than "eleven sce-

narios" might lead you to think.

Each game is controlled from a

"CIC" screen, where you can select sce-

narios, configure the game for two-per-

son or E-mail play, and consult the

Tactical Reference Monitor, a handy
Janes-Fighting-Ships guide that shows

a crisp picture of every ship or plane in

the game, along with their real-life vital

statistics and their ratings in terms of

the simulation.

Overall battle management is

conducted from a strategic map based

at your disposal, the best

still another submarine.

on satellite reconnaissance data. You can

display all known sightings, by type, and
vector recon flights to the various tactical

zones displayed. When an enemy unit is

detected by your sensors, ifs displayed

along with whatever information is avail-

able about the indi-

vidual ships in that

formation.

Tactical action

is fought out on
richly detailed op-

erational displays,

whose hex-grids

can be toggled on
and off. Each hex
represents 50

miles, and the air,

sub, and surface

unit icons look

exactly like their

board-game coun-

terparts.

Movement is

simple. You just

click on the unit you want to maneuver and
drag the mouse to the destination hex.

Combat is also easy to initiate: click on the

unit you want to strike with, whether naval

or air, toggle the "attack" button, then click

on the enemy unit you've targeted. A com-
bat display screen will then pop on, and
each weapon system thafs capable of hit-

ting a selected enemy target will be high-

lighted, along with the number of missiles

or torpedoes available for firing. Using this

well-designed screen, it's a simple matter to

cycle through your ships and assign to

them the targets they're most likely to hit.

Animated missiles, aircraft, and explo-

sions add a bit of graphic zip to the combat
routines, after which a score screen appears

telling you how many of your SSNs hit or

missed. Victory points are awarded for

sinkings (though not, rather curiously, for

damage inflicted) and for convoys brought

safely to their objectives.

I was seduced by 5th Fleets clarity,

elegance, and energy. But the more I play-

ed, the more I came to respect the way it

subsumes an enormous amount of data into

such a playable engine, and then slowly

reveals the subtleties implicit in that data-

base through the growing experience of the

individual player.

After the first time one of your task

forces is gutted by a submarine you didn't

know about, you'll learn the value of mixing

into your CAP deterrent a few planes with

high "sub detect" ratings. After grooving on

the rush of launching a veritable rain of

1
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Q.Q.P.’s
QUOTING THE QUOTES

SSNs on the first

tempting target in

range, and then find-

ing yourself, two
turns later, out of

Harpoons and cor-

nered by a fresh en-

emy task force, you'll

learn that, for all

their lethality, sur-

face-to-surface mis-

siles can only be car-

ried in limited num-
bers— and the admi-

ral who fires them off

as though
they were
five-inch

shells is not

likely to sur-

vive.

You'll

learn to

horde the

arrows in

your quiver;

the impor-

tance of

using range
limitations to

your advan-

tage; the

weaknesses
and strengths

The Tactical Reference Screens is invaluable. It

provides full data on every platform in the game,

including its values in the simulation.

Colorful summary screens like this one show the

results of each combat phase.

of ground-based air support; the crucial

importance of locating the enemy before he
locates you; and the shocking suddenness
with which a seeming victory can turn into a

crushing defeat.

Certainly the best way to play 5th Fleet

is against a human opponent, either in the

flesh or by E-mail, but the computer AI
fights a very competent battle. Ifyou set the

AI on "aggressive," you'll probably experi-

ence a significantly wilder battle than on the

"nominal" setting— indeed, the "aggres-

sive" computer admiral tends to attack furi-

ously, hoping to score a knockout early on.

If you can survive his onslaught with suffi-

cient units intact, you can probably slaugh-

ter him with counterattacks, because he will

have burned up most of his magazines.

This handsome, engrossing PC version

will certainly satisfy the many fans 5th Fleet

has gained as a

board game. Naval 1

enthusiasts who just

aren't in the mood
for Harpoon's com-
plexities, or who are

looking for a naval-

war game that can
j

be started and fin-
;

ished in a single

evening, will find it a

delight. Well done.
— William R. Trotter

PAIlflCn
bAIVItn FINAL VERDICT

85
HIGHS' Ease of play

masks the depth of

authentic data in this

game. Exciting sce-

narios, crisp graphics.

Lovers of high-tech micro-management, a

la Harpoon, may find it too streamlined.

BOTTOM ! An elegant conversion of a

board-gaming classic; a must-have for fans of naval

war who relish action above all other elements.

****THE GRANDEST ET.HHT****

“The Grandest Fleet is a fun game, and one that

should live a good long life on many gamer’s hard

drives.”

-M. Evan Brooks, Computer Gaming World

“This game (The Grandest Fleet) is hot and QQP
deserves to reap what it has sown.”

-Ted, Computer Game Review

“...it’s relatively easy to get into, thanks to a well-

designed interface. And once you are into it, you’ll

have a hard time stopping.”

-William Trotter, PC Garner

“This is what great gaming is all about.”

I ~M. Evan Brooks, Computer Gaming World

“The Grandest Fleet is a fascinating little world of

its own, and one definitely worth exploring.”

-Dennis Lynch, Chicago Tribune

****bridge olympiad****

“QQP’s reputation for producing top-notch strategy

games gets another boost with Bridge Olympiad -

another winner.”

-Joe Novichi, PC Gamer

“Great graphics, and smooth interface makes for

quick play against strong opponents.”

-PC Gamer

****SQLITAIRE’S JOURNEY****

“If I were stranded on a desert island with a laptop

and a crate of NiCad batteries and were allowed

only one game, Solitaire’s Journey would be my
pick.”

-Carol Hartman, PCM

“It is impossible to count the hours that will be

spent on such a quick, clean, playable diversion as

Solitaire’s Journey.”

-Alan Emrich, CGW

Quantum Quality Productions

495 Highway 202

Flemington, NJ 08822

(908) 788-2799

CompuServe 75300,3223 Genie QQP

Delphi QQP

Product Information Number 135



Call 800-699-4263 Fax 802-767-3382

Int’l 802-767-3033 Source 1 01 78

PO Box 234 Dept 10178 Rochester, VT 05767CHIPS&BITS
wins comfiiAnoE* m ‘WING COM-

MANDER 3:

Heart of the Ti-

ger’ In this se-

quel, you're a

squadron com-
mander aboard
the TCS Victory.

You must end the

Terran-Kilrathi

conflict. Features

the ability to

guide personal
morale and
seamless meld-

ing of film and
computer tech-

nologies. CD $54

‘UNDER A KILL-

ING MOON’
Transports you to

the virtual world of

the feisty detec-

tive Tex Murphy.

New feature al-

lows you to save

and splice scenes

together. Digitized

voices & sound
effects and an
amazing level of

detail & freedom

of movement
make this game
visually & aurally

stunning. CD $54

HEROES OF
MIGHT & MAGIC’
is the newest in

fantasy wargam-
ing. You must
conquer the world

through the strate-

gic use of re-

source manage-
ment and battle

savvy. Features

up to three cus-

tomizable com-
puter controlled

warlords, stunning

super VGA graph-

ics, and dynamic

sound. CD $39

IBM HARDWARE IBM ADVENTURE IBM ADVENTURE IBM SIMULATIONS

SOUND CARDS
Advncd Grvs Ultrd Mx $179
SBIst 1 6 ASP wSCSI-2 $214
SBIaster 1 6 Value $1 09
Sound Man Wave $188
Snd Sep 16 Bit Wvtbl $185
SoundMan 16 $99

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Resrch P570 $219
Altec ACS 300 Sp wSb $239
Audiophl Refr 30 A Sp $189
Audiophl SW 20 A Sb $139
Labtec CS-1000 Spkrs $75
Labtec CS-1400 Spkrs $99
SGalaxy BX2 WSpkrs $29
SGIxy NXPRO 16 Mm $299
Sony SRS-PC20 Spkrs $29
Vivid 3D Plus Sound $75

GAME CONTROLLERS
Auto Cockpit $159
CH Game Card 3 Auto $25
CH Pro Pedals $85
CH Virtual Pilot Pro $75
Cyberman $79
Flight Cockpit $219
Fit Stk Pro X-Wng Bdl $72
Gravis Analog Joystick $29
Gravis Phoenix Joystick $98
Joyswitch $39
Logitech WingMan $29
Logitech WngMn Extrm $49
MS Fit Sim 5 Grvs Jystk $49
PC Virtual Golf Club $119
Thrustmst Driving Sys $111

Thrust FLC Sys (FI 6) $112

Thrustmst Game Card $25
Thrustmst Rudder Sys $99
Thrust WCS 2 UPROM $14
Universal Cockpit $219
VFX 1 Vrt Reality Hdgr $949

CD ROM HARDWARE
NEC 4XE Ext. CD Dr $533
Reel Magic Vid Upgrd $349
Sblstr Omni CD Dr (3X)$344
SBIst Gmblstr CD 16 $379
Teac Supr Quad CD Dr$342

11th Hour CD $51
Advnt Will Beamish CD $24
Alone in the Dark 2 $34
Ameri Sweethearts CD $42
Beneath a Steel Sky CD $41
Bioforge CD $47
Blood Society CD $34
Bloodnet CD $41
Cadillacs & Dinosrs CD $49
Castle Wolfenstein CD $42
Chaos Continuum CD $36
Corridor 7 CD $29
Creature Shock CD $39
Cyberia CD $46
Dark Forces CD $46
Death Gate CD $34
Doom 2: Hell Earth CD $44
Doom Episode 1 $9
Dragon’s Lair 2 Tm Wrp $34
Dragonsphere CD $24
Dreamweb $35
Fortress of Dr. Radiaki $34
Freelancer 2120 CD $41

Full Throttle CD $42
Gabriel Knight CD $45
Gateway Collet 1 &2 CD $36
Gobliiins 1 ,2 or 3 CD ea $1

9

Harvester CD $44
Heimdall $17
I Have No Mouth $44
In Extremus $42
Inca 2 DOS or CD $19
Inherit Earth DOS or CD$32
Innocent Until Caught $34
Jagged Alliance $46
Jurassic Park $29
King’s Quest 7 CD WIN $49
King’s Rnsm DOS orCD $33
Kronolog : Nazi Paradx $22
Labyrinth of Time CD $47
Legend of Kyrndia 3 CD $39
Leisure Suit Larry 6 CD $44
Loadstar CD $49
Lost Eden CD $39
Lost in Time DOS or CD $1

9

Lunicus CD $42
Man Enough CD $34
Martian Memorandum $24
Mission Critical CD $34

Myst CD $49
Nerves Steel DOS orCD$22
Night Trap CD $48
No World Order CD $24
Noctropolis CD $47
Nomad CD $36
Operatn Body Count CD$29
Out of this World 2 CD $45
Phantasmagoria CD $49
Police Quest 4: CD $39
Prince of Persia 2 $42
Psychotron CD $36
Quantum Gate WIN CD $45
Quarantine $35
Quest for Glory 4 CD $44
Relentless: Twinsen Ad $47
Return of the Phantom $34
Return to Zrk wAnth CD $44
S D I $6
Sam & Max Hit Road $19
Secret Monky Island CD $21

Secret Monkey Island 2 $21

Shadow Caster $18
Shadow of Comet CD $29
Skull Cracker CD $41

Space Quest 5 VGA $1

5

Space Ship Brainlck CD $49
Spawn $42
Star Reach $36
Star Trek 25th Annivrsry $26
Star Trk NG Cllct Ed CD $79
Star Trk: Judgment Rites$33

Star Trk: Str Fit Acd CD $48
Stellar 7 CD $12
System Shock $47
Terminator Rampage $42
Terror of the Deep $35
The Dig $40
The Jornymn Sp Ed CD $47
Touche $39
Tuneland CD $48
Ultimate Domain $39
Under a Killing Moon CD$54
Voyeur CD $46
Wng Comm Ultma 6 CD $29
Wolf: Hunt or Be Huntd $39
Wrath of Gods CD WIN $44
Zombie Dino CD $40
Zorro $39

A T P 2.0 (blue) $29
A320 Airbus $29
AH-64 B Longbow $54
Aces of the Pacific CD $38
Aces over Europe CD $38
Across the Rhine CD $47
AirCbt Pacific 1942 CD $48
Air Cbt Srs: Nvy Ftrs CD$47
Air Warrior 2 DOS orCD $34
Armored Fist CD $47
Army Air Corps: 1 942 $48
B17 Fly Fort w SS2 CD $37
Battle of Britain 2 WIN $34
Battlecruiser 3000 $43
Chopper Pack CD $38
Chopper Strike CD $52
Cyclemania CD $34
D-Day: Oprtn Ovrlrd CD $39
Dawn Patrol $41
Delta V $39
Evolver $38
FI 5 Strike Eagle III $34
Falcon 3.0 $36
Falcon Gold CD $50
Fast Attack CD $48
Fighter Duel Pro 2 $33
Fighter Wng DOS or CD $39
Fleet Defender Plus CD $48
Flight Sim ToolKit $58
Flight Sm T-kit WW2 CD$19
Flight Unlimited CD $48
Flying Circus $39
Formation Attack CD $48
Frontier Elite 2 $36
Grand Prix 500 2 $14
Great Naval Battls 2 CD $39
H.A.W.C. CD $35
Harrier Asslt SVGA CD $44
Indy Car Racing $37
Indy Car Race Add 1or2 $22
Jet Fighter 3 CD $48
Jet Pack CD $39

Jump Jet $39
Lode Runner CD $38
Ml Tank Platoon 2 $44
M4: Sherman Tank WIN $34
Magic Carpet CD $44
Maximum Ovrkill Bdl CD$42
Maximum Overkill MD 2 $32
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‘DOOM 2’ Sequel

to the award-win-

ning DOOM,
DOOM 2 provides

more levels, more

demons, weap-
ons, excitement

and a whole new
story line! Stun-

ning graphics,

pulse-pounding
action and in-

tense gameplay
make this the ulti-

mate action

game. For up to

four players using

a LAN. CD $44

‘THE PURE
WARG AME:
DEATH FROM
ABOVE’ is the

first in a new se-

ries from QQP. It's

designed to give

you full control of

an extremely ac-

curate rendition of

some of the great-

est airborne as-

saults in WW2.
Offers command
of Axis or Allied

forces and au-

thentic Battalion

insignias. $29

IBM SIMULATIONS

Mech Frc: Iron Asslt CD $39
Mechwrior 2 DOS or CD$46
Metaltech: Earth Siege $44
Microsoft Flight Sim 5.0 $44
MS Flight Sim 5 Euro 1 $26
MS Fit Sim 5 Ls Vgs CD $33
MS Fit Sim 5 Paris $29
MS Fit Sim 5 Portlnd CD$33
MS Fit Sm Fit Shp CD $44
MS Space Simulator 1.0$44
Mig 29 Gold CD $49
Nascar Racing CD $47
Navy Strike DOS ro CD $40
Pacific Strike $44
Pheonix Fighter CD $48
Power Boat Simulator 3 $42
Privateer DOS or CD $48
Rally $29
Red Brn AlOTnkKII CD $39
Red Baron wMsn Buildr $29
Renegade CD $48
Sea Wolf CD $44
Shuttle CD $24
Silent Service 2 $21

Sim City CIsc Grph 1&2 $14
SimTower $42
Space Clipper $42
Spectre VR CD $42
Star Crusader CD $39
Starlord $39
Sub Battle Simulator 2 $39
Sub War 2050 Plus CD $40
Subwar Scenario Disk $32
TFX: Tactical Ftr Exper $35
Task Force Admirals Pk $39
Test Pilot CD $44
Theme Park $38
Tie Fighter $45
Tie Fighter MD 1 or 2 $19
Tornado $48
Tower DOS or CD $42
U-Boat 2 $36
Wing Commander 2 $26
Wing Commander 3 CD $54
Wing Commder Armada $47
Wings of Glory Enh CD $47
World Circuit CD $34
X-Wing Collector’s CD $45
Zephyr CD $45

IBM STRATEGY

18th Air Squadron $36
A Train W Construct Set $36
Advanced Civilization $34
Archon Ultra $32
Battle Bugs $37
Battle Isle 2200 CD $34
Battle of Chickamagua $38
Battles of Destiny $19
Black Beard $35
Breach 3 $34
Buzz Aldrin Rc Spc CD $39
Castles 2 CD $48
Celtic Tales: Balor of Evil$39

Civilization WIN $48
Clash of Steel $19
Cohort 2 $18
Colonization DOS or CD $48
Command and Conquer $38
Conquest $36
Darklegions DOS or CD $36
Dead Zone CD $52
Detroit $39
Dominus DOS or CD $39
Dune 2 $28
Empire Deluxe 2 $38
Empire Dlx Mst Edit CD $22
Fantasy Fiefdom CD $48
Frantic Factory WIN $24
Front Lines $39
Genghis Khan 2 $34
Gettysburg: Turning Pnt $15
Global Domination $34
Great Nav Batt Admr Pk $19
Hammer of Gods or CD $39
Hannibal $26
Harpoon 2 $39
Heirs to the Throne $1

9

High Seas Trader or CD $39
Hollywood Mogul $39
Humans CD $22
Jagged Alliance CD $46
Jutland CD $44
Kingmaker $34
Koshan Conspiracy CD $19

Lemmings 3 $35
Lords of Realm or CD $39
Lost Admiral 2 $39
Master of Magic $40
Master of Orion $39



OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US $4 per order. Mail to Canada, PR, HI, AK, APO, FPO $4 per

order. Worldwide airmail $6 per item. Handling $2 per shipment. Hardware orders may
require additional shipping charges.

Visa, MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders same as cash.

COD $8. Defectives replaced with same product. Most items shipped same day. Ship-

ping times may vary. Price/availability may change. All sales final. Call for details.

FREEGAMEOFFER*
See details below

‘ARMORED
FIST’ Put yourself

in the action! See
the terrain blur

under your tracks,

smell the smoke,
witness the battle!

Experience the fu-

ture using Ameri-

can or Soviet

hardware from the

next turn-of-the-

century. Offers

command of your

own armored infan-

try and a wide vari-

ety of battlefield

scenarios. CD $47

‘PANZER GEN-
ERAL’ will stimu-

late your mind and

overwhelm your

senses. You are a

German General

in 1939 with a

fresh command in

Poland. And if

you're a good
leader, you might

even plow through

to America in 1945.

Offers authentic

WW2 film footage,

stunning SVGA
graphics, and 35
scenarios. CD $39

‘NOCTROPOLIS’
On the outskirts of

Noctropolis, Dark-

sheer, the great-

est superhero of

his day, fights his

last battle. A hor-

rifying new evil is

poised to invade

the city upon
Darksheer's re-

tirement. Offers

more than a full

hour of video, an

interactive movie

style, and digi-

tized video char-

acters. CD $47

‘KNIGHTS OF
XENTAR’ For

centuries, war
has raged among
the demons and

fairies, devastat-

ing this mystical

land. Two young
knights are cho-

sen for the ulti-

mate battle that

will decide the

fate of earth. As
Desmond, the

Knight, you will

strive to over-

come menacing
foes. $44

DARK FORCES’
You must capture

the Death Star

plans and infil-

trate the Empire's

secret facility

where a new
army of mecha-
nized, super
stormtroopers
must be stopped.

Features richly

detailed 3D envi-

ronments, first

person perspec-

tive, and more
than a dozen
worlds. CD $46

TREE GAME OFFER
Spend the specified amount on any in stock software and choose

a free IBM game from the corresponding list below. Offer subject

to change or cancellation without notice. Valid from Dec 1st

through Jan 30th or while supplies last. Request must be made
at time of order.

SPEND $75 GET
Airborne Ranger 5.25, Boom Box 3.5/5.25, Dr. Dooms Revenge

5.25, Gunship 5.25, Pirates 5.25, S.C.Out 3.5/5.25, Tinies 3.5/

5.25, Microleague Baseball Managers Challenge 5.25,

Microleague Football 2 3.5, Time Out Sports Baseball 3.5,

MacArthur's War 5.25, Coffee Break Collection CD

SPEND $150 GET
Railroad Tycoon 3.5, Magic Candle 3 5.25, Mercenaries 5.25,

Dragon Force 5.25, Command HQ 3.5, F 15 SE 2 3.5, Red
Storm Rising 3.5, Battles of Destiny 3.5, Heirs to the Throne

3.5, Warlords 5.25

IBM STRATEGY

Merchant Prince $37
Millnm Actn Cllct Ed CD $25
Outpost WIN CD $42
Patrician CD $36
Pax Imperia $39
Perfect General 2 or CD $35
Pirates Gold WIN $48
Powr House WIN or CD $39
Project USA DOS or CD $29
Protostar CD $19
Railroad Tycoon 2 (Dlx) $24
Realms $16
Reunion DOS or CD $33
Romance 3 Kingdoms 3 $39
Rules of Engagement 2 $29
Sabre Team $28
Second Conflict WIN $34
Serf City: Life is Feudal $37
Sim Ant $19
Sim Ant CD $41
Sim City 2000 $34
Sim City 2000 CD $45
Sim City 2000 Windows $42
Sim City CD $47
Sim City Classic Win $26
Sim Earth $19
Sim Earth CD $40
Sim Farm WIN $19
Sim Health $25
Sim Life WIN $29
Sim Town DOS or CD $42
Space Raiders CD $42
Spaceward Ho! WIN $36
Star Control 2 $34
Starlord CD $39
Starship CD $39
Task Force 1942 $19
Terminator 2 Chswrs CD$27
The Complete UMS $44
The Rogarn Agenda CD $39
Ticonderoga $46
Unnatural Selection $29
Victory or Defeat WIN $42
Vikings 2 $36
Walls of Rome $39
Warcraft DOS or CD $39
Warlords 2 $29
When Two Worlds War $24
X-Com: UFO Defense $39

IBM WAR GAMES

Aegis: Guardn Fleet CD $49
Aide de Camp $52
Battles of Napoleon $15
Blue & Grey DOS or CD $38
Campaign DOS or CD $35
Carriers at War 2 $39
CincPac: Midway $39
Commnd & Conquer CD$48
D-Day: Beginning of End$39
Dreadnoughts $32
Dreadnoughts Deluxe $59
Fields of Glory $37
Fifth Fleet DOS or CD $39
Gary Grigsby War Rssia$19
Gettsbrg: Int Bt WIN CD$42
Harpoon Classic CD $28
Iron Cross $39
Kampgruppe $15
Last Blitzkrieg $40
MacArthur’s War $9
Man of War $36
Napoleonics $34
Operation Crusader $36
Panzer General or CD $39
Point of Attack $32
Red Sky Morning $36
Return to Falklands $28
Rd Sumter to Appomttx $45
Rommel Battles N Africa$24

Rommel at El Alamein $36
Rommel at Gazala $36
Seventh Fleet $36
Stalingrad $39
Stalingrad Campaign $36
Tac Ops WIN $40
Task Force 1 942 $32
The Great War $39
Tigers on the Prowl $48
To The Rhine $29
Typhoon of Steel $15
V Victory Market Garden$29
V Victory: Gld, Jn, Swrd $34
V Victory: Utah Beach $29
V Victory: Velikye Luki $29
Victory at Sea $41
War in the Falklands $24
Wargm Cnt Set 2: Tanks$39
Wargm Cnt St 2 2-12ea$15
Warpoint $36

IBM ROLE PLAYING

ADD Collectors Editn 3 $19
Absolute Zero CD $41
Al-Qadim CD $39
Alien Legacy $36
Arborea Journy Inr Snct $34
Arena: Elder Scrolls $39
Character Editors

(Specify Game) Each $1

6

Cobra Mission $29
Curse of Azure Bonds $1

5

Cyber Space CD $38
CyberJudas CD $48
Cyclones DOS or CD $44
Daemonsgate $27
Dark Sun CD $49
Dark Sun 2: Wk Ravngr $47
Demon Hunter $42
Disciples of Steel $34
Dragon Lore CD $34
Dungeon Master 2 $37
Eye of the Beholder 3 $19
Fire King $24
Flames of Freedm MWII$19
Gateway Savage Frontr $32
Hell CD $45
Hero’s Mght & Mage CD $39
Hexx: Heresy of Wizard $29
Hunters of Ralk CD $54
Ishar 3 CD $33
Kingdoms Far Rchs CD $40
Knights of Xentar PG 13$44
Lands of Lore CD $41

Legcy: Realm Of Terror $39
Lord of the Rings V 1&2 $19
Lords of Midnight CD $48
Menzoberranzan $47
Might & Magic 5 $19
Pirates Gold $25
Protostar $19
Ravenloft CD $49
Realms of Arkania $25
Red Crystal $21

Return to Ringworld CD $44
Riftwar Legacy CD $23
Rings of Medusa Gold $1

8

Robinsn’s Requiem CD $33
Rome: Pathway to Pwr $29
Shadow Caster CD $44
Sherlock Holmes 3 CD $39

IBM ROLE PLAYING

Skyrealms of Jorune $39
StarTraikRIms Arknia 2 $41

StarTrk Dp Space 9 CD $41

Startrek Nxt Genrtn CD $55
Stonekeep CD $46
Stronghold $36
Summoning $16
Suprhero Lg. of Hobokn $34
Sword of China $42
Syndicate Plus CD $40
Ultima 6 False Prophet $19
Ultima 7 Series Cplt CD $29
Ultima 8 CD w/speh pk $33
Ultima 8: Lost Vale $21
Ultima 8: Pagan $27
Ultima 8: Speech Pack $17
Ultima Uworld 1 & 2 CD $29
Ultima Uwrld 2 Labyrnth $48
Ultima UW Stygn Abys $21
Unlimited Adventures $1

9

Waxworks $14
Witch World $42
Wizardry 7 Crusaders $19
World of Xeen CD $40

CDi

CD-I 200 Magnavx Plyr$359

CD-I 220 Philips Player$399
1 1th Hour Limited Ed $56
Alien Gate $26
Battleship $30
Beneath a Steel Sky $41
Castle Wolfstein (6 ep) $42
Creature Shock $39
Dark Forces $46
Doom 2: Hell on Earth $44
Gabriel Knight $45
Hell $45
Legend of Kyrandia 3 $39
Mad Dog McCree $52
Mission Critical $34
Noctropolis $47
Shadow of the Comet $38
Star Trek TNG Collet Ed $79
System Shock $47
Under a Killing Moon $54
Wing Commd Ultima 6 $29

IBM ARCADE

500 CC Race Bike $29
Cannon Fodder $22
Corpse Killer CD $48
Crime Patrol CD $35
Dragons Lair 2 CD $39
Jump Raven CD $42
Lode Runner WIN $38
Mad Dog McCree 2 CD $35
Metal & Lace NR1 3 $27
Mortal Kombat $24
Pinball Fantasies $29
Raiden CD $36
Rebel Assault CD $44
Space Pirates CD $35
Tetris Gold CD $32

IBM SPORTS

Blood Bowl DOS or CD $34
FIFA Internatnal Soccer $36
Front Pg Sprt FB Pro Up$29
Hardball 4 DOS or CD $34
Links Pro 486 CD $49
NFL Coachs Club FB 2 $44
NHL Hockey ’95 CD $40
Proleague Baseball ’94 $35
Road to the Final Four 2$38
Time Out Sports Bsball $16
Troy Aikman Fball CD $49
Ultimate Football CD $46
Uncsry Roughns ’95 CD $34

IBM HINT BOOKS

Aces Over Europe Strat $16
Aircombat Pacific Strat $16
Castle Wolfstn Spr Dest $14
Colonization: Official Strt$16

Doom 2 Official Strategy$16

Jagged Alliance $16
LucasArts Adventure Bk $16
Might & Magic Cmpndm$16
Quest for Glory 4 $10
Sim City 2000 Strategy $16
Star Trek Judgemt Rites $12
Tie Fighter Strategy Gde$16
Wing Armada Plytst Gde$12

IBMADULTINTERACTIVE

Come Play With Me CD $36
Cyber-Peep Intractv CD $19
Dark Tunnels CD $29
Desktop Mistress CD $49
Desktop Voyeur V. 1 CD $49
Digital Dancing CD $32
Dream Girl CD $28
Dream Machine CD $54
Fantasies Intractive CD $35
Fox Pack CD $37
Girlfriend Maria $39
Girlfriend Teri (R) $49
Hot Slots CD $39
Intrct Adult Spl WIN CD $12
Intrct Seymore Butts 2 $58
Interactive Lovers CD $45
Internatnl Strip Pokr CD $24
Intimate Journey CD $24
Ladies Clb Poker Nt CD $34
Lust Connection CD $39
Mind Teazzer CD $32
Mustang Interactive CD $49
Neurodancer CD $39
Nick Steele PI. CD $59
Nightwatch Intract 2 CD $41
Penthouse Intract 3 CD $64
Scisrs N’ Stns WIN CD $39
Sorority House CD (R) $49
Spy Club (R) CD $59
Strip Poker Pro (R) $33
Texas Table Dance CD $39
Virtual Valerie 2 CD $27
Virtual Vixens CD $39
Winner Takes All CD $39

IBM ADULT MOTION

Adult Movie Almnac CD $59
All That Sex CD $24
Best of Vivid CD $36
Blind Spot CD $24
Debby Does Dallas CD $38
Defending Sex Life CD $24
Hidden Obsessions CD $25
Love Bites CD $26
Mystique of Orient 2 CD $24
Secrets CD $24
Wickd Q-Tm Movie CD $39

Product Information Number 94
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©ominus is a new genre of strategic war

game. A real time simulation that blends the

best elements of fantasy role playing and

hand to hand combat, Dominus allows you to

stand back and run the war from above, or grab

a weapon and join the fray. So you can fight

the way you want. And with

7 difficulty levels, Dominus is

fun for first-time players and

war game veterans alike. Defend

your domain from invading

clans by deploying monsters,

casting spells, setting traps,

capturing your enemies and

interrogating them in the dungeon. Then

combine you

helpless prison-

ers with your

hideous monsters

to create your

own more

powerful

hybrids.

Each of your decisions causes different

strategies and reactions in your enemies,

so every game

is unique. Grab

your sword and

leap into Dominus.

It’s a cut above, a

step beyond, and

a world apart.

Are you ready

for Dominus?



REVIEWS

When you get the urge to beat up on a bunch

of Nazis — and who doesn't? — Iron Cross

will at least let you give it a try.

Here is the famous Bridge at Remagen. This is

one of the tougher scenarios to crack.

interface is easy to use. In

the eye- and ear-candy

department it can only be
complimented.

The problems come as

you get into the gameplay.
When it only takes 11 pages of

an 82-page manual to explain

how to play the game, you
know something fishy is going
on.

The manual, by the way, is

one of the sloppiest I've ever

seen, containing such an in-

credible number
of glitches and
historical errors

that you almost
wonder if they

did it on pur-

pose, to see

who was read

ing it. In case

you didn't know, for

instance, the Americans
had all-Black armored
divisions "with a special

grudge against Hitler's

master race." According
to the manual. Major
General Maxwell Taylor

commanded the 506th

Division — not bad, considering that the

United States essentially raised only

about a hundred divisions. American
brigadier generals are routinely referred

to as "brigadiers," a British designation.

This sort of carelessness extends itself to

Step right up and buy your bazookas for the chosen scenario. You have a

wide array of choices, usually more than your historical counterpart.

Here, a heapin' helpin' of Americans get ready to show the Germans

a little inhospitality.

other areas: The box says that the game
takes up ten megabytes on your hard
drive, while the installation guide says it

wants 22 megabytes (luckily, the real

number is a bit over ten).

But back to gameplay. You move
your units and fire, and that's essentially

it; after "buying" units before a scenario

and placing them, you have relatively

few choices. You can direct your units to

move to certain places, you can change
their "mode" (from move only to

move/attack to attack/move to attack

only), then select targets for them. Air-

strikes can also be called down (amaz-
ingly, they appear with-

in 30 seconds, a re-

sponse time that bears
absolutely no relation-

ship to real life). Be-
cause the game plays

out in "real time," some-
times you'll find yourself

pumping your mouse as

if you were playing an
arcade game. And un-
fortunately, there's no
feature to select or give

orders to more than one
unit at a time.

Your units move on
their own, little squads
of men looking like tiny

dust mites scrambling
across your screen.

Their artificial intelli-

gence leaves a lot to be
desired, though, as they

ron Cross is a World War II tactical

warfare simulation from New World
Computing, a company more famous
for its Might & Magic fantasy role-

playing games than for war games.
And while Might & Von Manstein it

ain't. Iron

Cross could

certainly do
with a little

bit more
reality.

Iron

Cross bills

itself as a simu-
lation, claiming

on the box that

"each scenario is

an accurate

depiction of the

actual battle;

every detail is

carefully recreat-

ed, from the

town layouts and surrounding terrain to

the type of units and number of airstrikes

available at the time." The truth is that

Iron Cross bears little resemblance to

A dozen scenarios greets the prospective gener-

al. Game play is much more balanced when the

human player is the attacker.

reality. It's a real-time version of The
Perfect General, only masquerading as a

historical wargame.
The game is a glossy one, with lots

of good graphics, flashy sounds, and digi-

tized speech. The introduction is pleasing

to watch, the maps look good, and the

Categofg:Wargame

IbI
REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND

386SX; 4MB RAM;

10MB hard-drive

space; MS-DOS 5.0 or

greater; SVGA; Mouse

486/33MHz; Supported

sound cards; at least

12 MB hard-drive

space

M.S.R.P.: S40-S60
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REVIEWS

The game rates your success by victory areas

secured and casualties taken.

pnn
FINAL VERDICT

Much

more attractive than

the real war.

But then

again, it doesn't have

anything to do with the real war.

A lightweight combat game

packaged as a tactical simulation. Not as fun as The

Perfect General wait for Beyond Squad Leader if

you want realism.

In this screen shot from the Arnhem scenario, the British

(human) player has things well in hand. The tally sheet

to the right shows that the Germans have already taken

considerable casualties, and the British still hold all

four of their victory areas. There's a German tank in the

field on the left side of the screen, and a German squad

behind it. Meanwhile, two German AFV's bear down

from the north. The Brits have an anti-tank gun and plen-

ty of men hidden in the woods to the east, but no troops

in the north. They'll have to bring up some squads from

the southern edge of Arnhem, near the river. Unlike their

historical counterparts, it looks like these Germans are

in big trouble.

Artillery is indeed the queen of battles. Here, artillery rounds bursting in a field

destroy enemy tanks. If only it were so easy....

choose poor routes and get "stuck" be-

hind buildings or other objects (the com-
puter is a much better defender than

attacker, something to keep in mind if

you want a challenge). For some reason,

the computer player likes to send tanks

into the woods, where they get mired.

Squads can't entrench, or change their

speed, or lay smoke, or any of a number
of things that a player might expect them
to be able to do. Moreover, the game
mechanics are sometimes questionable: I

once had three squads firing from point-

blank range at a piece of exposed artil-

lery for quite a while before I was able to

destroy it. That artillery crew must have

been especially

adept at dodging
bullets!

You begin to

understand the

nature of the

simulation you're

dealing with

here when the

Omaha beach
scenario opens
with the invad-

ing Americans
facing a bunch
of German arm-
ored vehicles on
the top of a hill

opposite the

beach. No em-
placed positions,

no casemates, —
just AFV's out in

the open in

broad daylight

(there are no
weather or visi-

bility variables in

Iron Cross). In real life they would have
been destroyed by fighter-bombers be-

fore the Americans even

hit the beaches.

Iron Cross comes
with 12 scenarios and a

"customize" scenario.

All of the scenarios, by
the way, involve only the

British, Americans, and
Germans from June
1944 to March 1945;

there are no Soviets, or

Eastern Front action.

Victory conditions for

the scenarios are strictly

geographical: If you
control certain "zones"

at the end of the sce-

nario, you win. If your
casualties are light, your
victory will be greater.

And the game is strictly

solitaire, just you against ^ Congratulations!

the computer. No two-
player mode, modem play, or network
play. There's not even support for multi-

ple saved games.

The game's many quirks and flaws

The graphic for an American defeat is a rather

questionable photograph of a crushed body.

would be forgivable if Iron Cross were a

lot of fun to play. And actually, the game
isn't usually boring. But the replayability

factor isn't particularly high, although

the fact that the scenarios are short and
sweet does help some. The customize

scenario offers a few more options than

the pre-built scenarios, but there's not

really that much to customize (a map edi-

tor would have been nice, as would a

unit editor). So after you're through
enjoying the graphics and sound, and

A solid victory will promote your officer.

have played each scenario once or twice.

Iron Cross is likely to start gathering

dust on your bookshelf. Just make sure

you don't put it on the shelf where you
keep your history books, or there could

be a brawl.
— Mark Pitcavage

PC GAMER January 1995
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Introducing Avalon Hill's

i assault on the Tractor Works.

The Avalon Hill Game Company

Stalin’s powerful Red Army is poised

along the Don River, ready to strike!

a

Volume II

wmimmmm
gEBilWgf

German infantry and armor
race for the Volga.

Actual screen graphics may vary.

Following fast on the success of comes

Volume II of the World at War™ series of computer wargames. This collaboration

between Avalon Hill and Atomic Games highlights the epic struggle that sealed the

fate of Hitler’s Third Reich. Multiple historical scenarios simulate the grim battles

ending with the annihilation of the German 6th Army. In a unique advance in

computer gaming, players will be able to switch from the sweeping strategic scale

(depicting such actions as the collapse of the Axis flanks) to the tactical scale

(simulating the block-to-block bloodbath within the city itself). Built upon the

award-winning game system, is jam-packed with stunning

graphics (the terrain even changes as the weather changes!). Documentation

includes a detailed, full-color manual and large battlefield map.

is sure to excite even the most sophisticated gamer.

better. Min. 8 MB
py, Hard Drive,

& monitor: supports

ALSO
lable for Macintosh Color systems

SMB RAM and HD required.

CD-ROM Coming Soon!



First game with film-quality,
controllable graphics

N

njF r ii e
Where nothing is human, mercy is a foreign concept. At Electrocorp,

the largest manufacturer of military and industrial robots, there are

no humans. And when an evil virus infects, the robots begin their

grisly uprising. There is only one way to end the rampant evil: send

in an eliminator. You are selected. You are the Cyborg. You must
destroy six robots, each equipped with more superior battle skills

than the next. When the robots rise, there can be no mercy.

Ultimate in 3-D graphics
and animation

TIME WARNER
I NTERACTI VE

Visit your local retailer, or call 800-482-3766 to order.
© 1994 Time Warner Interactive
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REVIEWS

Category: Puzzle adventure

REQUIRED I WE RECOMMEND

If Hell really turns out to be this playful

and entertaining, people are gonna start

doing anything they can think of to get in.

CD-ROM drive;

MSCDEX 2.1 or later;

386; 4MB RAM; 2MB
hard-drive space;

DOS 5.0 or later; VGA

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486;

Supported sound

cards; Joystick

L

itil Diva's star is easily the best

thing about this game. His name
is Mutt Divil (I call him Div), and
he's been assigned the unenvi-

able task of slogging through hell

to reach the Overworld and
bring back the Mystic Pizza of

Plenty— presumably, a big pie

with everything on it. But the

whole pizza shtick is just a gim-

mick to get Div out into the world
and ready for gaming.

Litil Divil is a fairly large

character, and his animations are

well designed and distinctive. He growls

and pounds his fist if you
run him into a hole, he
jumps as though someone
were hauling him aloft by
the base of his pointy tail,

and if you don't keep him
moving he falls asleep and
dreams of a bikini-clad

lady, or starts reading a

book. He's such a likable

fellow, in fact, that I'd love

to see him in another

adventure.

Not that there's much
wrong with the game he's

already in. Litil Divil has a number of varied

gameplay elements, ranging from simple

arcade sequences in which you have to get

- f

As you guide your Litil Divil through

the hallways o< each level, watch tor

booby traps. Here, our hero has been

pinned to the wall by an arrow. Ouch!

I

There’s a room in each level where Div can sleep and save his

progress. Find it soon— it’s the only way to save the game.

Div past obstacles and
over hurdles as he
makes his way through

the hallways of hell

(more on that later), to

light combat and some
tricky puzzle-solving.

Litil Divil doesn't look

like any other game, and
there's enough here to

keep you interested for

quite awhile.

All these different ele-

ments are connected by a

labyrinth of hallways lead-

ing to different rooms. The
hallways themselves are

pretty complex, and might
even require you to do a bit

of mapping. Then there's

the matter of booby traps,

things like fire-breathing masks and hidden

spikes in the floor, that'll sap your strength

and tap your lifebar. So while the hallways

serve mainly to connect

the rooms of the

labyrinth, they do pre-

sent their own gaming
challenges.

You never know
what Div will find in a

room; sometimes it'll be
a logic puzzle, while

other times it might be
an arcade sequence. Re-
gardless of what it is,

though, you'll have to

work your way through
it sooner or later—

either to secure an object needed to get to

the next level, or to clear the way to pro-

ceed through the labyrinth you're in. The
variety of gaming styles is

nice, but not quite endless. As
you progress you'll see sever-

al themes repeated, but made
more difficult in later levels.

The sound and music
accompanying Util Divil

through the underworld are

great fun, and add immeasur-
ably to the game's appeal. Div

and the other characters

sound almost comical, and the

music reflects the game's gen-

erally cartoonish atmosphere.

The tunes range from carni-

val-sounding ditties to danger-

ous (but not too dangerous)

themes, and make a sound
card a must for this title.

In the storeroom on each level, Div can purchase items that are necessary

for him to get through some of the arcade sequences....

... And here’s one of those arcade sequen-

ces! Litil Divil must beat that big goat-look-

ing fellow in combat— and he can do it,

too, if you've been to the store already.

Litil Divil isn't the kind of thing that'll

appeal to everyone, though. For one thing,

all that labyrinth-walking can get repetitive

quickly. And the whole affair is pretty

videogame-like, and not all PC gamers are

into that kind of experience. Those who
are, though, will find a lot more to like

than dislike in Litil Divil.

— Matt Firme

Pt!R

USGAMER
HIGHS? A great

title character, var-

ied gameplay, and

nice graphics and

sound.

FINAL VERDICT

86
Meandering labyrinths can get tiring;

some game elements are often repeated.

BOTjj.I ^ A great videogame-style

experience. And you'll love that cute litil divil,

despite what he may have done to end up in hell.

PC GAMER January 1995 eg
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The
Best. .

.

Interactive fiction doesn’t 4

get any better than this.”

NewMedia

A challenging, take-

no-prisoners game.”

Computer Gaming World

The most innovative science

fiction game we’ve seen on any

system.”

Dragon Magazine

It rivals the most exciting

movie or the most detailed

strategy game.”

Axcess

Invision -

Award of Excellence

and Gold Medal, Best

Animation and Graphics

Mac Computing

-

Editor's Choice Award

SVM Mac-
Best Entertainment

Title of the Year

Gets
Better!

The Journeyman Project Turbo is

making history! Now the epic

time travel adventure game

is more than 300%
faster than the

original, and requires

as little as 4 MB of RAM!

So the heart-thumping, hair-

raising, sweaty-palms speed of

travelling through time won’t age

you a bit. With more than 30

minutes of digital video, an original

soundtrack, and a non-linear story,

The Journeyman Project Turbo

will take you on a chilling ride

from the prehistoric past to the

distant future, faster than ever before!

Also included on the disk

is a sneak preview of the

sequel “Buried in Time”

and “The Journey,” a

digital movie

about the

making of The

Journeyman

Project Turbo.

1-3664

©1994 Presto Studios Inc. All rights reserved.

The Journeyman Project is a trademark of Presto Studios Inc. 11
©TUCHOe

A
©1994 Sanctuary Woods Multimedia, Inc. All rights reserved, l-entertainment is a trademark

and Sanctuary Woods is a registered trademark of Sanctuary Woods Multimedia Corporation.
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REVIEWS

Mr of Magic

SfiHri
The Huntress
MOt-'CS
Upkeep C®

ltelcc ISHWIRFE
Range rnrn
h, net- ratars

-Resist
Hits rrrnrrr

Blodemaster

,

-

CHarned

Rrrous kB

Pothfmding

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
386; 4MB RAM; MS-

DOS 5.0 or later; VGA;

Mouse

486; Supported sound

cards

M.S.R.P.: S40-SG0

This fantasy role-playing game, from the

publishers of Master of Orion, gives you

two worlds to conquer.

T

ake two parts Civilization, one
part Betrayal at Krondor, and
one part Warlords. Now add
one eye of newt, and what do
you get? OK, maybe you get an
appointment with a shrink. But
that recipe also cooks up an
addictive new fantasy role-play-

ing game from MicroProse.

Master ofMagic, from the

folks who hooked players with

Master of Orion, puts you in the

role of a wizard bent on con-

quering a dark, unknown
world. You'll build your empire by estab-

lishing towns, raising

armies, and enhancing
your own magical

powers. Of course,

you aren't alone in this

fantasy world: Other
wizards are growing
in power, too, and
sooner or later your
armies will clash. And
don't forget the hordes
of monsters that roam
the countryside, dis-

rupting your empire
and taxing your pre-

cious troops.

Master ofMagic
actually gives you two
worlds to conquer—
Arcanus and Myrror.

You start your adven-

ture in Arcanus, the more "normal" of the

two worlds. By discovering special towers
or developing your own mighty wizardry,

you'll eventually gain access to Myrror.

There you'll find powerful new spells to

build your power— and deadly new ene-

mies, both real and magical.

The main game screen and the pri-

mary interface are very similar to those in

Civilization. Starting with a single, tiny

fortress, you must explore your continent,

and eliminate or make peace with other

wizards you may encounter. When you
begin, the entire world is black and un-

known; the terrain is revealed only as you

explore it. And naturally,

when you've conquered
your continent, you'll want
to build ships to plunder
and pillage other realms

across the ocean.

Building up your
cities is a big part of the game.
You choose the buildings to

construct in your city, and they

each contribute to your power
and wealth in different ways.
Building a stable, for instance,

allows you to create cavalry

units. A granary will help

ensure your food supply, and
fighter's guilds will produce
better soldiers. You can't afford

to ignore your city's economy,
either. A marketplace will in-

crease production, while a saw-
mill will increase income from
nearby forests.

Cities are your centers of produc-
tion, and therein lies the key to a success-

Your world is revealed only when you explore it When you've

conquered this continent, it's time to build a ship to find another

to explore and plunder.

When heroes offer their services, hire them. These guys and gals can

lead your armies to victory.

ful empire. But even powerful wizards

have to take care of mundane details if

they want to rule the world. Outposts

must be established, roads must be built,

and taxes must be collected. You have to

raise armies, feed them, and pay their

wages. If there isn't enough food or

money to go around, your armies will

just vanish.

The overall emphasis ofMOM is

definitely on strategy, and the decisions

you make when creating or choosing
your wizard persona at the beginning of

the game have a profound impact on how
you'll fare down the road, as well as on

the strategies you'll employ as you play.

You can choose one of the wizards pro-

vided to represent you, or create your
own. Then you select from 18 special

skills, such as warlord (you get better

troops) or famous (you attract more
heroes to join your armies). Choosing
these skills costs you some of your 11

character creation points, so you have to

balance what you want with what you
can afford.

You'll want to save some of those

character points for magic — probably
(and appropriately) the most pervasive

element in Master of Magic. There are 210
spells available, grouped into six spell

books — life, death, chaos, nature, sor-

cery, and arcane. After picking your spe-

cial skills, you spend the rest of your
points by choosing as many spell books as

you can afford. You'll only be able to ac-

cumulate spells in the books you choose,

so it's obviously an important decision.

Check on the status of your diplomatic relations with

rival wizards.
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You'll watch the buildings rise as your cities grow.

There's

also an exten-

sive military as-

pect to MOM.
With more than

40 types of mili-

tary units avail-

able— from
simple swords-
men to cata-

pults, cavalry,

and archers — it

takes time and
patience to build

your armies,

and you'll want
to plan carefully

the make-up of

your forces. As
they prove
themselves on
the battlefield, soldiers move up through
six experience levels, gaining greater

combat skills at each level. And as your
fame grows, you'll be approached by
mercenaries and heroes offering their

services— for a fee, of course.

other wizards (though don't count on
these rascals to honor treaties), declare

war, offer tributes to appease aggressive

wizards, or exchange spells with a rival.

All the information you'll need as

you play is never more than a mouse-

Looking for a fantasy game that blends action and
strategy? Master ofMagic just might put you

under its spell.

When you clash with a rival wizard's

soldiers or monsters, the game takes you
straight to the battlefield, where the fight

is depicted in micro-miniatures fashion.

The combat graphics aren't as stunning

as those in Betrayal at Krondor, but these

battles involve whole armies, not small

groups of adventurers.

Not all of your victories will come on
the battlefield: Master ofMagic has a

strong diplomatic element as well. You
can enter into strategic alliances with

click or two away. You can easily access

lists of cities and armies, graphs showing
the relative power of your rival wizards,

spell books, and a host of advisers to help

you build your magical empire.

But now, it's complaint time. First, if

you're looking for cutting-edge graphics,

you'll probably be disappointed with
Master of Magic. The bulk of the game
has you maneuvering units on an over-

head map, or allocating resources in the

city screen. Even at their best— in com-
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What's it gonna be— guns or butter?

bat— the graphics won't make you gasp
in awe; soldiers move together, then wig-

gle their swords to signal a clash. It's no
big deal. The magic is handled with a bit

more flair, though — you'll see fireballs

streak across the screen, and summoned
creatures rise from the ground.

The sound effects are also a bit dis-

appointing. In fact, there's just not much
sound at all other than during combat.

There's no speech, even when a rival wiz-

ard appears to greet or insult you.

And unfortunately, your opponents
aren't very smart. In both the strategic

mode and on the battlefield, the artificial

intelligence is definitely lacking. Enemy
units often won't move to block your ad-

vance on their city, and when they do,

their battlefield tactics aren't too effective.

Finally, there's the weak, uninforma-

tive, and poorly organized game manual.

For example, there's no index listing for

"combat." Come to think of it, there

aren't any listings at all under "C." And
worse, there's no discussion of general

strategies, or a description of the many
and varied monsters you'll encounter. I

can only assume that there's a strategy

guide on the way, providing the impor-
tant information that should have been
included in the manual.

But despite these gripes. Master of

Magic really is a keeper. It successfully

combines the addictive play of Civilization

with a strong dose of the supernatural.

And an upcoming patch promises to im-

prove the artificial intelligence and
strengthen the diplomatic aspects of the

game. If you're looking for a fantasy

game packed with both action and strate-

gy, Master ofMagic might put you under
its spell.

— Lee Buchanan

[0 GAMER

,

HIGHS: Fantasy

world has a vast array

of races, spells, and

combat units.

PCB

FINAL VERDICT

83
LOWS: Uninspired

sound. Graphics could be better and the artificial

intelligence routines are sub-par.

BG~OWI LINE: A powerful mix of empire-

building, wizardry, and combat.
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IP YOU PAIL...

YOU NEVER
EXISTED

tilizing the massive storage

capabilities of the CD ROM

to construct complex and

realistic scenarios,

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE is

the ultimate test of your

strategic skills.

n this CIA style mission you

can operate in three areas -

Propaganda, Military and

Political to achieve your

objectives. Choose your moves

carefully... you could set off a

chain reaction of events that

may back-fire.

he theater of operation

is immense.

WE NEVER KNEW YOU
"Versatility and engrossing

gameplay combine to make

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

a thoroughly enjoyable and

challenging epic."

Product Information Number 158

OCEAN OF AMERICA, INC. • 1870 LITTLE ORCHARD STREET • SAN JOSE, CA 95125 • PHONE (408) 289-141 1 • FAX (408) 289-1889



The rules are simple.

A>/

a

CREATURE S H O C K
•Feel the double thrill of flight simulation and space shooter action as you lock

on a Starfish Mine Launcher at the speed of light.

•High speed video compression runs terrifying 3-D animation at 15 frames per

second to keep your pulse racing.

•Created by Argonaut, who brought you the Special FX chip in Nintendo's top-

selling Star Fox .



It's 2023 and the Earth is dying. A survey ship, the ;es :i» r :r~ ;s

SS Amazon, takes off to locate an alternative planet and

disappears. Now, you must discover what hit it. Oh yeah,

while you're at it, bring back an alien specimen, find its

source and destroy it.

Just don't breathe too loudly— it might be tracking you.

Something sure is. Man-eating slime pools? Artillery

Spiders with twin-barreled lasers? Jellied Suckers that

inhale entire ships? Or electric Distortion Rings that fry

you to a crisp?

Or is it one of those really ugly things that we don't even

want to mention?

Creature Shock is a trademark of Virgin Interactive Entertainment, Inc. £1994 Argonaut Software, Ltd. and Virgin Interactive Entertainment, Inc. All rights

reserved. Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises, Ltd. All other trademarks recognized.

Product Information Number 155



WE HAVE “3-D RENDERED"
MAJOR LEAGUE BALLPARKS. They have stats.

We have all the major league
TEAMS, AND ALL THE

MAJOR LEAGUE PLAYERS.

They have all the stats.

What good are stats if your players look like a bunch of mutants? ESPN Baseball Tonight is the first PC i

baseball game to combine great stats with all 28 major league teams, all the players, and great gameplay.

We filmed live players and digitized them into the game using 15,000 frames of player animation. So you’ll see

every detail, from the baserunner’s nervous lead to the batter’s depressed walk back to the dugout after he whiffs.

Super VGA graphics display the game in 256 colors — more than any other game. Even the management is

realistic. You can trade, edit and change players’ stats. With over 10 minutes of video highlights, instant

replays and “live” commentary from ESPN’s Chris Berman and Dan Patrick, this is the most realistic

PC baseball game out there. If you don’t believe us, our competition has plenty of statistics to prove it.

For PC CD-ROM and floppy disk. Also available for Super Nintendo, (TV®
EVERYTHING ELSE IS JUST PRACTICeI" Sega Genesis and Sega CD. K J

dway, Suite 550, Santa Monica, CA 90404. Sony s a registered trademark of Sony Corporation. Iuagesoh is a trademark of Sony Electronic Publishing. ©1994 Sony Electronic Publishing Co. ESPN ano Baseball Tonight are trademarks of ESPN, Inc.

All rights reserved. Super Nintendo Entertainment System is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America, Inc. ©1994 Nintendo of America, Inc. All rights reserved. ©MLBPA MSA. Officially licensed sy the Major League Baseball Players Association.

Product Information Number 141
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&
Anyone For Cords? for Windotus

REQUIRED I WE RECOMMEND

Anyone for Cards? offers a variety of games
and opponents but lacks the innovative

qualities you might expect from a CD-ROM.
CD-ROM drive; 386/33;

4MB RAM; Windows

3.1 or later; 1MB
hard-drive space;

VGA; Mouse

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486;

SVGA; Windows-com

patible sound card

Unfortunately, you can't hear your opponents conver-

sation; you just see their cartoonish speech balloons.

was ready

[

for a change.

After ruining

my retinas

staring at the

drab, green
background
of that Sol-

itaire game
bundled with

|

Windows, I

wanted more.

|

Anyone For
Cards? pro-

vided the

variety I hoped
would help save

my eyesight.

Yes, the green was gone. Following

an opening sequence that might charitably

be described as "cutesy," I found I could

customize almost every aspect of the

game. I now had a wide variety of multi-

hued textures and pictures from which to

choose. After customizing my desktop and
picking a graphic for the back of the cards
(the kittens were a favorite), I selected

Music from the Options menu and had my
choice of six different background tunes
— which, although a little repetitive,

helped to set the mood.
Now it was time to choose my game.

Anyone For Cards? offers a variety of

games, ranging from the popular to the

obscure: Cribbage, Gin, Hearts, Spades,

31, 99, Whist, Pinochle, Oh Hell, George,

The Practice Mode allows you to see the other

players' cards to help you learn how to play.

Euchre, and Crazy Eights.

Instead of faceless opponents.

Anyone For Cards? presents you with

a choice of 18 characters, each with

their own style of playing— although

I was a little disappointed with these

opponents. They resembled renegade
toons from the ImagiNation Network,

were poorly animated, and could only

communicate
through speech

balloons. You'd
expect more from
a CD-ROM game
— more anima-
tion, and certainly

a bit more actual

voice acting. If all

you're after is a

good game of

cards, you'll prob-
ably find the

characters annoy-
ing, and wish for

some faceless AI.

There's no mod-
em or network

support, which would be a natural for a

game like this. So get used to those car-

toon opponents.

With multiple-skill levels to choose
from, you can set the game anywhere
from relatively simple to moderately chal-

lenging. There's even a Practice Mode
that reveals all of the cards each player

holds. But lacking (and seemingly an
obvious feature in a game like this) is a

tutorial of some kind, to help you if you've

never played a particular game before.

Granted, the rules for the games are in

the manual, as well as in the online help.

But it would have been nice if you could

choose one of the included characters to

"teach" the rules of the game, by explain-

ing them as a sample game is played.

S33SSZS

Anyone for Cards? lets you choose from 11

card games— most of them well-known.

Customize your tabletop as well as the back of the

cards to give the game a more interesting look.

Choose your opponent from 18 characters— each with

their own personality, skill level , and quirks.

Anyone for Cards isn't a bad game;
it does what it sets out to do, and includes

games you won't find in many packages.

But it doesn't do as much as it could, and
all the cute window-dressing will proba-

bly get tiresome if you're really serious

about your cards.

— Daniel Craig

pr.n

FINAL VERDICTS3 GAMER

.

A wide

variety of card

games to choose

from, many not

available in other

Windows game packs.

The price seems a bit steep, considering

the overall quality of the game.

A decent CD, if all you're after

is the occasional game of cards.

72
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he realms of Might and Magic are expanding! New lands

have been discovered, and you must vie for their control

against three other warlords. Now is the time to summon your

heroes, recruit your armies and lead them to victory. Control \

every resource in your empire from your castles, docks and guilds

to your archers, dragons and ogres. Keep a level head and an iron

j|
fist as you strive for total domination in the world of Heroes of

Available at your local software retailer or

order direct from New World Computing at

1-800-325-8898 (818-889-6070

outside the U.S.), or by mail:

" P.O. Box 4302 Hollywood, CA
~

90078-4302

© 1994 New World Computing, Inc. Heroes of Might and Magic

is a trademark of New World Computing. New World Computing

and its distinctive logo and Might and Magic are registered

trademarks of New World Computing, Inc. All rights reserved.

IBM screens shown. Actual screens may vary.

Product Information Number 123

P.O/ Box 4302, Hollywood, CA 90078
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DreamHeb

REQUIRED

386SX/16MHz; 580K free

base memory (4MB

RAM required for

sound); 20MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Mouse

WE RECOMMEND
386/33MHz; Supported

sound cards

This endearing adventure lets you take

control of the most murderous little guy in

gaming — although he's a bit hard to see.

T

he DreamWeb is a kind of collec-

tive consciousness that helps

keep human society in check and
running smoothly. But recently,

the Web has been threatened by
seven powerful, evil people who
are attempting to take the thing

over— and you, a normal guy,

have been chosen by the Dream-
Web’s guardians to hunt down
and kill the evil seven.

Yes, that’s right: hunt down and
kill. DreamWeb doesn't pull any
punches as far as subject matter

goes, and that's refreshing. Where some
other games might have you battling evil in

some kind of toe-to-toe, honorable, duel-to-

the-death type encounter, DreamWeb has

your character walking up to unarmed peo-

ple, pulling a pistol, and coldly assassinat-

ing them.
When you think about it, the matter-

of-fact way your little person goes about

his business is a hell of a lot more realistic

than the scenes in those predictable action

movies, where the honorable hero always

lets the bad guy get away rather than just

shoot him in the back and be done with it.

Another nice thing about DreamWeb
is the degree of interaction you're allowed

There's no hinting around about violence in

puddle of goo (and a few limbs) is all that's

DreamWeb— blast a couple bad guys, and a

left.

The view window is pretty small, and unnecessarily so. A helpful

touch, though, is that extra close-up window to the left of the main

view— perfect for identifying objects.

with the people and objects in your en-

vironment. You can talk to any wino or

thug you come across, and pick up every

little piece of trash, every hairbrush and
empty Coke you see, and even pop them in

your inventory and carry them around. In

fact, there are very few objects that can't

be examined, picked up, or moved—just

like in real life. Again, a refreshing touch.

Of course, very few of those objects

will actually help you through the game;
the rest aren't so much red herrings as

they are diversions. This can be pretty

frustrating to adventure gamers used to

titles that it only let you take things you'll

need, and requires some getting used to. I

spent my first hour of gameplay in the

very first room in the game, just taking ob-

jects, examining them, and stuffing them
into inventory. As it turned out later, only

two or three of them were of any use
whatsoever.

For the most part, though, the game-
play and puzzle-solving in DreamWeb is

pretty straightforward. This isn't the easiest

game you've ever played, but it's probably

not the toughest, either.

You view the action

directly overhead, in a

window that only takes

up at most half ofthe

screen. And that's a

shame, because the

world ofDreamWeb is

an interesting one, and
deserves more exposure.

One nice thing is a zoom
window, inset to the left

of the main view, that

shows in close-up the

tiny objects you're pass-

ing your cursor over. It's

effective, but not as effec-

tive as a full-screen (and

perhaps oblique) view of

the action would have

been.

You'll have to use computers quite a bit and

they're not DOS-based. Get used to those ancient

Amiga commands, like READ and LIST.

DreamWeb doesn't have the graphic

sophistication of today's better adventures,

and you may wish there was a bit more
depth to the characters and storyline. Still,

it's an effective and interesting title, with

good sound and music and a plotline that

quickly draws you in. It's a violent, no-

holds-barred adventure, and it moves
along at a good pace— assuming you
don't spend the whole day collecting

empty Coke cans.

—Matt Firme

PCS
FINAL VERDICT

A gritty

story and style, and

almost unlimited

exploration.

Tiny view

window and graphics give the game a dated

look; more depth would be nice.

An involving gameworld and

premise. Not as polished as the best adventures,

but definitely worth a look.
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F-16 FLCS™

I can’t shake him!” Cries your wing man
as the MiG matches his every move.

Fearlessly, you push the js! es 6 TGS
throttle forward and your Falcon roars to the
rescue.

SSI

The force of acceleration slams you into the
ejection seat as you tear through the sky. Your
skilled fingers dance over the fully programmabl
switches as your thumb works the TQS~ trackbai

Unlimited Programmability

Unparalleled Performance

Uncompromising Reality

SflsSlS

Your other hand tightens around the Thrustliaster* F-16

FLCS» stick as you maneuver behind your enemy.

Suddenly, the MiG falls into the funnel of your HUD.
Squeezing the trigger, a lethal hail of cannon fire rips

through his ship - sending him down in flames.

THRUSTMASTER
THE REALITY SPECIALISTS

10150 SW NIMBUS AVENUE PORTLAND, OR. 97223-4337 PHONE (503)639-3200 FAX (503)620-8094

Product Information Number 147
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Wahe of [tie Ravager
This second game in the Dark Sun series —

and one of the last AD&D titles from SSI — is

sure to please roleplayers everywhere.

the bunnies? Too bad
this game doesn't offer a

merge option with
SimEarth. Now that

would be something.
As it stands, SSI's

latest foray into Advan-
ced Dungeons and Drag-
ons roleplaying is worth
playing even if you don't

get a chance to re-estab-

lish life on this barren
planet. Anyone who en-

joyed the first Dark Sun
game. Shattered Lands,

is sure to like this one
because not a whole lot has

changed. A few of the inter-

face procedures are smooth-
er, but the look and
feel is very similar

indeed. But hey, if it

ain't broke....

And speaking
of broke, if you
read the gamers'
sections on Compu-
Serve, GEnie, et al,

you'll find out that

Ravager has a sub-

stantial number of

bugs. Most, from
what I can tell,

apply to the CD-
ROM version (the

one I've been work
ing with), and they
seem to be related to all the sound and
video material included in this version.

All I can tell you is that my first copy
didn't run very well at all, but my sec-

ond one (SSI sent the re-

placement) hasn't caused me
any problems at all so far.

Then again, I haven't finished

the thing yet.

Not finished? Nope. Just

like you, I like my FRPs to

take a long time. I like to try

different things, including be-

ginning the game with the

party included with the pack-

age, and then switching to

my own rank amateurs after I

get the hang of it. I take zero

advantage of the game cheats

offered online, because the

real fun in these things is

playing them, not finishing

them. Thankfully, Ravager
repays this philosophy in

| Inside a building, your party encounters an NPC. Just click on your re-

sponse, and the action continues. Oh, yeah: remember to flatter the guy.

The potion puzzle, early in the game. Pick up

each item and put in on the scale in the lower

right corner, to determine the order of adding

ingredients to the pot.

spades. It's a long

game, it offers a

wide variety of

options for both
gameplay and
character progress,

and it's rarely bor-

ing. I suspect I'll be
enjoying it for

some time to come.
But a word

of warning: This

thing takes bazoon-
gles of disk space,

and makes incredi-

ble demands on
system memory. I'm

not sure about the floppy version, but
the CD-ROM version, if you're using all

the sound and cinematics, wants over
70 megabytes (!!!) of your hard drive.

The standard inventory screen lets you control every item you retrieve.

Swords go in the hands boxes, belts on the waist box, and so on.

Unless, of course, you're the start

of it. Say, that's it: think of Wake of the

Ravager as a roleplaying game in which
you play Greenpeace, and maybe you'll

be spurred into action without even try-

ing. Can you bring back the rainforests,

and the ozone layer, and maybe even

ow this is what I call a de-

pressing landscape.

No rainforests, no fol-

iage, no ozone layer — wait a

minute! Don't we automati-

cally fry if we don't have an
ozone layer?

No matter: it's depress-

ing, this Athas — the world
of the Dark Sun. Seems the

mages of the past have suck-

ed all the life out of the plan-

et, caring nothing for trees or

rivers or comfy places to

splash your toes. And they

did it all to feed their wicked little

schemes of power unlimited.
Ain't no Greenpeace in Athas — at

least none that did any good.

In a typical early scene, the party— repre-

sented by one character only— explores a

room. Outside sits a beggar , whom you can

query and even help.

Developer SSI Special Projects Team

Publisher: Strategic Simulations Inc, 675 fllamanor Rvenue. Suite 201.

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
Double speed CD-

ROM drive (350ms

access time or bet-

ter); 386/33MHz; 4MB
RAM (620K bytes free

conventional memory,

2MB tree EMS or

XMS); DOS 5.0 or

higher; MSCDEX 2.2

or later; Uncompres-

sed hard drive with

30MB free; VGA

486/33MHz; 8 MB
RAM; Supported

sound cards; Mouse

MS R.P.: S79.9S
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The purchase system is fully integrated with the inventory system.

Here, the vendor appears on the right with her goods, which you buy

and transfer immediately to inventory.

Even without sound
and video it requires 30
megs — a lot for a CD-
ROM title. Why? Be-

cause you can't play it

directly from the CD-
ROM (although you can
tell it to install sound
and cinematics only

when needed) — and
worse yet, the game
doesn't like Double-
Space or other disk

compression software.

C'mon, SSI (and other

publishers, for that mat-
ter): not all of us have
those nifty new 540-meg
hard drives! Of course,

delivering the required

620,000 bytes of free

base memory would be about impossi-

ble anyway with both CD-ROM drivers

and disk compression loaded....

As for the game itself, well, you'll

know from the start how it plays. You
begin with a battle, and I'm happy to

say that (a) combat doesn't predomi-
nate, and (b) the battles play out quite

quickly and easily. In combat, as in the

rest of the game, just about everything

is controlled with the mouse. You point

at the item or baddie you're interested

in, and you click the right mouse button
repeatedly until you cycle to the action

you have in mind. You can Walk (the

default). Attack (either hand-to-hand or

with ranged weapons), or Look.

The Look icon can be used on a

person or creature to initiate a conver-
sation or just to see what the thing is,

as well as on an object to pick it up or

use it. Click it on a chest, for instance,

and the thing opens (if its not locked, of

course), letting you take the items in-

side and move them to your inventory.

It's slick, and since you're engaged in

combat from the opening scene, you
have no choice but to learn the system
immediately. More playability stuff: If

you want to do something that's impos-
sible, the game doesn't even let you try.

This even applies to spells, a real plus

considering the

tendency of

many FRPs to

make you ex-

pend spell

points even
though the spell

can't possibly

work.
Speaking

of spells, Rav-
ager has lots of

'em — and
they're interest-

ing enough to

make you want
to learn them
all. I'm particu-

larly enamored
of Wall of

Thorns, a 6th-

level cleric spell

that creates a

cool-looking

^ You don't always have to initiate conversation to learn things. Here, some simple

eavesdropping gives you some very useful information.

Playability; Not Impossibility

One of Ravager s strongest points is the way it

balances challenge and gameplay in such a way
that you're never put off by further exploration.

Although it contains a number of puzzles, none of

them is tricky enough to derail you completely.

Early in the game, for example, you'll be able to go

through a tapestry, where you'll find a particularly

stupid magician who needs help with a potion in

order to escape. It’s simple enough, and the book

on the floor keeps recording your actions so

you'll always know what's going on. Later, in

the mines, you'll encounter a room full of poiso-

nous gas. You'll have a fan that you can use to

disperse the air— and if you point it in the

wrong direction, it simply won’t work. Some
puzzles are much harder, and some are even

somewhat illogical, but the game's mechanics

won't get in your way. Nice touch.

Finishing off the potion puzzles gained you lots

of experience, and now you reap the rewards.

This is how Ravager handles character

advancement.

barrier, and Death Spell, a 6th-level

preserver spell that nicely eliminates

the need for combat tactics. But the

game doesn't stop at spells; your char-

acters can opt for psionics instead,

which let you do really neat things like

attack your target's Ego or Id. There is.

Combat! Your party now appears as all four

individual members, and the selected target, a

skeleton in this case, flashes red.

alas, nothing in the "destroy self-con-

cept" line, probably because the educa-
tional psychologists would have the

game permanently banned.
This is a good game. A very good

game, in fact. The graphics could be
significantly better, but the sound and
cinematics on the CD-ROM version add
worthwhile spice. The real strength,

though, is that Ravager is a rich and
complex title that works from a highly

usable interface — the kind of thing

roleplayers are always looking for.

— Neil Randall

PCfi

interface with play

able combat, and good

interaction with NPCs.

Graphics

aren't great, hard-drive requirements are horren-

dous, and handling objects can be clumsy.

If you liked the first Dark Sun

game, buy this one immediately. If you want to try

just one of them, take Ravager without question.
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“How many times did I long to read,...

. .just for fun, some pages from a fat

thesaurus or entries from a compilation of

famous quotations? CD-ROM technology

has changed all of those things dramatically

for me and for other blind and visually

impaired people.”

-Deborah Kendrick

Writer and editor

Find out why blind people are raving about CD-ROM technology. The CD-ROM
ADVANTAGE explains everything-what you need, how it all works with speech and

braille, what it costs, and who to call for help. Includes a listing of over 100 titles that

work with speech and braille!

CALL 1-800-548-7323
Print edition $15.45 or write:

Braille edition $11.95 National Braille Press Inc.

Disk edition $11.95 88 St. Stephen Street

MasterCard and Visa accepted Boston, MA 02115
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The Incredible Machine 2

US GAMER
Dozens of

clever puzzles, a do-

it-yourself mode and

near open-ended

game play.

None, really, unless you consider a some-

what sensitive cursor and a bit of hunger for base

memory to be fatal flaws.

How often can you say you

really got what you paid for?

FINAL VERDICT

If your interest in cause and

effect goes beyond figuring

out the light switch, try this

—

T

he original The Incredible

Machine brought budding Rube
Goldbergs out of the woodwork
in droves. With humorous puz-

zles that often required some
radical mental gymnastics, the

game was an instant hit. The
sequel. The Even More Incred-

ible Machine, was just as good
— and this latest in the series.

The Incredible Machine 2, is yet

another success.

In every way,
TIM2 is an im-

provement, keeping the

best parts of the original

yet giving the player more
options and flexibility.

From the main menu
you can choose to work
on the puzzles sequential-

ly (there are over 150 of

these little nuts to crack),

pit yourself against an-

other player, or design

your own puzzles. There's

also a walk-through for

novices, and it's all pre-

sided over by the goodly
Dr. Tim.

The basic premise
remains from the original

game: You're presented

It’s the incredible programmable Mel

Sclemming, along with a before-and-

after pics of his incredible program-

mable house.

with puzzles of increasing difficulty that

you must solve by combining various

parts, each of which performs a specific

action: Fans blow air, for example, while

balloons float, balls bounce (most of the

This simple puzzle still requires you to carefully calculate the

effects of anti-gravity on the trajectory of the ball.

The humorous main menu features a number of options for

slowly but surely losing your mind.

time), and conveyor belts,

well, they convey. Then you
arrange these parts so that

they work together to solve

the problem at hand.

This deceptively simple

premise will return to haunt
you, though, as you struggle

to extrapolate the effect of a

boxing glove propelled

against a balloon situated next

to a spike and supporting an
anvil suspended over a teeter-

totter on which a ball is set

for a flight into a pipe which
terminates above an aquarium
next to which a hungry cat

sits poised and tethered by a

string, the other end of which
is wrapped around a pulley

and tied to the

lever of a bomb.
Whew! And
that's just a

section of a sim-

ple puzzle! Fortunately, Dr.

Tim is always ready with a hint to

help push you along.

Flexibility is one of this title's strong

points. You can change the music, the

game screen, or the puzzles themselves.

There's even a panel that let's you
change the basic physics of your uni-

verse, at least as far as gravity and
atmospheric
pressure are

concerned.

Want to make
a puzzle

you've de-

signed just a

bit more dia-

bolical? Try
changing the

gravity con-

stant, so that

falling objects

drop differ-

ently, or per-

haps don't

even fall at all.

If you've had the feeling lately that

you're just not getting your money's
worth from the games you buy, then The
Incredible Machine 2 will be a true reve-

lation. The almost infinite permutations
of game play, along with a friendly inter-

face, creative graphics, neat sounds and
music, and a welcome sense of humor,
make The Incredible Machine 2 a game
that's as rewarding as it is challenging.

— Gary Meredith

The more difficult puzzles require a

complete knowledge of the more

sophisticated and programmable

machines.

Publisher: Sierra, PO Box 485. Coarsegold. 63 33614

REQUIRED

386SX; 2MB RAM;

DOS 5.0 or later;

4.5MB hard disk

space; VGA; Mouse

WE RECOMMEND
486SX; 4MB RAM;

Supported sound

cards
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Consumer
Information
Catalog

if

Don t let the dark forces of ignorance

defeat you. Right in this galaxy, you

can tap into the source the free

Consumer Information Catalog.

It lists free and low-cost govern-

ment publications on cosmic

topics such as federal benefits,

jobs, health, housing, educating

your children, cars, and much, much more. So dispel

the darkness and send for the source. Write today to

Pueblo, Colorado for the free Consumer Information

Catalog. Just send your name and address to

:

Consumer Information Center

'

,

* Department Source •

Pueblo, Colorado 81009 • -

A public service of this publication and the Consumer Information Center of the U. S. General Services Administration
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Expeit Chess forMows
Cafegorq:Chess Simulation

Developer:Experf Software

PublisherrExperf Software. 810 Douglas Road.

[305] 567-9330

REQUIRED

386DX; 4MB RAM;

Windows 3.1; VGA;

5MB hard-drive

space; Mouse

WE RECOMMEND
These will suffice, but

as with any chess

program, the faster

the PC the better.

You won't find a chess program that's less

expensive than this one — but just as with

anything else, you get what you pay for.

E

xpert Software's Expert

Chess for Windows is a light-

weight Windows chess pro-

gram. It provides many of

the options you'll need to set

up a quick game of chess tai-

lored to your personal pref-

erences, but lacks the chal-

lenge serious players are

looking for. So the ultimate

question is, does Expert
Chess offer enough value to

make it a worthy addition to

your Windows family of

games and accessories? The question

can only be answered by taking a look at

the details.

The game's most striking character-

istic is the variety of piece sets. The de-

fault, and probably the most attractive of

the lot, is the marble set — but it's the

only set available in 2D mode. The 3D-
only sets include medieval characters,

glass pieces, martians, alien pieces (not

to be confused with martians), and the

not-often-seen western figures.

There are also five board types, all

available in both 2D and 3D mode.
There's the standard black-and-white,

marble, wood, metal, and stone. Again,

the marble (default) board is the most

Not your usual set Kimosabe. Cowboys and Indians on the

wood board— will it be the usual rape of the Natives, or

Custer's Last Stand?

appealing. The remaining graphic

consideration is the background
color, which can be mixed to create

virtually any shade. These choices

should allow you to set up a board
that's pleasing to the eye with little

or no fuss.

There are other options to consid-

er as well. You can choose background
music from any of five classical selec-

tions, or loop through all five tracks.

During play against the computer, hints

and the ability to take bake moves are

available. There's an option to replay one
of the classic games provided, or any

saved game. One feature that's

been curiously omitted is some
way to set up time limits on a

game. You can set how long the

computer has to make a move,
but that's it. No five-minute

games, or 40 moves in two hours,

or any of the other time settings

you'd expect.

Three windows can be
opened to provide information as

you play. There's a clock, move
list, and an unusual statistics

window that keeps track of the

number of moves made, percent-

age of capture moves, number of

times in check, forced to checks,

and other things. Unfortunately,

you won't be able to open all

three windows in 3D mode with-

out obscuring part of the board.

In fact, the statistics window
doesn't fit very well anywhere. In

2D mode, though, all three win-

dows can fit onscreen at once.

The most disturbing

aspect of Expert Chess — and
probably the most important
part of any chess program — is

the strength of the computer's
AI. There are ten skill levels

from novice to expert, and all

rely on a combination of the

number of seconds and depth
the computer will spend on
each move. Yet even on the

strongest settings and on a

486/66, the computer seemed to

struggle. It made glaring mis-

takes on common openings.

The User's Guide states

that the game provides "maxi-

mum product value for a mini-

mum price." Considering its

$14.95 price, the wacky piece

sets, and the simple Windows

interface, it can

be argued that

Expert Chess is

a good value—
but only for the

novice who's
looking for a

quick game now
and then. The
chess players

who might nor-

mally make up
this product's

target audience,

on the other

Martians on top with the metal board.,

aliens on bottom with the marble

board. Don't get them confused, now.

It's hard to tell the glass pieces apart on the standard board, shown

here at the bottom. Those medieval dudes on the stone board are a

might easier to deal with.

hand, won't be impressed. As I look at

everything that's offered, I can't help but

feel the designers had their priorities

mixed up.
— Joe Novicki

SSGAMER FINAL VERDICT

Ill'll I 'i Graphics

are the strong suit

here, with plenty of

zany piece sets.

1. 07/: Weak AI,

poor time controls, and no modem play.

:>O j I'OOI l, I i' I There’s really nothing new

here. Even at S14.95, it's not of much value to anyone

but the novice player.
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Hey! you've got two
bi-directional alien-finders

attached to your head

Now you can use 'em to play your
favorite games in 3D sound that zigs

when they zig and zags when they zag!

The Command 3D Sound Engine* can transform your favorite computer game into an in-your-face, look-

out-behind-you, multi-sensory experience. Unlike other 3D sound processors, the

Sound Engine surrounds you with a 270° soundfield that responds to the

movements of your joystick.

So when you zap that Zorgon on your left, the KABOOM! will come
from the left. When you nail that Ninja on the right, the WHACK! will come
from the right. Imagine: a previously unheard level of realism for about one
zillionth the cost of a virtual reality helmet!

The Command 3D Sound Engine works with any game
software, stereo or mono. All you need are an analog joy-

stick, any sound card with a line-out jack and two externally-amplified speakers.

Sorry, bi-directional alien-finders are not included. But, hey, you probably

have a pair of them already!

For more information, call 1-800-379-8558

MULTIWAVE INNOVATION, INC., 747 Camden Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008

Tel: 408-379-2900 Fax: 408-379-3292

Command 3D Sound Engine is a registered trademark of Multiwave Innovation Pte Ltd. * Patent Pending

Product Information Number 1 22



REVIEWS

U.S. Gold's late entry in the fantasy-wargame

race combines fast-paced combat with an

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
386/25MHz; 4MB
RAM; 20MB hard-

drive space; DOS 5.0

or higher; VGA; Mouse

386/33MHz; Supported

sound cards

impressive array of strategic options.

D

o you ever dream of being an

iron-fisted medieval overlord,

protecting your land with

legions of monsters, interro-

gating prisoners in your very

own dungeon, mixing up
spells and laying traps for the

enemy? As Sally Struthers

would say, "Sure, we all do"

(well, she might if she were a

bloodthirsty strategy gamer,

which she probably isn't).

Fantasy wargames have
become a category all their

own — between Warlords II and Master

of Magic, Warcraft and Ultimate Domain,
it's getting tough for a game to distin-

guish itself from the competition. Dom-
inus, U.S. Gold's entry in the race, does

that by mixing real-time combat with a

wide variety of ways to win.

Dominus puts the player in the

plate-mail boots of the Overlord, who
rules his dominion from a keep filled

You can fight the invaders yourself in the guise of the Overlord, but all the

enemy troops tend to drop what they're doing and gang up on you. A dragon-

drawn chariot is always available for a quick dust-off, though. Switch to the

strategic map to see the big picture.

with more monsters
than you can shake a

mace at. Eight clans of

invaders — from the

fish-like Sea Devils and
the barbaric Raiders to

the mysterious humans
who call themselves The
Order — advance through
the kingdom and toward the

castle, looting your precious

resources, probing your
defenses, and sometimes
joining forces in preparation

for the final assault. And it

all happens in real time, just

to keep you on your toes.

No one said being a ruthless

monarch was easy.

At your service are

four monstrous generals, your liaisons to

the beastly troops that guard your lands.

Give them an area to defend, and they'll

decide how many soldiers to send into

battle. They can also lead their minions

on spy missions and resource-gathering

expeditions, or have them build and lay

traps to capture or kill the invaders.

Overlords who enjoy microman-
agement can use the game's Battle Mode
to zoom in on an area of the kingdom,

placing troops, casting spells, and laying

traps manually. And for a real personal

touch, yet another

mode lets you
descend on the

enemy in a fiery

chariot for a

quick session of

arcade-style head-

busting and fire-

ball-tossing. The
only time you
absolutely have to

use the Chariot

Mode is if the in-

vaders manage to

breach your de-

fenses and fight

their way to the

throne room high

atop your castle,

but it can be an
interesting diver-

sion in less dire

circumstances.

The Over-

lord's most inter-

esting work is

back at the cas-

tle, where you

Combat takes place in Battle Mode— here, your slimy

Tentamorts face off against the invaders called Fire Demons.

can interrogate prisoners, design traps,

mix up spells, or combine some of your

existing monsters into hideous new
super-soldiers.

It's almost an embarrassment of

riches. There are so many choices that it

can be hard to decide which tack to take

in your quest for victory. Should you
stay in the War Room, letting your gen-

erals direct the battles, or should you be
commanding the troops yourself? Would
new, improved monsters give you an

edge over the enemy, or is your time

better spent mixing spells and trying to

learn new ones from your prisoners?

Depending on the difficulty level you've

chosen, you may need to do all these

things to hold onto the advantage — or

it may be enough just to deploy troops

via the War Room and wait for victory.

Between those two extremes, each play-

er will find his own style and strategy.

Unfortunately, not all of the op-

tions are self-explanatory. For instance,

you can grill a prisoner until he tells you
the name of his clan's leader or his rea-

sons for invading your kingdom, but it's

never really clear how that information

can be used. And creating new monsters

is largely a process of trial-and-error; a

mutant won't always have the attributes

you'd expect. The designers of Dominus
may have purposely left it up to the play-

er to discover a lot of these details as the

game unfolds, but a few more hints

would have been welcome.
Another weakness is the game's

interface, which proves that "point-and-

click" doesn't always equal simplicity.

The various screens aren't connected in

an intuitive way, so it's easy to make a

PC GAMER January 1995 M
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{Csfitaar
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An Overlord's Castle is his Home
As the Overlord, you need a suitable base of operations. Dominus sets you up with a choice piece of

medieval-type real estate — a sweet little mountain-top fixer-upper with all the amenities:

In the War Room, you

issue orders to your

four generals. They can

command their monster

squads to attack

invaders, gather com-

ponents for spells and

traps, lay traps, or spy

on the enemy.

The Trap Room pro-

vides you with all

the tools you need

to create some
nasty surprises for

the enemy. On the

drawing board is a

sharp idea for stop-

ping invaders from

iaying claim to your

resources.

Demon Dfoca
fireknr^ seed

frdit
(Jr9on sap

You can make your

own magic in the

Spell Room. A spell

book lists all

known spells — as

you discover hidden

spells, you try your

hand at those, too.

Your monstrous

militia resides in the

castle's Kennel. This

is where you get

stats on all your

forces and choose

monsters to send to

the Mixing Room.

Attack:
Defense:
Vitality
Speed:Speed: to
Intelligence: 13
tlagic Resist: IS

The Monster Mixing Room
allows you to create mut-

ants— new creatures

made by combining existing

monsters. Each of the six

positions corresponds with

a different attribute—
Strength, Intelligence, etc.

Mixing together races that

fear each other makes for a

particularly nasty soldier.

_ .,— Jtiuid i .

arc (jog here?
arc (jog doing in wiCj

{kingdom, <*©G little toimp?
Von haoc a good strategy
feGt WAV arc <jcd inoading?

You can welcome cap-

tured invaders in style in

the Interrogation Room.

Play your cards right, and

they'll spill their guts

about what monsters

they fear the most. If

you're lucky, they may
even reveal recipes for

secret spells.

couple of mouse clicks and find yourself

somewhere you didn't want to be — or
even back where you started.

Worse than that, your choice of
views in Battle Mode is limited to close-

up and extreme close-up, each of which
only shows a small portion of the battle-

field. There's no way to zoom out and
see an overview of a given sector of

your kingdom, so too much time is spent

scrolling around in search of the enemy.
Finally, there's no way to replenish your
supply of monsters, so when the game
thoughtfully informs you you're running
low on troops, there's nothing you can
do about it.

U.S. Gold is pushing this title as a

challenger to some of the most addictive

games on the market, but Dominus is too
complex to have the "just one more

game" quality of a program like

Warcraft or Warlords II— and it's too
fast-paced to have the "just one more
hour" quality of Civilization and its ilk.

Of course, complex and fast-

paced are hardly bad things for a

game to be. And despite a few flaws,

Dominus does deliver some nice sur-

prises for strategy gamers and fanta-

sy fans alike.

—Dan Bennett

pntt

The ability

to create your own

monsters and discover

new spells is a plus.

The manual

could be better, it's easy to get lost in the clunky

interface, and more combat views would be nice.

With real-time action and a

variety of paths to victory, Dominus is a worthy

addition to the growing pantheon of fantasy games.
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The Avalon Hill

Game Company
DIVISION OF MONARCH AVALON. INC.

4517 Harford Road Baltimore. MD 21214

CD Rom coming soon
Available on: PC Compatibles, 386 or better, 4 MB of Ram, 3.5" High

Density Floppy, Mouse, VGA color graphics. Sound Support for Sound

Blaster AW32, Sound Blaster 16, Sound Blaster Pro and Compatibles,

Pro Audio Spectrum and Roland.

1 830: Railroads & Robber Barons can he found in computer game stores near you. For order

information or for the name of a retailer near you, call 1-800-999—3222. Ask for Dept. PC 1

Roll against history s greatest!

Welcome to the 1 9th Century!
With immigrants pouring in, America is poised for explosive

westward growth. Magnates famed for their greed and busi-

ness acumen rush to cash in. Can you handle the challenge?

Lay track, build stations, purchase trains, and manipulate

stocks to build an empire of iron and steel. History ’s

greatest Robber Barons will try to stop you by undercutting

your lines and buy ing out your stock. Muir only weapons

are money and trains. \\ ill your empire succeed or fall under

the wheels of the competition?

•G- wm>r
.

~
-• «rr .

Break through the competition!

Build a Railroad Empire with Iron Horses and an Iron Will!

“YC

Product Information Number 89



REVIEWS

The Legend of Kipndia, Booh Three: Malcolm's
Category: fidventure/Role Playing

Publisher: Virgin Interactive, 18061 Fitch Avenue; Irvine, CA 92714

[714J-833-871D

REQUIRED

386/33MHz; Double-

spin CD-ROM drive;

560K; 4MB RAM;

7MB Hard-drive

space; VGA; Mouse;

Supported sound

cards

M.S.R.P.: S40-SGD

WE RECOMMEND

486/50MHz; 8MB
RAM; SVGA (VLB);

16-bit Sound card

H

h, sweet revisionism. After two
successful games in that magic
land of Kyrandia, we're suddenly

asked to believe that up is down,
black is white, and Malcolm the

Jester isn't the total scoundrel

we've been led to believe. This sort

of thing usually occurs only in

soap operas!

Yep, in this third installment of the

Kyrandia saga, Malcolm's Revenge, we get

to see life from the other side— the dark

side ifyou will— with Malcolm the Jester.

So, you thought you knew Malcolm the

Jester, huh? Well, maybe you should try lis-

tening to his side of the story

But have we really been wrong about
Malcolm? Could he perhaps be the victim of

prejudice, a basically good soul who simply

marches to the beat of a very different

drummer? Well, that's up to you, as

Malcolm, to discover. Freed from a seem-

ingly eternal prison as a statue after being

convicted in the death of King William and
Queen Kath-

erine, maybe-
malevolent

Malcolm sets

out to clear his

not-so-spotless

reputation.

The first

big hurdle is

the fact that,

even though
he's a free

man, he's liv-

ing on bor-

rowed time.

The authorities

want him off

the isle of

Kyrandia, but

Not much has changed in the village. With your reputation, you'll

need some sort of disguise or the Kyrandians will throw you in jail.

they're not much help when it comes to

providing transportation. As you explore

Kyrandia it becomes obvious that there

might be several avenues of escape avail-

able, but each requires a different set of

items and circumstances to succeed.

Most Kyrandians have very long

memories, so the first order of business is

to find some
sort of dis-

guise. The
easiest dis-

guise to

effect is,

believe or

not, a hypno-

tized squirrel.

Malcolm's

had some-
thing of a

love/hate—
mostly hate
— relation-

ship with

squirrels

since his ear-

liest days, and
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The Toy Factory yields some important items,

especially if you can figure out the machine’s

switches. A blueprint or two would help.

he does have a way with them. If you can

find the right objects to combine— and it

helps to carefully follow the intro covering

Malcolm's own "Wonder Years"— you'll

have no problem in convincing a hapless

squirrel to function as a chapeau. And in a

pinch, a de-hypnotized squirrel can dear out

the odd restaurant in no time flat.

Many of the ways off the island involve

getting to one of the take-off points with the

right items and knowledge. TTie easiest way
off is to find some means of breaking down
the rather precarious-looking wall in the cel-

lar beneath the Toy Factory. Ifyou can get

inside— and you have some sort of contain-

er— you can collect enough Portal Potion to

get outta Dodge quickly. Just remember,
you've got to be in exactly the right spot for

retains the joy and sense of wonder of the

earlier two games, albeit tempered with

Malcolm's twisted sense of humor. This

sense manifests itself in the funny, if not

altogether refined, graphics, and in the dia-

logue. You really must play this with a good
sound board in order to hear all the great

voices, especially Malcolm's, which at times

sounds suspiciously like Montgomery Burns

of "Simpsons" fame.

The interface, carried over from the

earlier games, has its good and bad points.

On the plus side, it makes accessing your

inventory a breeze, and you can easily get to

the controls for saving and loading games,

and controlling other game parameters. On
the minus side, it can be irritating, popping

up as it does every time the cursor moves to

the bottom of the screen. This is especially

frustrating in scenes where you need to

maneuver Malcolm to an area near the bot-

tom of the screen. After a while, you learn

to sense where the cursor will trigger the

interface, but early on it can be a real pain.

Otherwise, Malcolm's Revenge has

much to recommend it. It carries on the

spirit of the earlier games without slavishly

copying their formulae. Indeed, it has its

own distinct, if warped, personality, one
that's rather a refreshing change from the

Those fish cream sandwiches require a bit of milk, so

you’ll have to find some acceptable feed to lure the

cows back to the dairy.

treacly goodness of the earlier games. You
only have to hear the opening theme music

to know something has radically changed.

So if you'd like to try out a fantasy adven-

ture with a character that's equal parts

Larry Laffer and Jack Nicholson, look no
further than Malcolm's Revenge.

—Gary Meredith

SIGAMER
(Tr^lT^ Great

characterizations;

Simple interface.

tmr^r SO-SO

graphics except in

the Windows Mode. Interface can get in your way.

RSOUTOM FJitflls Tricky puzzles, hilarious dia-

logue, and no single right way to win team up to pro-

duce a challenging and entertaining adventure.

WingMan

Extreme

conforms to

all required

joy stick

standards.
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Warriors of the cyber skies rejoice: project WingMan Extreme is complete,

the joystick has been perfected. Never has guidance control been so fluid,

trigger action so responsive, view control so easy. WingMan Extreme can

be the difference between the thrill of victory and the ejection seat of

defeat: a solid professional in a field of puny lightweights. WingMan

Extreme is waiting at your dealer, or to get product information by

fax, call 1 800 245 0000 and request document #7014.
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REVIEWS

Sid Meier's Colonization

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
286; 1MB RAM;
5MB hard disk

space; 3.3 or higher;

VGA

386; 2MB RAM;
5MB hard disk

space; VGA graph-

ics; Mouse; Sup-

ported sound cards

|
M.S.fl.P : SG9.9S

H

s I write this review, we've just

observed another Columbus Day
— and it's not the same holiday

as it was when I was child. Hist-

orical reinterpretation, moral rel-

evancy, and political correctness

have turned a celebration of our
beginnings into a battlefield of

rhetoric. It's a volatile holiday,

and the perfect setting in which

to consider Sid Meier's latest

strategic simulation, Colonization.

Colonization places you at

the forefront of exploration in the

New World during that much less morally

ambiguous period between the first visits of

Columbus and the wars of independence in

the late 18th century— when might really did

make right.

As an offshoot of Meier's popular Civil-

ization, Colonization possesses the same
strengths and weaknesses of its predecessor.

The strengths— a sophisticated AI module
handling literally hundreds of parameters,

and an interface that does as good a man-
agement job as any— are what set both of

these games apart. There are so many vari-

ables that two similar gaming experiences

In which Sid Meier, having had a

long, heart-to-heart with God, gives

us a chance to get it right this time.

The colony screen provides compete information on land and labor use,

building projects, and goods available for trade or manufacture. Make sure

you've assigned the right people to the right jobs.

are the rarest of crea-

tures. These strengths

can become weakness,

though, ifyou let the

deluge of information

to be processed and
acted upon cause you
to obsess on small

points to the exclusion

of the big picture.

The game sets

you down in the New
World as the repre-

sentative ofone of the

four major colonial

powers of the 16th

century— England,

France, the Nether-

lands, and Spain. Your
job is to establish not

only your colonies' but your country's politi-

cal, economic and military presence in this

new land, all against a background ofcom-
petition from other colonizing nations and
the presence of the native inhabitants. How
well you perform the balancing act this en-

tails determines your outcome in Coloniz-

ation. To win, you must develop your colon-

ies to the point where a bid for indepen-

dence can be made— and you've got only a

bit more than 300 years to succeed.

You begin by setting sail aboard the

one ship you've been granted, a small car-

avelle. Then, in considerably less time than it

took the original settlers, you're on the

shores of the new world. It's a good idea to

have some notion of your colonization strat-

egy before you set foot on land. For exam-
ple, ifyou plan to conduct primarily an agri-

cultural strategy, it won't make much sense

to settle in the northern areas.

You can grow food and other

crops there, but not as easily

as you can further south.

One of the balances you
must strike is between what
you keep for yourself in the

way of agricultural and manu-
factured goods, and what you
ship back home to sell. A case

in point is tobacco. Depending
on market conditions you can

get a pretty fair price for your

leaf. If, however, you keep the

tobacco and put it into manu-
factured cigars, your profit is

three times as great.

Work force manage-
ment is also critical. You're

pretty much stuck with a cer-

tain mix of colonists to begin

with, so if you try to make

SoU h'f. 0;-4 -ti

Your home country is the major market for all produce and manufactured

goods until you've developed other avenues in the New World.

farmers out of lumberjacks you're not going

to have the sort of production you would
with full-fledged tree cutters. But ifyou wait

long enough, the workers you need will line

up on the docks of your native land to travel

to the new world. You can also actively re-

cruit for specific vocations while in port back
home, although this means spending some
money. More expensive still, you can bribe

your way into the Royal Academy and co-

erce the institution to train whatever sort of

colonists you'd like.

His Royal Highness is a constant thorn in your

side. As the tax rate increases, so to does anti-

crown sentiment. You'll need at least half of the

populace against the King to start a revolution.

When you establish a colony, you also

receive surrounding countryside for use—
unless it's in the hands of the natives. Some
types of land are obviously more suitable

for farming than others, but you might tem-

porarily want to use the less fertile land for

food production in a dietary pinch. Note
however that some land won't grow food at

all; try planting crops on this terrain, and
you'll be advised that it's an exercise in futil-

ity. Likewise, you can't get ore from every

kind of land.

|
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A nice feature of Colonization is the

choice you're given at the outset of playing

with a geographically correct option—
America— or making the game a true voy-

age of exploration by going with the New
World option. Here, the map is randomly
generated so there are no preconceived

notions of climate, natural resources, and
native populations. It makes colonizing the

new world the crap shoot it actually was for

those early explorers.

In a nod to semi-history, there's a

Continental Congress extant even at the

beginning of the game, and you'll be asked

to nominate a historical figure to the Con-

gress. Once this person has been installed,

certain aspects of game play change.

When your competitors in the New World get

a little greedy, it's handy to have a privateer or

two lying in wait off the coast. The Florida

straits is another good location for a little pre-

emptive scavenging.

Should Pocahontas enter the Congress, for

example, the difficulties of Native American
affairs are eased by half. An especially use-

ful nomination is Jakob Fugger. This suc-

cessful German merchant's presence in

Congress means that any trade boycotts

incurred by tax protests are lifted, and all

tax debt forgiven.

There's one aspect of colonization

that's conspicuous by its absence. Slavery,

such a critical influence on the development

of America, is not addressed at all. In these

days of political correctness, it's under-

standable that the issue of slavery was elim-

inated— and this would be acceptable if the

game were consistently "PC." But the subju-

gation, exploitation, and sometimes exter-

mination of native peoples is vital to game-
play, and featured in all its horrible infamy.

So it's a perplexing why an equally impor-

tant facet of colonization, slavery, is totally

ignored. Are we to assume that the fate of

the Indians is somehow more palatable?

And the grand prize winner is...

An important part of gameplay in Colonization is the

recognition that the major colonial powers of the 16th

century were in the New World for very different rea-

sons. And although some attempt has been made to

link these motives to some sort of genetic/cultural

I
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The strong streak of religious fundamentalism that

still runs through our cultural fabric comes mostly

from English religious outcasts seeking freedom from

persecution by the Crown and the Anglican Church.

factor, the real driving force for colonization had

as much to do with immediate realities as any-

thing else.

The Netherlands, for example, was a

small country even by European standards. In

fact, its greatest explorer was an Englishman,

Henry Hudson. But small as it was, the

Netherlands had a large merchant class, and

these entrepreneurs found the trade possibili-

ties awaiting them in the New World too lucra-

tive to ignore. Forming a number of trading com-

panies, the Dutch felt no real urge to leave their

homeland for good, so they saw colonization as

a matter of merely setting up branch enterprises.

The English too saw the opportunity for

great wealth across the Atlantic, but they also

had social pressures which directed them to

follow a more or less permanent emigration policy.

With all the religious persecution in England, there

was no shortage of souls lining up to journey to an

unknown land. And like Australia a couple of cen-

turies later, America was viewed by England as the

perfect repository for social misfits— primarily

prison inmates. The Georgia colony was comprised

entirely of criminals at first.

The Spanish had two primary overriding rea-

sons for venturing to the Americas— the acquisition

of gold, and the conversion of souls. The former is

well-documented: In the late 16th century, the cost of

replacing a Spanish naval fleet that was sitting at

the bottom of the English Channel was a great impe-

tus to send Spaniards off on treasure hunts, and so

the conquistadors mercilessly plundered the native

populace in hopes of finding great stores of gold.

Then, in a sort of twisted attempt at recompense,

Spanish missionaries tried to bring the eternal Truth

to the newly pauperized natives (the few that were

left, anyway), building missions far afield, many of

which still stand today.

The French are hard to figure. They had, on the

surface, perhaps the best chance of all to succeed in

the New World. Early on they realized the need to

integrate with rather than exploit or subjugate the

American natives, so their dealings with the indians

lacked the acrimony of both Dutch and English col-

onists, or the tragedy of the Spanish. And yet their

'
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The Spanish followed two great call

"heathen" natives to Christianity, am
with gold at the expense of those vei

presence was confined mostly to outposts and

coastal cities, the exception being the Quebecois of

Canada. The main reason for France's relative failure

in America lies with the reluctance of the French

populace to emigrate. In fact, the few French who
did make it to America in the early colonial period

were considered odd by the majority.

High membership in the Sons of Liberty raises productivity and creates a

better-educated populace more inclined to favor independence.

To be fair, however. Colonization can
by no means be considered an accurate his-

torical simulation, nor is it being marketed

as such. But given the game's treatment of

native American relations, couldn't Micro-

Prose have given us the opportunity to in-

troduce African immigrants, this time not as

chattel but as fully equal,

contributing colonists?

The chance to extrapo-

late from this fundamen-
tal change in American
policy could have made
Colonization an even bet-

ter simulation.

It would be great to

report that Colonization

is a visual and aural step

beyond its predecessor.

It's not, however— and
that's something that

might put off people

expecting good looks to

go along with the good
gameplay. There's no
question that the AI and
data management is

excellent here, but it's

certainly not unreasonable to expect better

graphics than these, especially in the static

information displays. I'm not coming down
on the side of image over substance; I'm

just wondering why MicroProse chose to

wed 1992 graphics to a 1994 game.
Despite a couple of tiny shortcomings

and one major— possibly understandable
— omission. Colonization offers a wondrous
gaming experience that will captivate you
with the complexities of a blossoming land.

— Cary Meredith

pr.c

FINAL VERDICT

85
An effec-

tive interface for

gaming complexity

to satisfy the most

exacting player.

We've-seen-it-all-before graphics mean

0that the game may be overlooked by those whose

first criterion is visual flash.

Strategic simulation as only

Sid can do it. Need we say more?
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REVIEWS

I Havoc Controller
& urn

Category: Simulation

Developer: flainboie

Publisher: Trimarh Interactive. 2G44 30lh St.. Santa Monica. CD

30405 [310] 332-3243

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive;

486/33MHz; 8 MB
RAM; 2MB Hard

Drive Space; Win-

dows 3.1 or later;

VGA; Mouse

VESA or PCI local-

bus graphics card;

Windows-compati-

ble sound card

M.S.R.P.: S23.9S

H
ith Air Havoc Controller

,

Trimark Interactive is bet-

ting people will want to

experience a little of the

stress that faces air traffic

controllers, and they're

probably right. This kind of

high-pressure simulation can
be a lot of fun, as long as

you know you can quit any time you
want — and that no real lives are

depending on your every move.
Air Havoc Controller isn't the first

ATC simulation for the PC, and like

Stunning graphics and excellent sound
save Air Havoc Controller from being Just

another control-tower simulation.

Successfully direct a jet to its destination

airport, and you'll see a striking Video for

Windows animation as it touches down.

those that have gone before, it's pretty

simple at its core. You're in charge of a

30-mile wide chunk of Arizona airspace

that includes three airports (Phoenix,

Deer Valley, and Scottsdale) and several

navigation beacons. Planes taking off,

landing, or just passing through the

area all need your help to avoid mid-air

collisions and all those other misadven-
tures the FAA tends to frown upon.

It doesn't sound like much, but
things get interesting fast when you've
got eight or more planes in the air, all

with different flight plans, speeds and
altitudes — or when two of those jetlin-

ers are coming from opposite dir-

ections and planning to land at the

same airport. All you can do is "rack

'em and stack 'em," as they say in the

air-traffic trade, and hope things don't

get any hairier before you can hand off



feet score of 1,000 at the easiest level

isn't nearly as impressive as a rating of

600 at the toughest, but there's nothing

in the game to reflect that. Also, the

game doesn't keep track of scores — a

shame, since a simple "Hall of Fame"
screen should have been easy to add.

Ultimately, this is a pretty limit-

ed game. Still, Air Havoc Controller is

a real treat for the eyes and ears —
and at times (despite its tendency to

get repetitious), the adrenal glands.

Gamers with powerful multimedia
machines — Pentium processors and
triple-speed CD-ROM drives — will

want to take advantage of an offer to

upgrade the game to an enhanced ver-

sion with 16-bit, CD-quality sound
effects and 32K-color graphics.

—Dan Bennett

SI GAMER
Truly

beautiful 3D anima-

tions and realistic

stereo sounds.

No provi-

sion for saving or restoring sessions. Little varia-

tion in game play.

AHC's outstanding graphics

and sound make it stand out from the crowd.

FINAL VERDICT

some of those planes to

other airports or to

another controller out-

side your airspace.

What makes Air

Havoc Controller differ-

ent from other ATC
simulations are the

sights and sounds. The
game takes full advan-
tage of Windows'
640x480 resolution in

256 colors, so even the

still pictures in the on-

line aircraft encyclope-
dia look very sharp. The
game also features 455
megabytes of movies
created in 3D Studio.

Release a plane for take-

off, and you see it head
for the sky, its every
angle and curve rendered in pains-

taking detail. Direct a jet to your air-

port, and you're treated to its graceful

touchdown, complete with digitized

stereo sound.
Of course, the most spectacular

visuals only show themselves when
something goes horribly wrong and one
or two planes go down in flames. But
the designers of Air Havoc Controller,

rightfully proud of their work, were
thoughtful enough to include a VCR
option that lets you view any of the

Boeing 747 Row; tw^tanue passtugw i cago
Batftpon

Crew: Tw>. i<> to 412 pusseogen

Powered by; F<xnS7.800ibthrutf

Genetat Sec** CF6-80C2 iurbotww

Dimensions: Span J! 3 ft length

251 .9? ft wing we* 5.«5« sq ft

Performance; cm** 5C7 kno»;

rang* 7,370 mite* ceding «.6S0

Load: Uptomsoon*

yiewHangaEjpUoMan Menu

The on-line encyclopedia provides diagrams and specifications of

all the aircraft in the simulation.

game's movies from the main menu.
Air Havoc Controller has several

preset difficulty options, each with a

different time limit and number of

planes. The highest level, "Terror in the

Tower," has 50 planes passing through
your airspace in just 45 minutes — but

if that's not tough enough, the game
can be customized to last up to 90 min-
utes and send as many as 99 planes

your way.
Unfortunately, your score isn't

adjusted to reflect the challenge; a per-

Available at Babbage's, Best Buy, CompUSA, Egghead Software, Electronics Boutique, Fry's Electronics, Software Etc., and otherfine retailers.

Product Information Number 157

11993 Video Games Magazine

A FANTASY STRATEGY GAME
“With its combination ofreal-time strategy, resource management, simple combat system,

and great graphics and sound, WarCraft has all the elements to become a mega-hit!"

Matt Firme Editor, PC GAMER

ENTERTAINMENT
vV Available for MS-DOS on

1|j§(P CD-ROM and 3.5” disks

New from BLIZZARD, the Winner of the

Best Entertainment Software Developer Award 1

Enter the world of WarCraft,

a mystical land where evil ores

and noble humans battle for

survival and domination.
With an ingenious arsenal of

weaponry and powerful magic,

these two forces collide in a

contest of cunning, intellect,

and brute strength.

Destroy the orcish hordes or
crush the weakling humans...

the choice is yours.

For A FREE MS-DOS
3.5” Demo Disk Call

1-800-545-7677 ext. 600

Local 310-793-0600

Hurry! Supplies are limited.



REVIEWS

Relentless: Tuiinsen's Adventure

REQUIRED

CD-ROM drive;

486/25; DOS 5.0;

4MB RAM; SVGA

M.S.R.P.: SS9.9S

WE RECOMMEND
Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486/33;

Supported sound

cards.

've always loved a good adventure
game; puzzling through worlds you
can only dream about as a character

you'll never be just gives me a special

thrill. Yet lately I've felt a bit left out,

because it seems there aren't as many
adventure games being released as

there once were. And much of this

year's sparse crop has been disap-

pointing — take a look at Robinson's

Requiem or Shadow of the Comet, for

example.

Oh sure, there have been some
good games, too— like Sierra's Gab-

riel Knight, LucasArts Sam and Max Hit the

Road, and last month's Editors' Choice
winner Beneath a Steel Sky by Virgin. But

still, too many of the adventures being pro-
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There are plenty of these action-packed surprises waiting for you in

Relentless: Twinsen’s Adventure.

Twinsun is a place full of magic, hearts, lucky clovers... Wait a minute! Is

this a game, or a breakfast-cereal commercial?

duced rely on blocky graphics and tired old

find-the-clue pixel hunts, instead of trying

to figure out what makes the best games in

this exciting genre so good.

With Relentless: Twinsen's Adventure,

Adeline Software shows that they've been
paying attention to what works— and even

thought up a few new things of their own.
By mixing the simple and effective

control scheme of a game like Alone in the

Dark with a superb graphic environment,

Adeline set themselves up with a good
foundation on which to build a truly unique

PC GRMER Januanj 199S

Only the French can design a game
where the hero's a pinhead in a

bedshirt — and still make it fun to play.

game. Add to that

efficient inventory

management and the

ability to change
your character's

attributes to suit a

variety of situations,

and you're talking

about something
decidedly different.

But don't ex-

pect Relentless to

win you over with a

nail-biting thriller of

a storyline. The plot

is one from the "de-

feat the tyrant" files,

with a bit of cartoon-

ish magic and pro-

phecy thrown in for

good measure.

While the story

doesn't ever hamper
your enjoyment of

the game, it may initially be a little thin for

players who prize plot over action.

There is some story,

though. During the introduc-

tion you'll learn how the evil

Dr. FunFrock has taken control

of the planet Twinsun, moving
its people to the southern

hemisphere (why he did this is

part of what you're trying to

figure out). He achieves his

goals through military occupa-
tion, as well as some diabolical

technologies: cloning and tele-

portation. Through cloning,

FunFrock has almost unlimited

forces at his disposal. And by
using teleporters, those clones

can appear at nearly any loca-

tion to suppress potential trou-

blemakers.

As Twinsen, a young
Quetch (one

of the four

races of

Twinsun), you'll attempt

to fulfill a prophecy and
overthrow FunFrock.

Sounds simple, right?

Well, first you'll

have to get yourself out

of a prison cell, duke it

out with some guards,

then make your way back
home— avoiding some
very nasty Groboclones

along the way. And it's in

these first few sequences

that the interface of Relentless begins to

show its charm. Moving the character with

the cursor keys couldn't be easier—just

push 'em and go. Press the CTRL key to

change your attributes, hit the spacebar to

use an item or perform an action, and use
the SHIFT key to access your inventory.

It's all very simple and natural, something
a complete novice can grasp and experi-

enced gameplayers will appreciate. Un-
fortunately, there's no option for mouse or

joystick control.

As mentioned, you can set different

attributes for your character: Normal,
Athletic, Aggressive, and Discreet. In the

normal mode you walk, talk, activate de-

vices, and pick up items during your jour-

ney by using the cursor keys and hitting

the spacebar. The Athletic mode allows

the player to run, jump, and even call

attention to himself, while Discreet lets

you sneak quietly past trouble spots.

Aggressive

attributes are

used for combat,

and can be set to

auto mode so that

when you hit the

spacebar your
character auto-

matically chooses

an appropriate

attack (such as a

punch or kick) to

use on your op-

ponent. If you
prefer, you can

pick your own

As this reclusive Rabbibunni will soon tell you

this desert locale is home to a few secrets



offense by selecting the manual mode,
then using the spacebar and cursor keys to

control combat. Sometimes its best to use

a magic attack by pressing the ALT key—
especially considering Twinsen's annoying

inability to move or run while he's being

hit (the manual states that the best way to

avoid this problem is to run backward
instead of forward).

The save-game feature is a fairly

clumsy affair. You'll have to quit the game
you're currently playing in order to Copy
Current Game to a new name (each new
game you play must have its own name).

And if you think you can rejoin a saved

game exactly where you left off, you're in

for a surprise. When you restore, you're

often thrown back a screen from where
you left off and must work back to where
you want to be, making the more difficult

puzzles even more frustrating. Also, if

you're unfortunate enough to make a mis-

take where a Groboclone equipped with a

^ Wait a minute— that water looks pretty rough!

It looks like Twinsen may have a little trouble keeping

his meal down on this journey.

sleeping bail appears, you will (there's no
getting out of this) be sent to the nearest

detention cell and only be able to restore

your game from there.

With the extra storage space a CD-

1

ROM affords, it's no surprise that Relent-

less features full voice acting. At its best,

this can help propel the story to a new
level. But too often the acting (or overact-

ing, I should say) is cartoonish and annoy-

ing. It's all fun at first, but I recom-
mend you listen to it once and then

set the volume accordingly.

Quality sound effects, however,

are not lacking. From the popgun
sounds of the guards' rifles to the

realistic footsteps crossing a marble

floor, then turning to a soft crush of

shoes on carpet, you'll want to keep

these sounds coming through loud

and clear.

But the most prominent and
defining feature of Relentless is the

quality of its graphics and anima-

tion. If you like your pixels big and
juicy, you'll need to look elsewhere

to satisfy your desires. The SVGA
graphics are rich and evocative, and
the inhabitants ofTwinsun move
smoothly and convincingly through

their 3D-rendered world— even on a

486/33. It's a remarkable thing to see.

The plot and characters in Relent-

less: Twinsen's Adventure are more cute

than menacing, and the puzzles here

aren't likely to chal-

lenge experienced

gamers used to

mind-bending dif-

ficulty. But that's

not what this

game is all about.

Relentless: Twin-

sen's Adventure
presents an invit-

ing, enjoyable

world that'll make
you want to

charge forward
just to see what's

next. And isn't

that ultimately

what adventure

gaming is all

about?
— Todd Vaughn

Even though he's not much of a traveler, Twinsen must get on that boat!

Attitude Adjustment
Made Easy

By giving the player the option of changing charac-

ter attributes, Adeline Software has opened up a

whole new area for exploration — and it’s an idea I

think more publishers should take the time to con-

sider. Although the use of these different modes in

Relentless: Twinsen's Adventure is somewhat limit-

ed, the potential the notion offers shouldn't be lost on

game developers.
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1GAMER
Great

look, extremely

easy to use inter-

face, and nice

sound effects.

[,©Wl5i Cartoonish storyline, poor voice acting,

and a clumsy save-game feature.

J&I / Dj'jJ Uj'J'Ij If you can look beyond the few

flaws. Relentless: Twinsen's Adventure is a pretty

unique— and enjoyable— adventure game.

FINAL VERDICT
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“....Awesome...!

“....Breath Taking...!”

“....Heart Stopping...!”

WARNING :THIS GAME
CONTAINS SCENES OF

VIOLENCE NOT SUITABLE

FOR SMALL CHILDREN.

©1994 CREATIVE REALITY

EMPIRE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT. 13229 WISTERIA DRIVE. DAY N-2, GERMANTOWN. MD 20874 VOICE: (301) 916 9392 FAX: (301) 916 0437
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REVIEWS

Blachtliome

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
386/1 6MHz; 4MB RAM 386/25MHz; Supported

(2MB EMS); 1.7MB sound cards; Gravis

hard-drive space GamePad

M.S.R.P.: S40-

Guns, guts, glory — this one has everything

an arcade fan could ask for. And your main

task is a simple one: kill, and kill again.

the tyranny of the sorcerer Sarlac,

leader of the evil and appropriately

mutated Ka'dra'suul and murderer
of Blackthorne's father King Vlaros.

Blizzard has done a fantastic job of

animating Kyle Blackthorne. You
see your character run, crouch.

W
ith so many first-person

action titles on the way.
I'm afraid that an "old-

fashioned” action game
like Blackthorne might be
lost in the crowd. That
would be a real shame,
because this game delivers

satisfaction from the

minute you start playing.

You play as Kyle

Blackthorne, a former
U.S.M.C. officer turned
mercenary. Well, that's

only partially true. In truth, Blackthorne

is the son of King Vlaros, one-time ruler

of the other-dimensional land of Tuul,

and his life as a

marine and hired

gun has merely
been training for

his ultimate

return to Tuul.

When Black-

thorne escapes
the M.P.'s guard-
ing him and flys a

stolen helicopter

to apparent safe-

ty, he finds him-
self thrown back
into Tuul. His

mission — to free

his people, the

Androthi, from

Trying to save every Androthi you meet can

be dangerous— and futile. Look out below!

This is what it's all about -

ions full of buckshot. Open

shoot, jump, climb, and roll his way
through 17 levels just chock-full of ene-

mies and obstacles. There are a few
puzzles

thrown in —
mostly of the

step-on-this-

plate-to-

open-that-

door-to-get-

a-key variety
— but the

focus is de-

cidedly on
shootin' and
runnin' and
jumpin'. The
enemy ani-

mations,

however,
aren't quite as

- filling one of Sarlac’s min-

up and bleed, hellspawn!

n
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When you see pressure pads, watch out! They

might open a door, or they might cause a

machine gun to drop from the ceiling.

good those for the hero; in fact, your
foes hardly move except to step from
the shadows and open fire.

Music usually takes a back seat to

the gunplay in this sort of game, but the

soundtrack here is phenomenal, a

strange blend of martial and medieval

tunes set against modulating synth

tones. The sound is so rich, in fact, that

it truly deserves the "3D Sound" mon-
iker. The effects are also good, with

gunshots and grunts bringing the

bloody adventure to life. And thanks to

full support of the Gravis Gamepad, you
can sit back and enjoy that soundtrack

without being chained to your keyboard
(though keyboard control is very good).

Unless you hate action games, pick

up Blackthorne. And if you do hate

action games, at least take a look at it

over a friend's shoulder: You might be
converted. Oh, by the way, you can

shoot those friendly Androthi chained to

the walls — but you wouldn't do that,

would you?
— Steve Poole

UU GAMER
PCC

FINAL VERDICT

867-

Here are a few of the enemies you'll encounter in Blackthorne: (1 ) Andromedogs are turncoat Androthi: kill

them unmercilessly. (2) The goblin-like Grag'ohrs come in three varieties the greenies are the easiest to kill.

(3) The whip-wielding Whar’orks can strike from quite a distance. Use Hover Bombs to quickly destroy

them. (4) Rock Beasts are impervious to damage when curled into a ball, but they're easy to dodge. (5) The

tentacles of the Eeeker plant grab and hold you until the plant explodes.

JJJdJJiji Great

animation, cool

music and sound

effects, and plenty

of bang-bang make

this the best action-adventure since Flashback.

LO'jJ di You'll find yourself doing the same thing

over and over again; weak enemy animations.

li O f i Dj’jJ IJj'Jdi A great mix of gunplay and

puzzles, sure to please any arcade fan.
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REVIEWS

NHL nil 95
Calegory: Spoils simulationnx 7578. San Mateo, Cfl 94403.

REQUIRED WE RECOMMEND
CD-ROM drive;

386/33Mhz; 4MB
RAM; 10MB hard-

drive space; DOS
5.0 or later SVGA
(512K RAM)

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive;

486/25MHz; Sound
Blaster or 100%
compatible sound

cards; Mouse and

gamepad

M.S.R.P.: SS9.9S

H

as it already been a year since

EA Sports brought NHL Hockey
to the PC? Well, I guess it's true

what they say about time flying

when you're having fun. The
release of EA Sports' cleverly

named sequel, NHL Hockey '95,

does coincide with the original's

one-year anniversary— and
made me realize that perhaps
I've been having too much fun.

While the game is every

bit as entertaining as its prede-

cessor and does include a few
new features, most of the improvements
over last year's version are mainly in the

presentation of setup and opening screens,

and have no significant effect on gameplay.

So is NHL Hockey '95 merely a glitzier, up-
dated version of the original? Not exactly,

as one look at the rosters and player rat-

ings will attest. Still, the one big gripe that

can be lodged against NHL '95 is that this is

a lot of dough to pay for updated stats and
prettier intro screens.

But if you haven't tried the original,

then NHL Hockey '95 is just the answer for

those dull winter evenings. The entire pro-

gram has been designed to convey the pro-

fessional air of an actual sports broadcast.

9ic
While EA Sports' second PC
hockey title is a great game, last year's

followers may feel left out in the cold.

I

New checking, blocking, and goalie animations give this

sequel more realism than its predecessor.

Team line-ups and statistical analyses are

presented with television-style graphics

and with actual photos for studio hosts

and rink announcers; NHL '95 could

almost fill in for those canceled ESPN and
Hockey Night in Canada telecasts. Catchy
in-studio music gives way to authentic

organ music once you take the ice, and a

digitized stadium announcer gives the offi-

cial calls on all goals and penalties.

This slick new image and great

sound quality are made possible by the

game's CD-ROM format, the biggest and
most obvious change from the original.

The CD replaces the four disks required to

install NHL Hockey, but don't get too excit-

ed— you'll still need to set aside a cool

10MB of hard-drive space. The access time

for the CD-ROM is minimal, though, and
only becomes noticeable between periods

and when retrieving statistical data.

Keyboard, mouse, and gamepads
are supported, but if you intend to control

players out on the

ice a gamepad is

essential. Passing,

shooting, and
checking com-
mands are exe-

cuted with the

touch of a button,

and skating is

much quicker to

learn than the

real-life experi-

ence. Advanced
techniques like

laying down to

block shots and a

one-timer shot

can be easily ach-

ieved with

practice, and give you incredible con-

trol over your team's performance.

Your teammates fill the lanes as real

players would, so even if you can't see

a linemate you can be fairly confident

that he'll be there when you pass in

that direction.

The only drawback to the

arcade play is that once you've played

the game long enough to develop the

aforementioned skills— and master
the sure-fire technique for scoring on
a goalie one-on-one— it becomes
clear that the game's artificial intelli-

gence just can't keep up. And while

the game can still be enjoyable to play,

constantly winning by 7-1 margins
takes a little fun out of the experience.

A point-and-click interface

makes it simple to play an exhibition

Be sure to keep a fresh line on the ice at all

times, or your players will look like their skat-

ing through mud.

In the Central Registry, you can create

free agents and adjust their attribute rat-

ings in 16 categories to determine their

on-ice effectiveness.

game, set up a league, edit lines for any
team, or browse through several cate-

gories of statistics. Besides rosters, stats,

and player ratings that are

current through the end of

last season, NHL '95 also

includes a new feature

called the Central Registry

which allows you to make
modifications to the player

databases. Thanks to the

Registry, you can now swap
players from one team to

another, cut guys from the

roster, and add free agents.

You can even create free

agents from scratch and
customize everything from
their names and jersey num-
bers to their aggressiveness

and agility ratings. Unfort-

unately, the Central Registry

is essentially the only addition to NHL
Hockey that affects actual play.

As in the original, up to 26 people

can participate in league play (one for each

1 1
I ...j tafe
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Every player's attributes and statistics can be

accessed, along with portraits for select

members of each club.

f
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Playoff series pit any two teams in one-,

three-, five-, or seven-game wars en route to

the coveted Stanley Cup.

Your pre-game coaching duties include

dressing and scratching players until you

arrive at a total of 18 skaters and 2 goalies.

NHL club), and players can export their

team to a floppy disk for use on other PCs
with NHL '95. The program simulates

game results and stats for all match-ups

that don't involve a human player, and
compiles team standings and a list of

league leaders in a variety of categories. A
playoff option allows you to bypass the

league's lengthy 84-game season and get

right to the fight for the Stanley Cup. An
instant replay feature not only lets you
review the last several seconds of the

action, but it also lets you save your fav-

orites to a league or playoff highlight reel.

If you're a fan of sports games and
never experienced last year's NHL Hockey,

you should seriously consider adding NHL
Hockey '95 to your library. It's everything

the original was and a little more. But for

owners of NHL Hockey, the "little more"
may not be enough to convince them to

break open their piggy banks— at least

not yet.

—Doug Brumley

If It's In The Game...

The programmers for NHL Hockey 95 really did their homework in order to live up to EA Sports' slogan,

"if it's in the game, it's in the game." Now, you might think that the lack of fighting in NHL Hockey 95

may cast a shadow of doubt on the claim, but the NHL effectively tied EA Sports' hands when it told the

company it would revoke the NHL license if blood or fighting was included in the game.

But even with that aspect of the game missing, there are still plenty of detailed animations to real

ly give the action a realistic appearance. Pay close attention while playing, and you'll notice that even

the smallest events of a real-life hockey game are captured in NHL Hockey 95.

£R Sports

3rd Star .rry 1

S-J#3 U. BuIsayev
1

r,od r

li

P

...but if you don t like the call you

can let him know about it!

The selection of the game's three

stars is a long-time hockey tradition.

Each game is presented as an actual hockey telecast, complete with TV-style graphics and still pho-

tos of broadcast anchors that decorate option screens.

USGAMER FINAL VERDICT

Profes-

sional presentation

and great game play. 90v
110373; There’s not

much other than improved game presentation and

stats to separate this from the original NHL Hockey.

33
i ??n If you don’t own the original, this

is as good as it gets; if you do, try before you buy.

Januari] 1



YOUR MISSION... SEARCH AND FULLFILL!

An Interactive CD-ROM From the Creators

oF the Technology Acclaimed to be

allows you total control of the intense

action! The Space Sirens are virtually

yours to fulfill your every desire!
Current Technology

will Allow.”

Electronic Games
Magazine

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

1st 500 Callers Who
Order Space Sirens

Receive $20 OFF the

regular price oF $69.95

andaFREEPIXIS
Sampler CD-ROM
(A $9.95 Value).

immerse you in a world whe

your dreams become reality.

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER:

800.999.7995
TEL: 201.783.3600 FAX: 201.783.3686

Send Orders To: Mission Control

7 Oak Place - PCG0195P - Montclair, NJ

07042. MC, Visa, Discover, Checks & Money

Orders. Checks held 14 days. Please

Include Phone N? / Shipping $7 OVERNIGHT

(most areas) Int'l Shipping S2S (Most

Countries) Must be 21+ To Order.

transports you into a new realm of

pleasure and excitement.

Product Information Number 120

COMPUTER SPECIAL EFFECTS BY

PRODUCED BY /VlMI\l\ /VICUIA & iMUL VVU A HAD imCKAUIVC KCLLHX
© 1994 PIXIS INTERACTIVE All Rights Reserved Worldwide. Dealer Inquiries Coll: 71 4.669.1818 •Fnx:71 4.573.1 210 •Online Address: PIXIS lnt@aol.comEXPLICIT SEXUAL INTERACTIVITY
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Alternate Lives
FANTASY AND ROLE-PLAYING GAMES • NEWS • TRENDS

It's HU in Hie Mail You Look at II

he idea behind
roleplaying is that

you take on the

persona of a char-

acter in a story. A
good FRP lets you
get to know your
character well

enough that they

become individu-

als in your mind
(check out Betrayal

at Krondor, Raven-

loft: Stradh's Pos-

session, or Faerie

Tale Adventure
from a zillion

years ago), and a

good FRP also

gives you a worth-

while story for

that character to play around in

(Krondor again. Challenge of
the Five Realms, Ultima VI and
VII). Character, plot— what
else could you ask for?

Well, let's look at perspec-

tive. You know, the stuffyou
learned in your ninth-grade

English classes. First-person

perspective, third-person per-

spective, the strengths and
merits of each. On the off

chance you can't quite remem-
ber the distinction, in a first-

person perspective the story is

told using the first-person pro-

noun "I." You see the story

through the eyes of usually one
character only (although this

varies), and the story you get

depends on that character's

senses, thoughts, and feelings.

Third-person narratives are

much more common. He
thought this, she said this, they

did this— the author can get

inside the mind of any number
of characters, but there's no "I".

I've oversimplified all this, but

basically that's the difference, at

least in books.

But what about FRPs? Do
the same differences hold?

Again, this matters because the

idea behind role-playing is for

you to play a character in a

story. So the story-telling tech-

niques of one proven medium
(books) should at least be useful

to story-tellers in another

(games). Are they? As it turns

out, yes, but the effects are

quite different.

FRPs are divided into two
major types: first-person and
third-person. First-person

games are almost always label-

ed as such (just read the back of

the box), but third-person is

usually called "overhead per-

spective" or something similar.

In a first-person FRP, you see

the action through the eyes of

your characters. In fact, you
don't see the characters them-
selves unless you call up the in-

ventory displays. Overhead per-

spective gives you a view of the

entire party as seen from some-
where above them (the sky, a

rooftop, whatever). Here you're

looking down, god-like, on the

entire party all at once, and you
play the game from that per-

spective rather than theirs.

Some games combine the two
perspectives (Realms ofArkania

and Death Knights ofKrynn, for

instance), giving you a first-per-

son perspective while inside

of the storyline. You spend so

much time peering around cor-

ners, unlocking doors, and in-

vestigating every little item you
find lying in the corner that the

real goals of your quest become
secondary. It's almost as if Indi-

ana Jones had spent the bulk of

Raiders ofthe Lost Ark examin-
ing and then battling every sin-

gle snake that appeared, rather

than racing through a particu-

lar scene and into the next part

of the plot.

Elsewhere in this issue, I

review SSI's Wake ofthe Rav-

ages the second installment of

the Dark Sun series. It's a good
game, very good at times, and
like Dark Sun quite refreshing

in its third-person perspective.

But for some reason, third-per-

towns and dungeons, and a

third-person perspective when
moving across a strategic map.

The venerated grandfa-

ther of computer FRPs, Wiz-

ardry, established first-person

as the standard. Ultima did the

same for third-person. In re-

cent years, however, first-per-

son has clearly won out as the

perspective of choice. The col-

orful, appealing, first-person

graphics of Bard's Tale, and
later Dungeon Master (and its

clone. Eye of the Beholder), en-

sured the success of that per-

spective, and more recent

offerings such as Ultima Un-
derworld and Legends of Val-

our increased its popularity

even more. And Ultima Under-

world begat Doom, and Doom
begat legions.

The charm of first-person

is that it shows you the sur-

roundings through the charac-

ters' eyes; the disadvantage is

that it focuses things so minute-

ly that you can easily lose sight

This month,
Neil rolls up
his sleeves and
tackles one of

the most
debated topics

in roleplaying:

Which works
best in an

RPG, the first-

or third-person

perspective?

And now,
here's Neil

!

rmation Number 89

son games tend to get shunted
aside in favor of the more pop-
ular first-person. From my
standpoint, it's easier to keep
your mind on goals and strate-

gy in a third-person game, be-

cause you're not forced to

spend all your time checking

under every doormat for a key.

As a result, game elements such

as interaction with NPCs or

learning where to go next take

on a much greater significance.

You have to keep concentrating

on your mission, because if you
don't you end up wandering
around looking stupid. And los-

ing, in the long run.

In books, most of the
great plots have been told from
the third-person perspective —
and there's a reason for that.

Stories told from the first-per-

son quite naturally limit what
gets told; they must if they're to

be realistic at all, because no
one person can see everything

(despite what some guys might
tell you). So the stories become
highly focused on the charac-

ters themselves. Third-person
narratives can focus on plot

development and the overall

structure of the story as a

whole. While characters are

crucial, they're fascinating as

much for the way they fit that

structure as for themselves.

Again, this is oversimplifying.

But there it is.

Computer FRPs have a

huge disadvantage over books.

Because you're playing the

characters, they don't really get

fleshed out. They become
pawns at your disposal, and
only in the rare (and extremely

welcome) game do they take on
personalities. This is especially

true of first-person perspec-

tives, where every character's

viewpoint tends to be identical.

This isn't nearly as true of

third-person games, where
individual characters can be
represented by unique icons,

sounds, and features.

Third-person games are

much more capable than first-

person games of giving us

worthwhile plots, and that's

why I prefer them by a consid-

erable margin. I hope the huge
popularity of the first-person

perspective doesn't stop de-

signers — and storytellers—
from doing more with the

third-person perspective.

PCG
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TAKE A TEST DRIVE!
For a free demo, see below*

&—' 700 horse- And now Papyrus introduces I

power monsters that can blast you past NASCAR RACING. A simulation so '1

200 MPH in a couple of heartbeats. Or put you rea / you’ll think you need a roll cage. >
*

.

' '

' %
against the wall in a careless instant.

The officially licensed NASCAR simulation. You’ll race on 9 different NASCAR-sanctioned tracks. Drive the world’s hottest stock

cars— against top NASCAR drivers. They may blow you off the track at first. But practice, practice, practice . You’ll start moving up.

The real feel. \Ne’ve duplicated Realistic dangeh Hit a wall

real-car behavior— everything from and you’ll know it. Sparks shower,

speed to engine setup, tire condition, parts fly off, wham! You mav be

fuel load, and more. able to go on, or it may mean bac,

Plus, you control spoiler angles, to the garage. By the way, It’s one

tire types, camber, gear ratios, thing running solo — but racing

suspension stiffness, you name it. in a crowded field, you need eyes

The combinations are endless, on the front, sides and beck of

And so is the fascination. your head.

The real look. Papyrus’ exclu-

sive 3-D Super Texture
m
technology

gives you TV-like realism — on

everything from cars to terrain to

track-side billboards. Even the paint

jobs and decals are authentic —
plus, you can custom-paint your

car your way.

“Knock-down gorgeous”
9A CD-ROM. That’s what PC
Gamer said about our crisp, clear

S1/6/1 graphics. (Sept. ’94) Looks

so real you can almost smell

burning rubber.

Call 1-800-836-1802 ($5.95 for shipping

and handling). Or, download a demo
from Papyrus’ BBS (617-576-7472),

j
from CompuServe (GO PAPYRUS), /
or from Internet (ftp.std.com). / Available in stores in November - just in time for Christmas!

Visit your local retailer. Or call 1-800-836-1802

CD-ROM Version:-
Double-spin CD-ROM drive

VGA; 386 33MHz or greater, 4MB RAM, MS-DOS 5.0 or

fater, VGA, hard drive with-8MB free.

SVGA: 486 66MHz or greater, 8MB RAM, MS-DOS 5.0

or later, VGA, hard drive with 8MB free.

System Requirements:

Disk Version
386 33MHz or greater, 4MB RAM, MS-DOS
5.0 or later, VGA, hard drive with 15MB free.

" Most major sound cards supported

Distributed

exclusively worldwide

by Virgin Interactive

Entertainment, Inc.

18061 Fitch Avenue

Irvine, CA 92714

From the perfectionists who brought you IndyCaHRacing.

Papyrus' "phenomenal" IndvCar Racing has won almost every

major award in the business. Guess what will win this yearM
IBM PC screens shown. Actual screens may vary. NASCAR is a registered trademark of the National Association for Stock Car Auto

Racing, IncfNASCAR Racing is officially licensed by NASCAR. Papyrus is a registered trademark of Papyrus Design Group, Inc. entertainment

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO DRIVE
THE FASTEST CTDtiPCMg ON EARTH!

Wjlifti'r Gten international

fj 'nl hiL
J
MM It’s pure No wonder NASCAR® is the world’s

f

i

'mill "u/E/JM brute force. #1 motorsport.
/
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fter Electronic

Arts' PGA
Tour Golf486
knocked my
argyle socks

off, I started

wondering
what the other

contenders for

the computer
golf crown
were up to.

Obviously,

Access and
Accolade (the

powers behind

Links 386 Pro
and Jack Nick-

laus Signature

Edition respec-

tively) aren't

standing still. Both companies
will spend the winter working
on their own next-generation

golf sims— and the way these

games are shaping up, I can't

wait to see the finished prod-

ucts. The developers for each

company are taking the strong

points of their existing prod-

ucts and building on them:

Where Nicklaus had a course

editor that turned computer
golfers across the country into

instant course architects, the

next one will feature an even
stronger course editor. Access,

on the other hand, set the

graphics standard for all com-
puter games with Links 386;

the next Links promises to look

even better.

Now that Access has wrapped
up Under a Killing Moon, the

developers are turning their

full attention to the next install-

ment in the immensely popular
Links series. The working title

is Links Pentium, but that won't
be the final name.

There's a four-by-eight

bulletin board at the Access

office, literally covered with

suggestions from players— a
wish list for the next genera-

tion of Links golf. My number
one wish? Tournament play.

"That has been bandied

around," said Jim Slade, a mar-
keting executive with Access.

"There is that capability, but to

what extent we'll implement it I

don't know. You can promise
them the moon, and then come
up with New Jersey. There are

a lot of things we'd like to do,

but some ofthem are just not
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physically possible."

What will be included in

the new Links? Here are a few
tidbits to whet your appetite.

Links Pentium will have fly-bys

of the entire course as well as

tours of the facilities, including

the clubhouse. That's inside the

clubhouse, mind you. "We
want to give the ambiance of

the course itself," Slade said.

"Golfers like not only mechan-
ics, but the feel of the country-

side and the amenities of the

club itself."

The main game engine

will be basically the same. No
problem there: If it ain't broke,

don't fix it. But if you thought

Links couldn't look any more
realistic, think again. Links for

Pentium will jump from the

Lee Buchanan

that can take advantage of that

performance," Slade said.

The Golden Bear
The developers over at Ac-

colade are well into their own
new golf sim. Jack Nicklaus

Golf: Golden Bear Edition. This

one promises to be a lot more
than just an upgrade to Nicklaus

Signature Edition, an enduring

game that still holds up well

despite its outdated graphics.

While the graphics in

Signature Edition can't mea-
sure up to those in even Links

386, that's about to change.

The new Jack sim will run in

Windows at a resolution of

640x400 with 256 colors, ac-

cording to Daniel Jeung, direc-

tor of product marketing at

640x480 resolution of 386 to

1024x768. "You'll feel like you
can reach down and pick up a

blade of grass," Slade said.

One of the most pleasant

features of Links 386 was the

ability to upgrade courses from
the original Links: The Chal-

lenge of Golfto the new format.

The new Links will also allow

players to convert courses from
older formats. Of course, some
of the new features— the fly-

bys and the clubhouse tours—
won't be available on those

converted courses.

What will it take to run

the new Links? Well, it's not

being referred to as Links Pent-
\

ium for nothing. Actually,

Slade said the game will run on
|

a 486, or even a 386, but you
can expect some s-l-o-w screen

|

redraws. On a Pentium com-
puter, "it will be almost instan-

taneous. A lot of people are

now buying the newer mach-
ines, and they want software

Electronic

Arts' PGA
Tour Golf 486
isn't the only

new links

simulation on
the way. Lee

takes a look

at two other

great golf

titles that

should give

EA a real run

for its money.
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barSport Accolade. Why Win
dows? "Almost every new
computer system sold into the

home market has Windows
installed," Jeung said. "It's the

operating system of choice.”

Accolade will release

Golden Bear Edition on floppy

first, then on CD-ROM. The
floppy version will include three

sets of player animations: male
and female players, and Jack

himself. The CD version include

several more, with special ani-

mations for Black, Asian, Older,

and Very Young golfers.

Two Nicklaus-designed

courses — Colleton River in

Hilton Head, S.C. and the

Country Club of the South in

Georgia — will be included in

the game. And there will be an
improved golf course architect

program, though Accolade has

yet to decide if it will be includ-

ed in the game or sold as a

separate product If the course

architect program is sold sepa-

rately, it will be combined with

the game in the CD version.

The new course builder

promises to be a leap ahead of

the excellent editor in Signa-

ture Edition. "In the old ver-

sion, you designed 18 separate

holes. Now you'll be designing

a complete course, so you can
zoom into one hole or view the

whole course. You'll also be
able to cut and paste from one
hole to another, so if you like a

bunker, you can paste it wher-
ever you like," Jeung told me.

"We're still going with

standard stroke play, skins, and
match play," he continued. "But

we're also looking at other

games people play on the

course, like best ball and scram-
ble, just to make it more fun."

While Access will try

again to push the envelope.

Accolade is aiming for a

broader audience; minimum
hardware looks to

with 4 megs of RAM.
And finally, some very

good news: Both Links Pent-

ium and Golden Bear Edition

will include modem play. It's

about time, too, since comput-
er golfing is such an ideal

activity for those rainy days.
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Damon and Dpmix do Desert Island Discs

ou know the game:
Ifyou were trapped

on a desert island

with only three CDs
(remember when it

and some of the smoothest
control ever available? And
these three disks have it all,

demanding only a modest
amount of hard drive space.

was albums?), what i and even come with online

Windows manuals, complete

me that was a tough ' with illos (don't worry, printed

'
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would they be? For

call, but I always

narrowed it down to

Lennon's Plastic Ono
Band,Sabbath's
Sabbath Bloody
Sabbath, and Floyd's

Wish You Were
Here. But, hell, the

albums you'd have
to leave behind
would hurt bad.

Now what if

those desert island

CDs were CD-ROMs? Were
there any that I just couldn't

live without?

Well, there are now,
thanks to Dynamix. My three

desert island CD-ROMs are all

from Damon Slye's "Great

Warplanes Series," featuring

Aces of the Pacific, Aces Over
Europe, and Red Baron with

A- 10 Tank Killer (at least until

Civilization CD-ROM comes
out), and man, they are killers.

We gotta get something
straight here: These are some
of the best flight simulators

ever created. Period, end of

subject— and sit down, all

you Falcon 3.0'ers. Granted,

every single nuance of every

plane isn't modeled down to

the micron and millisecond, but
|

what other sims have wrapped
beautiful graphics and lush

sound in a package featuring a
j

stunning range of action, a per-
j

feet career mode, incredibly

evocative historical missions.

manuals are also included).

First off the block is the

full Red Baron package, in-

cluding a solid mission builder

and graphics that still look

good after several years. Fly

any of 33 fragile aircraft from
the Great War, from either the

English or German side. Go
balloon bustin'! Take the con-

trols from Captain Roy Brown
and flame the Red Baron!

Knock a lumbering Zeppelin

from the sky! More than that.

Japan, this one never stops,

and is still my personal favorite

among the "Great Warplanes"
games. That's not to say Aces
Over Europe isn't a standout

program: the graph-
ics (especially in the

game's 400 x 200
'Tall Res" mode) are

even better than in

AOTP, the flight

models are more
authentic, and you
get the pleasure of

flying missions from
D-Day onwards.

All these games
play fluidly from the

CD-ROM, and they

even install a Win-
dows shell for those

who like their flight sims with

crappy frame rates. Oh, and
by the way, Damon— don't

think we didn't notice you
never created mission builders

for AOTP or AOE.

A dramatic

the striking

Aces Over Europe Deference Manual 133
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Air Combat Tactics Over Europe

This single battle of Lamb's perfectly AisJrales the

nature of dogfightmg over Europe The secret of the

RAF, USAAF. and Luftwaffe all performed simHarfy.

The top speeds of the Spitfire IX. Messerschmitt 109.

and P-61 fell wilhin about 40 mph of one another, not a

significant difference. This level playing field left no

major weaknesses to exploit as the Americans had

done so effectively against the Japanese in the Pacific.

In that theater, the radically different aircraft design

philosophies of the Japanese and Americans created a

gros6 disparity in performance.

The Japanese fighters were incredibly maneuverable,

but slow and vulnerable. The Americans went for speed

and firepower, with less emphasis on maneuverability.

Both sides exploited the inequities in the air. In turning

melees, the Japanese held ail the cards and the

Americans routinely were defeated. After numerous

thrashings, they learned to remove this Japanese

advantage by not playing that game Instead of dogfighting, they would make slashing, hit and run attacks

maximizing the* speed and diving abilities and negating Japanese maneuverability

The P-38 was considered a failure as a

fighter in Europe. 0y mid 1944. all 8th Air
j

force Lightning groups converted to

P-51*. Courtesy National Air A Space
Museum, Smithsonian Institution

In Europe, however, no such gross meqorties existed. The planes deployed had only slight performance
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i-ROM comes with a complete
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the Red Baron CD comes bun-
dled with the complete A-10
Tank Killer as a bonus. This

one shows its age graphically

a little more than Baron, but

the "Warthog" is one mean
machine, and the sim is still a

lot of fun.

If) If World War II action is

more your

speed, both

Aces of the

Pacific and Aces
over Europe
deliver in

spades. The
AOTP CD
includes all of

the planes and
hypothetical

missions found
on the World
War II: 1946

add-on disk.

From Pearl

Harbor to the

planned-but-

never-executed

invasion of

This month,
Tom bares all

by revealing his

love for over-

rated bands
from the sev-

enties and

space-saving

CD-ROM con-

versions of

classic air-com-

bat sims. Talk

about a split

personality....

mountain backdrop sets the scene for

Links 386 Pro desert Course Bighorn.

Bighorn!
The stream of new course

disks for Links 386 Pro has,

unfortunately, slowed to a

trickle as Access works on the

next Links incarnation. But

Access still has a few gems in

mind for us, and the latest

Links Championship Course,

Bighorn, is yet another out-

standing addition to the family.

Bighorn is easily the most
dramatic course since Mauna
Kea. Carved from the desert

rock overlooking stark moun-
tains and gorgeous valleys, its

18 holes provide one startling

vista after another. Cacti,

desert scrub, and a prepon-
derance of unusual vegetation

flank each fairway, making for

roughs that are well-nigh

impossible to escape in most
instances. The natural rock

formations are used to maxi-

mum effect— they thwart any
direct approach to a hole, and
the sharp drops in altitude

(some as much as 100 feet!)

will call for a keen eye and
careful placement.

On the whole, the front

nine seems a touch trickier

than the back, with a painfully

tight drive on the number two;

a short, boxed-in fourth; and a

long, killer sixth that once
claimed three of my balls be-

fore I even got out of the tee

box! The back nine still holds

plenty of challenge, however,

and though you'll find fewer

rocks in your way, there are

some delicate placements on
holes such as the 10th, 16th

(with its "goal post" cacti), and
17th. The mix of long and
short holes, with both tight



and open fairways, makes it

hard to develop a rhythm or

strategy at Bighorn. This, mix-

ed with some lovely vistas and
unique challenges, makes Big-

horn— along with Pebble

Beach and Mauna Kea — one
of my top three Links course.

MicroProse and
Sierra Go Disc
Crazy!
MicroProse have been busy
CD-ROM porters of late, with

their best new title clearly

being Fleet Defender Gold.

This sharp, effective simula-

tion of the F-14 Tomcat has

cockpit tour, a "Flight School,"

and various online references

help the new pilot learn the

ropes painlessly. Two new
theaters of war—Korea and
the Indian Ocean — have also

been added, providing six new
campaigns. Plus MicroProse
has added a complete mission

builder, allowing you to create

your own scenarios from
scratch. There's a lot of value

in this CD-ROM, and it's one
of the few that's worth check-

ing out even if you own the

original. This is probably the

most effectively employed
online resource I've seen for

any flight sim.

MicroProse's CD-ROM
ports of Dragon-
Sphere and X-COM
look pretty tame by
comparison. Dragon-
Sphere features full

voice support, and for

the most part it works
pretty well. X-COM
hasn't been enhanced
at all, but at least it

takes up a little less

hard-drive space.

Keep an eye out for

Subwar 2050 and

Fleet Defender Gold sports a thorough tutorial, guided tour, and history.

not only been brought to CD-
ROM, but has been given a

terrific number of enhance-
ments. Video and audio

footage from both the Dep-
artment of Defense and Av-
iation Week (including a dra-

matic MiG shoot-down, com-
plete with cursing pilots) add
a solid multimedia twist to

Fleet Defender, while such

elements as an interactive

1942: Pacific Air War to be on
CD-ROM soon.

Sierra On-Line has

always brought their titles to

CD-ROM with effective en-

hancements, from Leisure Suit

Larry to the King's Quest
series. Now, they're cleaning

out their closets to give

gamers some truly value-

packed CD-ROM bundles. The
first to be released is the

All the King's Quest games are now on one CD, including a CD-ROM version

of KQ VI. KQ VII will start on CD-ROM.

The King's Quest Collection comes with interviews with

Roberta Williams and the KQ development team.

King's Quest
Collection. Ship-

ped on two CDs,
KQC is simply a

bonanza for fans

of the best-selling

series. This set

has it all, with full-

talkie versions of

every title in the

series— from the

primitive graphics

of the first KQ
right up to the

narrative KQVI.
More than that,

they've put

quizzes, demos, interviews,

and "Nick's Picks" (checkers

and backgammon games) on
the remaining disc space.

There are several Video for

lems and lost key presses

when Air Warrior is running
at high frame rates (Kesmai).

Quarantine DOS4GW.EXE
Update: A cleaner-running

Fleet Defender Gold is one of the few

CD-ROM titles that's worth a look

even if you own the original....

Windows files featuring inter-

views with the development
team, and even a trailer for KQ
VII. This is a great example of

the bonuses game companies
can give CD-ROM players

when they put their minds to

it.

Bug Patches
Contact game publishers for

bug-patch availability.

Air Warrior V.1.16B Joystick

Patch: Makes some minor
modifications to a timing loop

in the joystick routine, correct-

ing a problem that occurs with

some game ports. It also helps

solve some video sync prob-

version of the DOS driver.

There is also a Quarantine
Setup Update Patch, which
fixes problems with the

Thrustmaster Steering wheel
(Gametek).

TIE Fighter: This patch cor-

rects hanging notes when
using general MIDI or Roland
music. It also adds direct sup-

port for the Ensoniq Sound-
Scape sound board and allows

Pro Audio Spectrum users to

use the 16-bit DMA setting

without rapid speech

(LucasArts).
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If you’ve seen

3 DO™ on a TV, you

ain’t seen nothing

yet. Introducing 3DO

Blaster™ - the ultimate

game platform for your

PC. 3DO realism and gameplay on a single expansion card. fj Now you can experience thousands of col-

ors, 64-million pixels per second animation and full-motion video on your high-resolution PC monitor.

Without taxing the power of your PC. | A 32-bit RISC chip and twin graphics
<nrr

processors do all the work. Along with a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) that supplies

CD-quality stereo (requires a 386/20 or higher PC, Creative Labs CR-563 CD-ROM

drive, Sound Blaster™ with CD-Audio connector and speakers). | Included with 3DO Included are mind-
1

gjjj
warping, best-selling

Blaster are two of the hottest 100+ and growing 3DO titles. In SHOCK WAVE™: The Sci & SHOCK wave™

Fi Movie Experience, you’ll defeat alien hordes by flying combat missions over photo-real-

istic locations from L.A. to the Amazon. 20+ minutes of Hollywood-style video is woven

into the action. | In Gridders™ you’ll join Zack
SUIT

and his cybernetic dog, Fidex™, as they outsmart the killer Gridders to

learn the terrible secret hidden in the depths of a factory. The deeper you

go, the more complex the interactions become, f So what are you waiting for? Call 1-800-3 3 1-I 371,ext.
glim

501 to order your 3DO Blaster today. Or for more information or the dealer nearest you, call

us at 1-800-998-5227. But remember, you need sleep. And food. CREATIVE
And at least once a week, go outside for some fresh air. CREATIVE LABS, INC.
Suggested retail price: $399.95. U.S. inquiries: Creative Labs 1-800-998-5227 or 1-408-428-6600. International inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd, Singapore. TEL 65-773-0233 FAX 65-773-0353. Sound Blaster, 3DO

Blaster and the Creative Logo are trademarks of Creative technology Ltd. All other trademarks and products are the propery of their respective holders. °Copyright 1 994 Creative Technology Ltd. All rights reserved.

To Order, Call 1-800-331-137). And Try Not To Screa
Product Information Number 98



Peripheral Visions
JOYSTICKS • SOUND CARDS • ADD-ONS • SPEAKERS • YOU NAME IT!

I

don't care if you've got
the fastest Pentium,

with the fastest CD-
ROM drive and video

card ever made. If

you're using a floppy

old joystick (or worse
yet, your cursor keys)

to fly that hot new
flight sim, you're just

not gaming.
On the plus side,

there's no shortage of

joysticks on the market;

on the down side, a lot

of the sticks out there

are just crap. If you're

not careful, it's all too

easy to go home with

something that's not

much better than what
you had in the first place. And
then you're still not gaming.

Fortunately, a couple of

good new choices are now
available: the Wingman and
Wingman Extreme, from
Logitech. The Wingman is

your basic two-button joy-

stick, while the Extreme has

the hat and multiple, config-

urable buttons that flight-sim

fans crave.

If you're like me, the first

thing you'll notice about both
these sticks is their solid, qual-

ity feel. They're mounted on
thick, weighted bases that

keep marvelously still on the

desk during even the most
grueling maneuvers, and the

sticks themselves are molded
to fit your hand perfectly. You
know that satisfying "thunk"
of an expensive car door clos-

ing? The Wingman sticks, with
their excellent design and
qualify feel, remind me of that.

The standard Wingman
carries a suggested retail price

of $39.95, which should trans-

late to an actual price of about
$30. There are a lot of basic

sticks in that range, and their

quality varies wildly. But I'd

have to say that the Wingman
is the best low-cost stick avail-

able, easily beating about 80%
of its competition. What about
the other 20%? It seems to me
I'd say that they're not so

much better or worse than the

Wingman as they are differ-

ent. The Wingman is a big-

handled, molded affair, and I

know some gamers who just

don't care for that type of grip.

And the Wingman has a pret-

ty short throw in all directions.

and can take a little getting

used to.

That short throw is espe-

cially noticeable in the case of

the Wingman Extreme. It's

obvious competitors are the

Thrustmaster FCS and CH
Products Flight Stick Pro, and
chances are you've at least

tried these two models if

you're looking at the Extreme.

Both of those sticks allow a

lot more throw than the Ex-

treme, especially the Flight

Stick Pro. All three are good
sticks, though, and each has

its own personality. So ulti-

mately, which one you go
with will probably come
down to personal taste. Me?
I'd take the Extreme.

Oh yeah, and if cost is a

requires that you skillfully

employ the old rudders.

Even if you're a key-

board rudder rider, ped-

als will greatly enhance
your flying enjoyment.
Because you're control-

ling the things with your
feet as you man the stick

and scan the horizon,

you'll actually feel more a

part of the plane — and
that kind of realism is

always a good thing.

The latest thing in

PC pedals is CH Prod-

ucts' Pro Pedals, and its

main competitor is the

Thrustmaster Rudder Control

System. Now, there's no
doubt that the RCS is impres-

sive. It's a big, heavy, metal

factor, consider this: The
Extreme, in all it's solidity,

will retail for only $69.95 —
and that means right around
55 to 60 clams to you and me!

Some Pedals,
Vicar?
OK, so now you've gone out

and bought a good joystick.

You think you're all set, so

you hop in that P-51 Mustang
and take to the skies. But
those damn Gerries just keep
shooting you down, and you
can't ever seem to get on their

tails! Don't despair, friends.

You just need some rudder

pedals, that's all.

If you've never really

messed with rudders in a

flight sim (and believe it or

not, a lot of PC pilots never
have), then you're cheating

yourself out of a big part of

flying. In fact, most of the

maneuvering you have to do
to take out those bogeys

Products’ Pro Pedals will put you in control.

- '

;
affair, and impressively rug-

:
ged. The Pro Pedals are small-

: er and don't look as sturdy as

: the Thrustmaster kit, but

;
they're actually very well-

;
made. If you've used the RCS,

• you'll notic e (and at first dis-

;

like) the fact that the footpads

;
on the Pro Pedals are muc h

:
closer together than on the

: RCS. But stick it out, because

:
you'll get used so it pretty

;

quickly. And once you do,

:

you'll find that the Pro Pedals

; feel really good.
Because the CH Pedals

j
are much smaller, they'll fit

i
underneath just about any-

one's computer desk; the

: width of the Thrustmaster

:

pedals provides stability, but

:
it can be tough finding

i enough room for them. So
: from a practicality standpoint,

;

the Pro Pedals have a bit of

an edge.

But there's one area

: where the Pro Pedals CH
;

wins hands-down. In addition

; to sliding back and forth for

; use as rudder controls, the

;

each of the footpads on the

;
Pro Pedals can be depressed,

:
and thus used as a gas and

: brake pedal combo in racing

i sims like IndyCar Racing,

;
NASCAR Racing, and World

:
Circuit. They still slide back
and forth when you're using

: them in this way, though.

Some kind of lock-down
:• mechanism would have been
i nice. But again, you'll get

used to it.

The Pro Pedals carry an

;
MSRP of $139.95 — money

: well spent if convenient real-

;

ism is your desire.

i

:
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You no longer have
to imagine the expe-
rience. Because
now you can live

the dream.
Introducing

G-FORCE, the high-

tech flight yoke that

lets you pitch, roll,

bank, soar and never lose control.

FOR IBM & COMPATIBLE PCs.

Screen shot of World Circuit by Microprose™

Activate dual fire but-

tons, throttle control,

and more!
So flexible, it even

transforms into a fixed-

column steering wheel for driving

simulations.

Try G-FORCE by Suncom. It's like a
heavy dose
of rea lty A Suncom

TECHNOLOGIES
The HardwareAdvantage forEntertainmentSoftware

6400 W. Gross Point Rd„ Niles, IL 607 14 708/647-4040

Product Information Number 145
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CD-ROM Olives: The Basics
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t looks like CD-ROM
has finally made it.

Browsing around in

computer stores, it

seems that every PC
that costs more than

$1000 includes a CD-
ROM drive. And that

makes sense; popular

games like Myst and
Rebel Assault are only

available on CD-ROM,
and some game pub-
lishers have publicly

discussed plans to

abandon floppy-based

games completely.

If your PC does-

n't have a CD-ROM
drive, chances are

you'll be getting one
soon. And if it does, you might

be wondering whether a new-
er, faster drive would improve
your system's performance.

Or maybe you're thinking

about getting a new PC, and
the CD-ROM drive is one of

the many components you
have to consider when com-
paring different models and
configurations. Whatever
your motivation, it's impor-

tant to know which features

affect a CD-ROM's perfor-

mance and which ones are

just matters of convenience.

When you just need to

get data off a CD-ROM as fast

as possible, all that matters is

how quickly the data passes

under the drive's laser play-

back head. Double-speed dri-

ves spin CD-ROMs twice as

fast as the first generation of

drives did, raising the peak
transfer rate from 150KB to

300KB per second. That's an
important improvement, and
double-speed drives are stan-

dard equipment now on even
the least expensive systems.

It might seem that iffhe

disc spins even faster, your
programs will run even more
quickly— but that's not al-

ways true. Triple- and quad-

speed drives are available, and
the extra speed certainly helps

— but not to the same degree

as the Original jump from sin-

gle to double-speed. In part,

that's because CPU and video

performance is limited, and
that in turn limits how quickly

the rest of the system can han-

dle the data that comes off the

disc. Besides, most software

designers have worked hard
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to make their CD-ROMs run

j well on single and double-

speed drives, and in many
cases the programs just don't

need a faster drive to run

smoothly.

while disc speeds have
attracted a lot of attention, a

drive's seek time is at least as

important as its raw data

transfer rate as far as games
and interactive multimedia are

concerned23. What's seek

time? As you play a CD-ROM-
based game, the drive has to

skip around to fetch data from
different parts of the disc. The
seek time measures how
quickly it can move from one
place to another, and current

drives' seek times range from
less than 200 milliseconds to

Tim Victor

There are some other

compatibility issues that don't

affect a drive's speed per se,

but they're important for cer-

tain applications. To read

images off a Kodak PhotoCD
disc, the drive has to be able

to handle discs that use the

CD-ROM/XA format and mul-

tisession recording. Almost all

do nowadays, but it's worth
your while to look for Photo-

CD compatibility to be sure.

As far as performance
factors go, that's about it. But

another important thing to

consider is the drive's inter-

face. It doesn't matter whether
a drive uses SCSI, IDE, or

some proprietary interface to

connect to the rest of the PC,

since CD-ROM drives aren't

over a half a second. So a CD-
ROM drive often takes more
time to seek over to the next

chunk of data than it does to

read the data once it gets

there. Since the drive can't

read any data at all during this

time, a fast seek time is crucial

to avoid dead time in interac-

tive programs.
CD-ROM drives also

have different amounts of

buffer memory inside, be-

tween 32KB and 1MB of

RAM. These buffers store

data from the disc before it

goes to the CPU. Large buf-

fers don't seem to make a big

difference in benchmarks that
|

measure drive performance,

but these benchmarks mea-
sure raw speed rather than

smoothness. A large RAM
buffer hasn't been shown to

be a big factor in perfor-

mance, but it's part of the

package when you look at

higher-priced drives, and it

can't possibly hurt.

With the

push toward
CD-ROM —
and the PC
Gamer CD-
ROM Edition

— Tim's been
getting a lot

of mail from
eager CD-
ROM buyers

looking for

guidance.

fast enough to test the

throughput limits of any of

these interfaces. On most mul-

timedia PCs, the CD-ROM
drive connects to a controller

port on the sound card, so it

might be best to look for an
interface that's compatible

with the sound card you want
to use.

But the interface of the

future is probably IDE, the

same connection that's used

to attach the hard disk in

most PCs. The new Enhanced
IDE standard includes an "AT
Attachment Packet Interface"

for hanging CD-ROMs, tape

drives, and other components
on an IDE cable, which elimi-

nates the need for separate

CD-ROM controller cards.

The SCSI interface is the

standard for attaching hard
disks on Macintoshes and en-

gineering workstations, and
top-of-the-line CD-ROM dri-

ves have traditionally employ-

ed a SCSI interface, so SCSI
enjoys a certain amount of

snob appeal. If you already

have a SCSI hard disk in your

PC, or if your sound card in-

cludes a SCSI host interface,

then you're all set. Otherwise,

you can expect to pay at least

$70 extra for even a cheap
interface card to go with a

SCSI drive. In comparison,

some of the least expensive

CD-ROM drives include a

proprietary, non-SCSI inter-

face card at no extra cost.

For between $150 and
$200, you can get a double-

speed drive with a seek time

of around 300ms and a pro-

prietary interface. It'll work
reasonably well with any CD-
ROM game around, and you'll

have the satisfaction of know-
ing that you didn't pay any
more for the drive than you
had to. Or you can spend
three or four times that much
for a top-notch, quad-speed

drive with a seek time under
200ms, and be secure in the

knowledge that it's doing
everything possible to en-

hance your gaming experi-

ence. Really, the choice is

yours. Compare all the facts

and features, do a little shop-

ping, and I'll bet you can find

the right CD-ROM drive for a

lot less than you might think.
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The Desktop General
WAR GAMES • HISTORIC & MILITARY SIMULATIONS • TACTICAL COMBAT

.

Alliance Interactive Comes on Strong in 199Sm » IL; %

I

t's always column-
worthy news when a

new software devel-

oper enters the PC
gaming field with a

strong, up-front com-
mitment to wargames
and military simula-

tions. Since its found-
ing in January, 1994,

Alliance Interactive

Software, Inc. has

attempted to establish

a solid market pres-

ence by issuing bud-
get-priced editions of

some late-1980's simu-
lations that originally

appeared under the

Epyx trademark (Sub
Battle, Fokker Tri-

plane, and PT Boat— not

great stuff, but not awful) and
by issuing an enlarged and
improved version of Harpoon
Classic for DOS CD-ROM
and Windows CD-ROM.

Perhaps even more
interesting to readers of this

column are the new compa-
ny's plans for 1995, which
include some of the most
interesting titles I've heard
about in a long time. Re-

cently, I interviewed Alli-

ance's founder and CEO,
Gordon Walton, to gain some
insight into what makes the

new company tick — and
what its goals are in the field

of wargaming.
Walton has gathered an

impressive roster of talent at

Alliance's Plantation, Florida

headquarters, including expe-

rienced developers and
designers who have worked
for such industry leaders as

Dynamix, Broderbund,
Electronic Arts and Three-

Sixty. Walton is especially

happy to have enlisted as

Marketing Director Mr. Steve

Greene, formerly CEO of Mal-

lard Software and one of the

industry's most savvy experts

on the flight sim genre.

As for Walton himself,

his credentials are impressive.

He's been a computer game
designer since 1978, and has

worked on such respected

games as Orbiter and PT-109
for Spectrum HoloByte, Sub
Battle for Epyx, and the origi-

nal Harpoon for Three-Sixty.

On the now-legendary birth

pangs of that game, Walton
recalled, "That was my first

big wargame project, and it

was brutal. By the time the

struggle was over, I frankly

didn't think it would sell

more than 30,000 copies. I

was, of course, quite wrong."
His ambition for Alliance

Software is not modest:
"Within three years, we in-

tend to be the industry leader

in both strategy games and
simulations. Our first goal is

to publish high-quality soft-

ware (of course, everybody
says that), but the other goal

is to make sure our software

is readily accessible to the

broadest range of players."

Walton sees the PC
gaming market expanding on
all sides, as sexy new tech-

nology lures previously resis-

William R. Trotter

the already successful SVGA
Air Warrior.

The other. Sky Warrior,

will be a unique entry-level

sim based on the real-life

laser tag aerial combat school

of the same name, which has

been extensively covered re-

cently on various television

news programs.
Turning from the sky to

the sea. Alliance will also

publish War Patrol, a WWII
submarine simulation that

will incorporate the Harpoon
"battleset" system to recreate

campaigns in both the At-

lantic and Pacific. It will also

be the first submarine sim to

pay serious attention to the

Japanese sub fleet. "Their I-

boats, for instance, were

tant customers and as the

first generation of Nintendo
fans graduates to the PC
platform. "I think both the

simulations and the strategy

genres have grown a bit

stale, and cater too much to

the high-end players. We're
going to publish products
that will appeal to entry-level

players, while still satisfying

the grognards. It's a fine line,

of course, but with our com-
bined experience, we're con-

fident we can do it."

Take flight simulations,

which Walton cited by way
of example. They've become
so complex, with such steep

learning curves, that they

scare away as many players

as they attract. Two of Al-

liance's 1995 releases will

focus on this situation in par-

ticular. One, for experienced

flight sim pilots, will be Air

Warrior II, marketed in part-

nership with Kesmai. It'll be a

much enhanced version of

Always on
the lookout

for new war-

gaming
opportunities,

the General

decided to

find out what
newcomers
Alliance

Interactive

are working

on for the

coming year.

pretty good weapons, but

they never achieved what
they should have because the

Imperial Navy had such a

poor doctrine of submarine
warfare."

Also coming in 1995 is

Big Three, a WWII game of

grand strategy that allows

the player to make sweeping
strategic decisions and put

whole armies in motion. The
game does not go down to

the regimental level of detail,

but it will not lack drama or

action, Walton promised.
Perhaps the biggest Al-

liance title for 1995 is one that

Walton was reluctant to dis-

cuss in much detail. Just the

basic description — "Harpoon
for World War Two" — is

enough to whet most gamers'

appetites, however. The title

is Command at Sea, and it's

based on a just-completed

rule set devised by the inim-

itable Larry Bond, who in this

columnist's opinion is the

best practitioner of the "mili-

tary thriller" literary genre.

Finally, 1 asked Walton
about the PC version of Tac-

Ops, a professionally-devel-

oped game of modern tacti-

cal combat from Arsenal g
Publishing, one of Alliance's

affiliate companies. Having
read a lot of favorable com-
ment about the Mac version

of TacOps (already being

hailed as "the Harpoon of

small-unit combat games"), I

had long been anxious to' get

my hands on the PC version.

"Unfortunately, the

Windows version has slip-

ped, and is now not expected
until the second quarter of
1995. It'll be worth waiting

for, though, because its real-

ism and authenticity are out-

standing. We're very proud
of that game."

From what I've learned

about Alliance's ambitious

product line-up, and from
CEO Walton's obvious en-

thusiasm and commitment to

the wargaming genre, I

would say that Alliance will

have a lot to be proud of in

the coming year. Stay tuned.
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The Learning Game
THE LATEST TRENDS & DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

The Big Picture

\
'

he thing about
cliches is they

usually hit the

nail right oft the

head. They may
be old as dirt or

dull as dishwa-
ter, but they do
speak volumes.

Like "You can't

see the forest

for the trees."

The meaning of

that cliche was
never as clear

to me as it was
this fall. While
working on a

piece for TV
Guide, I spent a

month looking

at about 40 pieces of educa-

tional software. To me that's

just like a forest, because I

usually see only five or six

trees — er, I mean packages
— each month.

When you're evaluating

just a few programs, the

ones that distinguish them-
selves stick out like a sore

.

thumb — even though they

may not be outstanding in

the broad field of educational

software. The best of a small

batch may not rival even the

year's average packages.

1 always try to put the

educational titles 1 review in

perspective, comparing them
to older packages to see how
they measure up, and noting
any trends that blight indicate

the kinds of advances we cap
hope for in the future. But
after wandering through that

forest, I think that now I can
do a better job.

First, I can do a better

job because I've seen some

jg
: nearly perfect titles. Some

P are enormous programs that

:
take up most of a CD-ROM;

:
others are small. But each of

: these prime specimens works
: beautifully in every way. The
i CD-ROM version of The Way
;

Things Work, for example, is

:
perhaps the best software —

: educational or otherwise —
: I've ever seen. Better than

;

Tetris seemed so many
i moons ago. Better than Sim
; City when I first saw it. Bet-

i ter than Lemmings, The In-

credible Machine, Populous,

or Kid Fix when they were
new. These were the ground-
breakers, the darlings, and
the shining stars of the in-

dustry— and here's another.

The Way Things Work,

JgbfttntCtFuai of Sattxcf.

and Compound
Pulleys." When I

clicked on the sin-

gle pulley, the

machine raised a

small weight and
then the program
showed how the

distance pulled on
one side was equal

to the distance the

weight was raised

on the other. Click-

ing on the com-

erhotThe^isteme S
0
*
1«>n MickeyMouse caejayeFollowthe

pulled on one side

was greater than

the distance the

weight was raised. After

closing that picture, I opened
another which explained that

Reader, a program plagued by choppy graphics

and limited interactivity.

Beautifully drawn and clearly written. The Way
Things Workexplains hundreds of ordinary gadgets

and gizmos as well as the scientific principles under-

lying each machine.

I
iii®l

from Doris Kindersley Multi-

media, is based on David
Macaulay's popular book
about machines and the sci-

entific principles underlying

them, and built on a hyper-

media engine. The Way
Things Work lets users ex-

plore topics in a number of

different ways, and from
many angles.

Each screen

will appeal to

people who
learn best by
reading about a I

concept, as well
|

as people who
need to see a

concept at

work. Consider
the section on
the pulley, for

example. After

reading how a

pulley works, I

moved on to the|

inset picture

labeled "Single

There are times

when it helps

to step back

and take in the

big picture, to

look for those

patterns you

just can't see

from up close.

And that's just

what Heidi

decided to do
in this month's

column.

the greater the difference

between the distance pulled

and the distance the weight
was raised, the less effort

was required. I was fascinat-

ed, and had to explore the

related machines — escala-

tors, elevators, cranes — that

were mentioned. My hus-

band finally had to kick me
off the computer so he could

get some work done.

Seeing The Way Things

Work reminded me how 1 felt

when I first saw those earlier

breakthrough programs. I

wasn't measuring Sim City

against a list of criteria: How
are the graphics? Is the con-

tent appropriate to the audi-

ence? Is the technique new?
Instead, I was absorbed, con-

sumed, impassioned. Time
folded while I played, and
three hours disappeared in

what seemed like 10 minutes.

True, most of those pro-

grams were games; but a

great educational package
should have the same effect.

The bottom line is that what
made Sim City and The Way
Things Work so good was
that they were irresistibly en-

gaging. And what more can
any kind of software hope to

be than that?

But unfortunately, not

all the educational titles I

went through that month
were towering redwoods. I

saw some pretty anemic,

bug-ridden titles too, and
many starred well-known
characters from kids' pro-

grams and toys. For exam-
ple, Follow the Reader from
Disney Software — one of

the older programs I looked

at, but one that you'll still
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•hop, Broderbund's irresist-

cter. Poly Gonzales, displays

an infectious enthusiasm for numbers.
'

Tfisill

find on shelves — teaches

children how language de-

scribes action. Kids direct

Mickey Mouse through his

day by choosing words to

complete sentences. Then
Mickey acts out the choices.

For example, the program
shows the sentence "Mickey
walked to the kitchen." Kids
can change the word walked
to ran dr skipped, and Mickey
will alter his gait accordingly.

They can also change the

word kitchen to bathroom or
living room, and Mickey will

change his destination.

This is the germ of a

great reading program, but
it's poorly executed. Besides
choppy animations, the pro-

gram offers a very limited

doesn't write the code,

and his starring role

doesn't save the pro-
gram. All too often, such
well-known characters

are just facades for poor
program design.

A third thing I

learned was that there
are some general hall-

marks of a good pro-

gram. Some aren't nec-
essarily related to the

educational design of a

package, but they do
seem to correlate with
its overall quality.

To start with, while

beauty is only skin deep,

good graphics can often indi-

cate conscientious program-
mers. Each of the best pack-
ages 1 saw had the sharpest

pictures, the smoothest ani-

mation, and the most beauti-

ful colors. From the simple,

coloring-book style in Big
Top Productions' Hello Kitty's

Big Fun Piano and Keroppi
Day Hopper to the detailed

and subtly colored illustra-

tions in The Way Things
Work, the graphics in these
programs set them apart

from the glitzy but poorly
rendered also-rans.

In Keroppi Day Hopper, the graphics are simple, but colorful and sharp,

giving the program a sleek and finished look.

dictably? Or do the program-
mers' poke their virtual

heads in once in a while and
move things around like

cyber-gods? Programs that

make sense feel more com-
plete, and their stories run
more smoothly. For example,
in IVI Publishing's What is a

Belly Button?, when a child

clicks on a tube of toothpaste

the contents ooze out of the

top. The programmers want-

When a program has a well-crafted
amourtf of interactivity. The vivid characters with infe-

where the spell is broken.
In Optical Data Inter-

active's The Wanderoos Go
Exploring, for example, kids

travel through a maze-like

interface which always leads

back to the same gimmick: A
VCR that plays information
the children are supposed to

learn. Kids can't manipulate
the information, so most of
the exploration and discov-

ery is centered around the
interface itself.

But when a program
has a well-crafted plot or

only thing a child can do is

choose words, with no other plot or vivid characters with integrat-
grated lessons, it has a lot

more depth — and therefore
opportunity?^ manipulate or is more effective. The educa
explore the game world.
And as a result, the program ed lessons, it has a lot more depth

tional content can hide in the

layers of the game, so kids
isn't ftipch furt' tb Work with won't notice the seam be-
Kids could get more from
sitting with their parents,

dictating and illustrating a

story on paper.

If Mickey Mouse can't

draw a crowd to the comput-
er, no one can. (Well, maybe
the Mighty Morphin' Power
Rangers can, but let's not
split hairs.) Popular as he is,

however, Mickey Mouse

Whydo I have to brash

and therefore is more effective.

Another superficial

characteristic that seems to

indicate overall quality is the

logic of a program's environ-

ment. Does the plot make
sense? Do objects and char-

acters move around pre-

lit What is a Belly Button, the programmers wanted to put the toothpaste

back in the tube, so they found a logical way to solve the problem.
’

t'-'

’

ed to put the toothpaste back
in the tube so that kids could
click on it again, so they ani-

mated the toothpaste tube
slurping the goo back inside

rather than simply redrawing
the tube in its original state.

Even though it wouldn't
work in your bathroom at

home, the process makes log-

ical sense.

Finally, a good educa-
tional title has a sense of
depth to it. Most programs at

least try to surround infor-

mation with an interesting

presentation or environment
— perhaps an alien invasion,

or a friendly neighborhood.
But when you get to the in-

formation, it hits you like a

tuxedo T-shirt at a debutante
ball (now there's a cliche in

the making). There's no ques-
tion that you've bumped into

the thing you're supposed to

learn, and that's usually

tween the fun and the facts.

In Broderbund's Math Work-
shop, for example, the pre-

sentation and the friendly

main character make the

math drills fun. The rewards
for correct answers are
worthwhile, and the process
of figuring out puzzles is as

satisfying as the ultimate

solution. Almost like magic,
math becomes a game.

And magic is what you
should be looking for in any
software, but especially in a

package that claims to teach
your children. Good educa-
tional titles can be as good-
looking, as enthralling and
carefully designed, as the

best PC games. So when
you're in the "forest" of titles

at your local software store,

don't fix on the first famous
name or flashy box you see.

Step back and compare, take

the whole forest in — and
look for the magic.
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3D GAME CREATION SYSTEM
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AS GAME DESIGNER.

through virtual reality corridors doomed
to be written off as entertainment only?
Why not use your game-playing
expertise and creative ideas to make
and sell YOUR OWN 3D ACTION
GAMES? The Pie Game Creation

cover walls, ceilings, and floors with 256 color texture-mapped graphics
add special lighting effects like darkness and fog

decorate your virtual reality with furniture, fixtures, and foliage

place ammo, keys, & other items for players to pick up, carry, & put down
customize the game-play instrument panel to suit your game
arrange obstacles for players to jump and leap over
construct sliding and swinging doors
animate objects like flames, flags, and fountains

set the behavior of individual enemy characters
engineer deadly weapons
blast your own WAV sound effects

play your own MIDI game music

AS GAME PUBLISHER...

System makes that possible!!!

distribute your finished game as a shareware product
keep all the profits (pay no licensing fees, pay no royalties)

sell your game on retail shelves

The Pie GAME CREATION SYSTEM includes.
Universe editor with easy-to-use mouse click and drag operations
Pie’s smooth-scrolling 3D game engine

> Full-featured paint program
Four channel digital mixing sound system
Demo of an exciting 3D world
Complete documentation

To order: 1-800-537-3344 24 hours
$69.95 Add $4.00 S&H MC VISA
NY resident add sales tax MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Pie in the Sky Software 1596 Ayrault Rd. Fairport, NY 14450

The Pie Game Creation System was
designed from the ground up for

non-programmers. Minutes after

installation, you can be building 3D
worlds simply by clicking and dragging
walls, objects, and characters.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
386 PC compatible (486 recommended),
DOS, 4 megs of RAM, VGA graphics,

hard disk, 3.5 " drive, SB optional
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A. Which PC do you own? (Check all that apply.)

286 01

386 02

486 03

Pentium 04D
Power PC 050

B. Do you now own or do you plan to buy a CD-ROM drive

within the next 3-6 months?

Own 06

Plan to Buy 07

C. From which sources do you purchase games most

frequently? (Check all that apply.)

Software Specialty Store 08

Consumer Electronic Store 09

Direct from Vendor 10

Mass Merchant/Non-Computer Store 1 1

Mail Order 12D
Computer Store 1 3

D. How often do you buy computer games?

Every Week 140
2-3 Times per Month 1 5D
Once per Month 1 6

Every 2-3 Months 17

Every 4-6 Months 1 8

Once a Year 1 9

E. Is this your personal copy of PC GameP
Yes 20

No 21

F. Are you a subscriber to PC Gamer?

Yes 22

No 23

Issue Date: January 1 995

Expiration Date: February 28, 1995 4PCF5
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You'll have nightmares playing this game!

Never before has such realistic gameplay

been combined with such maddening

adventure. Screams abound when a

young girl's nightmares terrorize a

town gone mad. Suddenly you're

caught up in a role-playing horror

story that features ellipsoid 3-D

technology for the ultimate in

realism. Over 200 beautifully

animated sequences, incredibly

detailed 3-0 backgrounds and

a broad mixture of action

and horror make this game a

unique, cinematic experience.

i 'Drjmm Pi

675 Massachusetts Avenue • Cambridge, MA 02139 • Phone (617) 497-7794 Fax (617) 497-6759

This game was developed by Andrew Spencer. Animation by Alain Maindron.

Product Information Number 131



Lupine Online
SHAREWARE NEWS & THE ONLINE SCENE

Oh Great— flnollier Real-Life Courtroom Drama

I

f you hate Nintendo as

much as I do (not just

the company and its

lame little game system,

but the whole blank-

eyed, joypad-twitching,

pre-teen zombie sub-

culture it spawned),

you're probably blissful-

ly unaware that there

are actually a handful of

titles for the cursed sys-

tem that are more than

just a waste of time, sili-

con, and $50.

One of these not-

too-awful games is

Mario's Super Plumber
Mobile (it's really called

Mario Kart - Eds.), an
amusing little car-race game
that uses an interesting 3D per-

spective which rotates the

landscape around your little

Plumber-Mobile as you zoom
through the race courses. It's a

nice change of pace from all of

the tedious platform games
that used to dominate Nin-

tendo Land, and if a federal

judge forced me to own a Nin-

tendo product I'd certainly

consider this one.

About a month ago,

while I was lurking around
America Online, I noticed a

Shareware demo of some-
thing called Skunny Kart from
Copysoft. It featured Copy-
soft's Skunny Squirrel charac-
ter, the star of 5 other Copy-
soft games, in a very Mario
Kart-like racing game for the

PC. I downloaded it immedi-
ately and planned to feature it

here for all of you Wolflings.

Then I noticed a print ad
for Apogee's newest game.
Wacky Wheels, which looked

remarkably similar to Skunny
Kart. The shareware demo
wasn't available yet, so I called

Apogee and learned that the

similarities between Skunny
Kart and Wacky Wheels were
more than just skin-deep, and
that all was not well in Share-

ware Land.

According to Apogee
president Scott Miller, Apogee
approached Phillipe Mercier—
chairman of the Belgian Copy-
soft— in early 1994 about a

game Copysoft was develop-

ing, then titled Wacky Karts.

Apogee began negotiating

with Copysoft to obtain the

rights to publish the game

using Apogee's established

shareware model.

Several weeks later, with

negotiations still in progress.

Apogee was contacted by one
of the authors of Wacky Karts,

who stated that he and his

programming partner wished
to leave Copysoft and work
directly with Apogee. They
apparently didn't get along

well with Mercier, and resent-

ed the fact that their contract

did not pay them royalties for

their work.
The two authors, Shaun

Gadalla and Andy Edwardson,
paid back the money they bor-

rowed from Copysoft (25,000

pounds, which is some kind of

English money) to buy their

way out of the contract, then

days of the discussions, Gad-
alla and Edwardson decided to

cease development on the

game unless they were grant-

ed 30% royalties on it. This

was not in their contract and
Copysoft declined, so the pro-

grammers took their work
over to Apogee, where they

presumably got a better deal

— despite the fact that their

contract states that all games,
tools, and associated source

code produced and written

while under contract to Copy-
soft will remain the sole prop-

erty of Copysoft.

"We are awaiting a court

date in the UK to get our
equipment back from the

developers, and to sue for

damages," Snell says. "In an

m

entered into an agreement with
|

Apogee to release their game.
Near the end of Sep-

tember, Apogee learned that

Copysoft had allegedly violated
|

their agreement with the two
authors (now under agreement

|

with Apogee) by using their

original code, with minor addi-

tions, in the newly-titled Skun-

ny Kart. They hired an interna-

tional attorney and intend to

file suit against Copysoft.

But Copysoft's David
Snell tells a much different

story: "We've been developing

Skunny Kart (formerly Wacky
Karf) for about 16 months
now, and if you search the

IBM file library on either CIS

or AOL you'll find that our

demo was uploaded in Decem-
ber of 1993."

During the development
process, Phillipe Mercier be-

gan contractual discussions

with Apogee to have them
publish the game. In the final

Could it be

that the world

of shareware
isn't as easy-

going as it

seems? There

are big profits

at stake, after

all, so a bit of

legal battling

was probably

inevitable.

Here's Scott

with the facts.

pf -a. * . '“111S1
attempt to avoid a court hear-

ing, Gadalla and Edwardson
: sent Copysoft a check for

;
25,000 pounds, which we

; placed in escrow as partial

payment of damages. We in-

formed them that the case

;

would still go to court. But

i
these programmers told Ap-

;

ogee that the payment bought
; off their contract and the

i game's rights from Copysoft.

"We continued to devel-

; op the game without them,

and we've now had a finished

product in the marketplace for

about 6 weeks. Apogee has

attempted to thwart our re-

lease at every turn by claiming

that it's illegal, but they have
yet to produce any verifiable

document showing this to be
true. Unfortunately, their in-

dustry position was powerful

enough to have Skunny Kart

pulled from AOL and CIS by
simply saying our code be-

longed to them.”

Wait! According to Snell,

there's more: "To avoid years

of litigation, we've offered

Apogee a non-exclusive

license to market Wacky
Wheels for a pre-determined

percentage of the sales gener-

ated (we would retain owner-
ship of the intellectual copy-

right), and they countered

with an offer to us of 10% of

the gross sales of Wacky
Wheels if we did not release

Skunny Kart to the public.

Obviously, we declined.”

At this point, neither

Apogee nor Copysoft have
come to terms with this situa-

tion, although Snell says that

;

he's received a letter from

:
Miller (Did not! Did too!) stat-

i ing that Apogee no longer has

: a problem with Skunny Kart

: being distributed.

But while the story plays

: itself out in the international

: courts, you can make your
: own decision by checking out

I both games on this month's

i CD-ROM!
•

:

And you thought the

I world of Shareware was all

;
lollipops and sunshine. No

i way, O.J....

P.S. — Got some more E-Mail

i
addresses for ya...

; CompuServe— 74774,2060

;

Delphi— WolfOnline

;

GEnie — WolfOnline

PCG
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So is this.
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^ interactive
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entertainment

For a free trial copy, call 800 . 706. 9500
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Available
now!
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T his month,
we've got

some
strategy

for three of our favorites

— Origin's System Shock,

Virgin's Beneath a Steel

Sky, and GameTek's
Quarantine. They're all

great games, and can be
pretty tough if you're not

careful. But that's where
we come in.

We didn't get too

many hints and strategy

letters from you guys
this month. Maybe we're

already covering all the

titles you want us to, or

maybe you've just been
too busy playing the re-

cent crop of great new
titles to write to us.

Whatever the case, we
want to hear from you! If

we don't, we'll just write

about our favorites, and
then you'll never know
how to solve the Riddle

of the Spiny Lobster, or

whatever else has got

you stumped.

Write to us at
Strategy Central

PC Gamer,
300-A S. Westgate Dr.

Greensboro, IXIC 27407

Or Email us at:
peeceegee@aol.com

74431 f3433@CompuServe.com
Please don't use these addresses for

subscription questions. Instead, call

PC Gamer Customer Service at

(415) 696-1688

Grab the metal bar as soon as possible. It will be your

only weapon for quite a while.

w

You have a single goal in System Shock— destroy the evil computer
SHODAN before he destroys you. In the course of your quest you will come
across a heap of weapons, some better than others, and face numerous
obstacles. Two things primarily bar your way: security systems and bad guys.

T. Liam MacDonald emerged weary and red-eyed from his office (he calls it

the Citadel now) just in time to give us some great System Shock tips.

First Things First

Explore the entire med lab, especially

the trap doors and closets. You'll find

the log entries, including one from your-

self listing all the information that you
knew about the Citadel (including door-

way access codes). Gather up all this

stuff and keep it. There's also a metal

bar lying on the floor. Since this will be
your only weapon until you find the dart

gun and the mag pistol, pick it up and
keep it in hand at all times.

If It Moves, Kill It First

In the beginning, you'll face the mutants
in quantity. These were once poor saps
who just thought they could get a good-
paying job on a space station, and
wound up the subject of bizarre experi-.

ments gone awry. They tend to gurgle a

bit, which makes it easier to locate them
aurally, but visually they can be hard to

find — they tend to stay in the shadows
and don't leap out until the last moment.
At first, all you have is the metal bar, but

that's okay — a few whacks and their

heads will cave in but good.

Curiosity Pays
Pick up and read all e-mail and log

entries. They contain crucial information,

including security codes. And you'll

want to search everyone you kill, even
the mutants. Ammo, health patches, and
a lot of other useful objects can be found
in abundance on corpses.

Darts, Anyone?
When you find the dart gun (just outside

of the surgery suite), start using that on
the mutants and even the cyborgs. There
are darts to be found all over, and they

come in two varieties: Needle darts just

drug the buggers, while the other have
tips that explode on impact. Two explo-

sive darts should take out a mutant, and
three will work on cyborgs.

Here's the Plan
When you get to the far side of level one
(where the hopping security robot will

kill you a few times) look for a blue plate

set in the floor. Step on this plate to

travel to a lower-level viewing station.

Be sure to explore every nook and cranny of the

med lab, and keep an eye out for traps.

Destroy all the cameras you can find while

exploring to reduce the security level.

Look for a switch along the bottom of

the wall and throw it. This activates the

plate at the center of the room. Step on

it, and it will lift you up to a kind of

viewing alcove where you can take a

peek at a bank of computers, but the

important thing here is the puzzle. Solve

it by clicking the Xs and dashes to com-
plete the circuit, and it will unlock the

force door in this area. If you're playing

January 199B f[33



“30 levels of excitement

using the Wolfenstein 3-D engine

give you as much action & exploration as you can handle.”
-Computer Game Review

“The bottom line? This game is a heck of a lot of fun t

play...Corridor 7 is a well-produced compelling game.

-Bill Kunkel, Electronic Games

Technology licensed from

ID SOFTWARE, creators of

WOLFENSTEIN™ 3D

With Modem & Network Play

Capstone ™

THE PINNACLE OF
ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE

Available on IBM CD-ROM and 3.5" disks. To order call: (305) 373-7700 • (800) 468-7226 • BBS (305) 374-6872

Software Creations BBS (508) 365-2359, 2400 Baud • (508) 368-7139, U.S. Robotics • (508) 365-9352, 14.4-28.8K
Wolfenstein is a trademark of ID Software. All Rights Reserved. Corridor 7: Alien Invasion and Capstone are trademarks of IntraCorp, Inc. All other trademarks acknowledged.
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STRATEGY
with puzzles on, it's the only way to

continue.

Past the force door you find a sort

of storage area and clinic for cyborgs.

In one of these rooms you'll find a tiny

recess with a human outline on the

wall. This converts people into cyborgs
when they die. Throw the switch, and it

turns off the cyborg conversion and
reconfigures the station for healing

purposes. Now, if you die, you'll be
brought back to life here, instead of

turned into a cyborg.

Kill all the cyborgs in "storage"

before they activate, then build up
health levels and take out the big guy
on the platform (it ain't easy). Make
your way to the banks of computers
and toss a grenade into the room.
Once these computers are destroyed,

SHODAN will be very pissed, and
cyborgs will start coming out of the

walls. Try using grenades on them,
but in all likelihood they'll kill you and
you'll come back to life in the cyborg
conversion chamber. Simply make
your way to the exit (just past this

chamber).

Use the dart gun with the explosive darts on

both the mutants and the cyborg drones.

SHODAN will be righteously pissed after

you take out level 1. He'll be watching....

Switch the cyborg convertor to ''heal" and you'll come back to life whenever you die.
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After you take out the computer banks, cyborg drones will start coming out of the walls.

Sc
u

For

Storm

riebmann

in a

Beating the Mid-Level Crisis of

Beneath a Steel Sky

Beneath a Steel Sky is one of the most
enjoyable graphic adventures we've seen in

a while— but it's also one of the toughest.

A key part of the game takes place in-

side the cyberspace of LINC, the computer
that controls the entire city. And to interface

with LINC you need a Schriebmann Port, a

tidy little hole in your skull. So, for your

gaming pleasure, here's a step-by-step guide

to what you'll need to do to get a

Schriebmann Port.

We'll assume you made it through the

game's first puzzle— getting off the scaffold-

ing and finding a way down to the smelter

and out to the breezeway connecting the

Steam Control Room and the Pipe Factory.

Along the way you should have picked up a

wrench, a pair of sunglasses, an ID card —
and a sandwich if you're especially devious.

Steam Control Room
Talk to the old guy for a few laughs, then

use the wrench to loosen the nuts on the

two buttons at the right of the screen. Tell

Joey to press the button on the right, and
when he does you press the other button.

The old guy will leave the room to fetch

Hobbins. Go ahead and take the light bulb in

the machine on the left.

Loosen the bolts securing the buttons on the

Surge Test Control, then tell Joey to press one of

the buttons while you press the other.

The Walkway
This is where you'll probably be chatting up
Gilbert Lamb (the guy in the beaver fur coat),

as well as use the "welding” Joey to cut the

red cable at the right. And once Anita uses

her “jammer" on your ID card, you access

the LINC terminal here to change Gilbert

Lamb to D-LINC status and take all away all

his credits (more on that later).

PC GAMER January 1995 IHri



No More
Questions

rfis

Page 83: 5th Paragraph;
1st and 2nd letters of last

4 words backwards.

Rnswer: |

Suggested $7fi.00
Retail Price / 0

Special Phone Offer

only $59'“
when you mention this ad

1-905-830-1961

By-passes document
checks on more than 500
computer games.dBM pc>

Safe and easy to use
even for novices.

Menu driven.

Just point and shoot.

Never be locked out of

your own software!

WOW SBBW®1®

No More Manuals or Code Wheels

!

i CALL:

mine
V TechData
W CORPORATION

1 *800*237*8931

" -N */ClVlP.S

Conditions of Use
Universal Neveriook defeats document checks on a variety of software products. Universal Neverlock is intended solely for the use of legitimate owners or licencees of these products and is

specifically NOT intended for any use that deprives any software publisher of their rightful income. Universal Neverlock is Copyright © 1 991 -94 by Copywate Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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'Kidney; lung or
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After Burke tells you about his friend Willy,

head to Anchor Insurance and ask about the

Special Policy. When the agent leaves the room,

let Joey indulge his love of welding.

Only Joey's gonna talk you past Doctor Burke's

receptionist. Tell him to use his "natural charm"

with her.

The Travel Agent s going to make you wait a

month for a ticket, unless you've got something

he wants so badly that he'll forego the red tape.

After Burke abandons you during the Factory

tour, go to this screen and talk to Anita. She'll

use her "jammer" software to upgrade the ID

card you took from Reich's body— and tell you

about the Schriebmann Port.

Burke's Bio-Surgery

Go to the left until you get to Burke's Bio-

Surgery. The "receptionist" won't let you

see the Doctor, so let Joey give it a try. Go
in and ask the doc for a Schriebmann Port.

Do whatever it takes to get the operation

(you'll have to make a painful promise).

Once the operation is over, talk to the doc

again — he'll tell you about a special insur-

ance policy. Time to visit Anchor

Insurance!

The Pipe Factory (Anita and Potts)

Talk to Anita until Gilbert Lamb appears.

Tell him you're a security agent, and he'll

leave. Walk to the right and throw the

wrench in the gears, then retrieve it. Go
back to the left and use the wrench on the

welding robot to replace Joey's shell. Go
the right, look in the window, then send
Joey into the storeroom; when he comes
out, tell him to return and disable the alarm.

Then you go in, raise the gangway, and
take the putty— it's really plastic explosive.

Take it to the Steam Control Room, flip the

power off on the machine on the left, put

the plastic explosive in the light socket, then

turn on the power. When the doors blow
open, put both of the exposed switches in

the off (down) position.

Now you can take the elevator down
to the Middle Level. Go left when you
come out of the elevator, then through the

doorway near the top right of the screen.

Reich's apartment is on the left.

Reich's Apartment
The only thing you need here is the

motorcycle magazine hidden under

Reich's pillow.

Travelco
Now this one's tricky. When the travel

agent says he prefers to keep his wheels to

the ground, you're supposed to interpret

that as meaning he's a motorcycle fanatic.

Anyway, give him the mag from Reich's

apartment, and he'll give you the ticket.

Mid-Level Breezeway
Lamb is continually walking around here.

Talk to him until he says he needs a break

from work, then give him the Travelco

tickets. He'll reward your generosity with a

tour of the Pipe Factory.

Pipe Factory (Radiation Area)

After Lamb leaves you with Potts, walk

right one screen and start talking to Anita.

Get as much info as you can, then when
she talks about hacking into LINC give her

your card. She'll use her jammer on it,

giving you almost unlimited LINC access.

Go back out to the gangway and do a

number on Lamb's LINC status, then head

down to the middle level.

Anchor Insurance

Tell Billy Anchor you were referred by

Doctor Burke. When he goes to check into

the policy, tell Joey to use his welding tool

on the statue. Take the anchor and use it

on the cable you cut earlier to make a

grappling hook.

Back Upstairs

Take the elevator back to the top level.

Walk two screens left, then enter door at

the top right— you'll find yourself in the

room you were in at the start of the game.

Climb the stairs, go through the door on

the right, then use the grappling hook on
the Security symbol on the building

across the street. You're in Security, and
you're on your own... at least for this

month!

to order call toll free

1-800-631-5141
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STRATEGY

Surviving Die Nean Streets
In our review of Quarantine last month, we didn't really delve into the strategy and tactics necessary to escape the

bloody byways of Kemo City. Yes, believe it or not, Quarantine really does require sound strategies, fiscal manage-
ment, and tactics— because as much fun as it to waste everything you can train your guns on, that's not going to

help you in your break for freedom. Here are some general rules you should always keep in mind as you drive,

shoot, and even ram your way through Kemo City and the evil OmniCorp corporation.

Maintain a Good Work Ethic. The only

way you're going to win is to buy better

equipment for your car, and the only way
you can pick up bucks to do that is to haul

as many fares as possible. There is one
caveat to that rule, though...

Don't be Mr. Nice Guy. A lot of the fares

you pick up just aren't worth your time —
you know, only SI 50 to drive a drunk

across town— so don't chase the almighty

dollar so much that you wind up costing

yourself more in repairs than you make for

the trip. Be especially leery of trips that

necessitate prolonged journeys through

mine-infested areas, like the streets that

run along the outer walls of the first level.

Discretion is the Better Part of

Destruction. It's tempting to shoot every-

thing and everyone that moves, but don't

do it! You'll notice that there are several

types of other vehicles buzzing about—
cycles, trucks, coupes, etc. — and many are

organized into gangs. If you toast enough
of a gang's cars, they'll come looking for

you, usually at the worst possible moment.

bals at the Zoo (both are in The Park), try

pulling up alongside them and using the

Uzi (you get it free when you upgrade your

machine guns). You'll get a faster kill rate

that way than if you try to point your cab at

targets and use forward-firing weapons. Be

careful, though: Your field of vision is limit-

ed this way, and you can get disoriented if

enemy vehicles ram you.

If Your Passenger Has a Specific Job
For You, SAVE YOUR GAME! Most of

the time, the weirdos you pick up chatter

on about such run-of-the-mill topics as

devil worship, drug abuse, bodily func-

tions, or other such amusing psycho-bab-

ble. But if your passenger asks you to per-

form a specific task such as pizza delivery,

assassination of software pirates, or deliv-

ering a coffin, accept and then save your

game! Completing these assignments on
time is the only way you'll be given pass-

words to get out of a level.

Fully Utilize the Weapons Store and
Repair Shop. If you're off the grid (i.e., the

road— your hovercab literally draws

Ilri

Don't shoot that defenseless cab— let him

take dangerous mines out of your way instead!

antine. A word of warning: If you simply

cruise to an exit bay and go to the next

level, you won't have enough firepower

to survive. We're providing them just in

case you get stuck and would like to take

a peek at the mayhem that lies ahead.

OMNICORP IS ALL KNOWING
KEEP THE OPRESSOR OPRESSING
THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT ZILCH

Even something as unimposing as hover-

cycle can inflict major-league damage with

mines, or get in your way during a crucial

mission. And the bigger the enemy, the

more you want to avoid pissing them off.

One case in which you neverwant to

shoot is if you're tailgating another cab

down a street full of mines; stay behind

him, and he'll carve a safe path for you.

Speed Kills. Well, it doesn't really kill,

but it can cause you to miss turns or run

into deadly obstacles, costing you valu-

able time.

Use Your Uzi Wisely. On missions where
you have to take out large numbers of ped-

estrians, such as the software pirates at the

Ring of Trees or the head-hunting canni-

power from the

streets) and your bat-

teries run down, your

cab will start taking

damage. One way to

avoid this is to duck

into a Weapons store

or Repair shop: When
you come back out

your batteries will be

back at full power,

giving you enough
power to safely

return to the road.

PASSWORDS
Here are passwords

to take you to levels

2, 3, and 4 of Quar-

StKL 051 V.

nonev $0)7 !B

$0D7R'J

Purchase at least alkaline batteries as soon you have enough cash; the extra time

they allow you stay off the grid without taking damage makes them invaluable.
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ou guys

sure do

like to

let us

know what's on your mind

— and we love it! Every

day brings in a new batch

of letters with praise, com-

plaints, suggestions, and

even personal anecdotes of

PC gaming experiences,

and this month we've tried

to pick letters that touch

on as wide a range of top-

ics as possible. Remember,

even though we can't an-

swer each letter, we do

open up (or download, in

the case of E-mail) and

read all of them. So keep

on writing, and don't for-

get: Your letter could win

you a free game!

So you want a free
game?

Write to us at
Strategy Central

PC Gamer,
300-A S. Westgate Dr.

Greensboro, IMC 27407

Or Email us at
peecee0ee@aol.com

74431 ,3433@compuserve.com
Please don't use these addresses for

subscription questions. Instead, calf

PC Gamer Customer Service at

(415) 696-1688

Upgrade Time, or PC Envi|?

PC Gamer:

T his letter is being written for

two reasons, and is from a very

satisfied and sincerely impres-

sed fan of your magazine.

Firstly, and obviously, I very much
appreciate and enjoy your publication.

The reviews are thorough and top-notch,

and the articles are informative and on
up-to-date topics. And, speaking of up-

to-date, the titles that you review have
the amazing tendency (unlike other

mags) to be NEW! Gee, whoodathunkit?
I also very much like the fact that

you've done my company (The Software

Toolworks/Mindscape) quite a good turn

by putting D/Generation on your Top 40.

This was a huge surprise, as we in devel-

opment were absolutely convinced that

we were the only ones who knew about
the product— you know how us pro-

grammers feel about those marketing
and sales guys. You have my utmost
thanks as a consumer, and producer of

entertainment software.

Secondly, I wanted to comment on
the whole upgrade issue, and how a lot of

people get frustrated or even angry at the

fact that they keep being "told" to go out

and by the latest hardware, as if their cur-

rent machine has gone the way of the

Betamax (I still have mine, by the way).

What most people don't realize is that, at

the current rate the typical high-end
machine technology has been increasing,

if a user buys the top-end machine,
he/she will most likely not have to up-

grade any portion of it for two years, it

takes a long time for a market such as

ours to require its users to have the latest

technology, assuming we want our prod-

ucts to sell in large numbers (and, of

course, we do). So there would be no
point in requiring a Pentium 90 at this

point— although if you're buying a new
machine now, that's probably what you
should go for.

As a software developer, 1 have to

have the latest machines (or some reason-

able equivalent) if I want to be able to

keep up. Yet after five years of working at

The Software Toolworks, I'm still on my
third machine, which I got about two
years ago: a 486/66. Sure, when your
usage patterns change— like going from
mostly DOS apps to Windows, or run-

ning more graphics- or sound-intensive

applications (which are usually games),

you might want a larger monitor or a bet-

ter sound card, but is it necessary? That's

the main question you have to ask your-

self, and people too often assume that the

answer is "I want to run the newest and
coolest, so I have to have the newest and
coolest to do it." This js not the case.

We're starting to get Pentium 90's

in the office now, but that's only for the

product managers and other people who

are "in charge." I still need a high-end
machine, though, and I'm quite happy
with the speed of my current machine.

Sure, I want a Pentium— but I know
(having followed the industry) that it cer-

tainly isn't necessary.

So in a nutshell, what an upgrader
is buying his new machine for is not so

much the present, but the future. "But," 1

hear the users cry, "in the future the cur-

rent machines are going to be much less

expensive." I retort that in the same
future, there will be machines that are

much more powerful than the top-of-the-

line machines of today, and they'll be
approximately the same price as the cur-

rent top-of-the-line. Just keep in mind
that if a user buys the best machine avail-

able, he/she should be satisfied for at least

two years with the purchase. If not,

you're probably suffering from a severe

case of envy, and you might not be seeing

how useful your current machine still is.

John Merlino

via aol

There you have it, folks— right from the horse 's

mouth! And John, you bring up some very impor-

tant points. You're right when you say thatjust

about all the games out there will run on a 486/66,

and that if you buy the best machine around when

you do get a new one, you'll avoid the need to

upgrade for a lot longer than if you don't go for the

best. But as you said, that 486/66 was top-of-the-

line two years ago; it won't be much longer before

it becomes the minimum game platform for play-

ing the latest releases.

I Think I'm Gonna be Sick!

Dear PC Gamer,M uch ado has been made
over the first-person

style views of Wolfen-

stein 3D and Doom, and
not without reason. However, I've dis-

covered one big drawback which I have
not yet heard voiced. Unless I travel

slowly— which is near impossible when
you're anxious to see what's around the

next corner— I end up with an unpleas-

ant case of motion sickness!

It took awhile for me to relate my
sudden rash of nauseous spells to the

!
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“I’ve played role-playing

games since thSy first

appeared on mainframes

a decade ago. The Elder

Scrolls: Arena is quite sim

ply the most captivating,

well-designed, realistic

world available on home

computers.”

‘The most impressive showing

by any company.. .Bethesda’s

Fall line-up is one of the

best going.”

—Computer Game Review
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computer games, but 10-15 minutes of

these games sends my stomach lurching.

Yet one of my sons (who is prone to

motion sickness) does not experience

these effects.

PC Gamer readers who encounter
sudden bouts of nausea that seem to coin-

cide with their computer playing may well

want to check out the new game's scrol-

ling procedure to see if the rapidly shifting

viewpoint is inducing motion sickness.

Sincerely

Joyce T. Piper

Norfolk, VA
You're not the only reader mho's reported such

bouts of nausea, Joyce. In fact, our own Steve

Poole (mho always insists he'll get sick ifhe does-

n't ride in the front seat when we go to lunch) got

a bit queasy the very first time he loaded Wolf-

enstein 3D. And Todd Vaughn reported a bit of the

old sour stomach while playing through a particu-

larly nasty segment ofDark Forces. In neither

case did it keep them from playing more, though,

and they eventually got used to it.

Where me really expect to see the sick-

ness thing become an issue is in virtual reality

settings. Imagine moving through those corridors

in Doom, the scene bobbing up and down to simu-

late walking— but all you can see is the view

ahead, and you're sitting down at the time!

In the end, first-person PC games will probably be

a lot like roller coasters— unbeatable fun for

those mho can take all the action, but best avoid-

ed by those mho can't.

The Games Theij Aren't

fl'Changing

Dear PC Gamer,

'm a long-time subscriber, and I

love what you're doing. I look for-

ward to reading PC Gamer as much
as I do buying and playing the

games you review. Your ratings system is

the best; I can scan the Final Verdict

boxes, and then spend time reading only

about those games that really interest me.

You also have a good mixture of reviews

and advertisements, and f enjoy both.

After 1 decide that I really like a game, I

want to know what the street price is.

and if it's available yet. I'm glad to see

several mail-order ads which answer
both questions.

My only gripe isn't even with your
magazine, but rather with my perception

that game developers need to be more
creative or imaginative. Almost every

game is either a simulator where you fly

something, an action adventure where
you shoot something, or a role-player

where you find something. Enough with

the castles and space creatures! The
Incredible Machine was a good example
of something a little different, and Sim
City was also a very creative idea — but

that too has almost been overdone. I

don't have any good suggestions, but

then again I'm not making the big bucks
developing software.

Yours truly,

Donald L. Booker
Houston, TX

We certainly agree with you that there's room for

some new approaches to PC gaming. When a

fresh concept like Populous or Tetris comes

along, everyone benefits— and naturally, other

designers begin looking at the successful new
idea in hopes of capitalizing on it. Pretty soon,

though, the market can get lousy with poor imita-

tions, and all of a sudden that fresh idea is old and

overused.

There's another thing to keep in mind:

genres like flight sims and RPGs are crowded

because they're popular. An awful lot ofpeople

love specific categories ofgames, and will buy

damn near every new title of that kind that comes

out. So from the developers' point of view, design-

ing anew title that falls within an established

genre makes good financial sense. It's a lot riskier

to try something new and unproven— although if

it works, the payoff can be enormous.

Faster. Faster!

Dear PC Gamer,

'm very disappointed in they way
game companies don't really release

games for those fast computers out

there. I have a 486DX2/66Mhz with

a 340 and a 170MB hard drive (both com-
pressed with Stacker 4.0), a 14.4 modem,
and 12MB of RAM. I think more people

should wake up and smell the coffee, and
upgrade their systems so that game com-
panies will make use of those faster com-
puters. Example: America On-Line uses

only 9600 baud access, but I have a 14.4k

Modem.
I like the idea of putting demos on a

CD-ROM disc, but you shouldn't still have
to make a version with a 3.5" disk. People

who don't have a CD-ROM should get

with the program, because pretty soon
it's going to be a standard.

Sincerely,

Nick Suranyi

via aol
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We think if you look around, you'll see that more

companies are taking advantage ofsystems like

yours. In fact, we're starting to see games that

need at least a Pentium to run the way they were

meant to run. Take a look at Navy Fighters orWing

Commander III, for example.

Most PCs sold today are already 486/66 or

faster, and most ship with CD-ROM drives. And
with millions ofnew PCs sold each year, it won't

be long before that becomes the new base sys-

tem game designers will be aiming for— you may

get your wish sooner than you think.

/4s for the 3.5" demos, we feel that its

important to give our readers the choice to go

with whichever version of the mag they want. Not

everyone has a CD-ROM yet (although we hope

they'll get 'em soon), and we don't want to shut

anyone out.

Dear PEECEEGEE,

I
have a com-
plaint for computer game com-
panies, and I

thought
other PC Gamer
readers might
agree with me.

Why have so

many publish-

ers started

printing lousy

documentation

to ship with the

game, only to offer

a "strategy guide" that

contains most of what the documentation
should have covered? I'm getting tired of

shelling out $50-60 for a new game and
finding out that it's nearly impossible to

play using the instruction manual I'm

given. Most "strategy guides" that I've

seen have been $15-30, bringing the total

price for a playable game to $65-90. This

is nuts! Some publishers even reached

the point where they release the strategy

guide before the game!
I think you can see why I'm an-

noyed. Please, just write good instruc-

tions the first time around. If I still need
the strategy guide after that, fine — but

at least give me a fighting chance to play

the game with the documentation it

came with!

Thanks,

Matt Howell
via email

There's no doubt about it: Some publishers are

really cleaning up on strategy guides. And there

are a number of times when, just as you say, bet-

ter documentation— or better game design—
might make extra help unnecessary. Of course

there are plenty ofstrategy guides that do provide

good, much-needed hints and solutions to games

that are complete, but very tough. Those guides

provide a welcome service; unfortunately, many

don't. We'd be interested in hearing from other

readers on this subject!

Welcome Fo Ftie Jungle

Hello!W ell, I finally got around to

writing you a letter of

appreciation. I have
never written fan mail,

so consider this a great compliment.

It has only been in the last six

months since I left the 16-bit world of

Nintendo and Genesis. Since your maga-
zine has been on sale. I'm no longer lost

in this new (and not-so-well charted

world) of computer gaming. It's not just

the fact that you let the curious test-drive

new products, but also the way you
appear to go out on a limb to give fair—
and often unpopular. I'm sure— opinions

of the games you review (though some-
times I wonder what your magazine's cri-

teria is to accept the game it demos on
the disk).

By the way, thank you for reducing

the cost of your mag. Not that I would
have missed one issue at the old price, but

it definitely makes you feel like you've got

your money's worth. I've also read in your
mag that soon a CD version of the demo
will be on the way. If this is the case, I

can't wait to see what happens when I

shut the door ofmy drive with your demo
in it. If it is anything like the satisfaction I

get from your magazine, my next letter

will be asking if you're selling stock.

CD you soon!

Lawrence Hinkle

via aol

That was a nice affirmation! And as for how we
pick demos, here's the deal: On the floppy, we're

limited because, obviously, we only have 1.44MB

to work with. So we try to choose either a demo

we feel will be an important title that our readers

will want the chance to evaluate for themselves,

or one that we think is just a lot of fun. On the CD-

ROM, we can include a lot more stuff. Our goal

there is to bring you absolutely everything we can

get our hands on, because we know that the best

way for you to decide whether you want to buy a

game is to try it out and see what it's like— and

to read the PC Gamer review. The way we see it,

the more you have to choose from the better.

Sound Advice

Dear PC Gamer,

About a year ago, when I was
installing a game called

Chessmaster 3000 , 1 was
asked what sound card l

had. At that time, 1 didn't know what a

sound card was, so I just chose PC speak



er. When I learned what a sound card
was, though, I decided to buy one. So I

ran the install program again to look at

the list of sound cards. I decided on an
AdLib, so I called a bunch of places to see

if they had them. None of them did. They
only had the Sound Blasters. Then, I read

in your magazine that AdLibs weren't

very good or something. I'd like to know:
what are the differences in price and
sound quality between AdLib and Sound
Blaster?

Sincerely,

Paul Gazzoli

P.S. Could you get a demo of Deep Space
Nine: The Hunt sometime soon?

The AdLib was one of the very first sound cards,

and it could only recreate game music. It didn't

have the ability to reproduce digital sound Ilike

voices and sound effects), but it caught on quickly

and its simple method of synthesizing game music

became a standard among game designers. Still, it

was a very basic card. The Sound Blaster brought

digitized sound and music together, and went on

to supplant the AdLib as the gamer's card of

choice. It's still the most widely recognized card

— and it's a lot better today than when it first

appeared. AdLib isn't even around anymore,

although AdLib is mentioned as one of your music

options in many new titles.

And yeah, we'll try to get a demo of DS9:

The Hunt— if we can. We've heard that Para-

mount Interactive, the company behind DS9, has

pretty much closed up shop. Will they be back?

Will the game ever come out? We'll let you know
as soon as we hear anything more.

Getting it Right the

First Time

Dear PC Gamer,M y letter concerns the sad
state of affairs that seems
to be occurring at

Sierra/Dynamix. When
Front Page Sports: Baseball was released,

people descended on software stores to

get it, only to find that the 'Sierra Switch'

was once again upon us. Like Outpost,

Baseball seems to be sadly unfinished, and
there have been many cries of Foul! from
the stands. To make matters worse, a mes-
sage was recently posted on one of the

Sierra AOL boards from a user who read

on the internet that Dynamix didn't plan a

patch in the near future. This is insulting to

all the people who waited through the

delays for a game that, given Dynamix's
track record for producing top-quality

sims with a minimum of bugs— not to

mention Sierra's reputation for top-quality

— is tantamount to a slap in the face. We
consumers need to put the pressure on, so

that half-finished software is not released
— and if it is, patch it! SSI did it for Tony

LaRussa 2

;

they even sent the patch disks

to me in the mail!

I feel that Dynamix and Sierra are

starting to fall from grace. If they are

reading this, take heed. And please re-

member— we will support you as long as

you support us.

Very sincerely,

Ted Fattel

Margate, FL

It's tough to argue with you, Ted. Truly buggy pro-

grams are a pain at best, and we get plenty of let-

ters from readers who feel cheated when their

new games won't work as they should. We would

say, though, that a lot of the reports we get of

"bugs" actually turn out to be cases where the

user didn't configure their computer the way the

game specified, or didn't understand IRQs and

DMAs, or memory, or whatever. Obviously, such

problems aren't bugs at all. But uninformed users

still call 'em bugs, and often fill the on-line forums

with indignant complaints.

Not that that's the case with FPS;

Baseball— in fact, that game missed earning our

Editors' Choice Award because of bugs. You're

right to say that publishers have the responsibility

to get patches out to users whenever a few bugs

do slip through; and from what we've heard,

Dynamix fully intends to issue patches for

FPS:Baseball.

CD-ROM OBrfl

Dear PC Gamer Staff:

Aquestion: How many game
demos are going to be on
the CD-ROM version of the

mag? Will the floppies and
CDs have the same demos or different

ones? Also, I think that you should also

try to squeeze in some of the new hard-

ware and software breakthroughs in

each issue. You might also have a sec-

tion of the mag devoted to modems:
online services, BBS's, Internet, and
games played via modem.

One additional request might be
to set up a PC-Gamer BBS with an 800-

number for fans alike to send in

requests and gratitude. Will the

Quarantine demo come on the disk as

well as CD?

Soon-to-be Subscriber,

Ryan Grant
Marshall, TX

We'll always try to pack as much as we can on

each CD-ROM. And since the floppy is so much
smaller than the CD-ROM, it'll only contain one

game demo, where the CD will contain many
more— and they'll be bigger, too.

As for the BBS stuff, we'll look into it.

It'd be a pretty neat thing to do, that's for sure!

And finally, Quarantine was only on the CD.

PCfi



Thinking ol biryi Volume 1, Number 1 (May/June 1994)

C
l "The Future is Here"

1

)
a On the disk: Theme Park

\ 1 In our first issue, we took a trip down to Austin for a close-

up look at Origin's Bioforge, and Matt begun his 12-step

program by confessing his hidden addiction to Doom. Scoops! on

Noctropolis, System Shock, Front Page Sports: Baseball, and

tat lea
Volume 1, Number 2 (July 1994)

"Eat lead, Fritz!"

On the disk: Pinball Fantasies and Sink or Swim
We celebrated the 50th anniversary of D-Day with an extensive behind-

the-scenes report on MicroProse's stunning WWII tank sim Across the

Rhine, as well as reviews of Tanks!, M-4 Sherman Tank Simulator, and

two pages of Tom McDonald's expert strategic tips on V for Victory:

Gold9Juno»Sword. Looking to buy a multimedia upgrade kit? Our CD-

ROM buyer's guide in this issue is just what you need!

Vow* V- - ;

fife Z'J.
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Volume 1, Number 3 (August 1994)
"The Top 40 Games of All Time"
On the disk: Detroit

This is it— the list of the Top 40 games of all times that generated

so much mail, so much controversy, so much outrage that we can

hardly wait to do it again! Check out our story on Virtual Reality

gaming and Forte Technology's incredible VFX-1 VR Helmet; pick

up some killer tips for Master of Orion, Quest for Glory I, Ultima

VIII, and Mortal Kombat, and read the best Wing Commander III

story until the December 1994 issue came along!

Volume 1, Number 4 (September 1994)
"The Year of the PC"

On the disk: CyClones
Not everyone gets to go to the Consumer Electronics Show, but thanks to

our stunning 18-page report you don't need to. We also detail what hard-

ware you need to run these high-end juggernauts— and reveals that a

great PC gaming system isn't as expensive as you might think. Great

Scoops! on NASCAR Racing, Wolf, and The Fortress of Dr. Radiaki, plus

two pages of X-COM strategy make this one a collector's item!

Volume 1, Number 5 (October 1994)

IjgGANlER On the disk: Master of Magic

n ,
;

, CnrrpC Here's the definitive story on Dark Forces, a first-person shooter

; j s-* with a new Star Wars story, plus the first Scoop! on the biker ad-

£? &
|

venture Full Throttle. And don't forget the review of TIE Fighter,

f- |l which earned our highest rating ever! You want real previews?

\ h How about Scoops! on Zephyr, Menzoberranzan, Dust, and War-

?

4

craft: Humans and Ores? Come on, order it— you know you wanna!

sa t 3 >

Volume 1, Number 6
"Cyberia" _ •

On the disk: Blackthorne iMjuMlvltfi
"

We journeyed to Interplay's offices to preview the multimedia action-adven- a?
pTihnr;

ture Cyberia, and came back convinced that it has the potential to challenge 'JJP

fiehe//lssau/fasoneofthebest-sellingCD-ROIVIgamesever. Strategyfans

will love Bill Trotter's roundup of wargaming magazines, and once again

we beat everyone to the punch with Scoops! on King's Quest VII, Hell, and *
t:

Dragon's Lore, The Software Toolworks' groundbreaking FRP, Oh, and let's

pjj
not forget the first of many bi-annual review indexes.

mCtibeS
*
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Volume 1, Number 7
"Wing Commander III"

On the disk: Star Crusader
On the CD-ROM: Wing Commander III, Dawn Patrol,

Relentless, Quarantine, Ultimate Football, Rise of
the Robots and many, many more!

Say you're a Wing Commander fan? Then this is an issue you'll treasure

forever! Bill Trotter went to Austin and took Chris Roberts' newest game

for a test drive, and came back with a five-page feature. Tom McDonald

assesses Spectrum Holobyte s plans for '95 and beyond, and explores

the rapidly growing world of modem gaming. One of our best ever!

PC03H
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To Understand
What Lies Ahead,
You Need to Know
What's Gone
Before. You Need...

We've gotten hundreds of phone calls,

letters, and e-mails requesting back
issues— and now they're finally here!

If you've just begun subscribing, you

may have missed out on some exciting

stories, but now you've got the chance
to make up for lost time.

• © 9 9 9 9

Best of all, ordering your favorite back
issue couldn't be much easier. Just

send check, money order, or your VISA,

Master Card, or American Express card

number (with the expiration date) to:

PC Gamer Back Issues

1350 Old Bayshore Highway
Suite 210

Burlingame, CA 94010

Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Please specify

issue number(s) and floppy disk or CD-ROM
edition ($4.95 per each issue of floppy-disk edi-

tion, $7.95 per each issue of CD-ROM edition).

PC GAMER Januarij 1995
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Rise of the Triad is sure to hit the target, especially

when multiple players are involved
”

Computer Gaming World

a if’ A * ir .

§

“I can’t think of any reason Why every DOOM nut won’t

flock to this game. It’s beautiful,-fast, and challenging.”
• Interactive Entertainment

f 0 W . $ M ft $ *
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gr » * \“ ‘Four Diskettes’—A must buy.”
Hot D/s/cs/
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“Blistering action and a sense of humor make
Rise of the Triad one of the year’s favorites.”

Computer Came Review

Who are we to argue?

i yftttt

;

' >• :
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As part of the High-risk United Nations

Taskforce (HUNT), it's your assignment to

devastate and destroy. ..to ensure peace
on Earth. You're equipped with the most

' ' 'n .I'*’ wffiM 'xSBWWSWWM

vicious weaponry ever seen. But have you
got the guts to blaze through hundreds of

deranged terrorists and slaughter their

sinister masters of death? Yes!

1 Fierce Comm-bat™ zones, ideal for massacres

during modem and network play.

• Cruelly taunt your opponent with live

RemoteRidicule™ during multi-player games.

• Did we mention tons of gut-spewing graphics

and blood-curdling digital sound?

"NOTE: R/se of the Triad: The Hunt Begins is available as shareware. The retail (registered) version is titled

Rise of the Triad: Dark War, and contains all new levels and advanced features . Call today to order Rise of the Triad: Dark War.

1 -800-APOGEE1
Or download for free, Rise of the Triad: The Hunt Begins from Software Creations, the officially sponsored Home BBS of Apogee.

(508) 365-2359 @ 2400 baud • (508) 368-7036 @ 9600-14. 4k v.32bis • (508) 365-4035 @ 28.8k v.fast class (v.fc)

Product Information Number 85



Presents SSI's

The Renegade: Battlje 1

Jacob’s StarContest!
SSI is busy putting the

finishing touches on

Renegade: The Battle

for Jacob's Star, one of

the most exciting

space-combat games

we've seen (those of

you who bought the

CD-ROM edition of the

magazine will get to try

it for yourselves). And

to celebrate the

release of Renegade,

SSI is going to send

two lucky PC Gamer

readers (19 and over)

on a once-in-a-lifetime

adventure....



Our Grand Prize winner (and a friend) will get hands-on experience with authen

tic astronaut training simulators. What a rush!

And What Will I

Do at Space
Camp?

And That's Not All—
Check out These Other

Great Prizes!
• First Runner-up (one winner): A Renegade
Flight Jacket (a $150.00 value!)

• Second Runner-up (three winners): An
official Renegade Watch

•Third Runner-up: (five winners): A Gift

Certificate for the SSI game of your choice.

ONE ENTRY PER PERSON! All entries must be received no later

than February 1, 1995.

But Wait

—

What is the U.S.

Space Camp?

You and a friend will be participating in the

Adult Level I program, which will take you

through the rigors of a 3-day course of astro-

naut and mission training, supplemented by

various lectures. Shortly after arrival, you’ll

receive mission assignments and begin prepa-

ration for shuttle and space-station missions.

You'll get to try out astronaut training

simulators in a unique, educational roleplaying

scenario, and tours of NASA's Marshall Space

Flight Center and the U.S. Space and Rocket

Center will round out the weekend.

PC Gamer
Battle for Jacobs Star Contest

P.0. Box 29364

Greensboro, NC 27429

No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. One entry per person. For a complete set of rules, write

your name, address, age (YOU MUST BE 19 OR OLDER TO WIN THE GRAND PRIZE), and telephone number

on a 3x5" card and mail to: PC Gamer Battle for Jacob's Star Contest, P.0. Box 29364, Greensboro, N.C.

27429. Entries must be received by February 1, 1995. The editors' decision is final.
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The U.S. Space Camp was created by the U.S.

Space & Rocket Center. Established in 1965 by

the State of Alabama, empowered by the U.S.

Congress, and supported by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, the U.S,

Space & Rocket Center is the nation's leading

hands-on space science museum. Since 1982,

the U.S. Space & Rocket Center has fostered

national and international outreach programs

through the U.S. SPACE CAMP, U.S SPACE

ACADEMY, and AVIATION CHALLENGE pro-

grams and through creation of the U.S. SPACE

CAMP Foundation. All these entities are non-

profit, educational organizations.

And That's Where You Come In!
To enter the Renegade: Battle for Jacob's Sfarcontest, just send us

the most interesting snapshot you've got. Well pick the one we like

the best, and voila! — it's off to the U.S. Space Camp.(Oh, if you've

got only one copy of your fave pic, you can photocopy it, or scan it

and send it in on a 3.5" disk.) Mail it to:

Sounds Great! What
Do I Have To

It's easy but for a prize this good, we jfjffll

had to think of something tougher than KB
just sending in a postcard! BJL

During one of our semi-annual PC

Gamer road trips, we spotted this sign and

just had to whip out our official PC Gamer HJ|JB
“

camera and preserve it for posterity. Now
|

when we look back on this snapshot, we Vi
all get a good laugh— good enough to - w-ri*
help us make it through the trials and nEk*
tribulations of putting out the world’s

finest PC gaming mag. In case you can t read the sign, it s

But now we need something new, thurs prime rib sms with didi

something more, something even more fascinating than the thought

of a clown named Diddly carving roast beef to get us through the

tough times...

In case you can t read the sign, it says,

THURS PRIME RIB $9.95 WITH DIDDLY THE CLOWN



Next Time

We'd Hoped to do a special tribute to

romance for our February issue, but

at the last minute we decided that

this stuff would be even more touching

PC® !

OIS, Matthew A. Firme
and Stephen Poole

ECTOR. Edwin C. Malstrom
E ART DIRECTOR. Scotty Billings

DOCTION EDITOR. Shell! Craig

IK EOITOR. Gary Meredith

II DISH EDITOR, Joseph Novicki

ICIRTE EDITOR. Todd Vaughn
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Heidi Aycock, Dan Bennett,

Lee Buchanan, T. Liam
McDonald, Neil Randall, William

R. Trotter, Neil West, Scott Wolf

Multimedia Games: When They

Word, and When

Theij Don't
The technology being put to work in today's

computer games is sometimes amazing,
with all the 3D modeling, voice acting, and
digitized video you could ask for. But is

gameplay suffering at the expense of all the

impressive extras? We'll take a close-up

view of the whole issue, and tell you which
titles have made multimedia work — and
which have failed miserably.

GP PUBLICATIONS, INC.

EDITORIAL. ART. PRODUCTION, MRRHEIG

300-A S. Westgate Drive

Greensboro, NC 27407
Phone: (9io) 852-6711

Fax: (910) 632-1165

EXECUTIVE EDITOR. Selby Bateman
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PRODUCTION COORDINATOR. Judy Earley

1350 Old Bayshore Highway
Suite 210 Burlingame, CA 94010

Phone: (415)-696-1688

Fax: (415)-696-1678

PUBLISHER.

Gini Talmadge

Sportsman's

Paradise
Our sims columnist, Lee Buchanan, is a big fan

of just about every sporting event around (he's

still complaining about the lack of a decent jai

alai sim). So we gave him a dream job, at our
readers' request: Put together the definitive

guide to the best sports sims around. We'll see
if he made the cut next issue.

The First Annual

PC Gamer Readers'

Choice Rinards
No, we won't actually be running the Readers'
Choice Awards next issue. But we want you to

know that it's time to start sending us your
selections. We're looking for your choices for

Game of the Year, Best Simulation, Best Ad-
venture, Best RPG, Best Sports Game, Best

War Game, Best Strategy Game, Best Arcade-
Action, and Best Puzzle Game. We also want
to hear your nominees for Special Achieve-

rn PC GAMER Januari] 1995

ment in Sound, Music, Graphics, Animation,
Design Excellence, and Innovative Design.

Got all that? Good! Then start sending your
picks to:

Readers' Choice
PC Gamer

300-A S. Westgate Drive
Greensboro, NC 27407

And of Course...

We'll have plenty of new reviews, including

Electronic Arts' Noctropolis, Magic Carpet, and
Navy Fighters; Virgin's Creature Shock; Cap-
stone's Operation Body Count; and maybe even
NovaLogic's long-anticipated Armored Fist!

Plus we'll bring you more Scoops!, more
Eyewitness, and another session with all those

friendly PC Gamer columnists. And don't forget

those CD-ROM and floppy cover disks!

Fill lliis and more, coming

al you in Hie February

issue of PC Gamer!
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Caroline Simpson-Bint

Rick Vandervoorn

DIRECTOR OF CIRCOLHTION, Maryanne Napoli

Please send all advertising
materials to Judy Earley,
Production Coordinator,

PC Gamer, 300-A S. Westgate
Drive, Greensboro, NC 27407

Chris Anderson

VP/FINRNCE & CFO.

Tom Valentino

Chip Elko was glad to be home. Lt. Render
would have been glad too, if dead men could
feel anything. But he and the rest of the crew
had long since made their fleeting contribu-
tion to the Mediterranean's food chain. A few
weeks after being rescued by Maltese fisher-
man, he was back in the States, back on a
grimy, deserted street in Passaic, New Jersey.

"Gotta light, buddy?"
Elko swivelled around to see a

stooped, dark figure hovering practically
under his right elbow, holding a crooked
Lucky Strike just out from under the brim of a
greasy fedora. Absentmindedly, he fumbled in

his pocket for the battered old Zippo, the only
thing to survive from his recent ordeal.

"Here," he said, thumbing the
wheel on the lighter a couple of times before
the wick caught. Holding the flame close to the
stranger's face, he could just make out a vis-
age of creases and cracks, more the texture of
sun-dried mud than skin.

"Thanks," the gnome coughed,
"you just get into town?"

"Yeah," Elko answered noncom-
mittally, wishing he was upwind of the fellow.

"Some friends of mine, they need
a job done...ya look like you could use some
cash. Here’s all you need to know,” he rasped,
pushing a small wooden box into Elko's hand
before slipping into the alley he'd come from.

"Hey!" Chip yelled, too late.

Realizing the box was still in his hand, he
slowly raised the lid, revealing a small yel-

j

lowed piece of paper, some crumpled C-notes,
and a twisted silver cross...

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH!
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FLIGHT & WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM

Take control of your elevators, ailerons, throttle, rudder, and flight and weapon commands with this

unique two-handed joystick - the Phoenix Flight & Weapons Control System.

Each of the 24 buttons can be programmed using a graphical interface, designed for

simplicity. The Phoenix is compatible with all games and flight simulators that support a standar

joystick and keyboard controls. No special support is required.
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PREMIERE
EDITION
A one-time only,

limited production

run for serious Wing

Commander fans.

Includes:

• Movie film canister packaging

• Behind the Screens Interactive CD

• Making of Wing Commander III video

• Wing Commander novel, t-shirt,

calendar and Origin Audio CD

direct sales only
TO ORDER

. CALL
ELECTRONIC ARTS AT

1-800-245-4525

ORIGIN IN association with ELECTRONIC ARTS” PRODOCTIONS, INC. presents A CHRIS ROBERTS GAME
"WING COMMANDER III: HEART OF THE TIGER" starring MARK HAMILL, JOHN 'RHYS— DAVIES. JASON BERNARD,

TOM WILSON, GINGER LYNN ALLEN and MALCOLM McDOWELL as "TOEWYN"

'“CHRIS DOUGLAS
!” PHILLIP GESSERT TiSI GEORGE OLDZIEY SK VIRGIL HARPER-™ DONNA BURKONS

!t

“S! FRANK DePALMA -TERRY BORST ™“! CHRIS ROBERTS ““
FRANK SAVAGE »CHRIS ROBERTS

>ORIGIN
W interactive Movie

Coming soon

for
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